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Introduction

1.1 LanguageAcquisition

Language acquisition is often distinguished from language leaming, with the former
referring to the process by which a child comes to know a first language or mother
tongue, and the latter referring to the process by which one comes to know a second or
subsequent language. The latter could apply to a child or adult. However, when a child
develops two or more language systems relatively simultaneously, this process is
referred to collectively as language acquisition. This dissertation focuses on language
acquisition as defined here, including the possibility that some of the children studied
might be simultaneously acquiring more than one language.

Acquisition studies in general can serve many functions. They contribute of course to
scientific knowledge, but may also have clinical and educational applications. All
general theories of grammar should ideally include an account of language acquisition.
The study of the acquisition of a particular language therefore contributes to the general
debate on the adequacies of theories but also to discovering both the universal and
language specific features of the language acquisition process. ln the context of
Jamaica, the study of language acquisition is necessary for all the reasons mentioned
above.

Academically, this study contributes to the body of knowledge on the acquisition of
different languages. More crucially it contributes to filling the gap that exists due to the

dearth of studies on the acquisition of Creole languages. Practically, it provides a much-
needed database for the further study of the Jamaican language situation and the
language varieties in general, and their acquisition in particular. The database contains
general language data on Jamaican children between the ages of one and four and a half
years and can be used to explore most areas of language acquisition. The focus of this
dissertation, however, will be the acquisition of the sound system by Jamaican children,
that is their phonological development. The study of this development gives an

indication of the normal development path for Jamaican children acquiring the sounds of
their language or languages. Speech pathologists, therapists and educators should find
this useful in determining cases of phonological disorder. It can thus have both a clinical
and educational impact. The results of the project can also contribute to the socio-
political debate on the Jamaican language situation in particular with regard to
education.

This is primarily a descriptive study, aimed at discovering the processes by which the
Jamaican children studied acquire the phonology of their language or languages, in a

language situation that includes significant variation. This variation and its impact on
the path of acquisition are an important aspect of this study. Both speakers and linguists
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acknowledge this variation whether they recognise the multilingual nature of the speech
community or assume that it is language-internal variation in a monolingual society. In
this project two different socio-economic groups were studied with the aim of capturing
some aspects of this variation.

Notwithstanding the fact that this is a primarily descriptive study, various theoretical
concepts are discussed and theoretical proposals are made where relevant. The most
significant theoretical insights derived from this study concem an account of the Creole
continuum within the Optimality Theory framework ($3.5) including an account of the
interaction between the phonologies of a first and second language ($3.5.4).
Additionally, I consider some of the theoretical models available (Chapter 2) and explore
possibilities of adaptations of existing proposals. Arising from this is an account of sub-
segmental representation in Dependency Phonology and Optimality Theory that may
impact on phonological theory generally and phonological development in particular.
This proposal is discussed with examples from the database of this study. However, it is
not treated in the main body of this dissertation since it has no direct impact on my
primarily descriptive approach to this study. It is discussed in a separate Theoretical
Excursus at the end of the dissertation.

1.2 Phonological Development

Phonology is the study of how languages organise a subset of speech sounds to function
distinctively in their sound systems, as opposed to phonetics, which is the study of how
the language sounds that can be made by the human vocal apparatus are produced,
transmitted and perceived. The child's first year is usually regarded as the preJinguistic
phase and it is studied in phonetic terms. The actual development of phonological
systems is considered as beginning in children above I year old. I maintain this tradition
in this project by focusing on children between one and four and a half years of age.

There is evidence in the literature that children's perception and production of speech
sounds do not develop in parallel and that perception precedes production. Vihman
(1996: 60) reports on several experiments that show that infants can discriminate
between speech sounds at two months and, she assumes, quite likely from birth. For
example, they can perceive the distinction between syllables with voiced as opposed to
voiceless initial consonants (e.g. ba vs. pa) (cf. Eimas et al., l97l). There are competing
theoretical accounts of these facts. Vihman goes on to show that it is only from about
six months old that the particular phonological processes of the specific language to
which the child is exposed appear to play a significant role in perception. There is more
consensus on speech production than on perception. For example, several researchers
identify five stages of vocal development up to around 13 months old (cf. Oller, 1980;
Stark, 1980 and Roug, Landberg & Lundberg, 1989). However, there is sufficient
evidence of individual differences to weaken any model set up in stages (Vihman, 1996:
I l8). There is more consistency in phonological development after the first year (see

Chapter 2). In this dissertation the focus is on phonological production, not perception,
after the first year.

The study of phonological development seeks to determine the process by which a

child acquires and uses the sounds that are distinctive in her language. Such studies have
mainly been analyzed in terms of syllable structure and segments, with the position of
the segment in the syllable being significant since segments have been frequently
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observed to develop asymmetrically in the different positions. Some studies focus on
sub-segmental distinctive features and others identify phonological processes that serve
to link child production to adult production.

ln this study all these options are combined in an effort to get a fairly comprehensive
view of the phonological development of the Jamaican children studied. Syllables and
segments are analysed with main focus on the position of the segment in the syllable
(syllable-initial or syllable-final for consonants). The development process is also
described in terms of sub-segmental features and the phonological processes that could
be viewed as bridging the gap between the adult phonological system and that of the
child.

In Chapter 2, particularly 52.2, I discuss some of the theoretical approaches to
phonological development. I also discuss some of the earlier studies of phonological
development such as Jakobson (1968) and Smith (1973), in addition to more recent
publications such as Grunwell (1982) and Fikkert (1994). The Jamaican data from this
study is compared primarily with Grunwell's, as it offers an account of children
acquiring English, compiled from the results of a number of independent studies. There
are no sufficiently detailed studies of acquisition in an English Creole environment to
allow for comparison.

1.3 Language and Education in Jamaica

In addition to the scientific interest in child language in Jamaica there is a practical need

to understand the nature of the linguistic competence of children entering the primary
school system at the age of six or seven. In addition to English being the official
language it is also the language of educational instruction. This suggests that there is an

assumption that the children, when they enter the formal school system, are either
speakers of English or, at least, have a good enough command of the language in order
to be able to learn other subjects via that medium. The stated policy of the Ministry of
Education in Jamaica, quoted in (1), is to recognise that most of the children enter
schools speaking Jamaican Creole (JC) and to encourage children to develop literacy
skills in Standard English (SE).

The majority of our people are speakers of Creole or Patois as we call it.
The target of the Ministry of Education through the schooling system and
ending ultimately in the University is that our students develop
proficiency in reading and writing Standard English. Some may never
speak competently SE but by reading and modelling and practice, they
will be able ta write it .-. We are not trying to substitute onefor the other.

(Senior Education Officer in the Ministry of Education, Jamaica
on a talk programme on the 4th of July 1988, quoted from
Shields, 1989:3)

It has been a significant step for the Ministry to formally recognise that JC is spoken

by most Jamaicans. However, this has not yet been translated into language teaching

and usage methodologies in schools that ensure high numbers of high school graduates

(l)
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that are sufficiently competent bilinguals. At the moment there are school text books
that include short texts in JC, but there is no requirement from the Ministry of Education
for English to be taught using methods that recognise that it is the second language of
most of the students, as opposed to the first. One may argue that the aim of the Ministry
is limited to literacy in English as opposed to full communicative competence.
However, most high school graduates, including some of those who matriculate for
university, do not achieve even adequate literacy in English. The University of the West
Indies found it necessary to conduct English proficiency tests and to introduce a pre-
university course, Fundamentals of English, for the unsuccessful candidates.

A number of suggestions have been made for teaching English in this and other
similar situations with the recognition that it is a distinct language from the Creole.
Carrington (1983), Bryan (1997\ and Carpenter (2000) arebut a few of those who have
made proposals. Although it is clear that the Ministry of Education recognises that JC is
something different from English, it is not clear whether they recognise it as a different
language. One cannot just assume that the language status of JC is recognised by the
Ministry in light of the fact that it is frequently viewed as bad English. Even Jamaican
bilinguals have difficulty conceptualising JC as a separate language (cf. Carpenter, 2000:
75). They apparently just think that it is natural to speak 'badly' in informal situations.
The social aspects of the language situation are considered in more detail in $3.3.

What can be helpful to the Ministry of Education is a series of studies to not only
reinforce the fact of the distinctiveness of the languages but, more importantly, to get an

idea of what language or languages the children enter the formal school system with.
This should help to give an indication of the extent to which particular language policies
may be successful in achieving the desired competence in English.

As stated in the previous section, there has been very little work on language
acquisition in Creole languages in general and on Jamaican Creole in particular. Chen-
Wellinglon's (1996) study of the phonology of Jamaican primary-school-aged children is
restricted to a set of rural children recorded cross-sectionally only for their production of
syllable-initial consonant clusters. This project, on the other hand, looks at both rural
and urban children and encompasses syllable structure as well as segment and feature
development. The language situation is discussed in more depth in $3.3 and $3.4. This
study gives an indication of whether pre-schoolers tend to be bilingual or monolingual
and in which language. It should then contribute to general policy making for education,
for example, by assisting in the selection of the language variety or varieties to be used
and/or taught in schools and the methodology preferred for teaching. Secondly, as

mentioned above, it should help teachers to have an idea of what the norm is for a child
at various ages and what is deviant.

1.4 Goals

The goals of the project are set out in (2). The primary goal (2a) is to produce a

descriptive analysis of the process of development of the phonology of children
acquiring Jamaican, where Jamaican refers to both Jamaican Creole (JC) and Jamaican
English (JE). The project also has two secondary goals (2b and 2c) as discussed above.
The specific research questions that arise from these goals are discussed in $4.2.
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Goals of the project.

To produce a description of the process, including time-lines and
sequence, by which the Jamaican children studied acquire their
phonologies to include:

i. determining how features of the input (the phonetic forms and
phonological structures the child is exposed to) affect the process and
speed of child language acquisition;

ii. determining the nature of child language acquisition in situations with
a high degree of language variation, including any developmental
differences between children in different socio-economic groups.

The development of a data base, with longitudinal and cross-sectional
child language data, accessible to scholars, non-government agencies
(NGOs), govemment ministries and other interested parties, which will
contribute to the provision of a much needed resource for basic education
and child development programmes in Jamaica.

c. To begin to fill the significant gap in child language acquisition studies
with respect to Creole languages.

1.5 Related Projects

Research on children's acquisition of Creole languages has been very limited. Of note
are projects done by Roberts (1976) and Chen-Wellington (1996) on Jamaican; Youssef
(1990) on Trinidadian Creole and by Adone (1994) on Mauritian Creole. Both of the
previous studies of Jamaican children involved children over five years of age and were
cross-sectional. There have been no longitudinal/developmental studies that have sought
to follow the developmental process of the same set of children, from the earliest stages

of language acquisition, over a significant period of time. Recently two such project
proposals have been drafted. Both projects are far more extensive than this study since

they aim to include many more language aspects than phonology. This study clearly
stands in relation to these projects and can provide data for them, so they will be outlined
briefly here.

The Department of Language, Linguistics and Philosophy at the University of the
West Indies (UWf, Mona Campus, drafted a proposal to develop a database of the
acquisition of language by Jamaica children. The aim of the Department is to include
children between six months and five years of age from a number of rural and urban
communities in Jamaica. They intend to look at various components of grammar

including phonology, morphology, syntax and lexico-semantics for both individual
developmental analyses and inter-group comparisons.

The Creole Acquisition Research (CAR) group, consisting of linguists and education
specialists from the Universities of Amsterdam (UvA), Leiden and Harvard prepared the

second proposal. The CAR project concept is basically similar to that of UWI but is

more extensive. It seeks to study the acquisition of four separate Creole languages:

b.
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Papiamentu, Jamaican Creole, Haitian Creyol and Cape Verdean Creole. The studies
should take place not only in the countries where the languages are primarily spoken but
also in major migrant communities in the USA and the Netherlands. 80 subjects should
be involved from each location, consisting of 20 one year old and 20 two and a half year
old children for each of two social groups.

Although these two projects and the present study were basically independently
motivated, it was quickly realised that the projects were closely related. The current
concept is for this study to feed into the larger LIWI database and for the UWI database
to feed into the more extensive CAR database. With this in mind the project designs had
to be sufficiently similar to allow for the interchange of compatible data. The basic idea
is for the individual studies to match the CAR group design as closely as is feasible for
the individual or team conducting it. The goals and methods used in the study reported
on in this dissertation correspond to the CAR project in several respects. The research
questions (see $4.2) are similar to four of the six CAR project questions (see (3)). The
research questions of this dissertation are however more limited in their scope.

CAR group research questions.

a. How, in detail, does the process of acquiring a Creole language occur,
and are there notable differences or similarities in the process of
acquisition (e.g., in the order of acquisition, in the tlpes of erors
observed, in the ages at which certain milestones are achieved) across
the various Creoles to be studied?

What language level can be expected of a child Creole speaker of a

given age, in terms of standard language-general measures like mean
length of utterance, lexical diversity, conversational competence, and
use of a variety of grammatical structures, as well as language-specific
measures such as control over language-specific procedures for marking
tense/mood/aspect, for producing novel lexical items, for marking topic,
etc?

What is the relationship between the child's language level as assessed

from spontaneous speech production and the level assessed with other
methods, ranging from matemal report to highly structured elicitation
procedures.

Does the language level and/or acquisition process of children in
primarily monolingual settings differ from that of children in bilingual
settings, where the Creole is not a societally dominant language? Does
the child's proficiency in the other language relate at all to proficiency in
the Creole? Is the Creole variety spoken by parents (and thus by
children) influenced by the societal language?

b.

c.

d.
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How do features of the input (density of parental talk, degree of
sociolinguistic variation in parental talk, richness of parental talk in
terms of lexicon or of exploitation of language-specific devices such as

lexical innovations, use of serial verbs, etc.) affect the process and speed
of child language acquisition, ild particular properties of children's
language development as mentioned in h.

How do features of the educational setting (e.g., caretaker's
responsiveness, distribution of educational responsibilities and
availability of developmentally enriching materials) affect the process
and speed of child language acquisition?

The other methodological similarities, including selection of subjects, situational
setting, duration and frequency of recordings and the transcription methodology are
discussed in $4.3 to $4.8. The main differences stem from the relatively limited scope of
this study, both in terms of the number of subjects and the number of modules of
grammar considered. I describe only the acquisition of phonology and did recordings for
a total of 24 children, whereas the CAR project seeks to look at the entire grammar and
at other, non-linguistic, factors and targets 80 subjects per location.

This curtent study provides a good basis for these two projects and will hopefully
lead to the realisation of these larger projects in the near future.

1.6 Preview

As stated above, the main aim of this project is to provide a description of the
phonological development of the Jamaican children studied. No study on acquisition
can be carried out without a theoretical framework and there are several approaches to
phonological acquisition. In Chapter 2, I discuss the relevant theoretical concepts from
the then pioneering view of phonological development by Jakobson to more recent
studies in the generative framework.

In Chapter 3, the background is provided for the reader to understand the forms and

status of the target (adult) language varieties. The chapter begins with a brief historical
account of contributors and contributing factors to the present language situation,
followed by a description and model of the relationship between the various language
varieties. A description of the Jamaican phonological system is given in $3.4 with the
phoneme inventories and distinctive features of JC and JE. An OT account of the
grarnmars is also provided, particularly of the intermediate variety of JC referred to as

the mesolect in Creole continuum models. There are at least three language varieties
coexisting in Jamaica.

The methodology presented in Chapter 4 begins with a discussion of the research

questions and the project design that is required to address them. The motivation to

select children from the ages of 1;0 and 2;6 is explained, as well as the education and

area of residence of their caregivers. After discussing the recording and transcription
procedures, a detailed account ofthe data analysis is presented.

The results are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 focuses on syllable structure
and segment acquisition. Chapter 6 considers feature development, the use of
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phonological processes and the effect of variation in the input. It concludes with a
swnmary o,f the lrRswers to the research questious* Chapter 7 presents a discussio.n of
some implications ofthe findings.

The Thmretioal Excursus follows Chapter 7. There I discuss Dependency Phonology
and the more recent Optimality Theory and pupose an account of sub-segmental
representation. This proposal is discussed with exaurples from t]re database of this
study.



2 Theoretical Perspectives

2.1 Introduction

As outlined in $1.4, this study focuses on a descriptive presentation of Jamaican
acquisition data in the area of phonology. Howevsr, it is not possible to represent the
results in a coherent way without some reference to theoretical concepts. In this chapter,
the theoretical concepts that impact on the presentation of the data and the results of
analyses are presented. In $2.2 some older developmental theories together with the
concepts they used are discussed. This is followed by a discussion of feature geometry
in $2.3 and by an outline of a more recent phonological approach, Optimality Theory
(OT), in $2.4.

2.2 Some Theories and Findings in Phonological Development

2.2.1 Jakobson's Oppositions

One of the earliest theories specifically addressing phonological development is

Jakobson's (1941/1968) account, proposed within the structuralist framework. His
account incorporates oppositions or contrasts in the pitch and perceptibility of
consonants and vowels that are supposed to apply universally. The oppositions are

based on a feature system proposed in Jakobson (1931) and elaborated in Jakobson, Fant
and Halle (1951) and in Jakobson and Halle (1956). Twelve feature oppositions are

recognised including the place of articulation oppositions grave/acute and

compact/diffuse. The opposition grave/acute distinguishes peripheral (labial, velar,
uvular and back) articulations from non-peripheral (coronal and front) articulations.
Compact/diffuse distinguishes palatal consonants, velar consonants and low vowels from
labial consonants, dental consonants and high vowels. The traditional voicedl/voiceless
distinction is replaced by lax/tense.

Jakobson's analysis of phonological development is based on the typological
distribution of speech sounds in the world's languages. He claims that the contrasts

between lpl, lt/, lm/ and /n/ cannot be lacking in any language, as these phonemes form
the minimal consonantal system (1968: a8). He also identifies the minimal vowel
system as containinglal andhl, togetherwith either lel or lu/. Therefore, all languages

are predicted to have vowel inventories that include at least la/,lil and lel, or la/,lil and
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lu/t. According to Jakobson a child first acquires the maximally contrasting features of
speech sounds such as consonant versus vowel, oral versus nasal, labial versus dental
and narrow versus wide (1968: 68). These contrasts, according to him, involve features
that exist in all languages. Therefore the prototypical "Jakobsonian" child would first
acquire the phonemes lp/ and la/, being the ideal consonant and ideal vowel,
respectively. Then the consonant contrasts between lpl and lml and between lt/ and /nl
would follow, as well as the vowel contrast between lal and lil. The child subsequently
acquires features that are less common in the world's languages.

Jakobson also claims that there are some sounds, such as stops, that appear in many
languages and others, such as fricatives, that are less frequently a part of the world's
phoneme inventories. The implication he draws from this is that languages with the less
frequently occurring phonemes would be expected to also have the more frequently
occurring phonemes, but not necessarily vice versa. He uses this observation also to
predict the order of acquisition of contrasts. That is, the implicational relationship
among the phonemes occurring in the various phonological systems should also be
reflected in the order of acquisition of speech sounds. Therefore, since the presence of
fricatives in a language would imply the presence of stops in that language, then the
presence of fricatives in a child's phoneme inventory would imply the presence of stops
also. In the same way, back implies front, affiicate implies fricative and stop, secondary
vowels imply primary vowels and voiced obstruents imply voiceless obstruents,

Numerous studies have been carried out with the aim of testing Jakobson's
predictions, with some finding evidence in support and others finding evidence against.
A few of the studies with findings in support of Jakobson's claims include Wellman,
Case, Mengert and Bradbury (1931), Velten (1943), Templin (1957) and Smit, Hand,
Freilinger, Bernthal and Bird (1990). Amongst the studies which do not support
Jakobson's claims are Menn (1971and 1980), Smith (1973), Atkinson (1982) and Stoel-
Gammon (1985).

One of the consistent criticisms of Jakobson's approach to phonological acquisition is
the lack of an account of attested individual and cross-linguistic variation. In some
cases, research findings show the reverse of Jakobson's predictions for order of
acquisition, as is seen in Stoel-Gammon's (1985) study of individual differences in the
order of acquisition of segments. Smith (1973) found that his son acquired lax stop

phonemes, for example ldl, before tense stop phonemes, for example ltl, as opposed to
Jakobson's prediction of tense stops being acquired first.

There are also other criticisms regarding the incompleteness of Jakobson's approach.
Amongst the concerns noted by Atkinson (1982) are the lack of criteria to determine
when the child's performance could be attributed to competence and the lack of a

distinction between the acquisition of oppositions in different word positions. Jakobson
did not distinguish between the occurence of speech sounds in syllable-initial as

opposed to syllable-final positions. Stoel-Gammon (1985) found that there was indeed
no significant difference between the initial and the final position for the acquisition of
fricatives, affricates and velar sounds. However, she did frnd that labials, coronals,
stops, nasals and to a lesser extent liquids, were acquired in the initial position before
they were acquired in the final position.

' This is Iargely bome out by typological studies, although there is at least one language with a

three-vowel inventory that does not include /ii. Namely, Amuesha, which has the vowel
phonemes lel,lal and /ol (Crystal, 1997: 169). Similarly, not all languages have the oral and

nasal stops, but the majority (over 90%) do.
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2.2.2 Early Generative Approaches

SPE
Chomsky and Halle's (1968) first detailed exposition of the standard outline of early
generative phonology, the Sound Pattern of English (SPE), followed Chomsky's {1957
and 1965) proposal of a generative framework of syntax. Like Jakobson's approach,
SPE assumed that all children should acquire language in a universally similar way. For
SPE this is due to the generativist assumption of a universal grammar, with which all
children are innately endowed. In other respects the two approaches differ. In SPE the
Jakobsonian feature system is significantly revised. Some relevant examples of the
feature revisions include the replacement of the grave/acute opposition with [+Coronal]
and [+gnsk], the compact/diffuse opposition with [tAnterior], [tHigh] and [+1s'w], and
the lax/tense opposition for consonants with [tvoice]. In addition to the revised feature
system, SPE, in keeping with generative theory, also adopted the distinction of
underlying and surface forms and the rules linking them from the post-Bloomfield
structuralists. There were no such notions in Jakobson's approach.

Smith (1973) uses the early generative framework to account for the phonological
development of his son Amahl, based on a longitudinal diary database. Like Jakobson,
Smith expected the development of his son's phonology to be along universal lines. He
however adopts the SPE distinctive features and analyses the child's phonological
productions both in terms of an independent system and relative to the adult system. His
thesis favours the relative approach, assuming that the adult forms represent the child's
underlying forms. That is, the child is assumed to create his underlying form based on
his perception of the adult production. Smith proposes a set of realisation rules that
generate the child's production from the underlying adult forms. These rules, according
to Smith, form a part of the child's phonology. Notwilhstanding this different focus,
there were similarities between the observed phonological development of Amahl and

Jakobson's predictions such as the acquisition of stops before fricatives. However, there
were also significant differences such as Amahl acquiring lax stop phonemes before
tense stop phonemes, as opposed to Jakobson's prediction of tense stops being acquired
first as was discussed in 92.2.1.

The concept of distinctive sub-segmental features is used in this study but not strictly
according to the Jakobsonian or SPE models, although seeking to capture the advantages

of both. In $2.3 the framework of features used in the main discussion of the data is
discussed. At the end of the dissertation, in a Theoretical Excursus, a modified
Dependency Phonology-Optimality Theory approach, which is probably better suited to
account for the data, is discussed.

Natural Phonologv
One of the assumptions of mainstream generative theory is that universal grammar is
innate, Stampe (1969) suggests that the child has a set of natural processes that are

applied to her underlying forms to produce the observed child forms. The child's
underlying forms are basically equivalent to the adult surface forms. These natural
processes are seen as innate rules. They can also be found as actual rules of many
languages. According to this model, whenever a child acquires a new opposition, the

innate phonological system may have to be revised. This means suppression, limitation
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of application or reordering of the natural processes. These revisions continue until the
child's phonological system matches that of the target adult system. Stampe's approach
more clearly incorporates a methodology for accounting for individual variation than
does Smith's, in terms of how the application of the processes is revised.

In this study, the concept of phonological processes is used in the description of the
results. Additionally, the strong similarities between Stampe's Natural Phonology
approach and OT will become apparent when OT is discussed in more detail in $2.4.
The main similarities relate to the assumption of innate processes/constraints and the
revision/reordering that leads to the acquisition of the adult system. Beers (1995: 36)
noted this similarity (see also Smith,1997).

2.2.3 Two recent studies

The results of the phonological development analyses in this study are compared with
the results of some previous studies where applicable. The main study used for the
comparison of syllable structure and segmental analyses is that reported on by Grunwell
(1982), for children acquiring British English, in which she gives a composite account of
a number of previous studies. Fikkert's (1994) study of children acquiring Dutch is also
included in the comparisons as far as her treatment of the onset is concerned. It will be
shown below that Fikkert's treatment of the onset provides results that may fill a gap in
Grunwell's account.

Grunwell (1982: 98) outlines stages of segment and syllable structure development
for children acquiring English. The stages that she uses were not structured according to
evidence from phonological development, but were based on stages identified by
Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976:85) for syntactic development. This she did in
order to be able to compare phonological development with the development of other
levels of linguistic structure (Grunwell, 1982: 97). These stages do not correspond
precisely with her different levels of syllable structure and segmental acquisition. An
adaptation of her profile of phonological development (1982: 98-99) is presented in
Table 2.1. I have incorporated her syllable structure development profile into the table
and I use bold font to indicate the stage of first acquisition of a segment and syllable
structure. The segment symbols represented are based on the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) as presented in Appendix B. Grunwell does not distinguish between the
position of the segment in the syllable. It should be noted that she treats sequences of
syllable strings under the same heading as single syllables. I follow the same pattern
when it is applicable. This is not intended to suggest that sequences of syllables can be
equated with single syllables in every aspect, but rather that the child's ability to combine
syllables also provides interesting information on the order of acquisition of the various
types of syllable structure.
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Table 2.1: Phonological development in English (cf. Grunwell, 1982: 98-99)
Stage Age

range
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Stage I 0;9 - 1;6 On average about three segments

acquired but with significant individual

variation in type.

CV

CVCV

Stage II 1;6 - 2;0 mn
pb td
w

Stage III 2;0 -2;6 m
pb
w

n
td

h

CV

CVCV

CVC
Stage IV 2;6 - 3;0 m

pb
f
w

n
td
s

B
kg

hJ

Stage V 3;0 - 3;6 CV

CVCV

CVC

CVCCV

CVCCVC

CVCWCV

CCV

CCVC

CVCC

CCVCC

Stage VI 3;6 - 4;6 mn0
pb tdtJd5 k s
f v sz t
wljh

Stage VT 4;6 - Jo ,"r,1 u, J,
f v 06 sz I s
w lr j h

Notes: Age -Year; month
X: X is acquired
X: X is first acquired at this stage (bold).

The second study I want to examine (Fikkert, 1994\ does not present a single

sequence of stages for the development of Dutch syllable structure. Instead, it outlines a
different set of stages for different components of the syllable. The aim in this

dissertation is to outline, if possible, one syllable structure development hierarchy

similar to that presented by Grunwell. However, it is useful to discuss the stages Fikkert
identifies for the onset of the syllable, particularly in light of her distinguishing
successive stages of acquisition for open syllables, first with compulsory onsets and then

with optional onsets. In (1) I present Fikkert's (1994:65) stages of development of the

onset by Dutch children.
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Stage [: CV (with plosive onsets only).

Stage II: (C)V (possibility of onsetless syllable).

Stage III: (C)V (with other (non-plosive) types of onsets).

Fikken does not give age ranges for each stage, her focus is on the extent to which the
different children in her project follow the same sequence of syllable structure
development, irrespective of the individual ages of acquisition. However, based on the
examples she gives, it appears that her stages occur at the following approximate ages:

Stage I from l;2 (1994:58); Stage II from l;6 (1994: 58) and Stage III from l;9 (1994:
60). These ages fall well within the age range for the first level of Grunwell's syllable-
structure stages profile (Stages I and II). Therefore, Fikkert's onset development stages
may be viewed as giving details of the possible developmental path corresponding with
Grunwell's Stages I and II, which actually represent just one level of syllable structure
development according to Grunwell's presentation (1982: 99).

The syllable structure development profile for the children in this project will be
discussed initially in terms of various syllable structure t1pes. The types will then be
grouped into stages as far as possible and compared with the stages noted by Grunwell
for English children. No attempt will be made here to relate phonological stages to
syntactic stages. It will also show to what extent there is evidence for distinguishing
more detailed stages than Grunwell's, such as those noted by Fikkert for the onset of
Dutch children.

2.3 Feature Geometry

ln addition to using the concept of phonological processes in the description of the data
in this study, I also use features to capture generalisations about the acquisition of
phonemes. However, it should be noted that I do not employ the unstructured binary
feature matrices of Jakobson or SPE, but rather hierarchically structured unary (single
valued) features.

Non-linear phonology refers to any or all of several approaches that represent the
elements of segments in other than single, linearly ordered bundles. In feature geometry
(Clements, 1985), features are grouped under superordinate or class nodes. This allows
one to account for processes, such as assimilation, that involve more than one feature but
not the entire segment. Other linguists including Sagey (1986 and 1988) have also made
significant contributions to the feature geometry model. As noted above, there are
numerous approaches to phonology that incorporate hierarchical representations of
segmental features. These include Dependency Phonology, an account of which is
presented in the Theoretical Excursus at the end of this dissertation.

In most of the early representations of feature geometry, the terminal features are

binary, just as they are in SPE. However, the features used in this work are considered
unary, as is the growing trend. Additionally, not all features that could be attributed to a
segment are specified. ln Contrastive Underspecification (Clements, 1988), a feature is

only specified if it is used contrastively in the language. Radical Underspecification
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(Archangeli, 1988a and b) goes funher by only including unpredictable feature values.
In this dissertation, contrastively underspecified unary features are used.

2.4 Optimality Theory (OT)

In $2,2.2 it was mentioned that there are similarities between Stampe's view of the
acquisition process and the basis of OT (cf. Beers, 1995 and Smith, 1997). It should be
noted that OT was originally proposed to account for adult phonological systems,
particularly variation between languages. However, it was quickly apparent that this
framework could provide a unified account of many phonological changes observed in
child language development, using basically the same tools that are used to account for
variation between languages (cf. Tesar & Smolensky, 1994 and 1998). The result is a
potentially comprehensive theory that could in time offer a unified account of diverse
aspects of language study. However, as will be discussed in the Theoretical Excursus at
the end of the dissertation, OT is still very much in the very early stages of its
development and modifications are continuously being proposed to better account for
observed data. In $3.5, OT is used to give an account of the relationship between the
various language varieties in Jamaica.

OT (Prince & Smolensky, 1993 and McCarthy & Prince, 1993) is arguably the most
significant recent theory of grammar. OT is a theory of generative grammar, in that it
still holds that a grammar is a finite system that can produce an infinite number of all
and only the correct utterances of the language, with a limited system. The main
difference between OT and previous approaches is that, in OT, gramma.rs are deemed to
work solely through a mechanism of constraint interaction where the constraints are

violable. In mainstream OT all constraints are deemed to be universal and it takes

language particular variation in constraint hierarchies to account for the differences
between languages. Here universal does not mean that a particular constraint necessarily
has an influence in every granlmar, but that it exists somewhere in every grammar', A
constraint may be very highly ranked and therefore very influential in one grammar, but
so lowly ranked in another that it has no effect on the language at all. OT has been most
influential in phonology, but it is increasingly impacting on all modules of grammar,

from phonetics to semantics (cf. Archangeli & Langendoen, 1997 and Dirks, 2000). See

LaCharitd and Paradis (1993) for a discussion of other constraint-based approaches to
generative grammar.

There are three basic components in an OT grammar, namely, the hierarchy of
constraints (CON), a generator (GEN) and an evaluator (EVAL). GEN generates all the
possible surface forms (output candidates) of an underlying form (input). EVAL
assesses all the output candidates to see which best satisfies CON. The output form is
the optimal candidate, that is the candidate that satisfies a higher ranked constraint than

any of the other candidates. Looked at another way, the other candidates violate a higher
ranked constraint than the optimal candidate does. The basic components of OT
grammars are presented in (2).

' Some linguists working within OT, such as Boersma (1998) and Bolognesi (1998), suggest that

not all constraints are universal and that universal constraints are not innate.
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Components of OT grammar.

CON: the constraints

GEN: for each input, the Generalor produces a candidate set of
potential output (surface) forms.

EVAL: the Evaluaror uses a universal set of constroints, ranked based

on language particular requirements, to select the most optimal
candidate as the output.

The constraints are basically of two main types, namely, wellformedness constraints

and faithfulness or correspondence constraints. Wellformedness constraints are

statements of structural preferences such as one that recognizes the fact that most

languages favour syllables that have onsets but not codas. Faithfulness constraints
require the output to be similar to the input, discouraging insertion, deletion,
assimilation, etc. A third category of constraints that is used is the alignment family,
which requires alignment between two levels of structure. Typically, there is conflict
between the satisfaction of wellformedness constraints and the satisfaction of
faithfulness constraints. For example, if the input to the grarnmar has a coda, the
winning candidate will either keep the coda and violate a wellformedness constraint that
stipulates no codas, or it will violate a faithfulness constraint by not having the coda that
was in the input. This conflict is resolved by the ranking of the constraints. If the
wellformedness constraint is ranked higher, then the output form will satisfy the
structural preference, in this case no coda. If the faithfulness constraint is ranked higher,
then the output form will be faithful to the input, which may mean not satisfuing a
structural preference, in this case by having a coda.

It is claimed that children start out with maximally unmarked or universally
wellformed segmental and syllabic structures, resulting in the radical differences
between the child and adult forms in these respects. OT accounts for this, as I will
examine in more detail in the Theoretical Excursus, by assuming that all the
wellformedness constraints are ordered more highly than all the faithfulness constraints.
This means that the child's phonological output is phonologically wellformed
(unmarked) at the cost of maintaining the phonemic distinctions and syllable structure
found in the adult language. As the child progresses in his phonological development a
gradual re-ordering of wellformedness and faithfulness constraints takes place with the
latter being promoted in the constraint hierarchy until the child's output matches the
adult output.

OT is not used in the main body of the dissertation to give an account of the observed
phonological development of the Jamaican children in this study. This is due to the fact
that the dissertation is intended to be primarily descriptive. However, I do present an OT
account of phonological acquisition in the Theoretical Excursus at the end of the
dissertation, with several examples from the data. OT is used in the main body of the
dissertation ($3.5) to give an account of the relationship between the various language
varieties in Jamaica.
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2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed some of the theoretical issues and considered results of
previous works that are relevant to this study. Jakobson's phonological development
predictions are based on typologically significant implicational occurrences of sub-
segmental oppositions. His predictions have been proven to be valid in many cases,

primarily in terms of the order of acquisition of features, but they do not account for
observed individual and cross-linguistic variation. In the description of the data in this
study, I use features in addition to syllable structure and segments. However, the
features are not of the nature of Jakobson's or SPE, but are contrastively underspecified
unary features.

Stampe (1969) suggests that a child constantly revises her "innate" phonological
system to achieve the target adult system. This may include the reordering of natural
processes that modify the adult forms and result in the observed child forms. This
approach has strong similarities to OT, which recognises constraints on outputs (surface
forms) that most OT linguists consider universal and whose varied rankings account for
different systems. As it is with Stampe's account, the acquisition process in OT can be
accounted for by the reordering of the constraints. The OT account of the data is
reserved for the Theoretical Excursus at the end of the dissertation in order to maintain
the primarily descriptive focus of the main body. I also utilise the concept of
phonological processes, in the description of the data, to represent the gap bridging
measures between the children's phonological systems and the adults'. This is discussed

further in $4.8.





3 The Jamaican Language Situation

3.1 Introduction

In order to do an analysis of children's acquisition of a language, it is first necessary to
have an understanding of the relevant characteristics of the adult language or languages
they are attempting to acquire. The Jamaican language situation arguably includes at
least three distinct, though related, language varieties, namely Jamaican English (JE),
basilectal Jamaican Creole (JC) and mesolectal JC (see $3.5). The children could be

learning any one or any combination of these language varieties.
In this chapter, I discuss some aspects of the nature of the language situation, with

reference to the more significant historical ($3.2) and social ($3 3) influences, and
propose a model to represent the language situation that currently exists in Jamaica
($3.3.2). A few accounts of the phonological systems of the different language varieties
are discussed in $3.4. In $3.5, I present an Optimality Theory (OT) account of the
grammars of the languages and variation, particularly of the variation within mesolectal
JC.

3e Jamaica's Language History

3.2.1 Pre 1655

Based on the available documentation of the island's history and more importantly the
significant features of Jamaican Creole (JC), it is indisputable that the major contributors
to the language are English (most likely a range of regional dialects) and West African
languages. Which of these had the major influence is still a subject of debate but the fact
of their contribution is not. However, a look at the linguistic history of the island shows
that there may also be minor influences from other languages including Spanish,
Portuguese and Taino. Figure 3.1, adapted from Lalla and D'Costa (1990: 4), is a

graphic representation of the sources of the Jamaican population between 1500 and
1700. It shows the major sources as West Africa and the British Isles but it also shows
many of the minor sources.
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Figure 3.1: Sources of Jamaican population, 1500-1700
(from Lalla & D'Costa, 1990: 4)
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3. THE JAMAICAN LANGUAGE SITUATION

The first clearly recorded inhabitants of Jamaica have been identified in the literature
as Tainos. The Taino language is a member of the Arawakan language family (Taylor,
1977 l8). The Spanish occupation of the Island began after Columbus' 1494 landing.
The Spanish took the native population into forced labour, 'employing' them primarily
in mining, farming and building. Within a century the population of Taino had declined
significantly due apparently to the excessive labour demands and diseases with which
they were not familiar. Robinson (1969: 12-14) indicates that as early as 1520 an

epidemic had killed many of the indigenous people and in 1615 the Abbot of Jamaica
reported to the King of Spain that only 74 remained on the Island. It is not surprising
therefore that there is almost no evidence of Taino influence on JC. All that remains
appear to be some lexical items (words) such as Mammee Bay from Maima, an
"Arawak" village (LePage 1960: 3), and also the name of a fruit tree; cassada/cassava, a

root vegetable, from Taino casavi (Oxford English Dictionary) and tuna, a cactus plant.
These may have been transmitted via the Spanish, but this is not clear from the literature.

With the very early reduction in their labour force the Spanish turned to the
importation of slaves primarily from West Africa. The main slave traders at that time
were the Portuguese, who also had a monopoly on gold exports from Ghana, the 'Gold
Coast'. In Jamaica, Spanish and Portuguese were the European languages spoken up to
1655. There is little evidence of clear Portuguese influence surviving except for a few
words such as pikni,'child', from pequenino (Cassidy & LePage, 196711980: 348).
Several Spanish words survive in the form of place names, but for more everyday use,

only a few such as naseberry, a fruit, from n6spera, the Spanish rulme for the fruit and/or
nispero the Spanish name for the tree, continue to exist (Cassidy & LePage, 1967/1980:
316).

3.2.2 The English/British Occupation

In 1655 the English challenged the Spanish for the Island and by 1659 had fully unseated

them. They occupied the country for over 300 years, almost 200 of which saw the
importation of slaves primarily from West Africa. This has resulted in the English
having the most significant impact of all Europeans on the present culture and language

of Jamaica.
The English language that most significantly influenced early JC was not the English,

or rather any of the English dialects, of today, but was most likely a standard Early
Modern English (EModE). The initial English force to enter Jamaica consisted of
approximately eight thousand troops, about half of which were drawn from various
regiments in England (1655-1657) and who therefore spoke various regional dialects.
The other half of the force was taken from other Caribbean islands that had previously
been settled by the English, including Barbados, Saint Kitts, Nevis and Montserrat
(1655). In addition to the soldiers there were settlers from Nevis (1656), Barbados

(1664) and Suriname (1671-1675)3. With the differences in the various regional dialects

of English, it is most likely that the normal means of communication amongst the

soldiers and settlers was some approximation of standard EModE.

3 
See LePage (1960) and/or Lalla and D'Costa (1990) for a more detailed breakdown of the

composition of the early British settlement in Jamaica.
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Initially the English outnumbered the Africans but within a decade the two groups
were equal in number. By the mid eighteenth century there were ten times as many
Africans as Britisha, with the difference continuing to increase to fifteen times by the
early nineteenth century (Lalla and D'Costa, 1990: 22). Barbados, Suriname and St.
Kitts also served as sources of slaves for Jamaica. However, the majority of slaves were
brought to Jamaica from various parts of West Africa. The main languages spoken by
the various Africans brought to Jamaica include Twi, Fante, Gbe and G6.

Based on the history of the island, it is reasonable to conclude that both EModE and
African languages played significant roles in the creation and growth of JC, either
directly or via other Creoles from Barbados or Suriname, for example. What is not yet
clear is which, if any, made the more significant contribution or whether there was some
other factor, such as human's ability to create languages (cf. Bickerton 1981, 1984) that
played the major role. What is very clear is that African languages played a role, and
English is by far the most influential European language on JC, particular with respect to
the lexicon.

3.3 The Present Language Situation in Jamaica

i.3.1 The Language Varieties

I use the terms 'language' and 'language variety', interchangeably, to refer to a set of
mutually co-occurring features, forms and structures that together allow a speaker to
cover the range of communication functions she requires in a particular situation. This
recognises the fact that speakers could use different language varieties in different
situations. A language is a social construct resulting from and causing certain kinds of
linguistic behaviour (cf. Devonish, 1998: 1). For example, English and Dutch utilise two
different sets of phonological, morphological, lexical and syntactic features, forms and
structures. Some of the forms in the two sets are similar, such as the lexical form bikini,
which has the same meaning in both sets, but there are also many forms, features and
structures that differ. Each set, however, allows the speakers to fully communicate
linguistically in the relevant situations. These two sets represent two different languages
or language varieties.

I distinguish language and language variety from dialect. I use dialect to represent
different versions of the same language. In fact, the separation of language and dialect is
not straight forward, as it is not based solely on significant linguistic distinctiveness, but
often on political grounds. Hindi and Urdu provide one example of languages
distinguished on political rather than linguistic grounds. My aim here is not to argue the
merits of either approach, but rather to make it clear what I am referring to when I use
the terms.

A language continuum describes a language situation in which two distinct but, in
this case, lexically related languages coexist in the same speech community along with
intermediate varieties. Reinecke and Tokimasa (1934) were the f,rrst to refer to such a
language situation as a Creole continuum. They use it to refer to the language situation
in Hawaii, which has a number of language varieties between Hawaiian Creole and
English. The tlpical Creole continuum has a Creole language coexisting with its

o The change in reference to the colonisers from English to British is in recognition of the
establishment of Great Britain in 1707.
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European-lexifier language. The variety that is most distinct from the European
language is labelled, in Creole continuum theory, the basilect and the local dialect of the
European language is labelled the acrolect (DeCamp, 1971). The term 'mesolect' has

been used, collectively and individually, to refer to the intermediate varieties. The
nature of the mesolect is discussed later in this section.

Some of the language situations described as Creole continua have also been
described as diglossic (Ferguson, 1959). Diglossia describes a language situation with
two languages being used in the same speech community, but each fulfilling distinct
social communicative roles, that is, formal versus informal for the H(igh) and L(ow)
varieties, respectively. Like a Creole continuum, a diglossic situation may also include
intermediate varieties. However, diglossic situations ideally have all speakers

commanding both the H and L varieties and certainly have all the speakers commanding
the L variety. I use the continuum model in this dissertation firstly because of the
evidence that there are some speakers who use JE even in informal situations. Secondly,
with the continuum model, the door is left open for recognizing, in the present database,

children who show evidence of acquiring any one of the language varieties or any
combination thereof.

The Jamaican speech community consists of a minimum of two main language
varieties, namely Jamaican English (JE) and Jamaican Creole (JC) an English-lexicon
based Creole language. JE is a dialect of English that is mutually intelligible with, but
differs in some ways from other dialects of English including the British dialects. In the
Creole continuum model JE is referred to as the acrolect. JC includes the basilect (the
variety most distinct from JE) and the mesolect. The mesolect includes a mix of features
of the acrolect and the basilect. There are, however, mesolectal features that belong
neither to the acrolect nor the basilect, for example, the anterior (sort of past tense)

marker did. This leads to the recognition of the mesolect as a language variety distinct
not only from the acrolect (JE) but also from the basilect (cf. Devonish, 1998: l0 and

Patrick, 1999: 293). It is distinct but has features of both the acrolect and the basilect,

making it fit into the continuum model quite well. In (1), examples are given of some of
the different ways in which a single statement could be uttered in the Jamaican speech

community. (1a) and (le) are basilectal and acrolectal utterances, respectively, with the

variable [ben] or [en] tense marker of the basilect in (1a). (lb) to (1d) are examples of
intermediate utterances for the same statement. Other examples of this type of variation
are discussed in $3.5.4.

Variation in Jamaica: some possible Jamaican utterances for the statement

'she thought this was a stick'.
(1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

[rn (b)en ttgk drs

llr drd tryk drs

[Ir dId ttgk

tji tr:t

lji 0r:t

drs wuz a

drs wliz a

6ls wuz a

a wan tIk]: Basilect

a wan trk]: Mesolect

strk]: Mesolect

strk]: Mesolect

stft]: Acrolecte.
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Recognising the distinctiveness of the mesolect as a separate language variety leads to
another issue. Are there several mesolectal language varieties that span the range
between the basilect and the acrolect or is there a single mesolectal language variety that
allows variation from the acrolect to the basilect? If one considers DeCamp's (1971)
implicational scaling (see $3.5.4) and the traditional description of this language
situation using the Creole continuum model, one may assume that there are several
mesolectal varieties. As discussed above, the existence of did as an anterior marker in
the mesolect only, is reasonable evidence that the mesolect is distinct from the acrolect
and basilect. However, it is not so clear that all or any other of the variants along the
implication scale contribute to evidence of several distinct mesolectal varieties. The
majority of these variants can be identified in either the acrolect or the basilect and that
poses a problem for any multi-mesolect approach. The assumption of many distinct
mesolectal varieties should ideally be supported by evidence of how many of these
varieties there are and how to distinguish them. This has not been achieved in the
literature so far and is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

In this dissertation I recognise the evidence that the mesolect is distinct from the
acrolect and basilect, but I do not assume that there are several distinct mesolectal
varieties, due to the lack of sufficient evidence. I assume that there is one mesolectal
variety that allows variation in the mix of the acrolectal, mesolectal and basilectal
variables used. I use JC to refer collectively to the basilect and mesolect when no
distinction between the two is necessary. Additionally, I occasionally use the term
'Jamaican'to refer to the entire language situation, inclusive of JC and JE.

3.3.2 A Model of the Jamaican Continuum

The Jamaican speech community includes speakers who command different
combinations of the different language varieties discussed in $3.3.1. There are
presumably speakers who command only one of the varieties (monolinguals), speakers
who command two (bilinguals) and some that command all three (multilinguals). I
consider the recognition of monolingual acrolectal speakers and monolingual basilectal
speakers as relatively unproblematic for most readers, since these are clearly distinct
language varieties. Notwithstanding the many similarities in the lexicon, the syntax and
phonology are clearly different.

The question of monolingual mesolectal speakers, however, may appear a bit more
problematic. One may argue that it is not likely that one may be monolingual in the
mesolect since the mesolect is for the most part a mixture of acrolectal and basilectal
features. One may therefore assume that mesolectal speakers are always bilingual.
Devonish (1998: l0) notes the existence of variants that occur only in the mesolect and
he therefore recognises that the mesolect is distinct from the acrolect and basilect, as

does Patrick (1999: 293). However, Devonish's account of the range of combinations of
variants that occur in the mesolect is of the synchronic rule governed mixing of variants
from at least two varieties. It therefore appears that, in his view, mesolectal speakers are

necessarily at least bilingual, but may also have access to intermediate variants that are
only used when they code-switch within the clause.

There will no doubt be bilingual speakers who are competent in the mesolect. Also,
there may be acrolectal-basilectal bilingual speakers who may code-switch in such a way
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as to produce utterances similars to a monolingual mesolectal speaker. There may also
be multilingual speakers who command all three language varieties. However, there are
speakers who are competent in the mesolect but are not able to produce grammatical
utterances in either the acrolect or the basilect. This is evidenced by speakers who
attempt to code-switch based on the perceived situational appropriateness (formal versus
informal) and approximate but do not quite achieve the target utterance in either
situation. That is, a mesolectal speaker may attempt to produce acrolectal utterances and
fail to do so accurately. The same speaker may also fail to produce basilectal utterances
accurately. This speaker carutot, unproblematically, be described as bilingual in the two
language varieties whose variants are contained in her utterances. Such a speaker could
be said, in those cases, to be attempting to perform outside her range of linguistic
competence, perhaps because she has a narrow linguistic range along the continuum that
does not extend to include the acrolect or basilect. This speaker is best described as a
monolingual mesolectal speaker.

I view the mesolect as a mixed system, because it consists of elements from both the
acrolect and the basilect, but it is a single system. A monolingual speaker of this mixed-
grammar mesolect must be distinguished from a bilingual speaker who produces
mesolectal type utterances as a result of code-switching within the clause. I have no

difficulty with the concept of this bilingual speaker being constrained by the co-
occurrence restriction rules as proposed by Devonish (1998) or some such tool.
However, I still recognise a monolingual mesolectal speaker.

I present a model of the Jamaican continuum in Figure 3.2. lt represents the existence
of monolingual, bilingual and multilingual speakers. The monolingual speakers of the

acrolect, the mesolect or the basilect are represented in the outer band. Bilingual
speakers of all combinations of these three language varieties are represented in the

middle band, The speakers who command all three varieties, the multilinguals, are

represented in the centre of Figure 3.2.

s Of course code-switching alone would not produce the anterior marker did,however it is not all

mesolectal speakers that produce this marker.

25
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Figure 3.2:Model of the Jamaican continuum

Notes: A - Acrolect
B - Basilect
M - Mesolect
Outer band - Monolingual
Middle band - Bilingual
Innercircle- Multilingual

3.3.3 Sociolinguistic Considerations

3.3. 3. 1 Socio-economic Indicators

The nature of the social stratification in Jamaica has changed over time and has been
accounted for in different ways by various academics and govemment and non-
govemmental institutions. There is also the question of the validity of any social
stratification especially for language study. One cannot, however, ignore the fact that
there is frequently a correlation between language variety use and the socio-economic
situation of the speaker. In this section I discuss some of the various approaches to
addressing socio-economic indicators from the colonial days to the present.

As is pointed out by Le Page (1960), early post colonial Jamaica was clearly stratified
primarily according to race as is presented in (2).

Early postcolonial social stratification in Jamaica (adapted from Le Page
I 960).

Upper class - "whites"

Middle class "coloureds" (and a small number of "whites")

(2)

Labouring class - "blacks"
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"White" refers to persons of European descent, "coloured" to persons of mixed African
and European descent and "black" to persons of African descent. Smith (1967) uses a
similar three-class system with a more detailed categorisation, including other races and
some professions and accounting for small-scale upward mobility of blacks. This is
shown in (3) representing the late nineteenth century to early twentieth century situation
in Jamaica.

Social stratification in Jamaica according to Smith (1967).(3)

Upper class

Middle class

Lower class

Creole "whites", Jews, Syrians and Chinese

"coloured" merchants, bureaucrats, the
intelligentsia and a few upwardly mobile "blacks".

overwhelmingly "black".

With the increasing social mobility of blacks in particular, classifications according to
race became less applicable. This encouraged other methodologies including
classifications based solely on occupation/profession and classifications based on a mix
of social indicators of which occupation and education are the most common. Table 3.1

shows Gordon's (1987) classification by occupational groups in Jamaica. Table 3.2
shows the Jamaican socio-economic index used by McFarlane (1994), a slight
modification of the Hollingshead Index, which uses occupational grouping and

educational level to determine the index.
Gordon also goes on to conelate the class categories with income, education and

other indicators. However, unlike McFarlane, the correlation is not used to determine
the social categories. Gordon's social categories are uni-dimensionally determined by
occupation. McFarlane's (1994) socio-economic index is determined by cross-

referencing the occupational group and level of education. So for example, an unskilled
labourer with not more than primary level education is determined to have a 'very low'
socio-economic index, whereas a professional with post secondary education is

considered to have a 'high' socio-economic index. One of my main discomforts with
this classification system is that it ascribes the same socio-economic index to a manager
with less than primary education as is ascribed to a professional with tertiary education.



Table 3.1: Class categories and occupational groups in Jamaica
Gordon. l9E7: 17

Major Class Category Detailed Occupational Group

MIDDLE STRATA

Higher level managerial and professional

Lower level managerial and office supervisory

Lower level professional, technical and sales agents

Secretarial and accounting clerks

Other clerks (excluding sales clerks)

Sales clerks

PETIT BOIIRGEOISIE
(self-earning small
proprietors)

Employers (e.g. farmer, gas station operator)

Artisans

Trader and related

Farmers

MANUAL WORKERS

Foreman and higher grade service workers

Craftsmen and operatives

Other service workers (excluding domestic)

Unskilled manual

Domestic workers

Agricultural labourers
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Table 3.2: Socio-economic index

Note:1 - High
2 - Medium
3-Low
4 - Very low

There is no consensus on the use of the terms 'class' and 'status' in sociolinguistic
studies. Often they are used interchangeably or as alternatives. Some sociolinguists,
such as Milroy (1987), prefer to maintain a distinction in the use of the terms and

cFarla 994
Occupational group Post

secondary
Secondary Primary and

lower
Pro fes si on aU managei al I I I

Skilled & semi-skilled 1 2 J

Unskilled and manual 2 J 4

Not working 2 a
J 4
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comment critically on the lack of distinction by others noting that sometimes 'class' is
used to distinguish groups in situations for which 'status' would be more appropriate.
Patrick (1999), in looking at urban Jamaican, maintains a distinction between the terms
noting that status within a social class can differ based on other factors such as age and
sex. In the present study I avoid the use of these terms except when their use is
necessary to make a particular point, especially when referring to the literature. I use

education as the primary factor in selecting the groups for this study (cf. $a.a). English
is the language of education in Jamaica and the school system provides the source of
English learning for most Jamaicans. ln this situation the level of education provides a

very effective indicator of possible language use. This relationship is sufficient for the
aim of this study in that regard, which is to compare two groups that may have different
linguistic behaviour. Although consideration is given to place of residence and
occupation, there is no attempt to use these for any social classification of the groups.

3. 3. 3. 2 S ociolinguistic Variation

With Labov's (1966) pioneering study of an urban speech community in New York and
many similar studies since, there is little doubt that where linguistic variation and social
stratification exist in a speech community, there is typically a correlation between the
two. Social class is viewed as one of the three major social correlates of linguistic
variation, the others being age and sex (Chambers 1995: 10). Le Page (1960: ll5-l16)
traced the linguistic situation in Jamaica, from the seventeenth century to the mid
twentieth century, to reveal the interesting social and linguistic development which
preceded the existing sociolinguistic situation. Tables 3.3, 3.4,3.5 and 3.6 show the
correlation between social status and language use for the seventeenth, eighteenth,
nineteenth and twentieth centuries respectively.

Table 3.3: Seventeenth century sociolinguistic situation in Jamaica
960:

Language or dialect Social status

Various African languages Slaves (blacks)

Various regional dialects of English White servants, etc.

Upper class English Upper class (whites)



Table 3.4: Eighteenth century sociolinguistic situation in Jamaica
e,1960:115

Language or dialect Social status

Various West African languages Newly imported slaves (blacks)

Creole 'Negro English' Creole slaves (blacks)

More sophisticated Creole English Free coloureds, poor Creole whites, etc.

Various regional dialects of English Newly arrived indentured servants, etc.

English (with a Jamaican accent) Creole planters, rich merchants, etc,

Upper class English Expatriates (whites)

R. MEADE ACQUISTTION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

Table 3.6: Early twentieth century sociolinguistic situation in Jamaica
960:

Language or dialect Social status

Broad dialects of Jamaican Creole Creole blacks

More sophisticated Creole English Coloured middle classes

English (with a Jamaican accent) Creole upper classes (whites)

English Expatriates

To give an idea of the current sociolinguistic situation in Jamaica I discuss two recent
studies. One is by Patrick (1999), who looks at sociolinguistic variation in the mesolect
by studying an urban speech community, and the other is by Beckford-Wassink (1999)
who looks at sociolinguistic variation between vowels in the acrolect and basilect with
her research in an urban and a rural speech community. These findings are not
necessarily conclusive nor necessarily applicable outside of the actual communities
studied in each case, but they may give an indication of the likely socio-linguistic
situation.

Table 3.5: Nineteenth century sociolinguistic situation in Jamaica
Le 960: l16

Language or dialect Social status

Various West African languages Newly arrived indentured Negroes

Broad dialects of Jamaican Creole Creole (blacks)

More sophisticated Creole English Coloured middle classes

English (with a Jamaican accent) Creole upper classes (whites)

Regional and upper class English Expatriates
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3.3.3.3 Variation in the Mesolect

Peter Patrick conducted a study of the varieties of urban Jamaican spoken in a small
speech community in Kingston, Jamaica's major city. His aim was to look at the nature
of the Creole continuum and variation in the mesolect in particular. For his study, he
calculates the social status of his informants based on the total score from rankings of
occupation, education and residence. For the occupation ranking he adopts the social
stratification proposed by Gordon (1987), shown above in Table 3.1. His education
ranking is based on years of education and his residence ranking is based on the location
and condition of the informants' residence. The total score of each informant gives her
an overall status ranking, which he then compares with the individual factors he
considered, namely occupation, education and residence (1999: 64). He also considers
age and potential social mobility to shed further light on discrepancies.

Patrick found that for his informants, occupation is the best predictor of status, based
on his methodology (1999: 288). He found that education and residence were less

reliable as they reflected the effects of differences between generations. For example,
two of his informants, Tamas and Mina, ranked more highly for residence than for the
other status indicators because they had gradually improved their living situations over
decades, without corresponding changes in the other status indicators. For education,
Patrick (1999: 289) attributes its poor function as a status predictor in his sample to the
fact that the amount of formal education required for most occupations has increased
significantly between the generations. So for the younger generation, higher education
levels are not sufficient to ensure higher social status. The difficulty I have with the
conclusion that occupation better predicts the overall social status than does education is
that there is a correlation between the two factors. That is, more years of education is
likely to correlate with the higher occupational classifications used by Gordon and
Patrick.

Patnck (1999: 76) made various recordings of sixty informants but only did complete
cornparisons of ten. Data was elicited by the use of English to Creole and Creole to
English translation tasks and conversation. The use or absence of use of four pre-

selected variables was then analysed in order to rank the informants according to
language use. The language and social status rankings were then correlated. The

variables considered were; the 'palatalization' of velar consonants in larl words (KYA);
the deletion of l-tl and /-d/ from morpheme final clusters (TD-deletion); the use of the
preverbal past marker did; and past marking by verb inflection (-ed)- Patrick (1999:

288) found that his overall language use classification matched very closely with the use

of the individual variables. Table 3.7 shows the correlation between the linguistic and

social rankings, including the relative rankings of the individual variables.
In this table Patrick does not enter the informants' names under a factor that

contributes to the overall ranking if the ranking for the factor corresponds with the

relevant overall ranking. Therefore, since Roxy was evaluated as having the same

ranking for all the contributing factors as she has for both her overall language and status

rankings, her name is not entered under any of the contributing factors. However, Matty,
who was assigned an overall social status of 3, was ranked higher for education, hence

her name was indicated at 2 for education, and was ranked lower for residence, hence

her name is noted at 4 under residence.
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Table 3.7: Patrick's Linguistic and social rankings of his Jamaican informants
Patrick. 1999: 288

Linguistic variables Overall rankings Social variables

(kva) (TD) did {-ed} Lang. Rank Status Occup. Edu. Resid.

Roxy

& Rose

1 Roxy

2 Rose Matty

Noel &

Olive

1 Matty Olive Tamas

4 Olive Rose Matty

Tamas Matty Opal 5 Noel &

Tamas

Mina

Mina Bigga Opal Matty 6 Opal Opal

Opal Matty Tamas 7 Opal &

Mina

Tamas Bigga

Matty Tamas Bigga 8 Olive

Mina 9 Bigga Tamas

Dinah 10 Dinatl

In Patrick's overall rankings for language use and social status, four of the ten
informants show exact matches for language use and social status ranking. That is, Roxy
and Rose, who are to be found at the one end of the ranking, Dinah at the other end and
Olive in the middle. Four of the other informants differ by one rank, namely Mina,
Bigga, Tamas and Noel6. Matty and Opal are the only ones to show differences of more
than one rank between language use and social status. Notwithstanding this observation,
Patrick (1999: 289) points out that, without exception, all the informants with a higher
language use ranking than social status ranking are young (seventeen years old) and
optimistic about upward social mobility. In addition, all the informants with a lower
language use ranking than social status ranking are between 48 and 75 years old.

This fairly close correlation between higher ranked social status and the use of JE
forms is what one would expect and it probably gives a fair indication of the relationship
between the use of the language varieties and the social indicators. However, one has to
consider whether the methodology applied is likely to produce reliable results. In this
case I have already commented on the doubts regarding the method of determining
social status and the relevance of status, as measured by Patrick, for sociolinguistii
assessment. Additionally, the methodology used for testing and ranking the use of the
linguistic features is not fully convincing. Firstly he used translation tasks supplemented
by conversation to elicit data. It is not clear that the translations give an accurate
representation of language competence. Some informants may have had difficulty with
the task itself. Secondly the actual description of the variables does not make it clear
that the reality of the language situation is captured. For example, Patrick identifies a
TD-deletion variable as including a variant that lacks particular morpheme-final

u The interpretation of Noel's position may differ depending on how one views the tied rankings.
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consonant clusters. This assumes that the consonant clusters exist underlyingly for each

of his informants. As Devonish (1998: 2) points out, such an assumption is not borne
out by a phonological description of idealised basilectal JC. A speaker cannot be
assumed to delete what was not there in the first place. I discuss the issue of possible
underlying forms for the different Jamaican language varieties in $3.5.4.

3.3.3.4 Variation Between the Acrolect and Basilect

Beckford-Wassink in her 1999 dissertation, 'A Sociophonetic Analysis of Jamaican
Vowels', looks at vowel and postvocalic-r distinctions between speakers at the acrolectal
end of the continuum and speakers at the basilectal end. Beckford-Wassink sought to
have as wide a differentiation as possible between the two groups. She concluded that
Kingston/Upper Saint Andrew was the most obvious location to seek acrolect-dominant
speakers. Her basilect-dominant speakers were selected from rural districts in the parish
of Saint Thomas (1999: 60). The study involved twenty informants, nine middle class
persons from Kingston and eleven working class persons from Saint Thomas. They
were selected based on a demographic questionnaire (1999: 269) that includes
occupation, education, residence, friendship networks, geographical mobility and access

to electronic media. In addition to the demographic information, the final selection of
informants was based on self-reported language use and the researcher's and research
assistants' assessment of actual language use. The informants included almost equal
numbers of males and females in each group.

Her data were collected using the context of conversation, describing picture and
reading word lists. The words from the lists were all set in one phrase. She then did
analyses of the words from the lists, including spectral (F1/F2) and temporal (length)
properties of long and short vowel contrasts. Her findings indicate more significant
social group differences than gender differences (1999: T$. The most significant
differences were found for temporal vowel properties. These results are presented in
Table 3.8. The rural working class, basilect-dominant speakers show larger duration
ratios for three of the four vowel quality groupings that are statistically compared than
were recorded for the urban middle class, acrolect-dominant speakers. These differences

are not significant. However, it is notable that there is no case in which her rural
working class group show lower ratios than her urban middle class group.

Table 3.8: Mean duration ratios for Kingston and Saint Thomas groups, by vowel
uali Beckford-Wassink, 1999 z Zl4

Vowel quality
subsvstem

Kingston
ratio

St. Thomas
ratio

Level of significance
(p-value)

High front (l i:, t l) r.84 1.91 0.03

Mid front (l e:,e f t.42 1.56 0.03

Low (l a:, a l) t.s2 1,59 0.03

High back (/ u:, u/) 2.27 2.27 n.s.
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From the spectral analyses, the rural working class, basilect-dominant speakers

showed smaller spectral distinctions between some long/short vowel pairs than the urban
middle class, acrolect-dominant speakers. This is shown in Table 3.9.

Finally, Beckford-Wassink analyses the occurrence, and lack thereof, of postvocalic-r
based on r-words occurring in the word lists, conversation and picture task sessions. She

finds that the rural working class, basilect-dominant speakers have a higher overall
proportion of r-less words than the urban middle class, acrolect-dominant speakersT

(1999:184).

Table 3.9: Percentage of speakers in Kingston and St. Thomas groups showing no,
partial, or complete overlap by vowel quality subsystem (Beckford-
Wassink. 1999:21

Vowel
quality

subsvstem

No spectral overlap Partial spectral
overlap

Complete spectral
overlao

Kingston st.
Thomas

Kingston st.
Thomas

Kingston st.
Thomas

High front
(l i:, r l)

)', t0 78 80 10

Mid front
(l e:, e /)

78 20 11 70 l1 l0

Low
(l a:, a l)

56 44 60 40

Mid back
(l o:, au /)

100 70 30

High back
(/ u:, u/)

t2 44 30 44 70

One could argue that this study would have been more informative if she had sought
to also compare other language varieties of her two groups. That is, comparing the JC of
the urban group with the JC of the rural group and the JE of the urban group with the JE
of the rural group, if any. In that case we would have had an indication of whether there
are phonetic differences between the groups for similar language varieties. However,
this omission was not an oversight. She states quite clearly that it was her aim to
investigate acrolectal speech from the urban speech community and basilectal speech
from the rural area. In this study I did select two communities that were likely to have
informants that use primarily basilectal JC in one and primarily JE and/or mesolectal JC
in the other. However, the data collection, transcriptions and analyses were conducted
so as to capture and recognise whatever language variety or varieties the subjects were
acquiring.

' Males in both groups showed higher proportions of r-less words than females, with the Saint
Thomas males having the highest subgroup occurrence.
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-1.3.3.5 Conclusion

The studies discussed in the previous two sections do not necessarily lend themselves to
precise extrapolation to the wider Jamaican population but their findings are generally in
keeping with the findings of previous less exacting sociolinguistic studies. They at least
provide an indication of what may be expected in terms of sociolinguistic variation in
Jamaica. That is, variation can be expected from JE at the acrolectal end of the
continuum to the more conservative varieties of JC at the basilectal end, corresponding
to groups classified as middle and lower class, respectively. It should be noted, as

discussed in the previous section, that although Beckford-Wassink uses social class in
the selection of her informants, she only examines one particular language variety for
each group.

3.4 The Phonological System

3.4.1 The Phoneme Inventories

Cassidy & Le Page (1967, 1980) (C&LP) in the Dictionary of Jamaican English (DJE)
did a very detailed and widely used analysis of the JC phoneme inventory. However,
there have been other approaches including Alleyne (1980), Akers (1981a), Whittle
(1989), Devonish & Seiler (1991) (D&S) and Meade (1996). Whittle (1989: 5-6)
compares the phoneme inventories adopted by C&LP, Alleyne (1980), Akers (1981a)
and D&S. This comparison is shown in Tables 3.10 and 3.1l. As she points out (1989:
7), the main areas of conflict are with the diphthongs, long vowels and palatal
consonants. There is general agreement on the simple vowels and the remainder of the
consonant phonemes, except for Akers' exclusion of lvl. Whittle thinks this may be due

to the fact that:

..at the earliest stage of development, JC had only one labial fricative ffi,
and the normal reJlex of English [vJ was [bJ, as recorded by Alleyne. Akers,
being udamiliar with the Jamaican language situation, may not have realized
that [uJ is now a common phone at all levels of the continuum as in words like
/viniga/ 'vinegar' and /maav/ 'mauve' (light purple).

Alleyne does not record any diphthongs as phonemes. It appears that, for him, the

diphthongs exist at the phonetic level but not at the phonemic level. He also includes
two long vowels le:l and /o:/ which are not included by C&LP or D&S. Akers proposes

a corresponding long vowel and diphthong for every simple vowel. I agree with Whittle
that this is far too simplistic an analysis, perhaps the result of a desire for symmetry
without adequate consideration of the data.

35
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Table 3.10: The Jamaican vowel phonemes presented by Cassidy & LePage
(1967, 1980), Alleyne (1980), Akers (l98la) and Devonish &

iler(1991 from Whittle. 1989:

D&S's inventory of consonant phonemes differs from the others in that the palatal
consonants [c], Ul axd [F] are excluded. These are analysed by D&S (p 7) as being, at

the phonetic level, palatal consonants, but at the phonemic Ievel sequences of a velar
consonant and a palatal semivowel, that is, lkjl,lgll and lnjl. This bi-phonemic analysis
is extended to some of the diphthongs and long vowels given phonemic status by C&LP.
For instance, D&S views liel, luol, liil and /uu/ as sequences of a semivowel plus a

vowel, ytelding /je/, /wo/, ljil and /wu./, respectively. This leaves the diphthongs lail and
/ail and the long vowel /aa/. However, Table 3.10 is somewhat misleading with respect
to D&S's position in this regard. They actually do not give phonemic status to these
three sequences but account forthem as branching syllabic nuclei (1991: 5).

hl: trl

Itl: [e]

lal: [a], [e], [o]

/ol: [r]
/ul: [u]

liit: [i:]
leel: le:)

/oo/: Io]

/uu/: [u:]

Irel: [ie], [ie]

leil: Iei]

lai/: [eI], [ee]

/ou/: [uu], [ou], [ou]

/uo/: [uo], [ur], [ua], [or]

Note: + = included
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Table 3.11: The Jamaican consonant phonemes presented by Cassidy & LePage
(1967,1980), Alleyne (1981), Akers (1981) and Devonish & Seiler (1991)

from Whittle. 1989:

Whittle accepts the D&S analysis in principle but, using the information in Table 3.10

as the point of departure, sets out to eliminate the sequences lail,lau/ and /aal from the

phoneme inventory. To this end she analyses lail and lau/ as phonemic sequences of a

vowel plus a semi-vowel, hence /aj/ and /awl respectively (1989: 15). For the sequence

/b/: [d]

ldl: Idl
It/: ltl

tkjl: lcl

/m/: [m]

ln/: [n]

lvl: lv)

lzl: [z]

/s/: [s]

t$L l$l
/tl: lt[)

lll: ll)
/w/: [w]

hl: lrl

Note: + : included
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laal,the second vowel is analysed, byher, as the voiceless glottal fricative /h/, pointing
out that the only phonetic difference between [h] and [a] is voicing (1989: 16).
However, having proposed that the sequence /aa/ is actually lah/, she then proceeds to
explain that it functions as a sequence of two vowels in a complex nucleus, based on its
appearance before a wide variety of consonant clusters (1989: 19).

Meade (1996) agrees in principle with D&S's and Whittle's representations of the
phoneme inventory, with the exception of the treatment of diphthongs and long vowels.
These he accounts for as resulting from co-occurrence constraints on the syllable.
Beckford-Wassink (1999), after noting that most accounts in the literature do not show

[n] as a phoneme, finds convincing evidence that all her informants use it. I suspect that

this is the same phoneme that C&LP represent as /o/: [e]. The phoneme inventory

assumed for the basilectal end of the continuum for this project is as follows in (4):

(4) JC phoneme inventory.

a. Vowels: hl:[r] lil:l1l
lel: lej

la/: [a], [e], [o]
la:l: la:), [e:], [o:]

/rel: [re], [rc]

lul: [u] /u/: [u]
Itr/: [n]

/ual: [uo], [ua], [ua]
/au/: [eu], [au], [au]

b. Consonants:

/a/: [er], [ee]

bt: [d) tpl: fp] ld/: ldl ttl: [t] tet: [e] /k/: [k]
/m/: [m] ln/: lnl /U,lrl)

tvl.lvl /fl: lf) lz/: lz) /s/: [s] lfl: lJl
t$t: [$] ttJl: ltfi

/wi: [w] ljl: l1l lll: lll lr/: lrl

c. Marked allophones: lg)l:fgil lkjl: tkj] /nj/: [nj]

3.4.2 PhonologicalFeatures

In the Theoretical Excursus at the end of the dissertation, I propose a modified DP
feature representation of the segment. This modified DP sub-segmental representation is
not used in the main body of the dissertation to present the data primarily because the
dissertation, being mainly descriptive, would not have easily facilitated the supporting
theoretical arguments. [n presenting the results of the analyses of the data, I continue to
use more traditional feature geometry in order to avoid the possibility of the new
approach impeding a clear understanding of the results. The distinctive features that
apply to the JE and JC segments are presented in Tables 3.12 to 3.15. The main
differences between the JC and JE segment inventories, as presented here, are the
presence of /kj/ and /gj/ in JC that are not in JE and the presence of the dental fricatives,
/h/, /o/ and ltl in JE that are not in JC.
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Table 3.12: Distinctive features of Jamaican Creole vowels
Vowel Labial Coronal DorsaI Dorsal

la:l ILow] ITense]

lal lLowJ

tit IFront] IHigh] ITense]

ht IFront] IHish]

htl IRound] lHishl ITense]

lul IRound] tHishl

lel IFront]

IN

In $3.4.1 /kj/ and lgSl were analysed as representing sequences of a velar stop and
palatal glide not as representing single phonemes. They are marked consonant-
semivowel sequences that vary with the velar consonants M ard /!, respectively,
preceding the low vowel /a/. Due to this function as variants, these sequences of
segments will be an important part of the analysis of variation in this dissertation. It is
for this reason that they are included in Table 3.13 and their inclusion is not intended to
suggest a claim that they represent single phonemes. For convenience of reference,
these consonant-semivowel sequences are referred to as the palatal consonants in this

dissertation.
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Table 3.13: Distinctive features of Jamaican Cfqqlg-consonants

Consonants Place Manner Laryngeal

lpl ILabial]

tbt ILabial] [Voice]

Itl ICoronal]

tdl ICoronal] IVoice]

tw [Dorsal]

lsl IDorsal] IVoice]

tft ILabial] IContinuant]

lvl ILabial] IContinuant] IVoice]

lsl ICoronal] [Continuant] [SibilantJ

lzl ICoronal] [Continuant] [Sibilant] IVoice]

tfl [Front] [Continuant] [Sibilant]

4t IFront] [Continuant] [Sibilant] IVoice]

tqt IFront] ISibilant]

/dgl IFront] ISibilant] IVoice]

tkjt IFront]

tdt IFront] IVoice]

lmJ ILabial] ISonorant] [Nasal]

lnl ICoronal] [Sonorant] [Nasal]

tDt IDorsal] ISonorant] [Nasal]

tv ISonorant] [Lateral]

lrl ISonorant] [Rhotic]

tit IFront] ISonorant]

lwl ILabial] ISonorant]
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able 3.14: Distinctive l-eatures of Jamaican English consonants
Consonants PIace Manner Laryngeal

lpl ILabial]

tbt ILabial] IVoice]

Itl ICoronal]

tdl ICoronal] IVoice]

lkl IDorsal]

lel IDorsal] IVoice]

tft ILabial] IContinuant]

lvl ILabial] IContinuant] IVoice]

lsl ICoronal] [Continuant] [Sibilant]

lzl ICoronal] [Continuant] [Sibilant] IVoice]

ty IFront] [Continuant] [Sibilant]

tsl IFront] [Continuant] [Sibilant] IVoice]

ttlt IFront] ISibilant]

ldSt IFront] ISibilant] IVoice]

t0t ICoronal] IContinuant]

16l ICoronal] IContinuant] IVoice]

lml ILabial] [Sonorant] [Nasal]

ltl ICoronal] ISonorant] [Nasal]

t0t IDorsal] ISonorant] [Nasal]

tv ISonorant] [Lateral]

lrl ISonorant] [Rhotic]

tit IFront] ISonorant]

lwl ILabial] ISonorant]

tht IContinuant]



Table 3.15: Distinctive features of Jamaican Enslish vowels
Vowel Labial Coronal Dorsal Dorsal

la:l ILow] ITense]

lal ILow]

tit IFront] lHiehl ITense]

ht IFront] IHigh]

lul IRound] tHishl ITense]

lul IRound] tHishl

/el IFront] ITense]

/el [Front]

lol [Round] ITense]

ltl IRound]

/N
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i.4.3 The Syllahle Template

Whittle proposes a template for the JC syllable as shown in (5).

JC syllable template according to Whittle (1989: a3)

C'o V', C2o

In (5), the superscripts represent the maximum number of segments permitted, while the
subscripts represent the minimum required. She is therefore proposing that, in JC, the
onset is optional but may contain up to three segments. The nucleus must contain at
least one segment and may have up to two and the coda is optional but may have up to
two segments. Based on her argumentation it appears that the three segments she
proposes for the onset are not amongst the normal clusters that are identified in onsets
but rather the third segment is the glide that comes from her interpretation of diphthongs
and long vowels. This was discussed in $3.4.1. What remains puzzling is that she still
accounts for complex nuclei in her model.

The basic JC syllable template, which is assumed for this dissertation is as shown in
(6). (6a) and (6b) are different ways of representing the same template.

(5)



(6)
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JC syllable template

a. C2o V', C'o

b. (c (c))(v)v(c (c))

This template represents the observation that the JC syllable must have at least a nucleus,
which may be complex, and it may have an onset and./or a coda, which can have a

maximum of two segments each.

3.5 An OT Account of Jarnaican Variation

As was discussed in $3.3, there are at least three distinct, though related, language
varieties in the Jamaican speech community. Jamaican speakers may be monolingual in
any of these varieties or bilingual in any combination of the three including having a

command of all three. The three language varieties are not just JE, the acrolect, and
basilectal JC, but also mesolectal JC. I view the mesolect as a separate single system
because, although it shares components with both the acrolect and basilect, it also has

unique forms (cf. Devonish, 1998 and Patick, 1999). The single system of the mesolect,
however, allows constrained variation. It allows that a range of combinations of variants
is possible along the span of the mesolect but not all combinations are grarnmatical.
This variation arguably results in what appears to be several mesolectal varieties ranging
from close to the basilect to close to the acrolect. Accounting for bilingual variation is
fairly straightforward with almost any theory of grammar. It can be described simply as

a speaker possessing two distinct grarnmars and codeswitching between them.
Accounting for variation in a single grarnmar is a bit more challenging for most current
theories of grammar.

OT offers the possibility of an account of the single mesolectal grammar that allows
constrained variation. OT can account for different outputs (surface forms) by having
different rankings of the same set of constraints. Variation within a single system can

easily be accommodated with this approach. In the remaining subsections of this section
of the chapter, I discuss a few approaches to variation using OT and then I outline an

account of a part of the range of possibilities in Jamaican between the acrolect and the
basilect, assuming a single grarnmar for the mesolect.

3.5.1 Constraint Reranking

Colina (1995), in looking at variation between fast and slow speech in Spanish, proposes

that the constraint hierarchy that is used to account for one of the variants be reranked to

account for the other variant. In her model, this reranking produces a separate hierarchy
and therefore the speakers have two grammars of Spanish instead of one. Variation
occurs by switching between grarnmars, as is the case with bilingual speakers. This
approach has the advantage of maintaining the strict categorical ranking of each

constraint as originally proposed for OT. However, it assumes that speakers have

multiple grarnmars for each language they know. They could turn out to be quite
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numerous when one considers the possibility of variation at each level of the gtammar

such as the lexicon, syntax, morphology and phonology. These grammars would no

doubt have a lot of redundancy and it appears to be a cumbersome (though not

improbable) way to account for variation.

3.5.2 Partial Ranking

Reynolds (1994) attempts to account for variation within a single constraint hierarchy.

The idea is that some constraints are categorically ranked with respect to each other but
there are some constraints that are incompletely or partially ranked. Reynolds calls the

partially ranked constraints 'floating constraints'. A floating constraint can 'float' and

land anywhere within a range of constraints that are ranked with respect to each other
but unranked with respect to the floating constraint. For each position that the floating
constraint can land a different output may result.

Anttila (L997) proposes a similar approach with one basic difference. That is, the
partially ranked constraints do not 'float'. Variation results from separate rankings of
the partially ranked constraints with respect to each other. These models have the
advantage of utilising single grarnmars, but both predict the occurrence of a variant as

output by quantitative probability with no regard for the situation. That is, a particular
probability of occurrence is calculated without inputs from the situation. This would
pose a problem in accounting for variation in a Creole continuum since the situation
often plays a role in the occurrence of variants in the output.

If these models were applied to the Creole continuum they would have to be modified
to allow the context to select the constraint landing site, in the case of Reynold's
approach, or to select the particular ranking of the partially ranked constraints, in the
case of Anttila.

3.5.-3 F-Dffirentiation

Ito and Mester (1995) propose an account of variation, using OT, which offers
interesting possibilities for analyses of the Creole continuum. The Japanese lexicon is
stratified according to the source and stage of assimilation of the lexical items. The four
strata are Yamato (native lexical items), Sino-Japanese, Mimetic (onomatopoetic
assimilated foreign loans) and Foreign (unassimilated loans). An example of the
Japanese lexicon strata is presented in Table 3.16. Ito and Mester note that, in the
Japanese lexicon, lexical items satisfy different constraints depending on the source of
the lexical item. They demonstrate this as shown in Table 3.17.

Table 3.16: Vocabulary strata of Japanese (Ito & Mester, 1995
Morpheme
class

YAMATO SINO-
JAPANESE

MIMETIC FOREIGN

'shine' kagayak-u -koo- kira-kira {aiN

'dog' lnu -ken- waN-waN doggu

Notes: N:Nasalglide.
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Table 3.17: Constraint violation/satisfaction in the Japanese lexicon
Ito and Mester. 1999)".

SYLLSTRUC NO-DD NO-P NO-NT

YAMATO

SINO-
JAPANESE

violated

MIMETIC lliolated violated

FOREIGN Violated Violated violated

(7)

To account for this 'variable phonology', they ranked various faithfulness constraints,
each requiring faithfulness to a different source of lexical items, below the
wellformedness constraint that they each satisfy and above those that they violate, as

shown in (7).

Constraint ranking for the Japanese lexicon (Ito and Mester, 1999).

(<- FArrH 5)
SYLLSTRUC

| +- FAITH 4 (: FAITFV Unassimilated Foreign)
No-DD

| <- FAITH 3 (: FAITH/ Assimilated Foreign)
No-P

| +- FAITH 2 (: FAITH/ Sino-Japanese)
No-NT

| <- FAITH I (: FAITFV Yamato)

With this approach they are able to use one hierarchy of constraints to account for the

differences in the acceptable phonology for lexical items, based on the source of the

lexical item. This is not variation in the sense that is being considered for Jamaican.
However, the model provides the insight for application to the Jamaican situation as is
demonstrated in $3.5.5.

3.5.4 Application to the Jamaican Data

The main idea that I will adopt from Ito and Mester's approach is the proposal that a

constraint can function in various positions in a single constraint hierarchy based on

t SYLL STRUC: Collective reference to the basic syllable structure constraints of Japanese.

No-DD: No voiced obstruent geminates

No-P: No singleton p (a conshaint against non-geminate [p]),
No-NT: Post-nasal obstruents must be voiced (*nt, *mp, *9k).
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"factors" external to the grarnmar. It is not necessary in this case to assume several
versions of the same constraint in order to account for the Jamaican data being
considered in this dissertation. That approach could work but is not necessary in this
particular case. I examine this issue further in discussing variation in the mesolect in the
following section. In this section I discuss the determination of the input and the OT
grammars of the basilect and acrolect.

DeCamp's (1971) implicational scale for Jamaican includes syntactic, lexical and
phonological variables. For this section, I restrict the analysis to phonological variables.
Specifically, I look at the variation of /s/-stop clusters and dental fricatives with their
variants in the mesolect of the Jamaican continuum. The /s/-stop clusters and dental
fricatives are components of the acrolect and their alternative variants are components of
the basilect. In the mesolect either the JE lexical forms with /s/-stop clusters or the
basilectal forms without ls/ appear. Similarly, either the JE dental fricatives or the
equivalent basilectal stops appear. In (8), I show some examples with the JE variants on
the left and the basilectal variants to the right.

Examples of phonological variation in Jamaican

a. i. /s/-stop cluster variation.

ii. /strk/ or ltrW 'stick'

iii./spr/ or lpm/ 'spin'

iv. /sket/ or lktetl 'skate'

b. i. Dental fricative variation.

ii. /6rs/ or /dts/ 'this'

iii./0rk/ or /til</ 'thick'

iv. /0arkJ or ltarkJ 'thank'

Based on their occurrences, the use of the dental fricatives is ranked higher on the
implicational scale than is the use of /s/-stop clusterse. That is, a speaker whose
language competence allows her to regularly produce dental fricatives in a particular
context can be assumed to also regularly produce /s/-stop clusters in equivalent contexts.
It would be very unusual to find a Jamaican speaker with a language variety that
includes the dental fricative variant but lacks /s/-stop clusters. In the remainder of this

' Akers ( I 98 la) and others indicate that dental fricatives tend to occur nearer the acrolectal end
of the continuum. On the other hand, the absence of /s/-stop clusters is a very marked feature
occurring closer to the basilectal end of the continuum. My own data from speakers in two
urban and one rural community support this view.
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section I discuss an OT account of the basilect and acrolect after looking at how the
input is determined for each variety. In the $3.5.5, I discuss an OT account of the
variation along the mesolectal range of the Creole continuum while maintaining the
implicational relationship between them.

Determininq the_ Input
Since OT works by identifying the optimal output (surface form) for a given input
(underlying form), I first discuss the principle I use to determine the likely input for each
of the language varieties in the Creole continuum. A fairly common practice is to
assume, out of hand, that the JE variant is the input that produces the output of the JC
variant (see Akers, l98la; Meade, 1995a and Patrick,1999 for a few examples). This
approach has diachronic relevance for the creolization process based on the fact that JC
borrowed many lexical items from English. However, it is difficult to justiff, without
convincing evidence, an assumption that a child acquiring basilectal JC that hears and
produces basilectal forms somehow acquires the English underlying form. In other
words, the English lexical loan should have been adapted to the phonology of the
basilect resulting in the basilectal underlying form more closely approximating the
basilectal output. This issue is also raised by Devonish who points out that a number of
clusters in JE do not exist in the idealised JC and therefore cannot be analysed as being
deleted (1998: 2).

The discussion so far addresses the issue of what is more likely to be the nature of the
input form for the basilectal grarnmar, which I concluded should be similar to the
basilectal output form rather than the JE output form. However, this does not address
the issue of what would happen if a JE form was in fact inputted to the basilectal
grammar. What would be the output in that case? The idealised basilectal grammar
should select as output the candidate that best satisfies the basilectal constraint hierarchy.
That is the JE input should still lead to the selection of an acceptable JC output form.
Therefore, if the JE input is unacceptable to the grammar, the candidate that is similar to
the input form will not be selected. For example, if the idealised basilect should borrow
a new lexical item from English such as istuk/ (this is a nonce word) the output should
be /tuk/ because the /s/-stop cluster is unacceptable in the output of the idealised basilect.

Once the new form is fully adapted in the basilect, one would expect that the input form
will be /tuk/. However, any representation of the idealised basilectal grammar must

recognise what forms are unacceptable outputs and how the grammar would treat input
forms with unacceptable structures. In OT terms this is a case of 'richness of the base'.
That is, there are no constraints on what can constitute an input form, but the constraint

hierarchy should select only acceptable output candidates.
Evidence of how unacceptable structures would be treated by the JC grammar comes

from Chen-WellingXon (1996) who reports on attempted onset cluster production by JC

children between five and nine years of age. She used both real and nonce words and

found that in both cases the majority of the children did not produce the clusters that

were not typical of basilectal JC. It cannot be assumed that the children inputted

equivalent basilectal JC underlying forms because they certainly would not have

previously known the nonce words in either the JE or basilectal JC versions. I am not

aware of any similar studies that show English or Creole speakers producing clusters for
nonce words that had no clusters.
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One may argue that hlpercorrection provides evidence that a JE form with a cluster
can be produced from a clusterless JC input to the basilectal grammar. Some JC
speakers produce clusters by hypercorrection when attempting some JE lexical items that
should not have a cluster. The production /tandgarin/ ('tangerine') as /stand3arrn/
(C&LP 1980: 423) is one such example. However, I suggest that there is another
explanation for this hypercorrection. The JC speaker, being aware of the cluster/no-
cluster relationship between some JE and JC lexical items, assumes that a particular
lexical item that she normally produces without a cluster has a cluster underlyingly in
JE. Sometimes she is correct and at other times she is incorect and hence produces a

hypercorrect form. The crucial point here is the level of the grammar at which the
speaker applies the generalisation of the relationship between some JC and JE structures.
I argue that it is applied before the phonological component of grammar such as at the
level of the lexicon.

The possibility of pre-phonology generalisation and the principle of richness of the
base also apply to the inputs to the other Jamaican language varieties. However, the
effects on the output forms may be different. As far as the acrolect is concemed, the
effect of inputting a basilectal form into the JE grammar will not necessarily result in the
selection of the equivalent JE form because the structure of the basilectal input may not
be unacceptable to the JE phonology. For example, in the case of the JE /s/-stop cluster,
if the basilectal non-cluster variant (such as /til</) constitutes the input to the JE grammar,

there is no wellformedness condition that would require the formation of a cluster where
there is none in the underlying form. For example, if the basilectal lexical item meaning
'stick' (/uld) should be inputted to the JE grammar, the output should be ltH, because

this is an acceptable output form for the JE grarnmar. The problem is that, unless the
context is clear, this could be confused with the JE lexical item 'tick'. It should not be
possible with the JE grammar to get /strk/ as output from the input /trk/. Therefore, I
assume that for a clearly JE output form such as istil</ to be produced in the acrolect, the

input must be the JE form.
So far, it has been determined that normal input to the basilectal JC grammar is the JC

form, but the JE variant input should also lead to the selection of the same optimal
candidate for the output. However, the acrolect can only provide the correct output if the
input is the JE form. It is not as easy to establish the input source or sources for the
mesolect since it varies from close to the basilect to close to the acrolect. For the
purposes of this dissertation I use the JE form to test the proposed model of the
mesolectal grarnmar. This is not intended to suggest that all mesolectal speakers have JE
forms underlyingly or only JE forms underlyingly. It is simply a recognition that if the
JE input can lead to the selection of the correct output in both the basilect and acrolect,
then it should also lead to the correct output form for the mesolect, which ranges
between the two. In order not to have a circular situation, I test the proposed
representation of the basilectal grammar with both JE and JC inputs before it is used as
the point of departure for proposing a representation of the variable mesolectal grammar.

Towards an OT Account o.f the Basilect
I will now give an OT account of the selection of output forms in the basilect from both
JE and JC inputs, and in the acrolect, by the respective grammars. It will be shown that
the OT account does produce the attested output forms in both the basilect and acrolect.
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I use examples from (8) of /s/-stop clusters and dental fricatives throughout this
discussion.

Firstly I discuss the basilectal grammar with JE inputs. I assume that the most
competitive output candidates from the JE input form /stil</ 'stick' arc lstU, lsrtrk/,

/s.trk/ro and /trk/. The candidate form /trlc/ violates the faithfulness constraint that

requires the output to include all the segments in the input, namely MAX. The output
candidate /stil</ is faithful to the input but, since it is not the optimal candidate, it must

violate a wellformedness constraint ranked more highly than MAX. Based on
Akers (1981a) and (Meade 1995a and b) /strk/ violates a constraint on the syllable

structure which disallows certain consonant clusters. I informally refer to this as SYLL
STR. /srtil</ has a segment that is not in the input so it violates the faithfulness constraint

DEP. DEP requires the output candidate to contain only segments that are in the input
form. ls.ttU has /s/ in a nuclear position and so violates the constraint that disallows a

consonant in a syllable nucleus. This I refer to as POSS NUC. The evidence of the

output indicates that MAX must be ranked lower than SYLL STR, POSS NUC and DEP
giving the partial hierarchy in (9). The symbol >> indicates that the constraint on the left
of the symbol is ranked more highly than the constraint on the right. A comma between
constraints indicates that they are not ranked with respect to each other. Table 3.18

illustrates the expected results of applying this basilectal constraint hierarchy, that is the

attested output /til</.

POSS NUC, SYLL STR >> DEP >> MAX

Table 3.18: Determining the output in the basilect from the input
/strli/'stick'

input: /strk/ POSS NUC SYLL STR DEP MAX

lstk/ *l

+ ltkl *

/srtrk/ *l

/s.ttkl *l

Note:* :aviolation
! :afatalviolation
+: the optimal candidate

In applying the assumed more typical JC input form /trk/ to the same constraint

hierarchy, the output candidate /trk/ would no longer violate MAX. On the other hand,

the other candidates would all violate additionally the constraint DEP by having a

(e)

'o The period indicates syllable boundary.
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segment that was not in the input. Hence /trk/ would still be the optimal candidate

expected. Table 3.19 demonstrates this.

Table 3.I9: Determining the output in the basilect from the input
/trk/'stick'

input: /ttk/ POSS NUC i SYLL STR DEP MAX

/slrW *l !f

-+ ltrU

lstttU rl

/s.trk/ ! *

Note:4 : a violation
! :afatalviolation
+ : the optimal candidate

I approach the analysis of the dental fricative variant in much the same way. I firstly
test the constraint hierarchy using the JE input variant l6at/,'that'. I assume that the

most competitive output candidates are /6at/, ldat/ ard /atl. The candidate form ldatl
violates the failhfulness constraint that requires the features of output segments to be the
same as the features of segments in the same positions in the input, namely IDENT (0.
/dat/ violates the constraint which disallows dental fricatives, which I refer to as *DF.

latl violates MAX because it does not include one of the segments in the input form.
The evidence of the output indicates that IDENT (f) must be ranked lower than *DF and
MAX, suggesting the partial hierarchy in (10). Table 3.20 shows the selection of the
optimal candidate ldatl as would be expected at the basilectal end of the continuum.

(i0)

Table 3.20: Determining the output in the basilect from the input
l6atl 'that'

input: /6at/ *DF MAX rDENr (0

l6at/ ,(f

-+ ldatl *

/at/ *l

Note:* :aviolation
! :afatalviolation
-+: the optimal candidate
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The application of the assumed more typical input to the basilect, ldat/, gives the
same result. In this case the only difference is that the output candidate /dat/ does not
violate the constraint IDENT (f). It would therefore still be selected as the optimal
output as is expected. This is presented in Table 3.21.

Table 3.21: Determining the output in the basilect from the input
/dat/'that'

input: /daU *DF MAX rDENr (0

/6at/ 'fl

+ /datl

/at/ *f

Note:'4' =dviolation
! :afatalviolation

-+ : the optimal candidate

The next step is to merge these two sub-hierarchies (9) and (10) to get the hierarchy
in (l l) that simultaneously gives the same results as are presented in Tables 3.18 to 3.21.

(11) *DF >> POSS NUC, SYLL STR >> DEP >> MAX >> IDENT (0

This hierarchy, which represents a part of the grafirmar at the basilectal end of the
continuum, produces no dental fricatives nor /s/-stop clusters whether the input is the JC

variant, as it should normally be, or the JE variant.

Towards an OT Account of the Acrolect
One of the strong points of OT is the fact that, according to the theory, different

language varieties are accounted for by different rankings of the same constraints as

opposed to different constraints for each language. This can be demonstrated by looking
at the constraint hierarchy that would account for the output of the acrolect. The same

examples used for the account of the basilect are used here.

In the acrolect both /si-stop clusters and dental fricatives are allowed to surface in the

output. To achieve this, the same constraints applied in the grammar of the basilect,

presented at (11), are applicable, but with a different ranking, as shown in (12).

DEp >> MAX >> IDENT (0>>*DF >> POSS NUC >>
SYLL STR

(12)

The main difference is the ranking of the faithfulness constraints DEP, MAX and

IDENT(fl above the wellformedness constraints *DF, SYLL STR and POSS NUC.
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Note also that the POSS NUC constraint is now ranked above the SYLL STR constraint
as opposed to being ranked equally. In Table 3.221demonstrate the process by which
the constraint hierarchy selects the attested output as the optimal candidate for the input
form /strk/,'stick'.

Tzble 3.22: Determining the output in the acrolect from the input
/strk/'stick'

input: /stIk/ DEP MAX rDENr(0 *DF POSS NUC SYLL STR

+ /strk/ *

/ttU ,t( I

/srtrk/ *l

/slrU *l

Note: ":a violation
! :afatalviolation
-+: the optimal candidate

The first candidate presented in the Table 3.22,lsttU, violates the SYLL STR constraint,

but this constraint is ranked very low in the hierarchy. The second candidate lttU
violates the faithfulness constraint MAX because it does not contain one of the segments
contained in the input. /srtrk/ violates DEP because it includes a segment that is not
included in the input. Finally, /s.tilr/ violates the POSS NUC constraint because it has a

nucleus that is not allowed. The latter three candidates violate constraints that are more
highly ranked than the constraint violated by the first candidate. Therefore, the optimal
candidate is /strk/ and this is the attested output form.

I present, in Table 3.23, the account of the selection process for the output that results
from the input of /6atl,'that', into the same constraint hierarchy.

Table 3.23: Determining the output in the acrolect from the input
l6atl othat'

Input: /6aU DEP MAX rDENT(0 *DF POSS NUC SYLL STR

-) /6at/ *

ldatl *l

latl +l

Note:4':zviolation
! :afatalviolation
-+ : the optimal candidate
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The first candidate in Table 3.23, l6atl, violates the *DF constraint because it has a
dental fricative. The IDENT(f) constraint is violated by the candidate /dat/ because it
has a stop instead of the fricative that is in the input. The candidate lat/ violates the
constraint DEP because it does not include a segment that is included in the input. The
candidates ldatl and /atl violate higher ranked constraints than is violated by the
candidate /6at/. /6at/ is therefore the optimal candidate and is the attested output form.

With these examples the working of a portion of the grammar of the acrolect has been
demonstrated. The same constraints that form the portion of the basilectal grammar that
was presented are reranked to account for the output in the acrolect. The full OT
grarnmars of these two Jamaican language varieties are much more extensive but, for the
purposes of this dissertation, the synopses presented should suffice.

-L5.5 Variation in the Mesolect

The relatively fixed constraint hierarchies that form the grammars of the acrolect and
basilect (see $3.5.4) form the point of departure for giving an OT account of the
variation in the mesolect. As discussed in $3.3.1, the mesolect is assumed to be a single
language variety that is distinct from the acrolect and basilect but allows for variation
towards both. One way of representing this is by having a constraint hierarchy that is
very similar to the grarnmar of the basilect at one extreme but is allowed to vary such
that it is very similar to the grammar of the acrolect at the other extreme. Between these
two extremes the variable grammar should be able to account for attested variations in
the Jamaican speech community.

Like Ito & Mester (1999), see $3.5.3, I recognise that it is possible for one constraint
or family of constraints to have different effects in a constraint hierarchy by being
associated with different "factors" outside the grammar and, more crucially, by
occupying different ranks in the constraint hierarchy. Unlike Ito & Mester (1999) and

Meade (1998) I do not recognise several positions as being occupied by the same family
of constraints simultaneously but, rather, I recognise alternative positions that these

related constraints may occupy depending on the effects of the factors extemal to the
grammar. I assume that a particular constraint or group of constraints is movable to
predetermined positions based on certain conditions. This allows the prediction of the
occurrence of a variant based not on probability but on factors that are attested as

affecting language use.

DeCamp's (1971) implicational scaling (cf. $3.5.a), when applied to the mesolect,
can give an indication of how close to either end of the continuum a particular variant
may occur. For example lsl-stop clusters do not normally occur in the basilect, nor in the

variants close to the basilect, but they are regularly used in the mesolect. Dental
fricatives, however, are used only in the acrolect and in variants close to the acrolect. [n
this section an account is given of how different variants occur along the continuum
within one constraint hierarchy, hence within a single but variable mesolectal grammar.
I begin by looking at the nature of the grammar of the mesolect close to the basilectal
end of the continuum. Again it should be noted that I use the JE variants as the input
forms to the mesolect to test the constraint hierarchy that will be determined. This is not
intended to suggest that all mesolectal speakers have JE underlying forms or that any JE

speaker has only JE underlying forms. The choice of the JE form to test the mesolect's
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grarnmar comes from the determination that, at the basilectal end of the continuum, both

JE and JC inputs will cause the selection of the attested outputs whereas, at the acrolectal
end, only the JE forms are likely to cause the selection of the attested outputs (cf.

$3.s.4).
At the basilectal end of the continuum the relevant portion of the grammar's

constraint hierarchy is as in (12). It is assumed that the mesolect at the closest point to
the basilect has approximately the same hierarchy as the basilect. ln reality there should
be some difference between the hierarchies of the basilect and the mesolect even at the
closest point. However this initial difference may be in another component of the
grammar such as the syntax. Note that the implicational scale includes items from
various components of the grarnmar. ln considering just one component of grammar

such as the phonology, it is safest to start the description of the mesolect at one of the
polar varieties so as not to risk missing some aspect of its graflrmar.

Amongst the phonological variants I consider here, the /s/-stop cluster would be the

first to be "added" to the mesolect in moving from the basilect towards the acrolect. One

way of allowing /s/-stop clusters in the OT output is to have the faithfulness constraints
ranked higher than the SYLL STR constraint. Similarly, to allow dental fricatives there
would be faithfulness constraints ranked higher than *DF. I have already used, in

$3.5.4, the faithfulness constraints DEP, MAX and IDENT (f) that each stipulate specific
faithfulness requirements. For the remainder of this section it will not be necessary to
distinguish between these and therefore I will refer only to FAITH, which is intended to
include the requirements of DEP, MAX and IDENT (f).

In (13) the different possible positions for FAITH in the hierarchy, namely A, B or C,
are indicated.

( l3) C >> *DF >> B >> POSS NUC >> SYLL STR >> A

(FAITH may occur in position A, B or C)

As shown previously, the stage of the mesolectal grammar that produces the basilectal
output forms have the FAITH constraints in position A in (13). When Mesolectal
speakers produce forms that are progressively closer to the acrolectal output forms, it is
an indication that the relevant FAITH constraints are positioned higher up the constraint
hierarchy, as indicated for example by B and C in (13). ln this account, a mesolectal
speaker who can function at different levels of the mesolect has the ability to 'move' the
FAITH constraints to different positions in the constraint hierarchy. A simplified
version of this account would see a speaker 'having access' to position B for the relevant
FAITH constraints after acquiring /s/-stop clusters and access to position C after
acquiring dental fricatives. A speaker who 'has access' to position C is able to produce
both dental fricatives and /s/-stop clusters. However, a speaker with 'access' to position
B only, will be able to produce /s/-stop clusters but not dental fricatives. In this account
a speaker can choose to 'move' the relevant FAITH constraint to any position within her
range of competence. This would be based on the situation, including the level of
formality and./or preference for careful or casual speech.

In $3.5.4, Tables 3.18 and 3.20 were used to demonstrate the working of the basilectal
hierarchy with a JE input. These tables can also be used to represent the state of the
mesolectal grarnmar with the FAITH constraints in position A of the hierarchy in (13).
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Tables 3.24 and 3.25 demonstrate the working of the mesolectal grammar with the
FAITH constraints in position B. Note that the unoccupied potential FAITH positions
are irrelevant for EVAluation purposes.

Table 3.24: The mesolectal grammar with FAITH in an intermediate position
(Input/strk/'stick').

Input istrlc/ (c) +DF FArTH-(B) POSS NUC SYLL STR (A)
-+ /strk/ n/a {. n/a

/trU n/a ,fl n/a

/srtrk/ n/a ?kl n/a

/s.til</ n/a *l * n/a

Note: * a violation
a fatal violation
the winner

not applicable

The situation demonstrated in Tables 3.24 and 3.25 represents the state of the grammar
where /s/-stop clusters are produced but dental fricatives are not. For a monolingual
mesolectal speaker, the tables could represent two situations. On the one hand, the
speaker may not have the competence to produce dental fricatives with the proper
phonemic function. On the other hand the speaker may have the competence but choose

not to produce dental fricatives. Table 3.24 shows that /s/-stop clusters are produced at

this point, while Table 3.25 shows that at the same point dental fricatives are not
produced.

Table 3.25: The mesolectal grammar with FAITH in an intermediate position
(Input /6aU 'that').

Input /6aU (c) *DF FArTH-(B) POSS NUC SYLL STR (A)

/6atl n/a *l n/a

+ ldatl" n/a t n/a

/atl n/a ,Ff n/a

Note: * a violation
a fatal violation
the win-ner

not applicable

" One can refer to Table 3.20 to see why idaV wins over /at/,bearing in mind that FAITH
consists of DEP, MAX and IDENT ranked as in (11).

55

!

-+
n/a

!

+
n/a
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Tables 3.26 and 3.27 demonstrate the working of the grammar with the FAITH
constraints in position C. They present the point at which both dental fricatives and lsl-
stop clusters are produced. This would be very close to the acrolectal end of the

continuum. These can be compared with Tables3.22 and3.23

Table 3.26: The mesolectal grammar with FAITH highly ranked.
(Input /strk/ 'stick')

Input
/shk/

FArTH-(C) *DF (B) POSS NUC SYLL STR (A)

-+ /stil</ n/a * n/a

ItrU +l n/a n/a

/sttrkJ *l n/a n/a

/s.trk/ ,*l n/a * n/a

Note: *

!

-+
n/a

a violation
a fatal violation
the winner

not applicable

Table3.27: The mesolectal with
(Input l6atl 'that')

FAITH highly ranked.

Note: * a violation
a fatal violation
the winner

not applicable

Another significant achievement of this approach is the exclusion of unattested output
forms. As indicated above, the implicational relationship between /s/-stop clusters and
dental fricatives predicts that the presence of a dental fricative implies the presence of
/s/-stop clusters. This means that the input /6at strk/ 'that stick' may normally result in
any of the outputs represented at (14a) to (14c), but not (l4d). Of course (14d) could be
deliberately produced for a humorous effect, but it would not be expected in normal
discourse in any other context. The overall effect shown in (la) is predicted by the
approach in this section, as no position of FAITH in the constraint hierarchy will result

!

--+

n/a

Input
16atl

FArrH- (C) *DF (B) POSS NUC SYLL STR (A)

-+ l6atl rf n/a n/a

/datl ,Fl n/a n/a

lat/ *l nla n/a
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in the output of (l4d). To get (14d) would require interchanging the ranking of the
wellformedness constraints *DF and SYLL STR and that would affect the attested
implicational relationship noted between dental fricatives and /s/-stop clusters.

(14) Potential output forms of the input /6at strk/, 'that stick':

[dat trk]

[dat strk]

[6at strk]

*[6at tft]

Note: * : not expected in normal speech.

3.5.6 Conclusion

I have shown in this section that it is possible to use OT to account for variation in the
mesolect of the Creole continuum with a single constraint hierarchy and hence a single
grammar. This approach accounts for how variation occurs, based both on the extent of
knowledge of the grarnmar and contextual considerations. This includes having access

to at least some lexical information from both the acrolect and basilect. The variation is
accounted for as an integral part of the model and not as exceptional occurrences. In
addition, the implicational relationship observed in the data is accounted for in the
model. This represents only a small portion of the hierarchy/grammar of the mesolect.
For a complete picture one would have to consider the remainder of the phonology and

the other modules of the grarnmar. This account excludes utterances that are normally
not attested, such as a speaker being able to produce a dental fricative but not an /s/-stop
cluster in the same situation. Multilingual speakers would simply have competence in
the grammars of more than one variety plus knowledge of restrictions on code-switching
between them.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter I have discussed the Jamaican language situation in order to give an

impression of the nature of the adult language that the children are acquiring. The

history of conquest and slavery created a context in which speakers of several different
languages, primarily English and West African languages, had to be creative in order to

communicate. The children born into that situation, Creoles, acquired the newly created

language, or helped to create it, as their mother tongue. The continued influx of both

new Africans and new British contributed to the varied language situation that now
exists in Jamaica.

a.

b.

c.

d.
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Two studies were discussed which provided new evidence of sociolinguistic
variation, placing the speakers with less education closer to the basilectal end of the
continuum and those with more education closer to the acrolectal end of the continuum,
while still showing that there is some overlap between the two groups.

A number of accounts of the phoneme inventory of Jamaican Creole were discussed
resulting in an inventory that recognises the markedness of palatal consonants without
claiming phonemic status for them. The syllable structures were also discussed with the
conclusion that Jamaican Creole has a syllable template that can be represented as

C'o v2, C'o
A proposal was made to account for the Creole continuum including monolingual and

multilingual speakers. This model is accounted for within Optimality Theory with a

variable constraint hierarchy for the mesolect and fixed hierarchies for the acrolect and
basilect.



4 Methodology

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I discuss the methods used in the research, considering both established
procedures in common use and some unique features of this prqect. I firstly discuss the
research questions that form the basis of the project (see $1.4). I then look at the
research methods, first generally and then at each of the individual components,
including the selection of informants, data collection considerations, transcription
guidelines and analysis.

As mentioned in $1.4, the main aim of this project is to produce a descriptive analysis of
the phonological development of children acquiring Jamaican as a first language.
However, the research was conducted such that it produced a more general database with
longitudinal and cross-sectional Jamaican child language data. This database can in the
funue be used for the study of other modules of the grammar, for comparisons with other
languages and for other developmental issues.

4.2 Research Questions

As far as was feasible, this project was designed to allow the possible contribution of some

data to the larger Creole Acquisition Research (CAR) Soup project. As was discussed in

$1.5, that project is trying to establish longitudinal corpora of child language data in at least

four Creole languages including JC. With this in mind research questions were formulated
not only to get insights for the description of Jamaican (JC and JE) phonological
development but also to correspond, where appropriate, with the CAR group research

questions. The CAR group research questions are outlined in $1.5. This study's research

questions follow with reference in brackets to the corresponding CAR group questions.

a. How does the acquisition of phonemic features and phonological
structures by Jamaican children take place?

b. Are there notable differences or similarities in the process of
phonological acquisition (e.g. in order ofdevelopment or in the ages at

which certain milestones are achieved) between two different social
groups? (See CAR question a, $ 1.5).

Q.l
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What level of phonological development can be expected of a Jamaican
child of a given age? (See CAR question b, $1.5).

How do features of the input affect the process and speed of phonological
acquisition in Jamaica? (See CAR question e, $1.5).

What is the first language of pre-schoolers in Jamaica? Are they
monolingual, bilingual or do they have what could be described as a

mixed grammar? If they are bilingual and the languages are not acquired
exactly in parallel, what is the first language?

4.3 Research Design

Research designs for this type of study may be grouped into two broad categories, that is,
Iongitudinal and cross-sectional. A longitudinal study involves the collection of data from
one or more subjects over a relatively long period. It is most suitable for answering
developmental as opposed to comparative type questions. Therefore, one can make use of a
single informant for that type of study. Longitudinal studies in the form of diary accounts
by parents constituted the earliest detailed examination of phonological development, for
example Humphreys (1880) and Leopold (1939-49, four volumes). Smith (1973) is an

example of a more recent detailed diary study. A cross-sectional study necessarily involves
several subjects or groups and usually takes place over a relatively short period. A single
session per subject is not unusual for this method. It is best used for answering comparative
type questions and/or questions dealing with the state of affairs at a particular point in time.
These tlpes of studies began in the 1930s with researchers like Wellman et al. (1931) and
Poole (1934) and are still currently popular. For example, Smit et al. (1990) report on a
recent large-sample cross-sectional study. These tlpes of sfudies are frequently used to
establish a set of linguistic 'norms' for particular ages.

As far as the research questions are concerned, Question I requires examination of the
process of language acquisition. Ideally it requires a longitudinal study to provide the
answers. Examining a process necessarily suggests that one will consider a sufficient
portion, if not the entire period, of the development continuously. It is more practical
though to look incrementally, but at intenrals that will allow one to draw justifiable
conclusions about the process. It also implies that one is ideally studying the same
informant over the entire period in question. The second part of Question I also refers to
the process but crucially addresses the comparison between two groups and therefore is best
answered from a cross-sectional study. Investigating the effects of input (Question 3)
necessarily requires a longitudinal study since such an influence is only measurable over
time. A consideration of the level of acquisition reached at a certain age (Question 2) can
best be answered with a cross-sectional study by selecting an age goup and looking at the
state of affairs for several informants in that age group. However, if one has longitudinal
data for several informants, it is also possible to allow for the selection of children of a

panicular age, within the defined range, for comparison with one another.
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With these considerations in mind this research project is designed to include elements

of both types of study. It includes long-term observation and recording of subjects, as is

typical of longitudinal studies, but with sufficient subjects to allow for comparisons, as is

typical of cross-sectional studies. This tlpe of design is actually becoming increasingly
popular and is the design proposed for the CAR group study as well. In this study, two
groups of children were followed longitudinally with an overlapping age-rang€.

As was mentioned in $1.2, children normally produce their first words at approximately
1;0 and by 4;0 most have acquired basic phonological structures. Covering this period
longitudinally, with the same informants, would have required more than three years ofdata
collection. This time period was not available for this project. lnstead, children in two age

groups of 1;0 md 2;6 were recorded over two years to 3;0 and 4;6, respectively. This
resulted in data covering the age period l;0 to 4;6, with an overlap of six months from 2;6
to 3;0. This period of overlap allows for comparisons between the two age groups. This
comparison should suggest to what extent one might assume that development in one
group, during an unobserved period, is similar to that of the other group that is observed

during that period. Therefore, the advantages of a longitudinal design are combined with
the advantages ofa cross-sectional design.

4.4 Informants

4.4. I Selection Considerations

The criteria for the selection of the individual children are based on the primary controlled
variables of education/profession, area of residence of the caregivers and age of the children
as presented from (1a) to (lc). However, there are also considerations relative to the

observed language use of the caregivers as well as impairments and sex of the children, as

shown in (ld) to (1f). The birth order of the children and their siblings was noted but did

not influence the selection process.

Selection criteria for informants:

a. Education and profession/occupation of primary caregiver.

b. Area of residence.

c. Age (+3 months of the ideal ages).

d. The observed language use of the primary caregiver during the

initial interviews.

e. No apparent impairments that may affect language acquisition

and/or language use.

f. Sex.

(l)
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Educotion and Profession qf Primary Caregiver
The primary caregiver is deemed to be the adult in the household that interacts most
frequently with the target child; this is usually a parent. If the parents interact with the
child with equal frequency, then either or both were used. There may also be cases in
which the child spends a lot of time with a nanny, especially where both parents work
Iong hours simultaneously. I did not have a case, in my sample, of a child who had
significantly more hours of interaction with a nanny than with either parent. I therefore
was able to avoid the debate of whether, in such a case, the nanny or a parent is the
primary caregiver.

As expected, in most cases where one parent interacted more frequently with the child
than the other, it was the mother who did. Only in two cases was the father the caregiver
who interacted more frequently with the child, and in those cases the mother was also
present in the household. There were, however, a few cases in which households had
single mothers. The most typical situation for my informants involved households with
both parents, but with the mother interacting more frequently with the child than the
father. In one case the grandmother also interacted regularly with the child as she cared
for her during the working hours of most weekdays. The child's mother was still
considered to be her primary caregiver as she spent more total time weekly with the
child than did the grandmother.

The education level of the primary caregiver was the major factor that was used to
determine the two groups that were studied. As was mentioned in $3.3.3, education is the
main social factor that affects language competence in Jamaica, especially competence in
JE. The aim in this project was to identiff two groups that are likely to include speakers
whose language varieties together include JC and JE. One group includes children whose
caregivers have no more than primary level education, which I refer to as the pre-secondary
(Pre-Sec) goup. The other goup includes children whose caregivers have more than
secondary level education (college or university) which I refer to as the post-secondary
(Post-Sec) group. Based on studies such as Beckford-Wassink (1999) it was anticipated
that the Post-Sec Soup would include speakers of JE and the Pre-Sec group would include
speakers of JC. This should not suggest that the presence of only monolinguals was
anticipated in each goup. Rather, it was expected that the Post-Sec goup may include
speakers more competent in JE than the Pre-Sec speakers and that the JC of the Pre-Sec
speakers would be closer to the basilect than the JC of the Post-Sec goup. This assumption
was also based on the fact that the Pre-Sec goup was selected from a rural community and
the Post-Sec group from an urban area, as will be discussed in the next sub-section.

Although the level of education of the caregivers is the primary factor used to select the
groups, their professions were also noted. ln general, the caregivers in the Post-Sec goup
are employed professionals whereas the caregivers in the Pre-Sec goup are unemployed or
employed in manual-skill jobs. This is almost certainly a direct effect of the respective
education levels and therefore does not need to be considered as a separate factor.

Area qf Residence
Speakers in smaller, relatively isolated, rural communities are likely to be competent in a

variety of JC that is closer to the basilect than that of speakers in larger urban centres (cf.
Beckford-Wassink, 1999). In an effort to reduce the effects of regional variation, an

attempt was made to identify, within the same region, two communities that have the
required diversity (urban and relatively isolated rural). The parish of Saint Catherine,
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which borders the capital metropolis of Kingston and Saint Andrew'', offers such a
possibility (see the map presented in Figure 4.1). It was also close enough to allow
relatively easy access by the researcher and research assistants.

Figure 4.1: Map of Jamaica with parish boundaries

The relatively small, rural community of Guys Hill, located in the hills of Saint
Catherine, was selected as the speech community from which to select the Pre-Sec goup
(see the map presented in Figure 4.2). The town of Linstead in Saint Catherine was
selected as the source of Post-Sec informants. Linstead is the largest town in Saint
Catherine that is relatively far removed from Saint Andrew. The two significantly larger
communities in Saint Catherine, Spanish Town and Portmore, are closer to and, in effect,
suburbs of Saint Andrew. Portmore in particular has functioned as a residential community
for persons who work and go to school in the capital metropolis. Also, Linstead is 30 miles
from Saint Andrew but only ten miles from Guys Hill (see the map at Figure 4.2). In fact
Linstead serves as the main centre outside of Guys Hill for Guys Hill residents. For
example, the Guys Hill community was, at the time of the recordings, served by the public
hospital in Linstead. Therefore, to the extent that there is regional language variation,
Linstead should show region-influenced varieties that are closer to Guys Hill varieties than

to Saint Andrew varieties.
ln addition to the primary informants from Guys Hill and Linstead, four children from a

separate community were also recorded as a reserve. This group was selected from Saint

Andrew.

'' The two parishes of Kingston and Saint Andrew form a metropolis of one city with
surrounding suburbs. They will be jointly referred to as Saint Andrew for the remainder of this
work.

Weslmoreland

St. Elizabeth
Clarendon
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Identifying the pool of children from which to select the informants was done with the
assistance of facilitators who live in each community. kr Guys Hill, one of the private
doctors who serves the community introduced the researcher to the resident midwife. After
searching her records for potential informants ofthe required age groups, she introduced the
researcher to thern individually. This process was very important because the residents
may have been suspicious of an outsider wanting to interact with their children. However,
in general, they were very willing to participate when the researcher was personally
introduced and recommended by a well-known and highly respected member of the
community. In Linstead a teacher of similar good standing in the community facilitated the
identification of the candidates and selection of informants. A retired nurse, who runs a
nursery, kindergarten and basic school, facilitated the selection of the reserye group in Saint
Andrew.

@
The Pre-Sec and the Post-Sec groups were organised into two subgroups each, based on
age. One subgroup in each commtrnity has children who were approximately l;0 year and
the other sub-group has children who were approximately 2;6 years at the beginning of the
data collection period. This allowed for the coverage, over two years, of the age range l;0
to 4;6 (cf. $a.3). In general, only informants who were within three months of the preferred
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ages were selected (see $4.4.2), Only one informant falls outside this guideline and in that
case, it is by an additional three months. Karel, Post-Sec, group 2 child, was brought into
the project after the disqualification of another child. After the second quarterly recording,
it was determined that the first child had what appeared to be a partial hearing impairment.
The criterion regarding impairments is discussed below.

Determining the number of informants to be included in a study requires a delicate
balance between a large enough number to allow reasonable generalisations to be made and
the number that is feasible for the available project resources. For this project, the
minimum number of subgroups and the number of informants in the subgroups influenced
the total number of informants. The main controlled variables are the education of the
caregiver and the age of the child. With two education level groups and two age groups
each, there are four subgroups. Five informants were selected for each subgroup plus four
reserve children, two from each age Broup, making a total of 24 children for the project as

presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Informants by location and:tn 8E€,

Age
Group

Primary Groups Secondary
Group

Total
Pre-Sec Post-Sec

Guys Hill Linstead St. Andrew

1;0 5 5 2 t2

2;6 5 5 ) I2

Total 10 10 4 24

Observed Language Use

The project is concerned with language. Education level is used only as a guide for
sourcing informants who function at different positions on the language continuum.
Therefore an attempt was made, during the initial interviews, to get an impression of the

language use of the primary caregiver. There was no scientific evaluation, just the

impression obtained from the observed conversation. As an indication of how this would
have been applied, a candidate from Guys Hill who spoke standard JE comfortably would
not be considered further for the project. It is no doubt likely that such a speaker may speak

JC and use it when interacting with the child. However, it is more conceivable that such a

caregiver would use JE with the child, at least during the recording sessions.

Notwithstanding this pre-set criterion, none of the potential informants had to be excluded

based on their language use.

Impairments
During the selection process, the caregivers were asked direct and indirect questions about

the child in an effort to determine whether the child had any impairment that may have an

adverse effect on language development. I was also mindful of the fact that there may be

impairments not noticed, or noticed and not mentioned, by the caregiver. Therefore, during
the initial sessions the children's behaviour in this regard was observed. This procedure led

to the disqualification of one child. As indicated above, one informant was disqualified
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from the project due to an apparent hearing impairment, discovered after the recordings
began. A slight vision impairment of another child was noticed, but was corrected by
glasses after it was brought to the attention of the caregiver.

Sex

Trudgill (1983) concludes that "...women, allowing for other variables such as age,

education and social class, produce on average, linguistic forms which more closely
approach those ofthe standard language or have higher prestige, than those produced by
men. " He bases this conclusion on his own studies (1974 and 1983) and on numerous other
reports in the literature, including Labov (1966), Milroy (1980) and Chesire (1982).
Trudgill's conclusion is based on studies of adults and it is not clear if the effect would be

the same with children. However, in an effort to reduce any sex-related effects on the data,
it was decided that an attempt would be made to balance the numbers of girls and boys in
each of the four subgroups, with a minimum of two of each sex in each. An extra child for
each subgroup was included to allow for possible dropouts. With an odd number of
informants in each subgroup, it was obviously not possible to have a perfectly balanced sex

ratio in each. However, as indicated above, at least two members of each sex were included
in the five.

4.4.2 Informants' Proftles

Except for one child who was recruited late (see $4.4.1), all the informants fall within
the age guideline. The details of each individual child are set out in Tables 4.2,4.3 and
4.4. These tables give the profiles of the informants and their primary caregivers for
Guys Hill (Pre-Sec), Linstead (Post-Sec) and Saint Andrew (the reserve group),
respectively. In these tables, and for the remainder of this work, names and/or
alphanumeric codes are used to identiff the children. The letter of the alphanumeric code
shows the community of residence; G for Guys Hill, L for Linstead and S Saint Andrew.
The first number shows the age goup, one for the group begirming at age 1;0 and two for
the group begrnning at age 2;6. The second number indicates the individual number for
each child within the subgroup. For example, informant L24 is the fourth Linstead (Post-

Sec) child in the 2;6 age-group.



Table 4.2: Profile of Guys Hill (Pre-Sec) informants
Child Informant Primary Caregiver

Code Name DOB Age at
l't Rec.

Relation
to child

Education Occupation

Gl1 Raymond 01 Jul 95 l;0 Mother Primary Domestic

G12 Shakira 30 Aug 95 1;0 Mother Primary Unemployed

Gl3 Russell 18 Jun 95 l;0 Father Primary Construction
Worker

Gt4 Tonya 17 Jun 95 l;2 Mother Primary Unemployed

Gls Troy 15 Aug 95 1;0 Mother Primary Vendor

G21 Alison 05 Nov 93 ).q Mother Primary Unemployed

G22 Bryce 01 Dec 93 2;6 Mother Primary Teacher's Aid
(Pre-school)

G23 Damion 07 May 94 2;5 Mother Primary Seamstress

G24 Oshari 01 Dec 93 2;7 Mother Primary Vendor

G25 Winsome 24 Mar 94 2;6 Mother Primary Seamstress

to codes ffiY4:X - Area (G: Guvs Hi
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y to codes (XYZ):X - Area (G: Guys Hill)
Y - Group No. (Group I : age 1;0-3;0, Group 2: age2;6-4;6)
Z - ChrldNo. (within the subgroup)

The primary caregivers for 22 of the 24 children are the mothers. The education level

targeted was met in all cases. I make a distinction between post-secondary and tertiary
level education in the presentation in Tables 4.3 ard 4.4. Tertiary refers to university
degrees or college-level diplomas, such as teachers' college diplomas. Post-secondary

refers to any other professional or academic training done after secondary school.
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Key to codes (YYZ):X - Area (L: Linstead)
Y - Group No. (Group I : age l;0-3;0, Group 2: age2;6-4;6)
Z - Child No. (within the subgroup)

file of

Key to codes (XYZ):X - Area (S : Saint Andrew)
Y - Group No. (Group 1 : age l;0-3;0, Group 2 : age 2;6-4;6)
Z - ChtIdNo. (within the subgroup)

able 4.3: Profile of Linstead (Post-Sec nformants
chitd nformant Primary Caregiver

Code Name DOB Age at
L't Rec.

Relation
to child

Education Occupation

Llt Karl 04 Dec 95 l;0 Mother Tertiary Teacher

Lt2 Teresa 08 Aug 95 1;0 Mother Post-
secondary

Statistician

Ll3 Davin l6 Apr 95 1;3 Mother Tertiary Teacher

Lt4 Okhanna 23 Oct95 1;0 Mother Post-
secondarv

Teacher

Ll5 Sharon 08 Mar 95 1;3 Mother Post-
secondarv

Housewife

L2l Kereen 26 Mar 94 2;6 Mother Tertiary Teacher

L22 Nathan l0 Oct 94 2;6 Mother Tertiary Teacher

L23 Karel 03 Oct 93 3;0 Mother Tertiary Bank
Suoervisor

L24 Kimone 15 Mar 94 ).7 Mother Tertiary Teacher

L25 Shelly 29 Sep 94 2;6 Mother Post-
secondary

Accountant

able 4.4: Pro Saint Andrew (reserve) inlbrmants.
Child Informant Primarv Caresiver

Code Name DOB Age at
ltt Rec.

Relation
to child

Education Occupation

sl1 Jocelyn 04 Sep 95 l;3 Mother Post-
secondarv

Chartered
Secretary

s12 George 05 Aug 95 1;3 Mother Post-
secondarv

Accounting
Clerk

s21 Samuel 29 May 94 2;8 Mother Tertiary Insurance Agent

s22 Chrighton 05 Apr 94 2;3 Father Tertiary Social Worker
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4.5 Data Collection

In language acquisition research, data can be collected from the child in different ways.
Recordings can be made in a relatively natural setting to elicit mainly spontaneous
utterances, but also in more controlled settings using struchred material. The former
attempts to minimise the inlluence of all factors that are not normally a part of the relevant
setting. The advantage of this method is that the data should be representative of typical
utterances in the given situation. The main disadvantage is that one might not get samples
of all the forms, features and processes required for the particular study. In a contolled
setting, one can structure the elicitation material to enhance the probability of getting the
precise data required. Controlled settings, however, are generally not good for those studies
that are seeking data on language use that is typical of the speakers. For this project, the

majority of the recordings were made of spontaneous utterances in the natural home setting.
The effect on the data of the presence of the interviewer during the recordings was a

point of concern. An interviewer can influence the informants to produce a language style
that is not typical of the informant forthe panicular situation (cf. $3.3.1). This can occur
especially if the interviewer has a different social and/or educational background and

speaks a different language variety from the informant's. However, it is very important for
the researcher or research assistants to be present for practical reasons. They can ensure
that the data are being recorded correctly and they can note significant contextual
information. So here again a compromise had to be sought.

In principle, the recordings were done in accordance with the practice of Fikkert (1994:
24) and, Levelt (1994: 8). Fikkert looks at prosodic structure acquisition by 12 Dutch
children and Levelt examines the acquisition of place by the same children. For the present

study, the researcher and/or caregiver interacted with the child using elicitation items (i.e.

items which help to motivate the informants to produce utterances for the recordings).
However, it was decided that the sessions should involve more caregiver/child interaction
and should exclude the researcher where possible. This worked well in most cases, but
there were still a few sessions in which the researcher or research assistant had to interact
with the child in order to obtain more child utterances. This was necessary when the

caregiver was not available for portions of the recording session, which occurred
occasionally despite advanced scheduling. In other cases the caregiver was present, but
was, on occasion, not able to motivate the child to speak. This occurred mainly with a few

of the Pre-Sec informants.
In keeping with the CAR proposal (see $1.5) that structured observations be used to

ensure relatively comparable data from the different projects, an attempt was made to use

the Four Boxes elicitation method. In this method the caregiver is provided with four boxes

and asked to interact with *re child, using the contents of the boxes. The boxes contain a

picture book, crayons, two hand puppets, and a mystery toy, for example play-dough,

building blocks, puzzles, etc. It was obsenred fairly early in the project that each child
responded quite differently to these items. Picture books proved to be the most effective

elicitation items, with most children responding fairly well with them. However, several of
the children said very little while using the crayons, puppets and blocks. They enjoyed
playrng with them, but would not say very much about what they were doing. To the extent

that they said anything while playrng with these items, there was no particular utterance or
even word that was commonly used by the children, except for the name of the item

occasionally. With such differences within one speech community, one could not

reasonably expect children of different speech commtrnities to respond to these items with
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similar utterances. This raises serious doubts about the possibility of comparing the
findings with those of other projects. Therefore, the strict application of the Four Boxes
approach was abandoned.

Picture books were used as the main elicitation tools, supplemented by whatever other
items each individual child responded favourably to. There were also a few recordings of
normal everyday activities such as dining and bathing. It should be noted that picture books
are likely to have a negative effect on the morphology and syntax of elicited data, due to the
tendency of children to produce short naming-t1pe utterances when looking at pictures.
However, the use of pictwe books does not normally have any adverse effect on the
elicitation of data for phonological analyses.

The data were collected primarily by audio tape recordings which were supplemented by
video recordings where possible and the researcher's notes. A Sony Walkman Professional
was used for the audio recordings. The recording situations varied so widely, from indoors
to outdoors, that it was difficult to establish a consistent location, such as on a table, for the
tape recorder. The microphone, which had a clip, was normally attached to the outer
leather case of the recorder and placed one to two feet from the informants. An effort was
made to make it as inconspicuous as the situation allowed, without losing effectiveness. In
some cases, especially with some of the recordings done outdoors, there was higher than
normal ambient noise. However, only a few utterances could not be transcribed as a result
of this.

The other equipment such as the video recorder, hanscription machine and headphone
are also of the Sony brand. The video carnera is equipped with a remote microphone that
allowed the camera to be set up as far from the informants as possible, based on lens
capability and also on room size when indoors. This was done, where possible, in an effort
to make it less of a distraction for the children. Additionally, it allowed the researcher or
research assistant to stay away from the informants' immediate setting, unless they had to
interact directly with the child, as explained above.

4.6 Observational Schedule

ln order to have representative longitudinal data the intervals between each data collection
session should be as short as possible to increase the chance of capturing precise points at
which there are interesting changes. This is however also restricted by the available time
and funding. Diary accounts, by parents, of one child's language development, can be

relatively easily conducted with daily or weekly data collection points. However, when a
researcher does not reside with the child and/or has many informants, such frequent
sessions are less practical. As is proposed for the CAR project (see $1.5), some children
were recorded less frequently than others. Some children were recorded monthly and the
others at longer intervals. The more frequently recorded informants provide the more
intensive data required for answering the developmental questions. The less frequantly
recorded children provide the increased numbers that can make the answers to comparative
questions more representative.

In $4.4.1 it was explained that there were four primary subgroups based on age and
education level. That is, in both Guys Hill (Pre-Sec) and Linstead (Post-Sec) there were
two subgroups of children, based on age. Two children from each of these primary
subgroups, a total of eight, were recorded once per month for two years from 1;0 to 3;0 and
from 2;6 to 4;6 for each age group, respectively. The remaining 12 primary children were
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recorded at quarterly intervals for the two year period. All the children, in both age groups,

in Saint Andrew were recorded half-yearly for two years. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the
planned recording aud transcription schedule for the project, for age-group I and age-group

2, respectively.
The transcription procedure is outlined in section 4.7 md the actual transcribed data

points used for analyses are shown in Table 4.7. Recording sessions are indicated by * and

transcriptions by T. The use of alphanumeric codes for the children was explained in
54.4.2 and is abbreviated below each table.
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Key to codes (XYZ):X: Area (G: Guys Hill, L: Linstead, S : Saint Andrew)
Y - Group No. (Group I : age l;0-3;0, Group 2 : age 2;6-a;6)
Z - ClnldNo. (within the subgroup).

able 4.5: G lroup I Reco and Transcription (T) Schedule

Age
(yr;mth)

Informants
Raymond (Gl1)
Shakira (Gl2)
Karl (Ll1)
Teresa (Llz)

Russell (Gl3), Davin (Ll3)
Tonya (Gl4), Okhanna (L14)
Troy (Gl5), Sharon (Ll5)

Jocellm (Sl l)
George (S12)

l;0 ,tT *rT *

l:1 ,rT

l;2 *T

1;3 *'T ,*T

l:4 ,FT

l;5 i.T

1;6 *T {rT +

1|7 *T

1:8 {.7

l:9 !t!T *T

l;10 *T

1:11 *T

2;0 *T ,kT {.

2;l r*

).)
?.1 {.7 {!T

2;4 *

2;5 *

2;6 *T {.7 ,F

n,-lLr l *

2'.8 ,F

).q *T *T

2;10

2;11 +

3;0 {.7 *T d<
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Table Grou 2 Recordin and Tran Schedule

Y - Group No. (Group 1 : age 1;0-3;0, Group 2: age2;6-4;6)
Z - Child No. (wittrin the subgroup).

t3

Age
(yr;mth)

lnformants

Damion (G23), Karel (L23)
Oshari (G24), Kimone (L24)
Winsome (G25), Shelly (L25)

Samuel (S21)
Chrighton (522)

Key to codes (XYZ):X : Area (G: Guys Hill, L : Linstead, S : Saint Andrew)
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4.7 Transcription

The project is designed to have extra data points so that any dropouts would not
adversely affect the outcome. Additionally, as already discussed in Chapter 1, the
schedule of recordings was designed to create a database that could be used for future
research with a wider scope than is the case for this particular project. The database that
has resulted contributes to the filling of the gap in Creole language-acquisition data and

of Jamaican in particular. It can be used for the study of several acquisition and

sociolinguistic phenomena. Only those data points necessary for answenng this
proj ect's research questions were transcribed.

In order to establish which data points needed to be transcribed, initial transcriptions
were done at quarterly data points for four children, one child from each subgroup: in
other words, child number one in each primary subgroup (Gl l, G2l, Ll l and L21). As
anticipated, the preliminary analysis of these data points indicated that, whereas there
were only few changes at quarterly intervals for the older children, there were significant
gaps in the transcribed quarterly data of the younger children. The extent of the changes
over a three-month period was too great to allow reasonable conclusions about the
development path. It was therefore decided that all the available monthly data for
children between l;0 and 2;0 would be transcribed, that is, the four children (Gl 1, Gl2,
Ll l and L12) as shown in Table 4.5. This was accomplished, except for those data
points for which the children were not available (cf. Table 4.7). The data for those
children between 2;0 and 3;0 were transcribed at quarterly intervals. The other three
children in the two group 1 subgroups had been recorded quarterly. Their data were
therefore transcribed at quarterly intervals from l;0 to 3;0. Because preliminary
transcriptions were done, quarterly transcriptions are available for two of the group 2
children, but for the remainder of the older children only annual data points were
transcribed. The data from the four Saint Andrew children were held in reserve and not
transcribed. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the planned transcription schedule, with
transcriptions indicated by T. This schedule is directly comparable with that proposed
by the CAR group for both the intensive and normative samples (see $ I .5). As indicated
in $4.6, Table 4.7 shows the actual transcribed data points used for analysis.

Gaps in the data collection schedule, which occurred due to the occasional
unavailability of a child, are treated in two ways. First, an effort was made to do a
substitute recording as close as possible to the originally scheduled date. These cases are
indicated in Table 4.7 with a common 't', with 'm' showing the recording that was
missed. This was usually most feasible with the quarterly recordings, where it still made
sense to do a recording even one month after the ideal date. It proved more difficult to
do substitute recordings in cases where monthly data points were scheduled, since the
possible alternative dates were often too close to the subsequent scheduled recording to
be warranted. Secondly, where a data point is missed and it may have an impact on the
accuracy of the assumed date of acquisition of a phonological phenomenon, this
possibility is noted when the applicable result is presented.
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Table 4.7: Actual transcribed data

Note: T - Transcription done as planned.

m - Recording missed due to child unavailability.
t - Unplarured transcription done as close as possible to one that was missed.

Key to codes (XYZ):X - Area (G: Guys Hill, L: Linstead)
Y - Group No. (Group 1 = age l;0-3;0, Group 2: age2;6-4;6)
Z - ChildNo. (within the subgroup).

Two and a half years old



(2)
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The data were transcribed according to the transcription guidelines of the Child
Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES), called the CHAT transcription system
(MacWhinney, 1995 and Sokolov and Snow, 1994). CHAT is becoming more widely
used for the transcription and promulgation of child language data. The transcriptions
are done at two levels. The first transcription is relatively broad, providing the type of
data that can be made accessible through the CHILDES network. The second is a more
narrow transcription, which is necessary for the analyses that were done for this prqect.
The transcriptions include the information that follows in (2).

Information included in the transcribed data

a. Phonemic transcriptions of the target child's utterances.

b. Phonemic transcriptions of the caregiver's utterances that are relevant for
the analysis of the child's phonological development, such as utterances
targeted by the child and adult utterances that establish the context of the
child's utterances.

c. Relevant non-verbal behaviour and other relevant contextual information.

d. The utterances of other persons, only where such an omission would
result in the loss of crucial information, such as the context of the
utterance of the target child.

e. The English gloss.

In most cases contextual information made it clear which target word should be
attributed to each of a child's word-forms. However, occasionally this was a challenging
exercise due to variation in the adult form of the target word or inconsistent target word
identification of a child's word-form by the caregiver. There were also a few cases

where a sample of the adult pronunciation could not be located in the recordings. Where
there was variation in the adult form, the most frequently used form was assumed to be
the child's target, unless the chronologically closest form to the child's utterance had a
positive influence. If there were no adult tokens of a target form in the recordings and
the target form could also not be determined from casual conversation with the
caregiver, then that target word-form was excluded from the analyses. Where the
caregiver's interpretation of a particular child form was inconsistent, then an attempt was
made to use the context to disambiguate it. If this proved unhelpful, then that child form
was omitted from the analyses. The caregiver's interpretation of a child form was
determined in most cases from her interaction with the child, but occasionally it was
necessary for the interviewer to seek clarification from her directly.

The amount of the data transcribed was based on the minimum number of word
tokens required for analysis. Crystal (1982) suggests a sample size of 100 different
words. Beers (1995: 153) bases her analyses on 100 different realizations. A realization
in this case refers to a unique articulation of a target word. In fact Beers allows up to
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three instances of each realization to contribute to the required 100 tokens for analysis.
For this project an ideal minimum target of 100 distinct words was set per target child
per session. An attempt was made to include at least two examples of each target
phoneme that appeared in the recording. It means therefore that some sessions were not
transcribed in their entirety, but only up to the point where this ideal minimum was
reached. However, in light of the fact that the younger children did not normally have
vocabularies of 100 words, three instances each of three different realizations of each
target word were allowed, in keeping with what Beers (1995) allows for all her data. In
these cases the entire recorded session was transcribed to ensure that the maximum
number of distinct target words was included. There were a few cases in which more
than 100 tokens were transcribed if the data were available. These were cases in which
the initial transcription of only a portion of the data did not show sufficient evidence to
determine whether or not a segment was acquired. In some cases, even with additional
data transcribed there was insufficient evidence to determine acquisition, as will be
discussed in Chapter 5.

4.8 Analysis

4.8.1 General

ln this section, the data analysis will be described as related to the research questions set

out in $4.2. In addition to looking at the research questions generally, I will explain the
methods of analysis of each of the components of phonological development that this
project covers.

The first question (Q.la) addresses the acquisition of phonemic features and
phonological structures in Jamaican. It is the broadest and most significant question for
the project. It requires examination of syllable structure, segment and feature
development and the tlpes of phonological processes displayed by the children. The
developmental path of all these components will be discussed in detail for one child and

then for the subgroups. The methodology used for analysing each component is
explained in the following sub-sections in addition to the frequency criteria used to
determine when acquisition has taken place.

Question lb requires the same information on the acquisition of the components as in

Question la, but the analysis of it is handled differently. In this case, it is necessary to
convert the individual data to group data, since the Pre-Sec and Post-Sec groups are

compared across the age range 1;0 to 4;6. It will be determined to what extent any
differences observed can be attributed to social group differences as opposed to
individual differences. In $4.8.8, I look at the criteria set for converting individual data

into group data and in $4.8.9 I look at the statistical requirement for assuming
si gnificance between group differences.

There may appear to be a potential anomaly between Questions la and lb. la seeks

general statements about the acquisition of Jamaican (JE and JC) by all the children
combined, whereas lb is formulated to compare and contrast the two "social" groups.

To the extent that the predominant language variety used by each of the two groups may
be different, the comparison may apply to the different language varieties as opposed to

the different groups. Any differences between the groups would facilitate Question lb
but there needs to be some degree of similarity for Question la to be addressed. The
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extent to which the actual results allow for these questions to be answered in an

unproblematic way is discussed in $6.5.
Once we have the answers to Question 1, it is then possible to look at the individual

results cross-sectionally to suggest what level of phonological development can be

expected of a Jamaican child at a given age (Question 2). In addressing this question I
focus on the various aspects of the children's phonological systems at the selected data

points as opposed to the approach to Question l, which looks at development. The data

points considered for Question 2 are t;3, 1;6,2;0, 3;0,4;6. The majority of these points

cover the younger children from whom more frequent changes are expected. The criteria
for converting individual data to group data are also applied here.

ln order to address Question 3, regarding whether input features affect phonological
acquisition, I examine the relationship between the frequency of use of JE and JC

phoneme variants by the primary caregivers and the age of acquisition of these variants

by the children. It was anticipated that there would be a relationship, with the more

frequently used variants being acquired earlier than the less frequently used options.

This anticipated relationship is based on previous findings for other languages notably
by Pye, Ingram and List (1987). Four variables are discussed in this regard, namely
coronal stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop preceding a low vowel vs. velar stop, /tel vs.

le/ and /uil vs. lo/. In each of these cases the first form is the JC variant and the second

form the JE variant
Addressing Question 4, regarding the first language or languages of pre-schoolers in

Jamaica, is necessarily limited by the extent to which this can be determined by the
phonology alone. In effect I will only be able to comment on which language variety's
phonology is being acquired; this may imply that the entire gmrnmar is being acquired.
However, that conclusion cannot be drawn absolutely. The information obtained in
answering Question 3 is further considered to address this question. Determining
whether the children were individually learning JC, JE or both relies, in this case, on the

acquisition or lack thereof of those segments that are phonemes in one language variety
and not the other. Again these are coronal stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop

preceding a low vowel vs. velar stop, /re/ vs. leland /ual vs. /o/. In each case the former

is the JC variant and the latter is the JE variant.
Many bilingual language acquisition researchers suggest that by 3 years of age,

children leaming two languages simultaneously would have differentiated between their
languages (cf, Romaine, 1999: 262). The approach to be used here is to look at which of
the variants are acquired by the children by the last recording at 4;6. If all the variants
are acquired or emerging it is assumed to be evidence that the child is acquiring JE and
JC systems simultaneously. If one or more of the variants are not acquired or emerging,
it is assumed that the child is acquiring only one system.

ln Chapters 5 aud 6 the developmental paths are discussed for one child and then for
each group. Looking firstly at one child makes it clear how the individual results were
obtained. The significant conclusions can then best be drawn from looking at all
members of each group together. This is then followed by comparisons of the results
from the two groups to see to what extent generalisations can be made across the groups.
This comparison will contribute to answering question lb, which seeks to determine
whether there are differences between the phonological developments of the two groups.
To the extent that all the data can be taken together to give a general profile of
phonological development, it will contribute to the answering of questions la, 2 and 4,
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These are more general questions, in terms of the developmental path and what may be
expected normally of Jamaican children at various ages.

These various ages may correspond to different stages of development, but there will
not necessarily be the same age-stage correspondence for each child. To the extent that
the children have similar developmental paths, reference to stages of development may
make such similarities more clear than reference only to age. Wide variation can
normally be expected in the ages at which children develop certain phenomena.
However, the sequence in which they acquire the different phenomena is likely to be
more similar.

The notion of 'stage' can be used in a number of ways, the most common being
reference to a change in linguistic behaviour, a transition stage, or reference to different
points along a continuum of behavioural changes, a continuous stage (Ingam, 1989:
33). [n order to categorise a particular behaviour as representing a transition stage, one
must be able to fairly clearly identify the point at which the transition takes place.
Because there are long intervals between recordings and because one cannot be quite
sure that each child will provide evidence of her full phonological competence at each
recording, the notion of transition stage would not be appropriately applied in this case.

In using continuous stages one would not be claiming that a particular behaviour occurs
at and only at a particular point, but rather that the behaviour is characteristic at that
point in the continuum of behaviours. Additionally, a stage does not suggest that it is
only the tlpical behaviour that will be observed. It is normal to have forms that are
typical of the preceding and following stages in language acquisition (Ingram, 1989).

In this dissertation I will frequently use terms like "the child produced" and "the child
acquired". Such terms are used to indicate conclusions drawn by me based on the data

recorded and transcribed. They do not represent absolute statements of the precise state

of each child's phonology at the time of recording, since there can be no guarantee that
each child's phonological competence was captured in full. Therefore, what is presented

is an indication of the likely state of their phonology at the various points considered,
based on the transcribed data. Any conclusions about the phonological development of
an individual child, a particular group or Jamaican children in general must be

considered with this in mind.

4.8.2 Syllable Structure Analysis

The development path of the acquisition of syllable structure by the children was

determined based on the conditions to be outlined in this section and in $4.8.7. This
information is then compared, in Chapters 5 and 6, between the groups and with findings
of selected previous research.

Models
In $2.2 models of syllable structure development based on previous research were

discussed, including those of Grunwell (1982) and Fikkert (1994). For convenience I
will again outline the components of their models that are relevant to this section.

Grunwell notes stages of syllable structure development for children acquiring English.

The stages that she uses are not structured based on what was observed in phonological

development, but are based on the stages outlined by Crystal, Fletcher and Garman
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(1976:85) for syntactic development. Her aim in doing this is to allow for comparison
between phonological development and development of other levels of linguistic
structure (Grunwell, 1982:97). Therefore, each stage does not necessarily correspond to
different syllable structure development phenomena. The stages of syllable structure
development are repeated in (3), modified from Grunwell (1982: 99), showing the new
syllable types that the children normally produce at each stage, but excluding the
emerging structures, which Grunwell also includes. The term emerging is used to
indicate that there is some evidence to suggest that the child is close to but not quite at
the point of acquisition. Note that Grunwell includes not just different syllable structure
types, but also some combinations of syllables, such as, CVCCV. For the most part I
focus primarily on different syllable structure types in this dissertation.

(3) Stage I (0;9-l;6)

Stage II (l;6-2;0)

Stage III (2;0-2;6)

Stage IV (2;6-3;0)

Stage V (3;0-3;6)
Stage VI (3;6-a;6)
Stage VII $;6- )

: CV, CVCV.

: CVC,

: CVCCV(C), CVCVCV, (C)CVC(C)

In effect, Grunwell's profile of syllable structure development represents only three
distinct levels of development, although it is presented in the context of a seven-stage
system. In order to capture this point I will often refer to Grunwell's three levels of
development in addition to, or as opposed to, the stages that she outlines.

Fikkert (1994) does not present a single sequence of stages for the development of
Dutch syllable structure. lnstead, she outlines a different set of stages for different
components of the syllable. The aim here is to outline, if possible, one syllable structure
development hierarchy similar to that presented by Grunwell. However, it is useful at
this point to look again at the stages Fikkert identifies for the onset of the syllable,
particularly in light of her distinguishing between the stage of acquisition of CV
syllables with compulsory onsets and onsetless syllables. In (4) I present Fikkert's
(1994:65) stages of development of the onset by Dutch children.

Stage I: CV (with plosive onsets only).

Stage II: (C)V (possibility of onsetless syllable).

Stage III: (C)V (with other, non-plosive, tlpes of onsets).

(4)
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Fikkert does not give age ranges for each stage. Her focus is on the extent to which the
different children in her project follow the same sequence of syllable structure
development, irespective of the individual ages of acquisition. However, based on the
examples she gives it appears that her stages occur at the following approximate ages:

Stage I from l;2 (1994:58); Stage II from 1;6 (1994: 58) and Stage III from l;9 (1994
60). These ages fall well within the age range for the first level of Grunwell's syllable-
structure stages profile (Stages I and II). Therefore, Fikkert's onset development stages
may be viewed as giving details of the possible developmental path corresponding to
Grunwell's Stages I and II, which actually represent just one level of syllable structure
development, according to Grunwell's presentation.

The syllable structure development profile for the children in this project will be
discussed initially in terms of various syllable structure phenomena. The phenomena
will then be grouped into stages as far as possible and compared with the stages noted by
Grunwell for English children. It will also show to what extent there is evidence of more
detailed stages than Grunwell's, such as those noted by Fikkert for the onset of Dutch
children.

Determirylltg acquisition
The frequency criteria for determining acquisition in all the applicable aspects of
phonology are discussed in $4.8.7. However the application of these criteria depends on
the determination of correct and incorrect production of the adult target form by the
child. In the case of syllable structure development, the attempts at each of the different
syllable structure phenomena are noted in terms of correct and incorrect production of
syllable structure as opposed to attempts at segments. More specifically, correct
production of, for example, single-consonant onsets is determined by the child producing
single-consonant onsets for target forms with onsets, including consonant clusters.
Therefore, the reduction of a consonant cluster to a single consonant is viewed as a
correct production of single consonants in that position. Also, in the case of single-
consonant onsets, the correct production of the particular target segment is not a

requirement for the correct production of the syllable structure phenomenon to be

assumed, although it is required for the assumption of acquisition of the particular
segment in that position. Therefore, if a child produces a syllable-initial [b] when
attempting a syllable-initial lm/, that is considered as correct production of the onset but
incorrect production of the segment /m/. Less frequent, but also providing supporting
evidence for single-consonant onsets, are cases ofconsonant insertion in onsetless target
syllables. These cases are not included in the calculations to determine the percentage
correct realisation, because the produced syllable structure element (the consonant) is not
in the target. However, such cases are noted as further evidence of the acquisition of
single-consonant onsets at the particular data point. The cases of consonant insertion are

actually more useful in determining whether there is a stage where initial consonants are

compulsory, as Fikkert found for Dutch children, represented by her Stage I of onset
acquisition.

Correct production of multiple syllables, such as disyllabic forms, is determined by
the particular number of syllables produced for a target that has that specific number or
more syllables. So, a disyllabic child-form produced for a disyllabic adult-form is noted
as correct production, but also, a disyllabic child-form produced for a trisyllabic adult-

8r
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form is noted as correct production of a disyllabic form.
are marked as comect production of disyllabic forms.

For example, both (5a) and (5b)

'mummy' /mrrm/

'banana' hana:na/

Ibamr]

[nana]

In fact, this point applies also to the production of monosyllabic forms. Therefore, a CV
syllable produced for a multi-syllabic target form is considered as correct production of a
CV syllable.

It may appear contradictory to use the word 'correct' when the child does not produce
exactly what appeared in the adult output. However, the important consideration is what
syllable structure condition is being examined. If one is seeking to determine the
acquisition of disyllables by a child who did not attempt any adult disyllables, but
attempted multi-syllables and produced them as disyllables, it would be at least
misleading to suggest that the child could not produce a disyllable.

Consonant cluster acquisition is also treated according to syllable position. Fikkert
notes that not all consonant cluster tlpes are acquired in the szrme pattem. She outlines
individually the stages of development for each consonant cluster t1pe, such as plosive-
liquid, fricative-glide, etc. A detailed profile of development of each consonant cluster
type will not be considered here. Instead the general acquisition of consonant clusters
will be dealt with using the same frequency criteria as with segment acquisition and the
acquisition of the other syllable structure types. When it is said that the child acquires,
for example, syllable-initial consonant clusters at a particular age, it actually means that
the child acquires her first syllable-initial consonant cluster t1pe, not that all consonant
clusters of the adult system are necessarily acquired at that point. The focus at this stage

is on the basic syllable structure and not on the co-occrurence of segments in the
syllable. Therefore, evidence that the child acquired any consonant cluster can be
treated as evidence that the child is no longer constrained to having only one consonant
in the onset or coda, as the case may be. The child must then go on to learn all the
different combinations of segments which are allowed in the language, but that does not
affect the fact of the already acquired ability to produce clusters.

4.8.3 SegmentAcquisition

The frequency criteria for determining the acquisition of segments are discussed in
$4.8.7. In the case of the development of the respective phoneme inventories, the
frequency criteria are applied to the correct production, by the children, of target adult
segments. Correct production is determined by the production of the right phone in the
right position. For example, a child who attempts to produce llapl 'lap' and produces
lpal, has produced a lpl when there is a lpl in the target word, but the lpl was produced
syllable-initially instead of syllable finally, therefore that would be assessed as incorrect
production of syllable-final /p/. However, cases that involve consonant harmony do not
necessarily reflect the child's inability to produce the segment and so are excluded from
the analysis. For example, a child who attempts to produce /da:gl odog' and produces
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instead lga:fl, has not produced the syllable-initial /d/, but this is not marked as an
incorrect attempt but rather it is not included in the analysis of syllable-initial segments.
From this example, however, the correct production of /a:land syllable-final /g/ could be
included in the analysis.

After the segment acquisition data is tabulated for each child, the results are
compared within and between the groups and also with previous findings for children
learning English. The stages of phonological development for children acquiring
English, as presented by Grunwell, were discussed in 52.2. Here I outline the
component of her development profile that is relevant to this section. ln Table 4.8, I
repeat from $2.2 an adaptation of her profile of phonological development (1982: 98),
for convenience of reference.

able 4.8: Profile of from Grunwell, 19822

Stage Age range Phonemes

Stage I 0;9 - 1;6 On average about three segments acquired
but with significant individual variation in
tvoe.

Stage II l;6 -2;0 mn
pb td
w

Stage III 2;0 -2;6 mn(u)
pb td (k)(e)
wh

Stage IV 2;6 - 3:0 m
pb
f
w

n D

td kg
s
(l)ih

Stage V 3;0 * 3;6

Stage VI 3;6 - 4;6 m n I
kg

h

pb tdtJd5
f v sz I
w l(r) i

Stage VII 4;6 - mn!
pb tdtrd5 kg
f v eO szls
w lr i h
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Grunwell outlines stages of segment acquisition for children acquiring English. As
indicated in $2.2, the stages that she uses were not structured based on what occurs in
phonological development, but were based on stages outlined by Crystal, Fletcher and
Garman (1976: 85) for syntactic development. This she did in order to be able to
compare phonological development with the development of other levels of linguistic
structure (Grunwell, 1982: 97). As with syllable structure development, these stages do
not correspond precisely to the different levels of segmental acquisition, However, they
do correspond more closely to the segmental developmental levels than they do to the
different syllab le structure development phenomena.

Grunwell does not distinguish between syllable-initial and syllable-final consonants
and she does not include vowels. It is, however, clear that the phonemes in her profile
include both tlpes of consonants evidenced by /h/, which only occurs syllable-initially
and lgl, which only occurs syllable-finally in English.

4.8.4 Feature Development Analysis

Segment and feature acquisition can be treated as altemative approaches to phonological
acquisition. hr my view they complement each other, therefore I examine both in this
study. The determination of feature development is based on contrasts between the
acquired segments. However, it is not a simple one to one correlation. That is, the
acquisition of a segment does not necessarily suggest that all the features of which that
segment is composed have been acquired by the child at that point. What is being noted
are distinctive features. It must be clear that the child used the feature in question to
distinguish between at least two different phonemes. ln principle this is similar to the
fact that the simple existence of a phone in a child's utterance is not sufficient for it to be

considered in determining the acquired phoneme inventory of the child. The phone has

to be used in an appropriate distinctive context that would make it distinctive in the adult
model. Another way of looking at how the acquired features are determined is to see

which are the minimum features required to describe the child's phoneme inventory at a
particular data point.

As an example of how the acquisition of features is determined, lpl and lbl in Tables
3.13 or 3.14 can be examined. The only difference between these two segments, as

represented in the table, is the feature [voice]. If a child has 'only' these two consonants
in her phoneme inventory then she would not be assumed to have acquired the feature

[Labial], which both sounds have. lnstead, she would have only the feature [Voice],
which distinguishes the consonants of her inventory at that data point.

4.8.5 Use of Phonological Processes

ln the same way that examining distinctive feature development allows more general
conclusions to be drawn than is the case in just looking at segmental development, an
examination of the use of the various phonological processes allows more general
conclusions about both segment and syllable structure development. Put very simply, it
involves the strategies used by children to modify the target adult forms when they are
unable to produce a segment, syllable or word (see $2.2).
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In order to determine the extent to which the children use phonological processes, the
percentage use of a process relative to the number of contexts in which it could apply is
calculated. If the application of another process to an element precludes the application
of the process in question, then it is not considered as a possible context for the
application of that process. For example, if the final segment in a syllable was deleted
due to the application of the final consonant deletion process, then that segment cannot
show evidence of devoicing. It could be that the segment would have been devoiced if it
had not been deleted and it could also be the case that even if it were not deleted it would
not have been devoiced. In the situation of the segment being deleted there is no way to
tell whether devoicing was or would have been applied to it, therefore it is not
considered as a possible context for the application of the devoicing process. A single
occurrence of a process is not considered sufficient to determine the percentage usage.

The classification of use of each process is a modification of the frequency of
application methodology used by Vihman and Greenlee (1987). They categorised over
75o/o use of a process as regular, 25oh to 75Yo as inconsistent and less than 25o/o as

sporadic. This methodology was modified for two reasons. First it was noted that this
classification attributed similar status of usage to a child with 25oh usage and a child
withT5o/o usage. That is, both would be classified as inconsistent. This is too wide a

difference in usage to be given the same classification, in my opinion. Secondly, the
frequency criteria used for other aspects of phonological development in this project
recognise the 50% to 74Yo range as being of some significance. For example, a phoneme

used by a child within this frequency range is considered as emerging. With both these

points in mind a classification for frequency of use as presented in (6) was applied,
distinguishing between full, regular, inconsistent and sporadic usage. I also distinguish
the total absence of a process from its sporadic usage.

Classification of frequency of phonological process use.(6)

Over 75o/o

50o/o - 74%

2s% -49%

lYo -25%

0%

Full usage.

Regular usage.

lnconsistent usage.

Sporadic usage.

Absent

Most studies of the use of phonological processes, including Ingram (1976), focus on
children above the age of l;6. Before that age there is either insufficient data to get a
reasonable picture of what processes are being applied or, as Grunwell (1982: 184)
points out, all simplifying processes are nonnally applicable. That is, the children were
generally found to regularly or fully use them. With this in mind the data points that
were exzrmined for use of phonological processes are from l;6 to 4;6 at six monthly
intervals, except for the exclusion of the 4;0 datapoint. This data point is only available
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for one child in each group since the data for most of the older children were transcribed
at yearly intervals (see $4.7).

4.8.6 Varistion in the Input

In light of the multilingual nature of the Jamaican speech community, one has to
consider whether there is an effect on the acquisition process that could be attributed to
variation in the input. This discussion is based on four variables, namely coronal stop
vs. dental fricative, palatal stop preceding a low vowel vs. velar stop, /rel vs. lel ard lunl
vs. /o/. In each of these cases the first form is the JC variant and the second form the JE
variant (cf. $3.a). A frequency count ofthe occurrence ofeach variant is done and then
the percentage use of one of the variants is calculated. Since these variables involve two
variants each, the calculation of the percentage usage of one variant will by default also
give the percentage use of the other variant. In the following discussion, the percentage
use of x indicates the percentage use of the x variant of the xiy variable, as opposed to
the y variant. For example, the percentage use of dental fricatives indicates the use of
dental fricatives as opposed to the other variant, the oral stops.

The percentage use of the variants by the primary caregivers is calculated to get an
indication of whether there is variation in the use of the variables and if so, which variant
tends to be used more frequently. It is, however, not intended to suggest that the
calculated percentages are absolute representations of the exact usage of the variants by
these adults under all circumstances. A comparison is then made with the mean age of
acquisition of the variants by the children. This is aimed at getting an indication of
whether each group of children acquires a variant earlier if it occurs more frequently in
the input. Pye, Ingram and List (1987) suggest just such a relationship between
functional load and age of acquisition, after looking at initial consonant acquisition in
English and Quiche (K'iche, Guatemala).

4.8.7 Frequenqt Criteriafor Acquisition and Software use

The acquisition of the phonology was determined by examining the relevant components
of phonology including syllable strucfure, segments and features, as well as the
phonological processes. The presentation of data from the point of view of Feature
Geometry and phonological processes should not be seen as inferring that I subscribe to
the view that children apply phonological rules to the adult model to take account of
their existing system. The use of these more traditional concepts of phonological
phenomena in the presentation of the data is done to make the results more widely
accessible to those who may be unfamiliar with the still relatively new model of OT. It
also allows for a more direct comparison with previous research. I examine the
phonological phenomena by initially making frequency counts of their use by the
children.

As mentioned in $4.7, the CHILDES software includes a general transcription
prograrlme, CHAT. However, it also has an analysis component that encompasses
several prograrnmes that cover all modules of grammar. CLAN is the analysis module
of CHILDES and includes programmes such as PHONFREQ and MODREP.
PHONFREQ performs frequency counts of various phonological elements. MODREP
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performs word-level model and replica analyses, such as caregiver and child forms
comparison.

Another prograrnme that could have been used for frequency counts is FAN,
Fonologische Analysemethode voor het Nederlands (Phonological method of analysis
for Dutch) (Beers, 1995). FAN executes syllable-based frequency counts of segments,

consonant clusters and features, The child's production is compared with the target adult
form; thus no assumption is made about the child's underlying representation of a word
by the FAN analysis. The programme calculates the number of correct realisations,
deletions and substitutions. However, if FAN had been used for frequency counts then it
would have been necessary to do two different codings, since CHILDES was used for
the general transcription in order to allow for easier promulgation of the data. CHILDES
was also used for the phonological analyses, thereby reducing the amount of coding of
texts that would have had to be done if, for example, both CHILDES and FAN were
used.
MODREP was used to do two sets of frequency counts. One was at the word level to
compare adult words with the child forms. The other was at the segment level to
compare individual segments and segment clusters between adult and child. For the

comparison of segments, the data that were used for the MODREP progrimlme were
coded to let the computer recognise segments and segment clusters as 'words'.
MODREP gives outputs with the number of atternpts at the target word or segment and

shows the numbers of actual different realisations produced by the child, according to
the transcribed data. An example is given at (7). (7a) is an example of the basic
transcription. The first line is the main tier indicated by the symbol *, and it has the
English gloss of the utterance of the child represented as CHI. Dependent tiers are

marked by the symbol %. The first dependent tier (7opho) represents the phonemic

transcription of the child's utterance. The second dependent tier (%mod) represents the

model, that is, the phonemic transcription of the adult utterance targeted by the child.
(7b) shows the MODREP output for the data in (7a). It shows that there was one attempt

at lbadl, for which the child produced hal, and one attempt at ft,ebl, for which the child

produced lbabil.

Examples of transcriptions and MODREP outputs.

a. *CHI: bad baby.
Topho: ba babl
o4mod: bad bebl

b. I bad
lba

1 bebr

I babr

(7)
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(7 contd.) c. *CHI: bad baby.
Topho: #b a 0 #b a $b r

%mod: #b a d# #b e $b r

d. la
la

2#b
2#b

lSb
1$b

1d#
10

1l
1r

For the frequency count of segments, the transcription in (7a) is re-coded as shown in
(7c). Segments and segment clusters are separated by spaces, word boundaries are
marked by the symbol # and syllable boundaries (word-internally) are marked by the
symbol $. (7d) gives the MODREP output for the data in (7c). It indicates that there
was one attempt at lal for which the child produced lal, two attempts at word-initial bl
for which the child produced two word-initial /b/s, one attempt at syllable-initial (word-
medial) /b/ for which the child produced syllable-initial /b/, one attempt at word-final /d/,
which was not produced by the child, and so on.

Frequency criteria were established to be used to determine whether various elements
(syllable structure, segments and features.) were acquired. They are based in principle
on those used in a number of previous studies such as Templin (1957), Prather et al.
(1975), Smit et al. (1990) and Beers (1995). An individual child is deemed to have
acquired a phenomenon if the frequency data show 75%o conect realisation of that
phenomenon. Where there are 50% to 74Yo conect realisations, the phenomenon is
noted as emerging. For the acquisition of a phenomenon to be ascribed to a group, the
majority of the children in the goup should have 75Yo correct realisations. At least two
tokens are required in order to assess acquisition. If there is only one attempt, it is noted
as insufficient data to determine acquisition. For example, based on (7d), only syllable-
initial /b/ could be assumed to be acquired by this child. The vowels /a/ and // would
not be considered as acquired in this example since there is only one token each,
notwithstanding the fact that they are in effect 100% correctly produced. In these cases
the segments would therefore be referred to as not acquired due to insufficient evidence.
The word ftnal ld/ would appear to be a more clear case of lack of acquisition since the
only attempt was not correctly produced but, with only one token attempted, this is still a
case of the segment being considered as not acquired due to insufficient evidence.

The word level data are used to determine which of the possible syllable structures of
the language the child has acquired. Without evidence to the contrary, the information in
(7b) might suggest that the child has acquired the structure CV and can also produce
CVCV, but not CVC. C and V refer to consonant and vowel. Of course, this sort of
conclusion is not drawn based on one utterance, but rather on approximately 100 tokens
at each data point (cf. $ a.D.
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4.8.8 Presentation of Group Data

When the data are tabulated for the groups, in addition to the information relating to each
child individually, group data such as age range, mean and median are calculated. When
working with a small data set, the presence of one extreme value can cause a significant
difference in mean (Woods, Fletcher and Hughes, 1986: 31). There are two approaches
that are normally used in an effort to mitigate such possible effects. One is to exclude
the extreme value from the calculations, the other is to use the median value instead of
the mean. The group data calculations were done in this project with the mean age of
acquisition of a phenomenon for each social group. Extreme ages were excluded to
make it more reliable. However, the median is also calculated in order to allow for the
comparison of both average measures, in addition to showing the actual range of ages for
the acquisition of the particular phenomenon.

For the group results, the calculations of mean and median are done based on those
ages at which there was clear evidence of acquisition of the particular phenomenon.
Based on the structure of the project it is sometimes not possible to determine, in a
relatively precise way, the date of acquisition of a segment. This is due primarily to
three situations. First, there is variation in the intervals between data points for different
children (see $4.7). Secondly, there may be evidence of acquisition at the first recording
with no way to determine a relatively precise date of acquisition. Thirdly, where a child
does not show evidence of acquisition up to the final recording session, one cannot
determine the date of acquisition.

ln general, without daily recordings, the best that one can say is that something was
acquired by a particular date or between two dates. For the children with monthly-
transcribed data points, one has a better chance of correctly assuming that an apparent
date of acquisition is fairly precise as opposed to quarterly or annual transcriptions. The
latter information will tend be less precise. The guideline that is used here is that if a

particular acquisition date appears to be significantly out of character with the other ages

of acquisition noted for the particular phenomenon, then it is excluded from the
calculation of group data. For example, if the majority of the children show acquisition
ages below 2;6 and there is a child with an acquisition age of 4;6, then that age is marked
and excluded from the group data calculations. Also, when there is evidence of two
phenomena being acquired at the same recording and there is a long gap between data

points, it is not possible to determine the soquence of their individual acquisition. This
can only be avoided if the frequency of data collection can be increased.

When there is evidence of acquisition at the first recording, it is not possible to
determine whether the element was acquired before the age of that recording and, if it
was, how long before. So, can this information be used? In the case of the younger
goup of children, the first recordings were done between l;0 and l;3.Most
developmental studies show little or no evidence of phonological acquisition before the

age of 1;0. In fact for Grunwell's stage I, which spans the ages 0;9 to 1;6, she does not

list any acquired segments and indicates that all applicable phonological processes are

used at that stage (1982: 184). Based on this, it was determined that evidence of
acquisition at the first recording for the younger group of children will be used in the
calculations of group data. The first recordings for the older goup of children were

done between the ages of 2;5 and 2;9, except in one case where it was done at 3;0 (see

fia;T. This means that evidence of acquisition at the first recording of a child in this
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group, implies that the acquisition could have occurred at any point from the age of the
recording to 1;0 or even earlier. This is much too large a margin of error for that data to
be useful. Therefore, they are excluded from the calculations of group data. This should
not adversely affect the results in terms of lack of data because, in most cases where all
the older children show evidence of the acquisition of an element at the first recording,
there is sufficient data from the younger goup to allow for the necessary calculations.

ln the case where there is no evidence of acquisition up to the last recording, it cannot
be determined whether the phenomenon is acquired later or not at all. Therefore, such
data are excluded from the calculations for the group. This applies to both age-groups of
children. [n most cases, the data gap left by such occurrences with the younger group is
filled by data from the older goup. ln the few cases where there is also no usable data
for the older group, no conclusion can be drawn about the acquisition status of that
element. However, to the extent that one assumes that the child does at some point
acquire the full adult system, one could suggest that the element is acquired at an older
age than covered by this project. In an effort to support such assumptions, a note is
made of segments that are not acquired up to the last recording session, but for which
there was evidence that they were emerging. It is plausible to assume that an emerging
segment is acquired at some later stage. No such assumption can be made about
segments for which there is no evidence of their emergence.

In the tables of group data, an actual age figure is presented only where it is used in
calculating the group data. The exception being that where an age of acquisition is
properly noted but appears to be uncharacteristic of the ages of acquisition that are
evidenced by the other children in the group, it is presented but not used in the
calculations, as explained above. In this case, the cell of the table with this figure is
shaded.

4.8.9 StatisticalAnalyses

In dealing with a situation in which there is individual variation as well as group
variation, one needs to be careful not to readily attribute language variation to group
differences. The apparent differences might be due solely to individual variation,
especially when the number of informants is relatively small. The chance of being
wrong in assuming a non-random relationship between two variables is called the
significance level. For most social science studies, a significance level of 0.05 is
normally seen as acceptable (Anshen, 1978: 20). However, some researchers do use a

significance level of 0.1.
In order to determine whether there is a significant correlation between orders of

acquisition of a phenomenon by the two groups, two tests were applied. They are
Pearson's test of rank correlation for parametric data and Spearman's Rho for testing
rank correlation of non-parametric data. Pearson's test is more appropriate for data that
have fairly similar variances for the means and are normally distributed. Spearman's
Rho is more appropriately used when these similarities cannot be assured. Both are
applied in this dissertation to demonstrate that whatever the assumptions about the
distribution of the data, the statistical tests give essentially the same result.

There were no extensive tests done to determine inter-judge reliability of the
transcribed data, due to the very limited number of independent transcription
assessments that were possible. The project could not afford to employ a second person
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to transcribe all the required data, however there were random checks done of the

transcribed data with 83o/o agreement on the transcriptions.

4.9 Summary

With the primary aim of conducting a descriptive analysis of the development of the
phonology of Jamaican children, research questions were formulated which not only ask

about this process, but also address the issue of variation in the Jamaican speech

community. A research design that incorporates the ability to address developmental
and comparative issues was therefore chosen. The project was designed to incorporate
longitudinal and cross-sectional data. This was achieved by recording the same children
continuously for two years to get longitudinal data, but also by having 24 informants
organised into four subgroups to allow for cross-sectional comparisons,

The subgroups were based on the age of the children and the social grouping of their
caregivers. Children were selected who were within three months of the ideal ages of
1;0 and 2;6. After two years of recordings there is data covering the ages 1;0 to 4;6,
some of it at monthly intervals. Education was used as the primary determinant of the

social grouping, but the informants were also selected based on area of residence. That
is, the group with less than secondary education (Pre-Sec) was selected from a rural
community and those with tertiary education (Post-Sec) were selected from an urban
area. The communities were selected from the same parish to reduce the possible effects
of regional variation.

Primarily naturalistic data was recorded, since that was likely to give a more accurate

indication of typical language use and language development than controlled data would
have. Transcriptions and frequency counts were done using the CHILDES software,

covering syllable structure development, segment and feature acquisition, and the use of
phonological processes. These data are then analysed according to strict criteria in order

to get an indication of individual development, group development and differences

between the groups. For example, 75o/o conect usage is required to claim the acquisition
of a phenomenon and the majority of group members must achieve this for it to be

attributed to the group. Further, only developmental differences that are statistically
significant will be attributed to group related factors.
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5.1 Introduction

The results obtained from the recordings, transcriptions and analyses of data, as

described in Chapter 4, are reported here and continued in Chapter 6. In this chapter,
syllable structure development and the acquisition of phonemes are covered. These
results contribute a gteat deal towards addressing the research questions, but these are
not directly discussed in terms of the specific answers until after the remainder of the
results are discussed in the next chapter. The development of features and phonological
processes and the effect of variation in the input are covered in Chapter 6, in addition to
the pulling together of the answers to the research questions.

The requirements for answering the research questions were outlined in $4.8.1. It
was pointed out that the developmental paths for syllable stnrcture and phoneme
acquisition are the significant components required for answering questions la, lb, 2 and
4 (see $4.2). These developmental paths are examined for one child and then for each
group. Looking firstly at one child makes it clear how the results are obtained. The
significant conclusions can then best be drawn from looking at all members of each
group together. This is then followed by comparisons of the results from the two groups
tq see to what extent generalisations can be made across the groups. This comparison
will contribute to answering question lb, which seeks to determine whether there are

differences between the phonological development of the two groups. To the extent that
all the data can be taken together to give a general profile of phonological development,
it will contribute to the answering of questions la, 2 and 4. These are more general

questions in terms of the developmental path and what may be expected normally of
Jamaican children at various ages.

5.2 Syllable Structure Development

5.2.1 Introduction

The syllable structure development profile for the children is examined in terms of
various syllable structure tJrpes, such as V, CV, CVC and (C)CVC(C). The types are

then grouped into stages and compared with the stages noted by Grunwell (1982) for
British children acquiring English. It also shows evidence of more detailed stages than

Grunwell's, such as those noted by Fikkert (1994) for the onset of Dutch children. As
indicated in $5.1, I will first look at one child in detail and then at the surnmary figures
for each group and then compare the groups.
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As was explained in $4.8.7, the basic requirement for the assumption of acquisition of
a phonological element is 75o/o correct production of that element. In the case of syllable
structure development, the attempts at each of the different syllable structure types are
noted in terms of correct and incorrect production and not attempts at segments per se.

The achievement of 75o/o correct production is assumed to indicate acquisition of that
particular syllable structure tpe. For acquisition by a group to be assumed the majority
of the children in the group must show evidence of at least 7SYo corcect production.

5.2.2 One Child's Development

The data collected from one informant, Raymond, will now be discussed to give an
indication of how the results are obtained regarding the acquisition of syllable structure
for the children. The data for the remaining children will be considered only as they
relate to the particular group to which they belong. Details of the other individual
children are presented in Appendix A.

Raymond (Gl l) is child Number I in the Pre-Sec one-year-old subgroup from Guys
Hill. He is an only child, but lives in a household with his mother, step-father, aunt and
her three children, one of whom also participated in the project. His mother is the
primary caregiver. She had primary education only and was unemployed for the {irst
year of the recordings, except for occasional domestic jobs. The relevant profile
information for both Raymond and his caregiver is included in Table 4.2. As was noted
in $4.6, Raymond was scheduled to be recorded at monthly intervals for the two years of
data collection. In the transcription plan ($4.7), his data were scheduled to be
transcribed monthly for the first year (age l;0 to 2;0) and quarterly for the second year of
recordings (age 2;0 to 3;0). Two of the targeted data points for recording and
transcription were missed, due to his unavailability at the time. The missed data points
are at the ages of l;5 and l;9. The actual data points for which transcriptions were done
for Raymond are shown in Table 4.7, in which he is listed in the second column by the
alphanumeric code Gl l.

The 'core' syllable (CV) (see $2.2) is the first to emerge for Raymond, based on the
transcribed data at the age of 1;0 and was acquired at l;2. This is in keeping with
Fikkert's (1994:57) findings for Dutch children as well as with Grunwell's (1952 99)
observations for children acquiring English. As can be seen from the examples in (1), he
produced CV syllables from a number of different target syllable shapes. For this and
other such examples, the English gloss is given first, followed by the transcription of the
target form between forward slashes, the child form in square brackets and the age it was
produced in normal round brackets. In (la) we see examples of CV syllables being
produced in keeping with the targetl3.

13 It could be argued that the vowel in the child's version of 'banana' is not the first vowel of the
adult form, but rather the stressed second vowel (cf. Fikkert, 1994:229). This issue is not crucial
here since the focus is simply on the fact that the child produced the monosyllabic CV syllable.



'there' ldel

'banana' hana:na/

'see' /sl/

'mummy' /mnm/
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[a.r] (1;0)

tftrl (1;3)

ldel (l;0)

[ba] (l;3)

tul (1;l)

lbamd (1;3)

ldal (l;0)

[bu] (r;2)

[pe] (r;7)

95

(1)

b.

c. 'that'

'book'

ldatl

/buU

In (1b), there are examples of segmental changes, but the CV syllable sffucture is
maintained. Examples of target syllables with codas (CVC) that were produced by
Raymond as CV syllables are shown in (lc). Finally, in (ld) there is an example of a
syllable with a cluster being reduced to a CV syllable.

I mentioned above that this early emergence of the CV syllable is in agreement with
Fikkert's findings for Dutch children. The relationship between Fikkert's stages of onset
development and the data obtained in this project will be further considered in $5.2.4. In
this section, the comparisons made relate only to Raymond's data. In Fikkert's stage I of
onset development, for which she gives examples from children from age l;4 to almost
1;11, she notes that only CV syllables with plosive onsets are produced. As far as the
plosive onset is concerned, that is correct for Raymond for the first two month's of
recordings up to age l;3. Beyond that point, he acquired nasal onsets. The contrast with
Fikkert's observations is that Raymond also produced onsetless syllables as early as the
first recording, as shown in the examples in (2), although these are much less frequent
than the CV syllables. The point (.) in the first example at (2) is used to represent a

syllable boundary (see the List of Symbols on page vi). Fikkert (1994:57) notes that the
children sometimes used what she calls a 'repair strategy' to 'add an onset' to onsetless

syllables while in her first stage. There was no evidence of such a strategy in the
examples considered here.

d. 'plane' lplrcn/

'Harry' lail

'kitty' llrJtil

(2)

The next syllable structure type to be acquired by Raymond is the coda, or syllable-
final segment. Evidence of coda acquisition is first seen at the age of 1;7. This is an

earlier age than noted by Grunwell, who shows closed syllables as acquired at stage III
(age 2;0 - 2;6). As pointed out above comparisons that are more useful will be made

when the data of the two groups are considered.
The first cluster to be acquired by Raymond, based on the transcribed data, is the

syllable final lntlcluster at the age of l;10. Then there is a dearth of evidence of acquired
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clusters for the next seven months. At 2;6 the syllable-initial cluster lhd is acquired.
The issue of whether a distinction needs to be made between the syllable positions of the

acquired colusters is discussed in $5.2.5. In (3) examples of the types of clusters acquired
are glven

[wa:nt] (l;10)(3) 'want' /wa:ntl

'paint' /prent/

'cry' ll<ratl

'brush' lbrt.'tl

'turtle' /tzrkl/

[brnfl/[bwnJ] Q;6)

IBrklu]

lpentl

lkrarl

(2;3)

(2;6)

(3;o)

The liquid ll/ in the word 'turtle' has a nuclear function. That is, the liquid functions as

the nucleus of the syllable, a role more tlpically reserved for vowels. In this role it is
called a syllabic consonant. It should be noted that in Raymond's attempt at producing
this syllabic consonant we see evidence of his ability to produce a consonant cluster, lkll
in this case, but also evidence of his inability to produce the syllabic consonant. This is

evidenced by the insertion of a vowel in the vowel-less syllable. This appears to suggest
that competence in producing consonants in syllable nuclei is acquired after consonant
clusters are acquired.

With the above observations of the acquisition of various syllable structure types, it is
now possible to see to what extent the stages for Raymond's syllable structure
development correspond with those outlined by Grunwell. The significant point to be
made at this time is the sequence of the stages of acquisition of syllable structure. His
first syllables are open, primarily CV syllables, but he also produces onsetless (vowel
only) syllables. This pattern emerged at or before 1;0, based on his utterances at the first
recording, but it was not acquired until l;2. This stage of development is similar to
Fikkert's Stages I and II. In her Stage I only CV syllables with plosives are included. I
reserve the discussion of the development of different segments in the syllable for $5.3.
However, as I stated above, Fikkert's onset development stages will also be compared
with the data from the two groups in $5.2.4. Here I focus exclusively on alternations in
syllable structure. Raymond also produces disyllabic utterances at 1;2. Therefore, the
data appears to suggest that, for Raymond, Stage I of his syllable structure development
path involves the acquisition of open syllables, primarily with onsets but also without,
and disyllabic forms. Grunwell does not directly mention onsetless syllables, so no
comparison can be made for that feature. However, in terms of open syllables and
disyllables, Raymond's Stage I matches Grunwell's first level of syllable structure
development (6), which she notes as corresponding to Stages I and II of syntactic
structure development. Grunwell's first level has the acquisition of open syllables and
disyllables.

'o Some phonologists, such as Bolognesi (1998), have interpreted syllable-initial liquid clusters
as having a different status/structure vis 6 vis other clusters. This issue needs to be re-examined
but that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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The next significant syllable structure development step involves the acquisition of
closed syllables, that is, syllables with a final consonant. This I will refer to as

Raymond's stage II. Grunwell also shows closed syllables as being acquired at her
second level of syllable structure development, which she notes as corresponding to
stages III and IV of syntactic structure development.

Consonant clusters are next to be acquired, with syllable-final clusters preceding
syllable-initial clusters for Raymond. With the small difference in time between the two
points of acquisition, it is not clear that they should be distinguished in terms of stages.

Here I refer to Raymond's point acquisition of consonant clusters as stage III and
distinguish between syllable-final clusters and syllable-initial clusters by referring to
their points of acquisition as stages IIIa and IIIb respectively. Grunwell did not
distinguish between the acquisition of syllable-initial and syllable-final consonants.
However, again, Raymond's stage III corresponds with her third level of syllable
structure development (stages V, VI and VII for syntax).

The acquisition of syllables with a syllabic consonant is the last phenomenon
observed as emerging for Raymond up to age 3;0, when the final recording was done.
There is no evidence of it being acquired up to that last recording, but it is reasonable to
assume that, if it is seen as emerging, then it is likely to have been acquired at a later age.

I refer to this point as stage IV, and in (4), where his syllable structure development
profile is shown, I indicate the age of acquisition as above (>) 3;0. Grunwell does not
refer to syllabic consonants in her stages of syllable structure development, hence the
need to propose a modified profile for Raymond.

Raymond's syllable structure development profi le.
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(4)

Stage I (1;2): Open syllables

Disyllabic forms

Stage II (l;7): Closed syllables

Stage III Consonant clusters

a. (l;10): syllable-final

b. (1;11): syllable-initial

Stage IV (>3;0): Syllabic consonants -

(C)V

CVCV

(c)vc

(c)vcc
ccv(c)

cq

There is no evidence of clusters with three consonants (CCC) in the data and therefore I
do not suggest that they are likely to be acquired at any point. These clusters are in fact

not a part of basilectal JC phonology, but could have been acquired by Raymond if he

was acquiring the mesolect and/or the acrolect. However, even if that is established to

be the case, I carmot make an assumption about the possible acquisition of CCC clusters,

with no evidence of them even emerging in his data.

This profile of stages of syllable structure development for Raymond is outlined
primarily to demonstrate the procedure used to assign each obserued type to stages of
development. The profile of Raymond's stages of development is not used as a working
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model for the remainder of the children. When the group data are discussed, reference is

again made to the relevant syllable structure development types. After the data of the

groups are discussed, the general stages of development will be determined as was done
for Raymond, and then compared with the profiles outlined by Grunwell and Fikkert for
English and Dutch children respectively.

5.2.3 The Pre-Sec Group

The results of the syllable structure development analysis for the Pre-Sec group is

summarised in Table 5.1. On the left of the table are the various types noted during the
development of the syllable structure. In the next ten columns are the ages at which the
individual children acquired the various syllable structure types. The age range over
which the various types were acquired, the mcan age and the median age for each tlpe
then follow. Special symbols and shadings are used to indicate data that are not used in
the calculations of group averages. Syllable structure types acquired by the older group
of children (G21 to G25) at or before the first recording are marked by the symbol ^.
Types for which there is no evidence of acquisition up to the final recording are marked
by an asterisk, *, for all the children. Acquisition dates that appear to be extreme, when
compared with those of the other children in the group, for a particular type, are placed
in shaded cells. The table shows that although there are sometimes large differences in
the ages of acquisition of each tlpe, the general sequence of syllable structure
development is relatively consistent.

In order to make clear how the data in the table are derived, reference will now be
made to the data discussed for Raymond in the previous section and how they are
presented in the table. Raymond is represented by his alphanumeric code (Gl l) in Table
5.1. The age at which he was determined to have acquired a syllable structure type is
indicated in the column below his code and in the row corresponding to the relevant
syllable structure t1pe. The table reflects that by the age of l;2 he had acquired open
syllables with onsets, CV; open syllables without onsets, V; and disyllabic forms,
CVCV. He acquired closed syllables, (C)VC, by the age of 1;7. Consonant clusters were
acquired first syllable-finally, (C)VCC, by 1;10 and then syllable-initially, CCV(C), by
1;1 l. Up to the final recording, there was no evidence of syllabic consonants, CQ, being
acquired by Raymond and therefore that is marked by an asterisk (*). The data from the
other children in the group are similarly presented in the table.
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Table 5.1 Svllable structu development fo the Pre-SecaDIe 5.1: re r tne rre-sec group.

Syllable
tvpes

G

ll
G

t2

G

13

G

l4

G

15

G

2t

(;
t1

(;

23

G

24

G

25

Age

Range

vt ean

age

Median

age

CV l;2 l;3 1;0 I;2 1;0 1;0- 1;3 l:1 l;2

CVCV l;2 1;3 1;0 2ro l;0 1;0-1;3 1:1 lll
v l;l l;6 I;U l;6 l;3 I ;0- l;6 1;3 l;3

(c)vc l;7 2;3 l;9 l;6 l;o t;3-2,;3 l;E l:7

ccv(c) l:11 ,i 2;0 2;6 2;9 3;3 4;O 3;6 1;1 1-3;6 2;8 2;8

(c)vcc l;lo 2;6 l;6 3;3 4;6 3;6 3;6 l;6-3;6 2;9 2;ll

CC
I

,1. + 2;3 Z;9 3;7 4;6 4;6 2;3-4;6 3;6 3;7

otes: at thetlpe mg

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age -Year; month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

One of the values which was treated as extreme in Table 5.1 is the date of acquisition
of disyllabic forms, CVCV, by Tonya (G14). All the other children, for whom a fairly
precise date of acquisition of disyllabic forms was determined, acquired this type by the
age of l;3. Additionally, all the children acquired their CV syllables and CVCV forms
at the same age except Tonya, who did not show evidence of CVCV until the age of 2;0.
It is assumed that this is extreme in this case and is therefore omitted from the
calculations of averages. Additional support for this decision comes from the fact that
with the exclusion of this figure the mean and median ages for acquisition of CVCV, are

exactly the same, 1;1. It should also be noted that Tonya was a shy child who did not
produce many utterances for her first three recording sessions up to the age of I ;10. This
is also reflected in her relatively small phoneme inventories (discussed in $5.3) up to the
age of 2;0, which are presented in Table 5.A3, Appendix A.

The age of 4;6 at which Bryce (G22) and Damion (G23) acquired syllable-final and

syllable-initial consonants, respectively, were excluded from the calculations for similar
reasons. These are two of the children whose data were transcribed annually. It is
therefore likely that the dates of acquisition are closer to the previously observed data

point.
A11 the children in the older subgroup appear to have acquired the first four syllable

structwe types by the first recording. Therefore, the average ages for these types are

calculated with data from the younger sub-group, excluding the age for Tonya's CVCV
acquisition, as discussed above. CV and CVCV appear to be acquired simultaneously
across the board, with the one exception noted. This is reflected in the mean acquisition
age of l;l for both types. Two of the five children, Raymond (Gl1) and Russell (Gl3),
appear to acquire onsetless syllables at the same age as they acquire CV and CVCV.
The other children acquire onsetless syllables after they acquire CV and CVCV. It
appears that this is the norn for the $oup and is reflected in the mean and median ages

of acquisition of V, which are higher than the means and medians for the acquisition of
CV and CVCV. Although the ages differ, the children all acquire closed syllables,
(C)VC, after V and before consonant clusters. The only exception again being Tonya
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(G14), who appears to acquire closed syllables at the same age as onsetless syllables.
However, like the others, her closed syllables are acquired before consonant clusters.

Based on the individual data, it appears that a distinction between the acquisition
points of syllable-initial and syllable-final consonant clusters need not be made. There
are basically equal occurrences of syllable-initial clusters and syllable-final clusters
being acquired one before the other and simultaneously. This is one of the reasons that it
is useful to examine both the individual data and the averages before making a

conclusion about the group tendency. In this case, both the mean and median ages of
acquisition for the group suggest that syllable-initial clusters precede syllable-final
clusters, whereas the individual data show that no distinction need be made between the
two types of clusters for this group. The values excluded from the calculations of the
mean and median do not affect this relationship at all since a similar value was omitted
for both syllable-initial and syllable-final clusters.

Four of the children show no evidence of the acquisition of syllabic consonants up to
the last recording. These are all from the younger subgroup. However, there are
sufficient data from the remainder of the children to determine average ages of
acquisition. Both the mean and median indicate clearly that syllabic consonants are the
last of the syllable structure t1pes, considered here, to be acquired. Only two children,
Tonya (G14) and Alison (G2l), showed evidence of the acquisition of syllabic
consonants before consonant clusters.

5.2.4 The Post-Sec Group

The Post-Sec group's syllable structure development results are summarised in Table
5.2. Table 5.2 is constructed in the same way as Table 5.1. As for the Pre-Sec group,
the table sometimes shows wide differences in the ages of acquisition of each type, but
the general sequence of acquisition is relatively consistent.

Three ages of acquisition were excluded from the calculations of the group averages.
They include two from Nathan (L22), for both tlpes of consonant clusters and one from
Karel (L23), for the syllable-final cluster. In each of these cases the indicated ages (4;6
in each case) occurred for tlpes for which the majority of the other children have shown
evidence of acquisition by the age of 3;0. Again, these are two of the children whose
data were transcribed annually. As was pointed out in a similar situation with the Pre-
Sec group in $5.2.3, it is likely that the dates of acquisition would be closer to the
previously observed data point at 3;6 years of age.
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able 5.2: Svllable structure for the Post-Sec

Syllable
tvnes

L

11

L

r2

L

r3

L

t4

L

15

L

2t

L
22

L

23

L
24

L

25

Age

Range

Mean

age

Median

age

CV l;0 1;0 t;3 1;0 l;3 l;0-l;3 l:l t;0

CVCV l;0 l;0 l;3 1;0 1;3 1;0-1;3 lll 1;0

v l;3 1;5 1;3 1;2 1;3 l;2-l;5 l;3 1;3

(c)vc l;3 1:1 1;8 1;9 1;3 l; l-1;9 1;5 1;3

ccv(c) 3;0 l:11 3;0 ).) 2;0 4;6 3:6 3;6 l;1 1-3;6 2;9 3;0

(c)vcc 2;6 2;0 2;8 2;6 2;9 2;9 4;6 4;6 3;6 2;0-3;6 2;8 2;8

cq 1-q * * 2;9 2;9 4;6 4;6 rl. 3;6 2;9- 3;7 3;6

Notes: * - No evidence for this type at the last recording.
n - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age -Year; month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

As was noted for the Pre-Sec Broup, all the children in the older subgroup appear to
have acquired the first four syllable-structure types before the first recording session.
Therefore, the average ages for these types are again calculated with data from the
younger sub-group. Open syllables with onsets, CV, and disyllabic forms, CVCV,
appear to be acquired simultaneously for all the children without exception. The mean
acquisition age is 1;1 for both types. This could be seen as yet further support for the
decision to exclude the extreme age that was recorded for Tonya (G14) in the Pre-Sec
group (Table 5.1). Onsetless syllables are acquired after CV and CVCV, except in two
cases. The two exceptions are Davin (Ll3) and Sharon (Ll5), who showed evidence of
acquisition of all three tlpes at the same data point. However, in both cases the data
point was that of first recording and therefore it offers no real clues as to the sequence of
acquisition of these t1pes.

The acquisition of closed syllables was also evidenced in Sharon's data at the first
recording atl,;3. Karl (Ll1) also showed evidence of acquiring closed syllables at the
same age as for onsetless open syllables. However, this cannot be explained in the same

way as for Sharon, because this data point was not his first. Teresa (L12) is the only
child from either of the groups who showed an earlier age of acquisition for closed
syllables than for onsetless syllables. This single exception does not affect the group

figures as both the mean and median ages, reflect the majority situation of closed
syllables being acquired after onsetless syllables.

For all the children, consonant clusters are acquired after the acquisition of closed
syllables. Again, there is individual variation in terms of whether syllable-initial or
syllable-final clusters are acquired earlier. Although the average ages suggest that

syllable-final clusters were acquired before syllable-initial clusters, the individual data

indicate that six of the ten children acquired syllable-initial clusters earlier. Although,
for one of these children, the difference is only one month, which is the interval of
recordings. This situation reflects more the extent of individual variation rather than a

goup norm. I will first compare these observations with the data from the Pre-Sec
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group before making a determination of whether there is need to distinguish between
syllable positions for the acquisition of clusters.

As it was for the Pre-Sec group in $5.2.3, four of the children in this group show no
evidence of the acquisition of syllabic consonants up to the final recording. However, in
this case, one of these children is from the older subgroup. In any case there is sufficient
data from the remainder of the children to allow for the calculation of the average ages.

Syllabic consonants are clearly the last type of syllable structure, of those considered
here, to be acquired, as evidenced by both the mean and median ages. Except for two
children who acquired syllabic consonants at the same age as they acquired syllable-final
consonant clusters, all the children in this group acquired syllabic consonants later.

5.2.5 Comparison of the Groups

In the previous sections some similarities between individual children across the two
groups were discussed. In this section the group results in terms of age ranges and

average ages of acquisition of syllable structure types are considered. Table 5.3 brings
together the relevant information for both groups.

bothable 5.3: S le structure tt or

Syllable
types

Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group
Age
Ranse

Mean
ase

Median
ase

Age
Ranse

Mean
aue

Median
ase

CV 1;0-l;3 1:l 't.) 1;0-1;3 1:1 1;0

CVCV 1;0-1;3 l:1 l:l l;0-1;3 1:1 1;0

v 1;0-1;6 1;3 1;3 1;2-1;5 l;3 1;3

(c)vc l;3-2;3 l;8 7;7 1;1-l;9 l;5 l;3

ccv(c) l;11-3;6 2;8 2;8 1;11-3;6 ?.o 3;0

(c)vcc 1;6-3;6 ?-o 2;11 2;O-3:;6 2;8 2;8

CC
I

2;3-4;6 3;6 3;7 2;9- 3;7 3;6

The similarities between the two groups are very striking, not only in terms of the order
of acquisition of the various syllable structure types, but also in terms of the ages of
acquisition. [n fact for the first three types, the mean ages of acquisition are exactly the
same for both groups. For open syllables with onsets and disyllablic forms, even the age

range is exactly the same. The age range is also the same in both groups for the
acquisition of syllable-initial consonant clusters. The only notable difference between
the groups is the order of acquisition of consonant clusters in the different syllable
positions. However, there is individual variation in the sequence of acquisition of the

clusters in both groups and there is only a one month difference between the mean
cluster acquisition ages of the groups. These considerations suggest that a distinction
need not be made between the different syllable positions for consonant cluster
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acquisition. However, before this is done, the existing rankings of the mean ages of
acquisition for both groups are tested for statistical significance.

Two tests were applied, namely, Pearson's test of rank correlation for parametric data
and Spearman's Rho for testing rank correlation of non-parametric data. Both tests
found the cortelation of the rank order of the means to be significant at the loZ level trvo
tailed (Rho:.964, p<.01 ).

Now that it has been established that the syllable structure development paths of the
groups are statistically similar, a single profile of the stages of syllable structure
development is now plausible. In (5), the general pattem for all the children in the
project combined is shown.

Syllable structure development stages for all the children

Stage I (<1;3): Open syllables - CV

Disyllabic forms - CVCV

Onsetless syllables - V

Closed syllables - (C)VC

Consonant clusters - (C)CVC(C)

Syllabic consonants - Cq

The syllable development profile in (5) can be compared with the stages outlined by
Grunwell (1982) and Fikftert (1994), which are presented in (6) and (7). (cf. a.8.2).

Syllable structure stages for English children (Grunwell,1982)(6)

Stage I (0;9-l;6)

Stage II (1;6-2;0)

Stage III (2;0-2;6)

Stage IV (2;6-3;0)

Stage V (3;0-3;6)
Stage VI (3;6-a;6)
Stage VII (4;6- )

: CV, CVCV.

: CVC.

: CVCCV(C), CVCVCV, (C)CVC(C)

ln some cases the age range for the acquisition of syllable structure is lower for the

Jamaican children than it is for the children Grunwell reports on. No significance is

attributed to this observation for a couple of reasons. Firstly, Grunwell's figures are
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based on composite data from different studies and do not include the full range of ages

of acquisition for all the children. The age range presented for the Jamaican children
includes all the ages of syllable structure acquisition for the children in the study.
Secondly, it is not surprising to have individual variation between the groups as children
vary widely in ages of acquisition generally even within groups.

Onset development stages for Dutch children (Fikkert, 1994)

Stage I: CV (with plosive onsets only).

Stage II: (C)V (possibility of onsetless syllable).

Stage III: (C)V (with other single consonants).

Focusing on the order of the stages as opposed to the ages, the profile in (5) is similar
to the relevant portions of the profiles presented by Fikkert and Grunwell. Grunwell
does not include onsetless syllables and syllabic consonants in her profile of stages.
However, the components that are similar are perfectly matched for sequence. Only the
stages of Fikkert's model relating to the onset were considered. However, that allowed
for the comparison of the ranking of the onsetless syllable acquisition stage. Again, in
terms of sequence, her first two stages perfectly match the first two stages in (5).

In looking at the syllable structure development for the twenty primary children in the
project, it is clear that, although there was individual variation in the ages at which the
various stages of the syllable structure development path were acquired, the differences
were not significant. What is significant is that all the children follow a similar
development path in terms of the sequence of the various stages. Also, there are no
siguificant differences between the two groups for the mean ages of acquisition of each
stage. When combined into one profile of stages, as in (5), the syllable structure
development path for these Jamaican children is similar in terms of the order of
acquisition to profiles reported for English (Grunwell, 1982) and Dutch children
(Fikkert, 1994).

Both Grunwell and Fikkert predict that their findings are applicable to children
generally. To the extent that they are corect, the Jamaican data is in keeping with
universal expectations, certainly in terms of the order of acquisition of various syllable
structure types.

5.3 Acquisition of Segments

5.3./ Introduction

The methodology used to determine frequency of correct production of segments is
outlined in $4.8.3. A child is deemed to have acquired a segment if the frequency data
shows 75o/o correct realisation of that segment. Where there are 50% to 74Yo conecl
realisations, the segment is noted as 'emerging'. A minimum of two attempts at a

segment is required for possible acquisition to be determined. One attempt, whether
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correct or not, is insufficient to make any assumptions about whether that segment is

acquired.
The evidence for acquisition of a segment sometimes fluctuates from data point to

data point. That is, at one data point there might be evidence that a segment is acquired
and at a subsequent data point the evidence suggests that it is only emerging, or not
acquired, or there is insufficient evidence to make a decision. This can be problematic
when one attempts to determine the age at which acquisition takes place for that segment
for that child. The general principle applied here is that the existing status at the
previous data point is not changed unless there is clear evidence of a different status. In
other words, if at one data point there is evidence that a segment is acquired, then lack of
evidence for a determination at the next data point will not change the 'acquired' status.
If, however, there is subsequent evidence that the segment is not acquired, then the status
is changed to 'not acquired' and it will take subsequent evidence of actual acquisition for
the status to be reverted to 'acquired'. In the Table 5.4, which presents Raymond's
phoneme inventory development, and in similar tables for the other children, which are
presented in Appendix A, the actual status that is evidenced at each data point is noted.
The guidelines given in this paragraph are then used to determine at what point in the
table acquisition of a segment can be assumed. This point of acquisition is indicated in
bold and will not necessarily be the first data point at which there was evidence of
acquisition. The point of acquisition is determined as the first data point where the

segment is acquired and where none of the subsequent data points show the segment not
to be acquired.

5.3.2 One Child's Phoneme Inventory Development

The consonantal phoneme inventory development path for one child will be discussed,

as an example of how the data of individual children were processed in order to get the

information needed for group analyses.

Raymond (Gll) serves as an excellent justification for the decision to transcribe all the

available monthly data for the children between l;0 and 2;0 (see $4.7). For each month
from 1;2 to 2;0 new segments are acquired and/or emerge. Also, there is an obvious

slowing in this rate between 2:6 and 3:0, the last age of his recordings. His observed

syllable initial consonant development is shown in the second column of Table 5.4. The

first consonant to emerge for Raymond was /d/, based on the transcription of the data

collected when he was 1;0. However, it appears to have not been acquired until age 1;2.

Also at age l;2, /b/ was acquired and lplemerged, and at age 1;3 ltl was acquired. What
is interesting at this point is that there is evidence of three stops acquired (/b/, ltl and ld/)
and one more (/p/) emerging, before /m/, which apparently was not acquired by him until
1;4. lnl followed at 1 ;615. At 1;7 we see evidence of his first fricative (lfl), his first velar
(/k/) and his first liquid (/r/). The first glide/semi-vowel (/wD emerges at age 1;8 and the

first affricate (ltlfi at2;0.

's It should be noted that Raymond was not available for recording at age l;5.
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(X) = X is emerging (50% - 74%io conect realisations in the data). Bold: Acquired at this age.
X = X appears for the first time. [X] = X is not acquired nor emerging but appeared previously.
{X}: insuffrcient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

able 5.4: Phoneme Gfor
Age Initially Finallv Vowels
l;0

(d)
I

1:1

{d)
l;2

(p)b d
t;3

b d{o} ft)
i(t) u

l;4 !q
{p} b (t) d t

U{i}

l;6 {m} n

lpl0) tt)(d) {t}
{iXr) [u]

8aa:
AI

l;7 rn {n}
(p)b t d (k)

_f
ft)

t
G)fts)

0) (ua)

U

a:a

al

(i) r

lel

l;8 m {n}
lplb td k
trl v
6d {r}

{m} (!)
(0

{l}

(u) (i) ' (u) (c)
Ill

aa:
at {un}

l; lo (m) n
pb td {k}
f v (dz
w {r}

mn{u}
ptk

s
r{u

I

t
(u) (u)

A

aa:
{ari {un}

(i)

l:11 mn
p b (t) td) (k)
f {"} (s) {z}
{w} (r) (l)

{m} (n) u

{p}tk
(0 s (4 I

(r) {l}

i l uu
[e] (n)

aa:
(re) {u} uA

2;0 m {n}
(p)b t d(10 k
f {"} (s){z}
(*) {r} I i

mn{g}
tpltk
{0 s (z)I

(r) {l}

i r u{u}
(e)e A

aa:
{te} ar {ua}

).7 mn
pb tdtJ k(s)
f {v} s {z}
w r I j

mn0
pb td k

{f} ls} z I
{r} I

{i}r uu
eE {a}

aai
{re} ar {ua}

2;6 m {n}pb t d [tJl tsir(e)
f{u} s{z}I
w {r}l i

mn!
{p} {b} t {d} k s
{f} szl

(r) I

i r uu
{e}e ^ g

aai
I€ AI UA

2:9 mn
pb t dttll kjke
f {"} s {z} {J}
w r {l}i

{m}nD
pb td kg
{0 s{z}J

{r} {l}

I I UU

{e}e A o

aa:
re ar (au) (ua)

3;0 mn
pb t d tJ kj kg
f{"} s{z}J
w r {1}i

mnu
p{b} t d k g

{4 s z{J}
r {l}

I I UU

{e}e A o

a a'-

r€ ar (nu) (ua)
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Therefore, from the first year of segmental development, Rayrnond appears to have

acquired 16 of the 25 adult syllable-initial segments. This can be contrasted with the

following year of segmental development, in which only three more segments were
added, lgl at 2;3 and lkjl and ll at21;6.1n fact there was no evidence in the transcribed

data of any new segments being acquired or emerging between 2:6 and 3;0, when the last
recording of Raymond was done.

The majority of Raymond's consonants were acquired syllable-initially before
syllable-finally. lpl is one of the exceptions, it was acquired simultaneously in both
positions, but had emerged previously in syllable-initial position. The segments that
were acquired in syllable-final position before syllable-initial position include lgl, lsl,lf
and lrl. Of those, lgl emerged first in the syllable initial position and /s/ and lrlemerged
simultaneously, in both syllable positions.

Raymond began to acquire vowels before any consonant in either syllable position.
At the first recording there was evidence that he had already acquired ltl and la/. There

was also data suggesting the acquisition of lelat that data point, but subsequent evidence

indicated that this was not the case. It was actually acquired at 2;0, by which point he

had acquired most of his vowels. lel and lol werc acquired at 2;3 and 2;6, respectively.
With the exception of lail, there is no evidence of the acquisition of diphthongs up to the

final recording at the age of 3;0.
The stages applicable to Raymond's phonological development profile are presented

in Table 5.5. This profile was created using the stages of development outlined by
Grunwell (1994: 98). I use these stages simply to take advantage of the age groupings
for the purpose of comparison. I make no claim that the data leads to the formulation of
the stages used. The statement that can be made is that the segments listed at a particular
stage are acquired by the maximum age indicated for that stage.

Table 5.5 Gforof
Stage Initially Finallv Vowels
Stage

I
O:O-l:6

m
tdb aa:

TI

Stage
II

1;6-2;0

mn
pb td k
f v z

w

k
Dnm

p t
s

r
I

lruu
A

aai

Stage
[I

2;0-2;6

n
td k
sz
rl j

m
pb
fv
w

mn
td
sz J
rl

D

kp

IIUU
e€ A

aai

Stage
IV

2;6-3;0

n
td
SZ T

rl i

m
pb
fv
w

kjke
mn9

p td kg
sz I
rl

I I UU
et A o

aai
,l

Stage
v

3;0-3;6

{kjkg
t
i

m
pb
fv
w

n
td
sz
rl

mnD
p td kg

SZ T

rl

IIUU
e€ A o

a a'.

Note: Bold - Segment acquired at this stage.
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Where a phoneme is acquired at an age that borders two stages, it is placed in the later
stage. This is done because recordings were not necessarily done at the beginning of the
month and assuming that the acquisition took place at the later stage is the more
conservative option. The stages of phonological development for children acquiring
English, as presented by Grunwell, were discussed in $2.2. In Table 5.6, I repeat an
adaptation of her profile of phonological development (1982: 98), for convenience of
reference.

Profileable 5.6: Profile of develonment (l?om Grunwell. l9E2: 9E

Stase Age ranse Phonemes
Stage I 0;9 - 1;6 On average about three segments acquired

but with significant individual variation in
trrpe.

Stage II l;6 -2;0 mn
pb td
w

Stage III 2;0 2;6 mn(u)
pb td (k)(e)
wh

Stage IV 2;6 - 3;0 m
pb
f
w

n I
td kg
s

0)ih
Stage V 3;0 - 3;6

Stage VI 3;6 - 4;6 U

pb tdt/d5 kg
f v sz I
w l(r) i tr

Stage VII 4;6 - mnD
pb tdtJdS kg
f v 0d sz I s
w lr j fr

Note: Bold: Segment acquired at this stage.

5.3.3 The Pre-Sec Group

Having discussed the phoneme inventory development profile for one child including the
application of stages of development, the group data will now be presented. Syllable-
initial consonant, syllable-final consonant and vowel acquisition for the group will be
discussed separately to determine the general pattern of phoneme acquisition for the
group. The conventions used in the following tables are the same as those discussed in
E57?
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The relevant data for the syllable-initial phoneme development for the children of the
Pre-Sec group are presented in Table 5.7. Raymond's acquisition data that was
presented in Table 5.4, is incorporated in Table 5.7 in the second column under the
alphanumeric code Gll. An example of how the age of acquisition is determined and
entered into the group chart, can be seen by examining the phoneme /tl. There was

evidence suggesting its acquisition at the age of 2;3. However, at 2;4 there is evidence
that it was not acquired and at 2;9 there is insufficient evidence to determine acquisition.
At 3;0 there is again evidence that ltl is acquired (cf. Table 5.4). This being the last

data point for Raymond there is no further evidence available to indicate a possible
change in this status. As can be seen in Table 5.7, it is 3;0 that is entered as the
acquisition age for lttl andnot2;3.

Three values were omitted from further calculations in Table 5.7. First, the age that
at which Tonya appears to have acquired lbl is extreme when compared to the ages at
which the other informants acquired it. Recall that Tonya's data revealed a similar
problem when syllable structure acquisition was discussed in $5.2.3.
The lack of sufficient utterances from Tonya at the early data points is reflected in her
phoneme inventory development profile at Appendix A, Table 5.A3.

The other two values which were omitted from funher calculations are the ages at
which Bryce appears to have acquired lml and /n/. These values at 4;6 are extreme when
compared to the values noted for the other children, which range from below 1;0 to 2;3
for lm/ and 1;6 to 2;3 for ln/. Bryce's phoneme inventory development profile in
Appendix A, Table 5.,4.6, shows that there was evidence of lml emerging and lnl being
acquired from the first recording at 2;6. However, at the next transcribed data point the
evidence suggests that lnl was not acquired and lm/ was still emerging. Bryce was noted
as a child who frequently sounded like he had some partial nasal congestion. Many of
his attempts at nasal phonemes resulted in the production of the oral stop with equivalent
place of articulation. That rs, lbl for lml and ld/ for lnJ. There was no evidence that this
affected other syllable-initial consonants.

Except for Bryce, whose extreme values were omitted from further calculations, all
the children in the older sub-group had acquired the first syllable-initial consonants by
the first recording. These phonemes are ldl,lbl,ltl,lm/,lpl, M,ln/,lgl,lwl, and /j/. The
age ranges and averages for the group acquisition of these segments are calculated with
data from the younger group of children only. For four segments, lv/, ld1l, /tl and, lzl,

there is evidence of acquisition for some children, but also no evidence even up to the

last recording of other children in the older subgroup. In these cases it is not possible to

give an end value for the age range and also any average value calculated based on the

remaining data is unreliable. A plus symbol (+) marks these cases in the mean and

median columns.
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able 5.7: Ages of acquisition of svllable-initial consonauts by the Pre-Sec
G

1l

G

t2

G

13

G

l4
G

l5

G

2l

G
,1,

G

23

G

24

G

,E

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

d l;2 l:3 <1;0 <1 .) <l;0 <l :0-l;3 lrl l:2

b l:2 l:5 <l;0 2:0 <l;0 <l;0-l;5 l;2 1:l

t l;3 l;10 l;6 2:0 <1;0 <1;0-2;0 l;6 1;6

m l;4 l;5 ).'1, 2;O <l;0 4;6 <1;0-2;3 1:1 1:5

p l;10 ?.1 l;6 2;0 1;3 l;3'2;3 l;9 1;10

k l;8 2:0 2;O l;lo l;9 l;8-2;0 1;lo 1;10

n 1;6 l;3 ).n 2;0 1;6 4:6 1;6-2;3 l;lo )-(\

a
b

,.o 3;0 l;9 l;10 l;9 1;9-3;0 ).'1, 1;10

w I;10 3;0 2;6 2;0 1;9 l;9-3;0 2;3 2:0

i 2:O 2;9 2:6 2;3 1;9 l;9-2;9 )-2, 2;3

f l;lo 2;6 3;0 2;O l;9 3;0 l;9-3;0 2;4 2;3

s ?.? ).4 2:3 2;0 7.1 2;0-3;7 7.n ?.?

kj 2;6 ,t 2;O 1;9 3;0 3;6 l;9-3;6 2;6 2:6

v l;8 2.,6 2;6 2;O ?.1 3;6 l;8- a.1L 2;6+

r ).'\ (e) 2:6 2;9 3;0 2;3-3;0 ).1 ).7

I 2;0 3;0 7;9 2:6 ,.o 3;6 2;O-3;6 2;9 ,'o

tt 3;0 2;9 (e) 2;9 2;6 3;6 't.1 4:6 3;6 2;6-4;6 3;3 3;3

dg * * ?.q 3;0 3;0 * {. 3;6 <2;6- 3: l+ 3;o+

I 2;6 (e) (e) 3;0 4:6 3;6 4;6 2;6- 7"7+ 1'6+

z 1;lo * * * l;10-

ot * * * * * {.

3
* * * * *

0 !* :t * * i. ,t

6 * * * * * * ,r '*

h :t * !* * * :i * :t :}

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year; month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

There was no evidence of the acquisition or even emergence of five segments,
narnely, /gSl,l3/,lO/, /61 and. lW for any of the children in this group. The segment /gjl is
a phoneme of the Basilect, but only a few of the caregivers used it during the recording
sessions and such cases were rare, With regard to the last four of these segments, their
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absence is not surprising since these are not phonemes used in varieties closer to the
basilectal end of the language continuum. They were included in Table 5.7, because the
transcriptions and analyses were conducted without any assumptions as to what
segments the children would attempt. The findings are compared with the other group
and with Grunwell's data in $5.3.5, Table 5.13.

S)t I lab I e 
=fina 

I c on s onants
The syllable-final data for the Pre-Sec group is presented in Table 5.8. Four of the
values shown in the table were omitted from further calculations of group data. First is
the age of 4;6 that was noted as the age of acquisition of lpl by Oshari (G24). This is
extreme compared to the range of 1;6 to 3;0 for this segment by the other children in the
group. The next value to be omitted from further calculations is the apparent age of
acquisition of lgl by Bryce (G22). It was noted during the discussion of syllable-initial
consonants that Bryce on some occasions had an apparent nasal congestion that may
have affected his production of nasal sounds. The other values omitted from further
calculations were the noted ages of acquisition of lgl and lzl by Winsome (G25), which
were deemed to be extreme. Winsome's data were transcribed at annual intervals and
the potential problem caused by this was discussed in $4.8.8.

The group data for the first five segments in Table 5.8 were determined based only on
data from the younger subgroup. Again, this is due to the fact that all the older children
had acquired these segments by their first recording, with the exception of Oshari (G24),
whose extreme age for /s/ acquisition was excluded. There was no evidence of a lisp or
any impairment that may have contributed to this.

Note that there were about twice as many syllable-initial segments acquired by this
point. In general most segments were acquired syllable-initially before syllable finally.
Notable exceptions are lsl, lzl, lrl and /U, which were acquired syllable-finally before
syllable-initially. This also applied to lll according to the mean ages, but not according

to the median, so it is a less clear case.
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G

It
G

t2

G

t3

G

t4

G

15

G

27

G

,a

G

23

G

24

G

25

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

n l: l0 ?.'l ).7 2;A 1:6 l;6-2;3 1:l I 2;O

t l;7 ).\ 2;O 2;0 l;9 l;7-2;3 l:l I 2;O

s 1:10 2;6 (e) 2;6 1;6 l;6-2:6 2;l ).')

p l; l0 2:6 3;0 2:6 l;6 4;6 l;6-3:0 1.'l 2:6

I ,.1 2:6 2:6 2;O 2;0-2;6 2;4 ).\

k l; l0 2:6 2:0 2;O l;9 3;6 3:7 1:9-3;7 ?.< 2;0

m l;10 1.2 l;9 )-q l;9 3;6 3:6 119-316 ,.( 1-?

0 1;11 3;0 2:3 2:6 2;O 4;6 3:7 I ll l-3;7 2;6 2:5

r I ll0 * 2:6 (e) ?.1 l;10-3;3 2;6 2;6

ob 2;6 2;6 2;0 2;0 2;6 3;6 4:6 2;0-3;6 2;8 2;6

d )'a 2:6 ).o 2;0 ?.n a.'7 2;0-3;7 2:8 2;8

z ?.1 2,6 (e) 2;9 l;9 3;7 3;6 4:6 l;9-3;7 ?.o 2,8

b ).'\ :f
'1.

* 3;0 2;6 3;7 * ,} ).4 _ 2;lo 2;9+

v 2:6 2;6 3;0 (e) * * 2;6- 3;l+ ?.q+

I 1:ll * ?.? 2;4 4;6 3-,7 4;6 4;6 l;l l-4;6 3;4 3"7

tl 1. * 1;9 3;9 4;6 3;6 l:94:6 3;4 3;8

f (e) :1. t :t 3;3 * * * {3 ?.?- * *

dg * ,F 4;3 * * * * 4;3-

3
* * * * ,i * * * 'f

0 * * * + * {. :lr :t !t *

6 * ,|( * + * )* * * ,t

tt2 R. MEADE ACQUISITION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.
" - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year; month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

No group averages could be determined for the last five segments in Table 5.8, lfl,
ld3l, l3l, l0l ao;rd /61. Only one child, Alison (G}l), showed evidence of the acquisition

of lfl and /d31. The absence of the last three segments, lgl,l0l arrd 16l, is not surprising
for this group as they are not basilectal phonemes and the caregivers of the subjects in
this group tend to use language varieties closer to the Basilectal end of the language
continuum.
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Vowels
The ages of acquisition of vowels by all the children in the Pre-Sec group as well as the
age ranges and averages for the group are presented in Table 5.9. Three of the values
presented in the table were excluded from the calculations of the group data. Two of
these are the ages of acquisition of lil and lr/ by Oshari (G24). In each case 3;6 was

noted as the age of acquisition, whereas the other children in the group appear to have
acquired these segments by 2;4 and 2;6 respectively. Also excluded was the noted 4;6
age of acquisition of lrcl by Damion (G23). The inclusion of both /e/ and lrc/ is not

intended to suggest that these are separate phonemes. The former is a phoneme of JE
and the latter a phoneme of JC, however they function as variants in most Jamaican
varieties but to different degrees. The situation is the same with lol ard lunl. The

variants are included separately because this will contribute to the discussion of variation
in the input.

The first five vowels to be acquired collectively by the Broup, /a/, h/, lil, lul and l^/,
were acquired by the older subgroup by the first recording. The age range and averages
for these vowels were calculated using the data of the younger subgroup as was done in
similar situations with the consonants considered earlier in this section.

There are four segments for which definite goup figures could not be calculated,
namely, ltrul, le/, /o/ and, lJ. For the first three, there were sufficient children who

showed evidence of having acquired them to allow for the calculations of averages.
However, with some of the children showing no evidence of acquiring them, a definite
age range could not be established and the average is unreliable. These cases are

calculated, as mentioned above, but are marked with a plus (+) to highlight their
unreliability. In the case of the last vowel, lc/, there is no evidence that it was acquired

or was even emerging for any of the children. Again, because it is not a phoneme of the

Basilect, it is not surprising that it does not appear for this group.



ab Ie 5.9: A of acouisition of vowels bv the Pre-Sec
G

tl
G

t2

G

13

G

t4

G

15

G

2l

G

,1

G

23

G

24

G

,E

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

Age

a <l;0 l:1 <1;0 1t6 <l;0 <1;0-l;6 l;l l;0

a: 1;3 l;4 l;6 l;6 l;6 l;3-l;6 l;5 l;6

I <l;0 I;8 l:6 2:0 l;3 <l;0-2;0 l;6 l;6

T 113 l;8 1;6 l;6 ),d 3;6 l;3-2;4 l;7 l;6

11 l;8 2;6 l;6 2;0 I:6 3;6 l;6-2;0 1;10 1;8

U l;7 3;0 l;6 2;O l;9 l;6-3;0 l:11 l;9

u l:ll l:11 l;6 2;0 l;9 3;0 3;6 l;6-3;6 ).) l:ll
€ 2;0 2;3 2:0 2;0 l;9 3;0 l;9-3;0 ).) 2;O

I8 (e) (e) ?.q 2;6 I;9 4:6 l;9-2;9 ).4 2;6

AI 2;0 (e) 2;6 2;0 l;9 3;7 L;9-3;7 2;4 2;0

AU (e) * 3;0 2:0 2;6 3;3 rl. * (e) 2;o- 2;8+ 2;9+

e 1.a ).? 2;0 2;0 (e) (e) * 4;6 l;6 4;6 2;o- 1.O+ 2;3+

o 2:6 3;0 3;0 2;9 2;6 1.1 4;6 2;6' 3:1+ 3;o+

UA (e) 3;0 (e) 2;0 2;0 3;6 3;6 4;6 2;04;6 3;l 3;3

J * * 'l
rt + :f * +

R. MEADE ACQUISITION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year;month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

5.3.4 The Post-Sec Group

Group data for the Post-sec group are presented and discussed in this section. The
procedure discussed in $5.3.3 for incorporating the individual data into the group tables
also applies to the data for this group. The acquisition of syllable-initial consonants,
syllable-final consonants and vowels for the children in the group will be discussed
separately to determine the general pattern of phoneme acquisition. The conventions
used in the tables in this section are the same as those discussed in $5.2.3.

$t I I ab le - init i a I c ons on ant s
The data for syllable-initial phoneme inventory development for the children of the Post-
Sec group are presented in Table 5.10. Two values were omitted from the calculations of
the age ranges and averages for the group. The first is the age of acquisition of /s/ by
Karel (L23), that is, 3;6. The nine other children in the group had acquisition ages from
L;7 to 2;6.



Table 5.10: Ages of acquisition of syllable-initial consonants by the Post-Sec

L

11

L
t2

L

I3

L

t4

L

15

L

2l

L
,,,

L

23

L

24

L

25

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

d <l;0 <1;0 <1;3 <1;0 <1;3 s1;0-1;3 I rl 1;0

b l:l <l;0 l;6 t;5 1;6 <l;0-l;6 l;4 l;5

t l;8 l:l 1;8 1;5 <1;3 l; l-1;8 l;5 l;5

m l;3 <l;0 2;O 2;O <1;3 <l;0-2;0 l;6 l;3

p l;9 l:l 2;0 l:5 <1.1 l;l-2;0 l;6 l;5

k l;8 1;5 I;6 l:5 (l;3 s1;3-l;8 1;5 l;5

n l;6 <1;0 ?.o 2;6 <l;3 <l;0-2;6 l;8 l16

G
b 3;0 1;7 2:0 2;0 (1:3 <l;3-3;0 l:l I 2;0

w 1;9 l;'l ).? ', .'t 2;0 l:7-2;3 l:l I 2;O

j l;'7 l;6 2;O 7.) l;9 l:6-2;2 l;lo l;9

r l;9 t;10 2;8 l;9 l;9 l;9-2;8 l:l I l;9

s l;lo l;7 2;0 2;6 1;9 3;6 1;7-2;6 l:l I l;9

kj 2;6 l;8 2:O ', .', 2;0 ?.o 3;6 3;6 l;8-3;6 2;6 2;4

v * 2:0 2;8 l;9 ?'o 3;6 4;6 4;6 3;6 l;94;6 ?.', 1.?

r 1;9 1:11 2;8 (e) 1.j * 3;6 + 3;6 l:l I 2:l I 3;0+

l;10 l;7 3;0 2;6 l;9 3;6 3;6 l;7-3;6 2;6 2:6

tl 1;8 l;9 2;0 3;0 l;9 4;6 3;6 3;6 3;6 1;8-3;6 1.1 2;6

d3 (e) 2;6 3;0 1;9 * {. l;9- 2;5+ 2;6+

! 2:6 (e) 3;0 1;9 3;0 rt * 4;6 3;6 1;9- 3;1+ 3;o+

z + * * * (e) 3;6 * * * 3;6- *

gI * * * * * * d( + + *

3
* * * {. ,* * * * * *

0 ,t * * {c (e) * :t l. (e) + + ,ls

il ri :* * (e) :1. * *

h * * + + * * :}

5. RESULTS I

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations,
Age - Year; month

- Exheme value omitted from calculations

Also excluded from the group calculations was the noted age of acquisition of lff/ by

Nathan (L22). The age noted for him is 4;6, whereas all the children in the younger

115
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sub$oup had ages between l;8 and 3;0 noted and the remainder of the older subgroup
had ages of 3;6 and lower noted.

With the exclusion of the extreme noted age of acquisition of lsl by Karel, the first
twelve segments in Table 5.10 were acquired by the older subgroup by the first
recording. As was done for the Pre-Sec group in such cases, the calculations of the age

ranges and averages were done based only on data from the children in the younger
subgroup. In terms of the actual segments involved and their rank order, this is a similar
pattern to that noticed for the Pre-sec group.The most interesting case of early
acquisition amongst all the children of both groups is that of Sharon (Ll5). At her first
recording, which was done at the age of 1;3, her data showed evidence of her having
already acquired seven syllable-initial consonants. They are ldl,ltl, lwl, lpl, M, lnJ and
lgl. The mean number of segments acquired by all the children at that age is
approximately 2.5. The child with the next highest number of segments at that age is
Teresa (Llz), with six segments. Her set included /dl arld excluded lW and lS, when
compared to Sharon's set at that age.

For six syllable-initial segments, lzl, lgSl, lgl , lgl, 16l ar,.d lW, there is insufficient or no

individual evidence of acquisition and therefore group data could not be calculated. Of
these /z/ was acquired by one child and was emerging for another, /0/ was emerging for

two children and /6/ emerged for one child. The emergence of /6/ ard /0/ marks an

expected difference between the two groups, with no child in the Pre-Sec group showing
any sign of emergence of these two segments. These are phonemes of English but not of
Basilectal Jamaican Creole. Within the Mesolect they are consistently used only closer
to the Acrolectal end of the continuum (see $3.3.1). Having no evidence of them being
fully acquired by children in the Post-Sec group is not in itself problematic, since there
are numerous cases in the literature, including Grunwell (1982), of these segments being
acquired relatively late by children learning English. See $2.2 and Table 5.6 for
Grunwell' s profi le of phonological development.

Syl labl e-"final cons onants
The data relating to the acquisition of syllable-final consonants for the Post-Sec group
are outlined in Table 5.11. There are no extreme values in this table that need to be
excluded from the calculation of the group averages. Six segments showed evidence of
being acquired by the entire older subgroup by the first recording. Again for these
segments, the group averages are calculated with data from the children of the younger
subgroup only. As was noted for the Pre-Sec Bfoup, these six syllable-final segments are
only half the number that was acquired syllable-initially by this point in this group.
Most segments were acquired syllable-initially before syllable finally. The exceptions
ue ln/, ls/, lzl, lJ/, lvl and lrl, which were acquired syllable-finally before syllable-
initially. When this is compared with the Pre-sec group, it is seen that for both groups,
the segments /s/, lz/,1! and lrl are first acquired in the syllable-final position. This can

be contrasted with Beers' findings for the Dutch children she studied. She found that
none of the segments she analysed were acquired in the syllable-final position before
they were acquired in the syllable-initial position, including /si and lil (1995:207).

Almost exactly as was noted for the Pre-Sec group in $5.3.3, averages could not be
determined for the last five syllable-final segments in Table 5.1l, namely, /f/, ldgl, l3l,
l0l and 16l.



able 5.1l: es of acquisition of lable-fina consonants of the Post-Sec
L

11

L

t2

L

l3

L

t4

L

l5

L

2l

L
17

L

23

L

24

L

25

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

n l:3 1;5 1:8 2;0 1;3 l;3-2;O 1;6 l;3

l: l0 l;7 2;0 l;9 i;9 l;7-2;0 l;9 l;9

s l: l0 l;8 2;6 l;9 l;9 l;8-2;6 l;lo l;9

p l;6 l;9 2;6 2;0 2;3 l;6-2;6 2;O 2;O

I ).7, l;7 3;0 l;9 3;6 3;6 3;6 l;7-3;6 2;9 3;0

k l;9 l;6 2;0 l:9 1;9 l;6-2;0 l;9 1;9

m l;1 l:l 2;0 2;0 l;6 l;l-2;O l;7 t:7

U l;9 l:11 2;8 2:6 3;6 3;6 4:6 l;9-4;6 2;11 2;8

r 2;0 l;9 ).7 ?'o 3;6 l;9-3;6 2;6 ).?

a
b 2;6 1;8 2;6 2;8 2;3 2;9 3;6 3;6 3;6 l;8-3;6 2:9 2;8

d l:ll l;5 2;8 2;6 3;0 3;6 3;6 3;6 l;5-3;6 2:9 2;lo

z ?.? l;9 1.'.' 2:6 3;6 3;6 3:6 3;6 l;9-3;6 2;lo 3;0

b ?-q ,1. 1;9 3;3 't * * * l;9 - 2;4+ 2;9+

v (e) 2;6 (e) ).) 2;6 3;3 3;6 2;2-3;6 2;9 2;6

1;9 l:11 2;0 ,.) l;9 3;6 3;6 1;9-3;6 2;4 2;0

tI * 3;0 4;0 * (e) 3;6 3;o- 3;6+ 3;6+

f :f l:11 * i. * 4;6 1111

d5 * (e) * ,1. * 3;6 3:6- *

3
rf * rk * rt * * *

e ,i + * :t l* * * *

6 * * * * rl * 't

5. RESULTS I

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.

X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year; month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

Four children showed evidence of acquisition of /f/, but two of these were at initial
recordings of children from the older subgroup, which is not very useful for calculating
the averages. However, the information available does allow one to assume that this is a

case of late acquisition rather than non-acquisition. The same can be said of /d3l.

However, for /51, /01 md 16l,there is no evidence that these would be acquired at all,

although they are in the adult models in most cases.

t17
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Vowels
The data concerning vowel acquisition for the children in the Post-Sec group are

presented in Table 5.12.

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.
" - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year; month

- Exffeme value omitted from calculations

Three of the values presented in the table were excluded from the calculations of the
group data. Two of these are the ages of acquisition of lil and lrcl by Karel (L23). 3;6
was noted as the age at which Karel acquired fu/. This is extreme compared to the other
children whose acquisition ages for lil range from l;5 to 2;3. The situation is similar for
the age of 4;6 noted for the acquisition of lrclby Karel. Kimone's (L24) noted age of 4;6
for the acquisition of lzlwas also omitted from the calculations.

Five of the first vowels to be acquired by the group, lal, h/, /il, lu/ and /a"/, were
acquired by the older subgroup by the first recording. The calculation of mean and
median for these were done using the data of the younger subgroup as was done in
similar situations with the consonants. As it was with syllable-initial consonants, Sharon

able 5.12: Ases of acquisition of vowels bv the Post-Sec
L

ll
L

t2

L

13

L

l4

L

15

L

2l

L
,,

L

23

L

24

L

25

Age

Range

Mear

Age

Median

a l:2 <l;0 <1;3 <l;0 <l;3 <l;0- 1;3 l;2 l;2

a: l;5 l:6 l;6 l;5 l;3 l;3-l;6 l;5 l;5

I t,2 <l;0 l:3 1.,2 l;6 <1;0-1;6 l;3 l;2

I l:1 l;6 l;6 2;O <1;3 l;3-210 l;6 l;6

A l;7 l;6 l;8 1;5 2;3 3;6 l;5-2;3 l;8 l;1

U l;l o l;6 2;0 ', .'l l;9 2;9 1;6-2;9 2;0 lrl I

u l;1 l;6 2;O 2;0 <l;3 <l;3-2;0 1;8 t.,7

E l;0 l;6 l:6 1;9 <l;3 2:9 <l;0-2;9 l:7 l;6

IE 3;0 l;9 2;8 ).') l;9 2;9 3;6 4;6 3;6 l;9-3;6 1.1 2;8

AI l;7 sl;o 2;0 7.) l;6 2;9 <l;0-2;9 l;lo l:10

AU (e) (e) + (e) (e) * * <2;6 -

e 2;6 l;6 ).7 2;6 (e) 2;9 3;6 l;6 3;6 1;6-3;0 ?.o 2;8

o 2:6 l;8 (e) 2;0 1;9 3;0 3;6 1;8-3;6 ).\ 2;8

UA (e) * ,.? 2:6 1;9 * * 4;6 3;6 3;6 l;9- 3;o+ 3;o+

J * * + (e) * * :* (e) <2:6 -
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(L15) had acquired more vowels by her first recording than any of the other children
from both groups.

There were sufficient children who showed evidence of having acquired /urt/ to allow
for the calculations of group data. However, with some of the children showing no
evidence of acquiring it, a definite age range could not be established and the averages

are unreliable. These cases are marked with a plus (+;. For the last vowel, /r/, there is

no evidence that it was acquired, but it was emerging for two of the children. It is
assumed that this segment will be acquired by at least some of the children in this group.

5.-r.5 Comparison of the Groups

In this section the group results in terms of age ranges and average ages of acquisition of
phonemes will be discussed. The groups' data are compared based on syllable position.
The statistical significance of the correlation of the rank orders of the phonemes is then
calculated to indicate whether there are significant differences between the groups in
terms of order of acquisition of phonemes. If there are none, a single profile of the
stages of phoneme inventory development can then be constructed for both groups of
children combined.

Syl I abl e- initial cons onants
The age range and averages for syllable-initial phonemes for each group are combined in
Table 5.13. Also included are the age ranges from Grunwell's phonological
development profile that relate to each of the segments. There are interesting similanties
between the two groups in terms of the order of acquisition of the phonemes. However,
there are differences in the ages at which the syllable-initial segments are acquired, with
the Post-Sec group acquiring more segments earlier than they are acquired by the Pre-

Sec group. Of 19 segments that can be compared, the Post-Sec group showed evidence
of acquiring 14 segments earlier than the Pre-Sec group. Although this appears to be a
clear pattern and the age differences are significant for some segments, the overall

figures are not significant for assuming group-related differences.
As far as the sequence of acquisition of the syllable-initial consonants are concerned,

there are only a few differences between the two groups. M,ljl and ld3l occw earlier in

the acquisition sequence for the Post-sec group than the Pre-sec group. On the other
hand, /vl and lr/ xe acquired earlier in the sequence by the Pre-Sec group. In order to

determine whether there is statistical significance in the correlation between the rankings

of the phonemes of the two groups, Spearman's Rho and Pearson's Test were applied.

Both tests found that the correlation between the rank orders is significant at the 1%

level two tailed (Rho:.914, p<.01). This suggests that there are no significant group

related differences that may have influenced the rank order of the phonemes.
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able 5. llabte-initial consonants of both ero
Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median Grunwell's

Age Range

d Sl;0-1;3 l;1 l;2 <1;0-1;3 1:1 1;0 l;6-2;0

b <l;0-1;6 I;2 l;2 <l;0-1;6 l;4 1;5 l;6-2;0

t <l;0-2;0 1:6 1;6 l;1-1;8 1;5 1;5 t;6-2;o

m <1;0-2;3 l:7 l;5 <1;0-2;0 1;6 1;3 1;6-2;0

p l;3-2;3 l;9 1;lo l;l-2;0 1;6 1;5 l;6-2;0

k 1;8-2;0 1;lo 1;lo <l;3-l;8 l;5 1;5 2;6-3;6

n 1:6-2;3 l;lo 2;0 <l:0-2:6 l;8 1;6 l;6-2;0

{tb 1;9-3;0 2;3 t;10 <1;3-3;0 1:l I 2;0 2;6-3;6

w 1;9-3;0 )-a 2;0 l;7-2;3 l;11 2;0 l;6-?;o

J l;9-2;9 ).4 ).7 1;6-2;2 1;lo l;9 2;6-3;6

f 1;9-3;0 2;4 2;3 1;9-2;8 1:11 l;9 2;6-3:6

S 2;0-3;7 2;4 2;3 l;7-3;6 ).) l:11 2;6-3;6

kj l;9-3;6 2;6 2;6 1;8-3;6 2;6 2;4 nJa

v 1;8- 2;7+ 2;6+ l;9-4;6 3;2 3;2 3;6-4;6

r 2;3-3;0 ).'7 1.1 1;l I 2;11 3;0 4;6-

I 2:0-3;6 ).q ).q l;7-3;6 2;6 2;6 3:6-4:6

tl 2;6-4;6 3;3 3;3 l;8-3;6 2;7 2;6 3;6-4;6

dg <2;6- 3;1+ 3;o+ l;9- 2;5+ 2;6+ 3:6-4:6

I 2;6- 3;7+ 3;6+ l;9- 3;1+ 3;o+ 3;6-4;6

Z l; l0- :F {( 3;6- * {. 4:6'

gI {< d( * * rF # nla

5
* + + * * * 4;6-

e * * * * * * 4;6-

6 * * + * !& * 4;6-

h * + {< + * {. 2;0-2;6
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In comparing both groups with Grunwell's profile of phonological development for
children acquiring English, noticeable similarities in the order of acquisition are
revealed. The main differences are that in Grunwell's profile, M, /gl and lrloccur later
than in the two groups studied here. For the two groups there is no evidence of
acquisition of lhl up to the age of 4;6, whereas this segment is acquired between 2;0 and
2;6 by children leaming English according to Grunwell. This is probably influenced by
the non-phonemic status of N in JC.

Syllable .final consonants
The comparison chart for the syllable-final consonants of both groups is presented as

Table 5.14. Unlike Table 5.13, Grunwell's profile of phonological development is not
included because Grunwell did not distinguish between the two syllable positions. There
are also differences in the ages of acquisition of syllable-final consonants between the
two groups. However, in this case the differences are more equally distributed with 9
segments being acquired earlier by the Post-Sec group and 7 being acquired earlier by
the Pre-Sec group.
As was the case for the syllable-initial comparison, there are striking similarities
between the two groups in terms of the acquisition sequence. The results of the two
statistical tests for conelation of rankings both found that the correlation of the rankings
of both groups was significant at the l% level, two tailed (Rho:.977, p<.01).
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able 5 4 Ia le-linal consonants of both erou
Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

n l:6-2:3 l:11 2;0 l;3-2;0 1;6 1;3

t 1;7-2;3 1:i 1 ).(\ 1:7'2;0 1;9 l;9

s l;6-2;6 2;l ).') 1;8-2;6 1;lo l;9

p 1;6-3;0
,) .") 2;6 l:6-2:6 2;0 2;0

I 2;0-2;6 2;4 ).\ l;7-3;6 ?.q ?.0
- t-

k l;9-3;7 ).\ 2:0 l;6-2;0 1;9 1;9

m l;9-3:6 ?.( )-a 1;l-2;0 L;7 l;7

! I;11-3;7 2;6 )-\ 1;9-4;6 2;ll 2;8

r 1;10-3;3 2;6 2;6 1;9-3;6 2;6 ?.?

(r
b 2:0-3;6 2;8 2;6 l;8-3;6 1.O 2;8

d z;o-3;7 2;8 2;8 l;5-3;6 ?.o 2;70

Z, l;9-3;7 7.q 2;8 l;9-3:6 2;lo 3;0

b ).'1, - 2;10+ 2;9+ 1;9 - 2;4+ ?.o+

v 2;6- 3;1+ 2;9+ 2;2-3;6 ,.o 2;6

I l;11-4;6 3;4 3;7 1;9-3;6 2;4 2;0

rl l;9-4;6 3;4 3;8 j.o- 3;6+ 3;6+

f 3;3- + + l:l I + *

d5 4;3' ,F * 3;6- * *

3
* * + * * *

e + a {. * t d(

6 * * * * ,t *

Vowels
In Table 5.15 the relevant data for the comparison of the acquired vowels of the children
of the two groups are presented. Again, there is no comparison with Grunwell's profile
of children learning English, since she did not include vowels in her table. ln keeping
with the pattem seen with the consonants, the Post-Sec group acquire more segments
earlier then do the Pre-Sec group. However, also in keeping with the trend, the
differences are in most cases not significant for claiming that group related factors
caused the differences.
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Table 5.15: Vowels of both groups
Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

a <l;0-l;6 1:l l;0 <1;0- 1;3 l;2 t"2

a: 1;3-1;6 l;5 l;6 1;3-l;6 1;5 l;5

I <l;0-2;0 1;6 1;6 <l;0-1;6 1;3 l;2

l:3-2;4 l;7 l;6 l;3-2;0 1;6 1;6

A l:6-2;0 l;10 l;8 1;5-2;3 1;8 1;7

U l;6-3;0 1:11 l;9 t;6-2:9 2;0 l:l I

u 1;6-3;6 ).) 1;l I (l;3-2;0 l;8 l:7

€ 1;9-3;0 )-) 2;0 <l;0-2;9 l;7 1;6

I€ l;9-2;9 ?.? 2;6 1;9-3;6 2;7 2;8

AI l:9-3:,7 2;4 2;0 <l:0-2;9 1;lo 1;lo

AU 2;0- 2;8+ 2;9+ <2;6 - * *

3 l;10-3;7 2;lo 2;9 1;l l-3;6 2;8 2;9

e 2;o- 3;o+ 2;3+ 1;6-3;0 ?.o 2;8

o 2;6- 3;l+ 3;o+ l;8-3;6 2;5 2:8

UA 2:0-4;6 3;l 3;3 l;9- 3;o+ 3;o+

f, * * * <2;6 - * ,t

Both groups continue to display similarities of sequence. There were a few

differences: /u/ occurred later in the rankings for the Post-Sec group and /e/,|ail and lol
occur earlier. The statistical tests found the correlation between the rank orders of the

two groups to be significant at the lYolevel, two tailed (Rho:.893, p<.01). With this
level of significance, it is appropriate to construct a single profile of phoneme

development stages for all the children in the study. This is done, as was done for
Raymond, by starting with the stages of development that Grunwell uses, and

incorporating the relevant data from the study that corresponds to those stages. This

general profile of the phoneme inventory development stages is presented in Table 5.16.
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G eralisedable 5.16: Gen eme invento t nrolrle lbr aII children.
Stage Initially Finally Vowels

Stage
I

0;9-l:6

b d a

Stage
II

l;6-2;0

m
pb

n
td k

n
t

iru
SA

a

Stage
III

2io-2;6

mn
pb td
fs
wj

kg
m n

p t
s

k
I I UU

€A
a

IE

Stage
IV

2;6-3;0

m n
p b t d tldgkjkg
f v s

w rl j

m n 3
p td kg

v sz t
rl

IIUU
EE A O

I€

a

AI

Stage
v

3;0-3;6

m n

p b t d tldSkjkg
f v s J
w rl j

m n U

kgp tdtl
v sz t

rl

rluu
etAo

I€

a

ar

Stage
VI

3;64;6

m n

p b t d tldSkjkg
f v s J
w rl j

mnD
p tdtJ kg

v sz !
rl

i r uu
e€ A o

a

IT AI

Stage
vII

4;6-

m
pb
fv
w

n

t d tJdSkjkg
sJ
rl j

mn0
p tdtJ kg

v sz I
rl

ir
CE A

UU
o

a

It al

Not
acquired
up to 4;6

gl
hoa j

z

b dg

f 3
J

AU

Note that there are no new segments presented as acquired in this table between the ages

of 3;6 and 4;6. There are individual children who show evidence of acquiring segments
between these ages, however, there are insufficient children who acquire the same
segments at these ages for them to be reflected when converted to group data.

5.4 Summary

ln this chapter the first half of the results of the study were presented. Syllable structure
development and acquisition of segments were discussed. The results so far give initial
indications of how the acquisition of the phonological structures of Jamaican takes places
(see Question la in $a.2). ln looking at the syllable structure development path for the
twenty primary children in the project, there was individual variation in the ages at
which the various stages were acquired. However, it is also equally clear that all the
children follow a similar development path in terms of the sequence of acquisition.
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There are no significant differences between the two groups for the order of acquisition
of each stage. This allowed the structuring of a five-stage profile, which includes as the
fifth stage the acquisition of syllabic consonants. This profile is quite similar to the
profiles outlined by Grunwell (1982) and Fikkert (1994) and appears to be following the
general pattern predicted universally.

The discussion of the two groups' segment inventory development paths begins to
address the question of whether there are notable differences in the process of
phonological acquisition between the two groups of children (see Question lb in $a.2),
There is a definite pattem of difference in the ages of acquisition of segments, but these are

not significant for an assumption of group related factors. As far as variation is concemed,

the majority of the children in both groups acquired both the JE and JC phoneme variants.
This suggests that most of the c.hildren are developing as bilinguals but this requires further
analysis for confirmation.

To address these and the remaining questions more adequately the results conceming
feature acquisition, the use of phonological processes and the effect of variation in the input
are necessary. These are discussed in Chapter 6.





6 Results II

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 I discussed the acquisition of syllable structure and segments. The
developmental path of segments is useful in providing information on the phoneme
inventories of the children at different stages and allows for comparison with other
studies that focus on the acquisition of segments. However, data on segment
development also provide an essential step in determining the development of distinctive
features. Examining the development of distinctive features allows one to make more
general comments about the acquisition process than one would be able to by examining
only the development of segments. Similar points have been made in the literature (cf.
Ingram, 1976:29).

In this chapter I look at the acquisition of features and phonological processes, both of
which offer more of an insight into the nature of the overall phonological acquisition
process. Feature acquisition allows generalisations about the acquisition of segments,
whereas the use of phonological processes allows generalisations about both the syllable
structure and phoneme inventory development. The development of features is
discussed in $6.2 and phonological processes in $6.3. This and the results discussed in
Chapter 5, allow for a discussion of the answers to the research questions in $6.5, but not
before the variation in the input is discussed in $6.4. This particular issue is raised by

Question 3, which queries the extent to which features of the input affect acquisition.

6.2 Development of Features

6.2,1 Introduction

Before examining the data points at which various features are used distinctively, I again
show the distinctive features in question, that is, the phonological distinctive features of
the adult language (cf. $3.a.2). These are shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for consonants

and vowels respectively. It should be noted that the same lists are used to represent JC

and JE segment features. This is due to the fact that most of the segments are the same

for JC and JE. Where there are differences, they are noted in the table. For example, in
Table 6.1 it is noted that the palatal stops are distinctive in JC but not in JE, whereas the

dental fricatives and /h/ are phonemes of JE but not of JC.
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Table 6.1: Distinctive features of Jamaican consonants
Consonants PIace Manner Laryngeal

p ILabial]

b ILabial] IVoice]

t ICoronal]

d ICoronal] IVoice]

k IDorsal]

ob IDorsal] IVoice]

f ILabial] IContinuant]

v ILabial] IContinuant] IVoice]

s ICoronal] [Continuant] [Sibilant]

z ICoronal] [Continuant] [Sibilant] [Voice]

I IFront] [Continuant] [Sibilant]

3 IFront] [Continuant] [Sibilant] IVoice]

tt IFront] ISibilant]

d5 IFront] ISibilant] [Voice]

*kj IFront]
*gi IFront] IVoice]
**e ICoronal] IContinuant]

**6 ICoronal] IContinuant] IVoice]

m ILabial] ISonorant] [Nasal]

n ICoronal] ISonorant] [Nasal]

D IDorsal] ISonorant] [Nasal]

I ISonorant] [Lateral]

r [Sonorant] [Rhotic]

J IFront] ISonorant]

w IRound] ISonorant]

**h IContinuant]

Notes: *: JC (Basilect and Mesolect).
**: JE (Acrolect).
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The acquired features are determined by evaluating which are the minimum features
required to describe the child's phoneme inventory at a particular data point. For a

feature to be assessed as being acquired, it must be crucial for distinguishing between at
least two segments in the child's phoneme inventory at that data point. The semi-vowel
lw/ is distinguished with the vowel place feature [Round] in Table 6.1, based on its
interpretation as a phonetic vowel with consonantal phonological function. Similarly, /j/
is distinguished by [Front] and this feature is also used for the other palatal consonants.

In Table 6.2, orly monophthong vowels are treated since there is no consensus in the

literature on the treatment of diphthongs. Some diphthongs, such as lnl and /uzr/,

arguably function phonologically as single segments in JC, however their description
would still be based on their phonetic qualities as diphthongs. Resolving the issue of
how to treat the distinctive features of diphthongs is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. ln any case, the lack of such a treatment does not adversely affect the
analyses presented.

6.2.2 One Child's Feature Development

Raymond's phoneme inventory development profile is repeated in Table 6.3 for ease of
reference. As was done in Chapter 5 for both syllable structure development and the

acquisition of segments, I first look at the acquisition of distinctive features by one child.
This child is discussed in more detail than the remainder of the informants.

Table 6.2: Distinctive features of Jamaican vowels

JE (Acrolect)
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(X) : X is emerging (50% - 74%o conect realisations in the data). Bold: Acquired at this age.
X : X appears for the first time. tX] : X is not acquired nor emerging but appeared previously.
{X}= insuffrcient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 6.3: Phoneme inven t, by age, lbr Raymond (G
Ase Initiallv Finally Vowels
I;0

(d)
I

F

l:l
{d}

I

{e} a

l;2
(n)b d

I

{e} a

l;3
{o}b td CI

!(r) u

l:4 !g
{p} b (0d t

U{i} r

l;6 {m} n

tplO) {t}(d) {t}
ti)(r) [u]

taa:
at

l;1 m {n}
(p)b t d (k)

J
G)

G)

0)

tus)
t

a

AI

(i)r u

lel

(ua)
ai

l;8 m {n}
tplb td k
{r} v
(-) {r}

(s){m} (d
(0

{u

(i) r (u) (u)
E4

aa:
ar {un}

l;10 (m) n
pb td {k}r v (Os
w {r}

mn{u}
ptk

s
r {l}

I

t

(u) (u)

^.aa:
{a} {ua}

(i)

l:11 mn
p b (0 {d} (k)
f {v} (s) {z}
{*} (r) O

{m} (n) I
{pitk(o s (dI

(r) tU

I I UU

lel (r)
aa:

(te) {ar} ua
2:0 m {n}

(p)b t d(qD k
f {v} (s){z}
(w) {r} I i

mn{u}
{p}tk
{f} s (z) I

/r\ II\

i r u{u}
(e)e A

aa:
I IIr

).7 mn
pb tdt/ k(s)
f {v} s {z}
w r li

mn9
pb td k
{f} {s} z I

{r} I I I

{i}t uu
e€ {a}

aa:
lt

2:6 m {n}
pb t d ttll Eik(e)
f{v} s{z}I
w {ril i

mnu
{p} {u} t {d} k g

{f} szl
/r\ I

i r uu
{e}e A g

aai
IF 

'I 
ITA

2;9 mn
pb t dltl kj kg
f {v} s {z} {I}
w r illi

{m}nU
pb td kg
{f} s {z} I

{r} {l}

I I UU

{e}e n o

aai
re ar (nu) (ua)

3;0 mn
pb t d tJ kj kg
f{v} s {z} I
w r {l}i

mnu
p{b} t d k g

{f} s z {l}
r {l}

I I UU

{e}e A o

aa:
It ar (zru) (ua)
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The features acquired at each of the data points in Table 6.3, are presented in Table
6.4.

able 6.4: Ii'eature acouisition G
Age Features
1;0 [Low], [High]

1:l

l;2 [Labial], [Coronal], [Consonantal]

1;3 [Voice], [Tense]

l;4 ISonorant]

l;6

l;7 [Continuant], [Front],

1;8 IDorsal]

l;10 [Nasal], [Rhotic]

L:l I

2;0 [Lateral] [Round]

2;3 ISibilant]

2;6

?.q

3;0

At the first data point, age l;0, Raymond was determined to have acquired the
segments la/ and /rl. At first glance he appeared to have acquired lel as well, but as was

pointed out in $5.3, there was evidence at data points 1;7 and l;11 that it was not yet
acquired. Therefore, acquisition of lelwas determined to have occurred at the next data

point at which there was evidence of acquisition, that is 2;0 (cf. $5.3.1). The features

tHighl and [Low] are required to distinguish between the acquired vowels lal and |il.
Both features are required in this case because the full inventory includes vowels that are
non-[High] and non-[Low]. If the inventory being acquired did not have mid vowels
then one of these features would have been sufficient to distinguish between the acquired
la/ and hl.

At the age of l;1, no new segments are acquired. At l;2 Raymond acquires /b/ and

also /d/, which was previously emerging. The feature [Consonantal] is required to
distinguish between these consonants and the previously acquired vowels. The features

[Labial] and [Coronal] distinguish the consonants from each other. At 1;3, /a:l,li/ arrd ltl
are acquired. la:l and lilare each distinguished from the previously acquired lal and /t/,
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respectively by the feature [Tense]. The feature [Voice] distinguishes /t/ from the other
two consonants, but from /dl in particular. The feature [Sonorant] is required at l;4 to
distinguish between the newly acquired lmJ and, the other consonants previously
acquired. Although /n/ is acquired at 1;6, no additional features are assumed at this data
point because the features required to distinguish between lm/ and lnl, fLabial] and

[Coronal], have already been acquired. The acquisition of lol at l;7 implies also the

acquisition of the feature [Front], which is required to distinguish /u/ from the other high

vowels. At the same data point, the feature [Continuant] is required to distinguish the
newly acquired /f/ from the previously acquired obstruents, /b/, lN and ltl. At the 1;8

data point, the feature [Dorsal] is acquired which distinguishes the newly acquired fl</

from lt/. To distinguish the newly acquired lt/ from the low and high vowels no new

feature is required. ltt/ lacks both the features [High] and [Low], which would

distinguish it, but these were already acquired. The voiced fricative lv/ is also acquired
at 1;8, but with [Voice] already having been acquired, no additional feature acquisition
needs to be assumed to account for the distinction between this and ifl. [Nasal] and

[Rhotic] are the next features to be acquired by Raymond at the age of l;10, to
distinguish lrl fromthe other sonorants, namely the nasals. At the age of l;1 l, the data
suggest that /J/ and lg are acquired syllable finally. However, there is no need for the

acquisition of additional features to be assumed because the features [Front] and [Velar],
which distinguish them from other fricatives and nasals, respectively, have already been
acquired. The next features for which there is evidence of acquisition are [Lateral] and

[RoundJ, which occur at the age af 2;0. The feature [Lateral] is required to distinguish
the lU from /r/ and the feature [Round] distinguishes the glide /w/ from ljl. The final
feature to be acquired by Raymond is [Sibilant], which is required to distinguish the
affricate ltl from lkjl at the age of 2;3.

6.2.3 The Pre-Sec Group

The data points at which the different features were acquired were determined for all the
children as is shown above for Raymond. These data points are presented in Table 6.5,
in addition to the age range, mean and median ages for the acquisition of each feature.
The features are organised in the table according to the apparent order of acquisition
based on the mean ages. Raymond's data is included in Table 6.5 in the second column
under the alphanumeric code Gl1. This can be compared with the information in Table
6.4, in order to see how the data are presented.

The most striking observation in looking at the group data in Table 6.5 is that the
majority of the distinctive features were acquired before the age of 2;0. In fact, except
for the feature fSibilantJ, all the children in the older sub-group showed evidence of
having acquired the features at or before their first recording. The individual exception
is Alison's acquisition of [Rhotic] at the age of 3;0. This suggests that although the
children have not acquired all the adult phonemes at this point, they have acquired most
of the building blocks required for the complete adult segment inventory. All that is left
for them to do after this point is to leam to combine these feaftres in more complex
ways. This is not surprising as other studies, including Grunwell (1982), show a similar
pattem.



able 6.5: Feature development lor the Pre-Sec
G

1l

G

l2

G

l3

G

l4

G

15

G

2t

G
.,,

G

23

G

24

G

25

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

Consonantal l:2 l;3 <l;0 l;6 <l;0 <l;0-1;6 l:2 l;2

Coronal l:2 1;5 <1;0 1;6 <l;0 <l;0-1;6 l;4 1;2

Labial l;2 l;5 <I;0 l;6 <l;0 <l;0-1;6 l;4 l:2

Low <1;0 l;8 1;6 l;6 l;3 <1;0-1;8 1;5 l;6

High <1;0 l;8 1;6 1;6 l;3 <1;0-l;8 l;5 l;6

Sonorant l;4 1;5 l;9 2:0 <l;0 <l;0-2;0 1;6 l;5

Voice l:3 l;lo l;6 1;lo <l;0 <1;0-l;10 l;6 I;6

Tense l;3 l;8 l;6 2;O l;6 l;3-2;0 l;7 l;6

DorsaI l;8 l:11 1;9 l;lo I;3 l;3-l;1 I l;8 l;9

Front l;7 l;8 l;6 2;0 l;9 l;6-2;0 1;9 l;8

Continuant l;7 2;6 2;6 2;0 1;3 7;3-2;6 2;0 2;0

Round 2;O l;8 2;6 2;3 l;9 l;8-2;6 2;O 2;0

Nasal l;lo 2;6 ?-q 2:6 2:0 l;1O-2;9 2;4 2;6

Lateral 2;O 2;6 2;9 2;6 2;0 2;0-2;9 2;4 2;6

Rhotic l;lo * 2;6 ?.o 3;0 l;10->3;0 2;6+ 2;8+

Sibilant 2;3 2;9 ,t 2:O l;9 3;3 3;6 3;7 3;6 l;9-3:'7 2;9+ 3;o+

6, RESULTS II

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.

^ - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year;month
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.

The most impressive performer of the group is Troy (Gl5), who had acquired five
features by his first recording at l;0 and this had increased to eight by the age of 1;3. At
the opposite end of the scale was Tonya, who showed evidence of acquiring her first
distinciive feature at l;616. The age range column in the table shows the extent of
individual variation, which ranges from a difference of 6 months for features such as

[Consonantal], [Coronal] and [Labial], to 22 months difference for the feature [Sibilant].
In general the features that are acquired earlier tend to have less individual variation in
the ages of acquisition than those that are acquired later.

6.2.4 The Post-Sec Group

The feature acquisition profiles for the children in the Post-Sec group are presented in
Table 6.6, using the same analysis and presentation methodology used for the Pre-Sec

group in the previous section. Three of the individual time points for feature acquisition

that are presented in the table were not included in the group's age-range figures nor

16 Tonya's shyness and the resulting small data based for her first set of recordings was

discussed in Chapter 5.

133
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used in the calculations of the averages. These extreme ages would distort the mean
ages since the data sets are small (cf. $a.8.8). As has been the form in this dissertation,
shaded cells mark these ages. Two of the excluded ages of feature acquisition are the

ages at which Nathan (G22) appeared to have acquired the features [Rhotic] and

[Sibilant]. In the case of [Rhotic] this was apparently acquired by Nathan at 3;6. All the

other children in the older sub-group had acquired this feature at or before their first
recording at the age of 2;6.

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
" - Acquisition before the first recording and excluded from calculations.
Age - Year;month

- Extreme value omitted from calculations

The data also suggest that he acquired the feature [Sibilant] at the age of 4;6, whereas the
other members of the sub-group acquired it at or before the Iirst or second recording.
The other omission from the group calculations is the age at which Karel (L23)
apparently acquired the feature [Lateral]. This was again a case of an age of 3;6 being
noted for him compared to the other children of the sub-group who acquired the feature
at or before the first recording at2;6.

Except for the extreme ages noted above, fifteen of the seventeen features were
acquired by all the children of the older sub-group at or before their first recording. The
notable exception is the feature [Sibilant]. In the previous section it was noted that one
child had acquired eight features by the age of l;3. In the Post-Sec group there are even

Table 6.6: Feature develonmeut or the Post-Sec
L

1l

L

t2

L

l3

L

t4

L

15

L

2t

L

22

L

23

L

24

L

25

Age

Range

Mean

Age

Median

Consonantal <1;0 <l;0 <1;3 <1;0 <l;3 <l;0-<l;3 <l:2 <1;0

Coronal l:l <l;0 l;6 l;5 <l;3 <l;0-l;6 l;3 <l;3

Labial 1;1 <l;0 l;6 l;5 <l;3 <l;0- l;6 l;3 <l;3

Low l;2 <l;0 <l;3 l;2 <l;3 <l;0-<l;3 <1:2 1;2

High l;2 <l;0 <l;3 1;2 <1;3 <1;0-<1;3 <1;2 l:2

Sonorant 1;3 <1:0 2;0 2:0 <l;3 <1;0-2;0 1;5 l;3

Voice l;6 l:l l;8 l;5 <l;3 l;1-1;8 1.,4 l;5

Tense l:5 l;6 l;6 2;0 l;6 l;5-2;0 l:7 l;6

Dorsal 1;8 l;5 l;6 l;5 <1;3 <1;3-l;8 I;5 l;5

Front '1 .? l;6 l;8 2;0 <1;3 l;2-<2:0 l;6 l;6

Continuant 1.? l;7 2;0 1;9 l;6 l;3-2;0 l;7 l:7

Round 1:7 1;7 2;3 2;0 l;9 l;7-2;3 l;lo l;9

Nasal 1;9 l;7 2:3 2:O l;9 l;7-2;3 l;lo l;9

Lateral l;lo l;7 3;0 2:6 1;9 3;6 l;7-3;0 ).) 1;9

Rhotic l;9 1:11 2;3 2;O 2"9 1;6 l;9-2:9 1.1 2:0

Sibilant l;8 l;9 2;0 3;0 l;9 4;6 3;6 3;6 l;8-3;6 2;5 2;0
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more outstanding examples with Sharon acquiring nine, Karl acquiring eight and Teresa
acquiring six features by that age. There is also extensive individual variation in this
goup. Differences between the children, in the ages of acquisition of features, range
from as little as three months difference up to 22 months. Again the features that are
acquired earlier show less variation in the ages of acquisition than the features that are
acquired later.

6.2.5 Comparison of the Groups

To allow for further comparisons between the groups, the age rillges, means and
medians are presented together in Table 6.7.

forable 6.7: Ase range and averases for feature br both
Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group

Age
Ranse

Mean
Ase

Median Age
Ranse

Mean
Ape

Median

Consonantal <1;0-l;6 l;2 l;2 <l;0-<l;3 <1;2 <l;0

Coronal <1;0-1;6 l;4 L;2 <l;0-1;6 1;3 <1;3

Labial <1;0-1;6 l;4 l;2 <l;0-1;6 1;3 <l;3

Low <l;0-l;8 1;5 1;6 <l;0-<l;3 <l;2 l;2

High <l;0-l;8 l;5 I;6 <1;0-<1;3 <l;2 l;2

Sonorant <l;0-2;0 l;6 1;5 <l;0-2;0 l;5 1;3

Voice <l;0-l;10 l;6 1;6 1;l-l;8 l;4 1;5

Tense \3-2:A 7;7 l;6 l;5-2;0 l;7 l;6

Dorsal l;3-1;l 1 l;8 l;9 <l;3-1;8 1;5 l;5

Front l;6-2;0 l;9 l;8 l;2-<2;0 l;6 l;6

Continuant 7;3-2;6 2;0 2;0 l;3-2;0 l;7 l;7

Round l;8-2;6 2;0 ?;o l;7-2;3 1;10 1;9

Nasal 1;10-2;9 2;4 2;6 l;7-2;3 1;lo 1;9

Lateral 2;0-2;9 2;4 2;6 l;7-3;0 ).) 1;9

Rhotic l;10->3;0 2;6+ 2;8+ l;9-2;9 ).) 2;0

Sibilant l:9-3;7 2;9+ 3;o+ 1;8-3;6 2:5 2;0

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
X+ - Age X could be higher if the other children acquire later.
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The situation is much more conclusive as far as the sequence of acquisition of
features is concerned. There is a significant similarity in the order in which the features
are acquired. Both Pearson's Rank Correlation and Spearman's Rho indicate that the

orders of acquisition of features by the two groups are siguificantly similar at the I %
level, fwo tailed. This was calculated using the mean ages. With this in mind, a single
order of acquisition, by feature categories, can be proposed for all the children in the
project, as presented in (1). The symbol'<'indicates that the feature to the left of the
symbol is acquired before the feature to its right.

For the primary place features, [Coronal] and [Labial] are acquired before [Dorsal].
In fact, in all the cases studied, [Coronal] and [Labial] were acquired simultaneously.
There were no cases where either of these had to be contrasted with a dorsal segment

before being contrasted with each other. The secondary place features were acquired in
the order of [Low] and [High] followed by [Front] and then [Round] by both groups.

Order of acquisition by feature categories.

a. Place

(1)

(Primary featwes):

(Secondary features):

b. Manner

(Primary features):

(Secondary features):

coronal, labial < dorsal.

low, high < front < round.

consonantal < sonorant < continuant < sibilant.

tense ( nasal < lateral < rhotic.

The primary manner features are acquired in the order [Consonantal], [Sonorant],
[Continuant] then [Sibilant]. The secondary manner features begin with [Tense]
followed by [Nasal], [Lateral] and then [Rhotic]. The presentation of the feature groups
in (1) is not intended to suggest that the features of a particular type (for example the
place features) are acquired immediately after each other in the overall sequence. The
overall sequence does not involve all features of a particular node being acquired one
after the other, but rather an intermixing of features of different types (manner and
place). [Consonantal] is the first feature to be acquired overall.

6.3 Phonological Processes

6.3.1 Introduction

The phonological processes that are discussed in this section are as follows in (2):



(2)
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Phonological processes.

Reduplication: The child form consists of a single form that includes the
repetition of all or part of the target form.

Stopping: Continuants (fricatives) in the target form are realised as non-
continuants (stops) in the child form.

Velar fronting: Dorsal segments are realised as coronals or labials.

Palatal fronting: Palatal consonants are realised as coronal consonants.

Syllable deletion: A multi-syllabic form is realised with fewer syllables.

Final consonant (cons) deletion: The final consonant of a form is not
realised.

g. Consonant harmony: The feature make-up of a consonant is replaced,
partially or fully, by another consonant in the syllable.

h. Context sensitive (CS) voicing: Voiceless consonants are realised as their
voiced counterparts, usually syllable initially.

i. Gliding: A segment (usually a liquid) is realised as a glide.

j. Cluster reduction: A Consonant cluster is realised with fewer consonants.

k. Vocalisation: A Consonant (usually a syllable-final liquid) is realised as

a semi-vowel or vowel.

Dental fricative (fric) substitution (subs): Dental fricatives are realised as

another obstruent (usually a stop).

/h/ deletion: /h/ is not realised.

In order to determine the extent to which the children use phonological processes, the

percentage use of a process relative to the number of contexts in which it could apply is

calculated. The classification of the frequency of use of the processes is repeated in (3)

for convenience (cf. $4.S.5). The data points that were examined for use of phonological
processes are from l;6 to 4;6 at six monthly intervals, except for the exclusion of the 4;0

data point. This data point is only available for one child in each group since the data for
most of the older children were transcribed at yearly intervals (cf' $a.7).

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

L

rn.
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Classification of frequency of phonological process use.

Over 75Yo - Full usage.

50% - 74Yo - Regular usage.

25% - 49% - Inconsistent usage.

t% - 25%

0%

Sporadic usage.

Absent

6.3.2 One Child's Development

As is the pattern developed in this dissertation, I discuss firstly the usage of phonological
processes of one child in order to provide an actual example of how the figures are

arrived at for the discussion of the group data. Raymond's percentage use of each of the
phonological processes is presented in Table 6.8, covering the data points l;6,2;0,2;6
and 3;0. His score for the use of each process, which is used to calculate the percentage
use, is also shown.

The score is represented by the number of times a process is applied over the number
of contexts in which it could possibly have been applied. Where there are possible
contexts for the use of a process, but no evidence of the process being applied, this is
indicated by zero in both the score and percentage cells. No denominator is indicated for
that score because zero usage will result in zero percentage irrespective of the number of
possible contexts to which it could have been applied. This is seen, for example, in the
first case of the score and percentage use of reduplication at the age of 1;6 by Raymond
in Table 6.8. Of course one could argue that indicating how often a process could have
been used could give an indication of possible avoidance of utterances that would have
necessitated the use of a phonological process at that point. However, for this study, no
tests were administered for the purpose of determining whether any parlicular lack of use
of a process was due to avoidance or some other factor.

Where there is no evidence of the use of a process and, more significantly, no
evidence of the contexts in which they could occur, this is marked with an asterisk. For
example, there was never a context observed in which Raymond would have used the
dental fricative substitution and ftrl deletion processes as the affected segments were not
observed in the adult model. The processes are arranged in the rough order of least
frequently used at the top of the table with more frequently used processes below. Those
processes for which there was no evidence of usage are placed at the bottom. In this
case these are dental fricative substitution and /h/-deletion. There was no evidence of
dental fricative nor lW usage in the speech of Raymond's primary caregiver and
therefore the absence of evidence of the related processes in Raymond's speech is not
surprising.
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mond'able 6.8: Ravmondns Dercentase use of
Age l;6 2;0 2;6 3;0

Score o,t
,to Score o/

.to Score o.//o Score o/o

Reduplication 0 0 10/90 11 0 0 0 0

Stopping 1/3 33 3t23 r3 4130 13 0 0

Velar fronting * * 2lt8 ll 0 0 0 0

Palatal fronting U2 50 0 0 0 0 0 0

Syllable deletion 315 60 sl30 t7 0 0 0 0

Final cons deletion t5/17 88 616',1 10 y6l 2 2194 2

Consonant harmony !t {. 8t2l 38 U7 t4 0 0

CS Voicing 2/5 40 tv23 49 0 0 0 0

Gliding 4t8 50 l/10 l0 6t22 27 0 0

Cluster reduction 717 100 t0lt2 83 6lt6 38 0 0

Vocalisation * * * * 315 60 2/2 100

Dental fric subs. i. ,1. * * {. ;f :r *

/h/ deletion * ,r * * !f * * *

Notes: * - No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.

The classification of Raymond's use of phonological processes at each data point,
based on the evidence of his percentage usage, is presented in Table 6.9. The cases of
sporadic usage and absence are printed in italics in order to make it easier to identify the
points at which each process is no longer used or not used to any significant extent.
There is no evidence of usage of the process of reduplication at or before the l;6 data

point. Stopping, velar fronting, syllable deletion and final consonant deletion show
evidence of insignificant usage by Raymond at the age of 2;0. Palatal fronting is absent

from that same age. At 2;6, the evidence suggests that consonant harmony is used

sporadically for the first time and context sensitive voicing is absent. Gliding and cluster
reduction were absent at 3;0. Although gliding was first used sporadically at 2;0,
Raymond showed evidence of greater, inconsistent, usage at 2;6 and therefore the 3;0
data point was taken as the point at which he no longer significantly used the gliding
process. Further support for this conclusion can be taken from Table 6.8, which shows
that at 3;0 the gliding process was not used at all, or rather, there was no evidence to that

effect. At the final recording for Raymond the vocalisation process was, based on the

evidence, still in full use, that is, in excess of 75% usage. As mentioned above, there
was no evidence of any attempt at the use of a dental fricative or N in Raymond's data

and consequently no use ofthe related processes.



able 6.9: Ravmond's status of ical nrocesses at each data noint
Age l;6 2;0 2;6 3;0

Reduplication Absent Sporadic Absent Absent

Stopping Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Absent

Velar fronting * Sporadic Absent Absent

Palatal fronting Regular Absent Absent Absent

Syllable deletion Regular Sporadic Absent Absent

Final cons deletion Full Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Consonant harmony {( lnconsistent Sporadic Absent

CS Voicing Inconsistent Inconsistent Absent Absent

Gliding Regular Sporadic lnconsistent Absent

Cluster reduction Full Full lnconsistent Absent

Vocalisation t * Regular Full

Dental fric subs. * * * *

/h/ deletion + * * :l
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Ra d,

Notes: rF - No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.
Bold - Evidence of above 50% usage of a process.

6.i.3 The Pre-Sec Group

The data concerning the percentage use of the phonological processes by the entire Pre-
Sec group is presented in Table 6.10. The range of percentage use for all the children in
the group and the mean percentage is presented for each data point from 1;6 to 4;6, at six
monthly intervals except between 3;6 and 4;6, as discussed above. There are two cases

where the figures given are based on one child's use of the processes, because the other
children showed no evidence of these processes or the contexts in which they could
occur at that data point. They are marked with an asterisk. These are both at the 1;6
data point for the processes of consonant harmony and vocalisation. As was done in
Raymond's case, the processes are grouped in a rough sequence with the least frequently
used at the top. This table shows the extent of the variation that can exist between the
individual children. There are four cases of variation from zero to 100 percent use.



Table 6.10: Pre-Sec percentage range and mean use of phonological processes in age

Age l;6 2;0 2;6 3;0 3;6 4;6

Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean

Reduplica-
tion

0-3 I 0-l I 3 0-0 0 0-0 0 0-0 0 0-0 0

Velar
frontins

0-0 0 0-l I 2 0-22 3 0-0 0 0-0 0 0-0 0

Syllable
deletion

0-60 2s t-t7 5 0-10 2 0-0 0 0-7 0-0 0

Palatal
frontins

0-100 38 0-25 r0 0-0 0 0-40 8 0-0 0 0-0 0

Final cons.
deletion

0-100 58 3-3 I l3 2-14 6 0-29 l4 0-14 5 0-2 I

Consonant JJ 33' 0-50 29 0-46 l2 0-9 2 0-33 l3 0-20 7

C S Voicing 0-r0 35 l 3-r 00 61 0-29 8 0-t I 4 0-4 0-20 7

Stopping 29-75 50 0-86 35 0-78 25 0-20 4 0-4 o-20 7

Glidiug 50-80 65 l0-78 54 0-64 25 0-70 25 0-20 4 0- 10 3

Vocalisa-
tion

100' I 00' 75-t 00 94 0-100 34 0-r00 80 0-0 0 0-0 0

Cluster
reduction

83- I 00 96 83- l 00 92 t7-91 56 0-83 47 6-43 32 0-35 t5

Dental fric,
substitution

*

/h/ deletion * *
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Notes: :r' - No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.
Xi - The figure X is based on one informant only.

A better picture of how the use of the processes change over time can be seen from the

classification of the mean percentage usage for each process at each data point. This is

presented in Table 6.11, using the same notation as was used for the similar table for
Raymond above.

Again the pattern of use of the processes can be easily seen with the processes being
grouped roughly according to diminishing use of each process at each data point. As

expected, the use of the processes declines in general with increase in age. The use of
the reduplication and velar fronting processes are already sporadic and absent,

respectively, at the age of 1;6 for this group. Palatal fronting, syllable deletion and final
consonant deletion show sporadic use by the age of 2;0. However, final consonant

deletion was in regular use at the previous data point as opposed to the other two
processes, which were already showing inconsistent usage at that data point, according

to the evidence. Sporadic use of consonant harmony and context sensitive voicing is

noted at2;6, foltowed by sporadic use of stopping at 3;0. Gliding and vocalisation are

used sporadically and are absent, respectively, at 3;6, although the group showed

evidence of full usage of vocalisation up to 3;0.



Table 6.1l: Pre-Sec use of phonological processes by classification in age groups based on
mean u

Age 1;6 2;0 2;6 3;0 3;6 4;6

Reduplica-
tion

Sporadic Sporadic Absent Absent Absent Absent

Velar
frontins

Absent Sporadic Sporadic Absent Absent Absent

Syllable
deletion

lnconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Absent Sporadic Absent

Palatal
frontins

Inconsistent Sporadic Absent Sporadic Absent Absent

Final cons.
deletion

Regular Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Consonant
harmonv

Inconsistent Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

C S Voicing Inconsistent Regular Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Stopping Regular Inconsistent Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Gliding Regular Regular Inconsistent Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic

Vocalisation Full Full Inconsistent Full Absent Absent

Cluster
reduction

Full Full Regular Inconsistent Inconsistent Sporadic

Dental fric.
substitution

* *

/h/ deletion * +

t42 R. MEADE ACQUISITION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

Notes: rF - No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.
Bold - Evidence of above 50olo usage of a process.

The final process for which there is evidence of use is cluster reduction. This is used

sporadically only from the a5e of 4;6. None of the children in this group showed any
evidence of any attempts at a dental fricative or lW, in keeping with the lack of these

forms in the speech of their caregivers. Therefore, there was no evidence of the use of
the dental fricative substitution and the /h/ deletion processes for this group.

6.3.4 The Post-Sec Group

The ranges and means of percentage use of the phonological processes for the Post-Sec
group are presented in Table 6.12. As with the previous Soup, there is evidence of wide
variation in the use of the phonological processes between the individual children, with a

few cases ranging from zero to 100 percent usage. The order in which the processes are

listed is the same as used for the Pre-Sec $oup to allow for easier comparison of the two
groups. In any case, as will be seen in the next sub-section, the order of diminished use
of the processes is fairly similar for the two groups.



Table 6.12: Post-Sec percentage range and mean use of phonological processes in age

Age l;6 Z;0 2;6 3;0 3;6 4;6

Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range lVlean Range Mean

Reduplica-
tion

0-r9 6 0-4 I 0-0 0 0-2 0-0 0 0-0 0

Velar
frnnlino

0-100 25 0-l I 2 0-8 0-r3 3 0-0 0 0-14 4

Syllable
deletion

0-'7s t7 r-t3 6 0-56 l2 0-10 3 0-4 I 0-0 0

Palatal
frontinq

0-75 ,( 0-33 1l 0-100 26 0-0 0 0-33 9 0-17 6

Final cons.
deletion

25-86 55 r4-3 r 20 4-22 l3 0-r 3 7 6-26 t4 2-1A 7

Consonant
harmony

0-M l6 0-8 3 0-20 3 0-0 0 0-0 0 0-7

C S Voicing 0-42 25 0-40 21 0-33 ll 0-17 3 0-0 0 0-9 2

Stopping 0-60 36 0- l2 5 0-21 1 0-0 o 0-8 2 0-5 2

Gliding 0-r00 50 5-100 40 0-75 11 0-56 2l 0-23 5 0-l 8 7

Vocalisation * 50-t 00 75 0-r00 56 0-20 7 0-25 9 0-0 0

Cluster
reduction

64-r00 92 36-100 7'1 l 8-l 00 62 r 5-50 39 4-88 3',7 20-36 29

Dental fric.
substitution

r00-
100

100 100-
100

r00 100-
100

r00 r 00-
r00

r00 r 00-
r00

r00 69-1 00 92

/h/ deletion r00-
r00

r00 100-
r00

100 83- I 00 96 76-100 92 92-100 98 50-100 85
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Notes: No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.

This group shows evidence of the use of the dental fricative substitution and /h/ deletion
processes. However, this is better viewed in terms of the classification of the use of the

processes, which is presented in Table 6.13.

Here it is seen that these processes are in full use up to the last recording at 4;6.

However, a comparison with Table 6.12 shows that the use of the dental fricative
substitution process started to be reduced at or before the age of 4;6. At the first data

point of l;6, three processes were already being used sporadically, nzlmely,

reduplication, syllable deletion and consonant hannony. By 2;0 another four, velar
fronting, final consonant deletion, context sensitive voicing and stopping, were being

used sporadically. Palatal fronting also appeared to be used sporadically al2;O, but there

was evidence of increased usage at 2;6 and it was consistently absent/sporadic only from
3;0 onwards. Gliding and vocalisation were also used sporadically from 3;0. Although
the cluster reduction process usage was evidently reduced to inconsistent from 3;0, it
never showed sporadic usage at any point up to the final recording at 4;6.



Table 6.13: Post-Sec use of phonological processes by classification in age groups based on
mean

Age l;6 2;0 2;6 3;0 3;6 4;6

Reduplica-
tion

Sporadic Sporadic Absent Sporadic Absent Absent

Velar
frontins

Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Absent Sporadic

Sytlable
deletion

Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Absent

Palatal
frontins

Inconsistent Sporadic Inconsistent Absent Sporadic Sporadic

Final cons.
deletion

Regular Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Consonant
harmonv

Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Absent Absent Sporadic

C S Voicing Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic Absent Sporadic

Stopping Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Absent Sporadic Sporadic

Gliding Regular Inconsistent Inconsistent Sporadic Sporadic Sporadic

Vocalisation Full Regular Sporadic Sporadic Absent

Cluster
reduction

Full tr'uIl Regular Inconsistent lnconsistent Inconsistent

Dental fric.
substitution

Full Full Full Full Full Full

/h/ deletion Full Full Full Full Full Full

R. MEADE ACQUISITION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

Notes: 'r - No context observed for the use of this process at this data point.
Bold -Evidence ofabove 50%o usage ofa process.

6.3.5 Comparison of the Groups

I have been focusing mainly on the data points at which the processes start being used
sporadically or are absent. Such a data point reflects the main tuming point in the
acquisition process, as far as the acquisition of the structures related to the particular
process are concerned. In the same vein, it is on these particular points that I will focus
in comparing the use of processes by the two groups. In Table 6.14, the points at which
the various processes are f,1rst absent or used sporadically are presented for each group.

Only the first 11 processes in Table 6.14 allow comparison between the groups. Of
these 1 1, three are no longer being used or are used sporadically at the same mean age,

by both groups and two processes start to disappear in the Pre-Sec group earlier than in
the Post-Sec group. Velar fronting and cluster reduction are the two processes used
sporadically by the Pre-Sec group before they are so used by the Post-Sec group. Cluster
reduction is used sporadically at the age of 4;6 in the Pre-Sec group, while at that age it
is still used inconsistently by the Post-Sec Soup. A contributing factor to this may be
the fact that, ftom the data, the Post-Sec children attempted more cluster-types than did
the Pre-Sec group. This could be a direct consequence of the greater number of cluster-
types in the Post-Sec input. Additionally, six of the processes are stopped or used
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sporadically by the Post-Sec before they are used sporadically or stopped by the Pre-Sec
group.

This could be seen as supporting evidence for the observation in $5.3.5 that either
segments were acquired at the same ages for both groups, or they were acquired earlier
by the Post-Sec group. This, again, is an interesting observation that should be further
explored, but the present evidence is not significant and cannot support a claim that
differences between the groups result in different rates of phonological acquisition.
The order in which the groups discontinue the use of processes is similar, as has been
noted for the other aspects of phonological development examined. Using Spearmans'
Rho, the two sequences are significantly similar at the 5%o level, two tailed (Rho:.721,
p:.012). Using Pearson's rank correlation they are significantly similar at the lolo level,
two tailed (Rho:.868, p<.01). These were calculated using the ages with evidence of
first absence or sporadic usage of the processes, as presented in Table 6.14.

Table 6.14 Initial of absen ce or sDoraorc use rocesses
Processes Pre-Secondary Post Secondary

Reduplication l;6 1;6

Velar fronting 1;6 2;0

Syllable deletion 2:0 1;6

Palatal fronting 2;O 2;0

Final consonant deletion 2;0 2;0

Consonant harmony 2;6 l;6

Context Sensitive Voicing 2;6 2;0

Stopping 3;0 2;0

Gliding 3;6 3;0

Vocalisation 3;6 3;0

Cluster reduction 4;6 I

Dental fricative substitution * F

/h/ deletion {. F

Notes: t - No context obsenred for the use of this process at this data point.
I - Evidence of inconsistent usage at the last recording at 4;6.
F - Evidence of full usage at the last recording at 4;6.

Finally, as was noted above, although the dental fricative and /trl-deletion processes

are still in full use at 4;6, for the Post-Sec group, evidence of their usage indicates that at

least the related forms exist in the relevant adult speech and are being attempted by the

children and are likely to be acquired by them at some point in the future, from just
exposure to the caregiver's speech. On the other hand, there is no evidence of these

processes in the Pre-Sec group as a result of the related forms not being in the adult

radic of
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speech of that group. I assume therefore that they are unlikely to acquire these forms
until they are exposed to them from a source extemal to the home environment, in the
context of a second language variety. It will take further research to investigate these
assumptions.

6.4 Variation in the Input

The final issue to be considered from the data is whether there is an effect on the
acquisition process that could be attributed to variation in the input. This discussion is
based on four variables, namely dental stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop vs. velar stop
preceding a low vowel, /rc/ vs. lel and, /ud vs. lol (cf. $4.8.6). An example of each

variant is presented with an English gloss in (4).

Examples of four JC/JE variants.(4)

vs-

vs.b.

@at/

/!1lar/

/Qatl 'that'

[.arl 'car'

c. /bteU vs. /bpU 'bake'

d. fl,urtl vs. /bot/ 'boat'

ln each of these cases the first form is the JC variant and the second form the JE variant
in adult speeeh. A frequency count ofthe occurTence of each variant in the caregivers'
speech is done and then the percentage use of one of the variants is calculated. Since
these variables involve two variants each, then the calculation of the percentage usage of
one variant will by default also give the percentage use of the other variant. Only
variation between the variant-pairs mentioned here, in environments in which either of
the two is possible, are considered. In the following discussion, the percentage use of X
indicates the percentage use of the X variant of the X/Y variable, as opposed to the Y
variant. For example, the percentage use of dental stops for dental fricatives indicates
the use of the stops as opposed to the other variant, the dental fricatives.

The percentage use of the variants by the primary caregivers is calculated to get an
indication of whether there is variation in the use of the variables and if so, which variant
tends to be used more frequently. It is, however, not intended to suggest that the
calculated percentages are absolute representations of the exact usage of the variants by
these adults under all circumstances. A comparison is then made with the mean age of
acquisition of the variants by the children. This is aimed at getting an indication of
whether each group of children acquire a variant earlier if it occurs more frequently in
the input. Pye, Ingram and List (1987) suggest just such a relationship between
functional load and age of acquisition, after looking at initial consonant acquisition in
English and Quiche (K'iche, Guatemala).
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The percentage adult usage of one variant of each of the variable forms for the Pre-
Sec group is presented in Table 6.15.

Table 6.15: Pe ofJC the Pre-Sec ia rcen e use oI JU Yanants rn rnDut
Dent stops

for
Dent frics

Palatal
stons

lrcl luN

Caregiver-Gl1 100 100 82 85

Caregiver-G12 100 67 53 63

Caregiver-G13 100 67 78 80

Caregiver-Gl4 100 100 80 8s

Caregiver-G15 100 100 83 92

Caregiver-GZ1 100 100 94 92

Caregiver-G22 100 100 89 60

Caregiver-G23 100 86 80 93

Caregiver-G24 100 60 80 83

Caregiver-G25 100 75 90 75

Percentage range 100-100 60-100 53-94 60-93

Mean percentage 100 89 81 82

Median percentage 100 100 81 83

The table shows one variant of each pair of variants. It is seen immediately that there
is no evidence of the dental fricative variant being used by the caregivers in this group.
That is, there is no evidence of variation between the use of dental stop variants and

dental fricatives with which they vary. All contexts in which either would be possible
have dental stops. Half the group shows no evidence of variation in the use of palatal
stops, with the palatal stop variant being used in all contexts in which the velar variant
could have also been used. The other half of the adults shows evidence of variation with
the palatal stop variant being used more frequently than the velar variant. Therefore, the

general statement that can be made is that the palatal stop variant is more frequently used

in this group than the velar stop variant, before low vowels. The group results reflect
this in the mean percentage use of the palatal variant. Similarly, the adults in this group
use both of the diphthong variants more frequently than their singleton counterparts.
However, all the adults show variation in the use of the vowels.

The percentage use of the variants by the primary caregivers of the children in the
Post-Sec group is presented in Table 6.16. An interesting observation is that the Post-Sec

group not only shows lower percentage use of the JC variants but they are less consistent
than the Pre-Sec group. Although the JE variants are 'preferred' by most of the Post-Sec

caregivers there are a couple of cases of the JC variants being used more frequently than
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the JE variants. The Pre-Sec group, on the other hand, consistently 'favours' the JC

variants. In general there appears to be more variation in the Post-Sec group than in the

Pre-Sec group. This is not surprising if in fact they have a more complete command of
both JE and JC as was suggested in $3.3.2. Except for the primary caregiver of Kereen
(L21), all the caregivers show evidence of variation in the use of the dental fricative
variable. Kereen's caregiver used the dental fricative variant in all contexts in which it
could be used. This is in keeping with the general tendency of the group to use the
dental fricative variant more frequently than the dental stop variant where applicable.
However, two of the adults in this group, the primary caregivers of Davin (Ll3) and

Sharon (Ll5), show evidence of less frequent usage of the dental fricative variant than
the dental stop variant.

The general tendency in this group is to use the velar stop variant more frequently
than the palatal variant. This again is the opposite of what is noted for the Pre-Sec
group. Also, the same two caregivers who showed evidence of a different tendency from
the group in the use of dental fricatives, showed evidence of using the palatal stop
variant more frequently than the velar variant. In fact the tendency of these two
informants for all the variables is to show variation more like the Pre-Sec group than the
remainder of the Post-Sec group. They also showed evidence of the use of the diphthong
variants more frequently than the monophthong vowel variants.

of JC variants in the Post-Sec ircen use v n
Dent stops

for
Dent frics

Palatal stops lrcl ltsil

Caregiver-Lll 43 40 50 45

Caregiver-Ll2 T7 JJ JJ 30

Caregiver-L13 67 75 67 60

Caregiver-L14 55 45 50

Caregiver-L15 7t 75 70 67

Caregiver-L2l 0 JJ l0 0

Caregiver-L22 20 33 JJ 45

Caregiver-L23 t7 33 40 50

Caregiver-L24 3/ 40 50 45

Caregiver-L25 r8 33 25 33

Percentage range 0-71 33-75 t0-70 0-67

Mean percentage 32 43 42 43

Median percentage 26 JJ 43 45

Table 6.16 Pe
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This group generally more frequently uses the monophthong vowel variants than the
diphthong variants. It is worth noting also that Kereen's caregiver, who showed no
variation in the use of dental fricatives, also showed no variation in the use of /o/, with
no examples of the /un/ variant in the transcribed data. Kereen did acquire the JC

diphthong lrcl but not lurt/. The extent of correlation between the use of the variants by
the caregivers and the age of acquisition of the variants by the children is discussed in
$6.s.

The age range and averages for the acquisition of the variants by the children in both
groups are presented in Table 6.17. This information is extracted from the relevant
tables in $5.3.

isitionable 6. range and averases for variables for both
Pre-Sec Group Post-Sec Group

Age
Ranee

Mean
Ase

Median Age
Ranse

Mean
Ase

Median

e {. * + 4;o- 4;o+ 4;o+

t <1;0-2;0 1;6 1;6 l;1-1;8 l;5 1;5

6 * * ,r (e) (e) (e)

d <l;0-1;3 I:l l;2 <1;0-1;3 1:1 1;0

k 1;8-2;0 1;10 1;10 sl;3-l;8 1;5 1;5

kj l;9-3;6 2;4 2;6 l;8-3;6 2;6 2;4

e 2;o- 3;o+ 2;3+ l;6-3;0 1.O 2;8

IE l;9-2;9 )'d 2;6 1;9-3;6 ).1 2;8

o 2;6- 3;l+ 3;o+ l;8-3;6 2;5 2;8

UA 1,ll-4;6 2;ll 3;0 1;9- 3;o+ 3;o+

Notes: * - No evidence for this phenomenon at the last recording.
(e) - Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
X+ - Age X is likely to be higher if the other children acquire after 4;6.
Age -Year; month

The indication of an age range with only one figure indicates that it was not possible to

determine the final age of acquisition for that variant, because it had not been acquired

by some children when the last recording was done at age 4;6.
At first glance the acquisition data for the dental fricatives might not appear to be

informative in this issue, since there is no evidence of them being acquired by the

majority of the children across both groups up to the last recording al4;6. The details of
this can be seen in Tables 5.9 and 5.12, in Chapter 5. However, it is notable that there is

no evidence of either of the dental fricatives even emerging for any of the children in the

Pre-sec group. This is as would be expected from the fact that none of the Pre-Sec
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caregivers showed evidence of the use of dental fricatives. On the other hand there is

evidence of one Post-Sec child acquiing l0l at age 4;0 and showing /6/ emerging and of
another child showing l0l emerging. It is notable that the child with the earliest (or

rather, only) evidence of acquisition of a dental fricative, Kereen (Lzl), is the only child
whose caregiver used dental fricatives without variation. The late emergence of the
dental fricatives is itself not surprising when one considers similar findings in the
literature for the acquisition of English as was noted by Grunwell (1982). She found that
the dental fricatives are typically acquired at her stage VI, age 4;6 and above.

When the acquisition ages of the dental stop variants are compared between the
groups, the contrast does not appear at first glance to be significant. /t/ is acquired by the
Post-Sec group before it is acquired by the Pre-Sec Broup, and /d/ is acquired at the same

mean age. One might have expected the Pre-Sec group to acquire the stop variants
earlier as they are used more frequently by the Pre-Sec caregivers. However, it should
be noted that the dental stops do not only exist in the adult phoneme inventories as

variants of the dental fricatives. The stops are phonemes in their own right, functioning
in a number of contexts where the dental fricative variants do not. The situation is
similar for the relationship between the palatal and velar stop variants. In the case of the
velar/palatal variables, variation only occurs in contexts in which the stops precede low
vowels, however, the velar stops also occur in the environment of other vowels.

The relationship between the vowel variants is somewhat different from that outlined
for the consonants. The monophthong vowels lel and lol arc not phonemes of basilectal
JC. English loan words with these vowels are replaced by the diphthongs /rc/ and /urt/,
respectively, in the basilect. Additionally, the diphthongs are not phonemes of English.
With this in mind one would expect the acquisition of the vowel variants to be more
sensitive to the frequency in the input than would be the case with the consonants.

In Table 6.17 , it is shown that the diphthong variants are acquired earlier by the Pre-
Sec group. In fact the mean age noted for the acquisition of lutt/, could be even higher
for the Post-Sec group based on the fact that some of these children had not acquired it
up to the final recording at 4;6. If they do acquire at some later point, then the mean age
would be higher. However, they may actually never acquire it since it is not required if
they are leaming JE as opposed to JC. Also, as could be expected, the singleton vowel
variants are acquired by the Post-sec group earlier than the Pre-Sec group. Again, the
mean ages noted for acquisition of lel and lol by the Pre-Sec group are likely to be
higher, since some of the children had not acquired them by the last recording at 4;6.
The majority of the phonemes in the overall inventory are acquired earlier by the Post-
Sec group. However, it is significant that the few segments that are acquired earlier by
the Pre-Sec group include most of the variants that are used more frequently by the Pre-
Sec caregivers.

6.5 Addressing the Research Questions

Having looked, in this and the previous chapter, at the various aspects of phonological
development that are considered in this project, I will now address more directly the
research questions raised in $4.2. The observations relevant to the respective questions
will be brought together in this section and the issues further discussed in Chapter 7.
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Question 1 a: How does the acquisition of the phonemic features and phonological
structures of Jamaican take place?

As was mentioned in $3.3, Jamaican here refers collectively to the varieties in the Jamaican
language situation, namely JE and JC. JC includes the basilect and the mesolect, which
could be argued to include a range of varieties. The informants were selected from two
distinct communities to increase the possibility of capturing samples from the range of
varieties (cf. $a.a).

A notable observation from the transcribed data is that there is individual variation in the
development of the phonology of the children studied. It is, however, also noteworthy that
the variation is mainly in relation to the ages at which the different phonological
phenomena are acquired. Statistically, the sequence of acquisition is significantly similar in
most cases. The variation in the ages of acquisition could appear to make questionable any
attempt to produce a single development profile for the children in this study. However,
this can be done for three reasons. First, the differences in the ages of acquisition of
phonological phenomena between the two groups are in most cases not significant and
therefore they cannot be attributed to group related factors. Secondly, the orders of
acquisition are significantly similar. Thirdly, no attempt will be made to state that all
children acquire any phenomenon at a particular age, instead I look at what phenomena

studied are acquired in certain stages and by cerlain ages.

In $4.8.1 it was pointed out that the notion of a continuous stage (Ingram, 1989: 33)
would be applied in this dissertation as opposed, for example, to a transition stage. The
latter refers to a change in linguistic behaviour, whereas the former, which is used here,

refers to different points along a continuum of behavioural changes. ln using continuous
stages one would not be claiming that a particular behaviour occurs at and only at a
particular point, but rather that the behaviour is characteristic at that point in the
continuum of behaviours. Additionally, identifying a particular stage does not suggest

that it is only the typical behaviour that will be observed in that stage. It is normal to

also have forms that are [pical of the preceding and following stages in language

acquisition (Ingram, 1989). When the word o'stage" is used it will refer to this notion of
continuous stages unless it is specifically identified as representing another notion.

The notion of stage is applied here to syllable structure development and segment

acquisition. For the syllable structure development the age ranges in which all the children

showed evidence of acquisition of the various syllable structure phenomena are noted,

based on the data presented in $5.2. The phenomena are then grouped into stages based on

similarities of the age ranges, particularly of the highest age in each range. The intention of
this approach is that although one will not be able to say that all children in the project

acquired a particular phenomenon at a particular age, one can in fact say that there is

evidence that all the children acquired a particular phenomenon by a particular age.

For segment acquisition, due to the number of segments to be considered and to allow
for easier comparison, the age/stage relationship used by Grunwell is used. As was

discussed in $2.2.3, the stages that she uses were not structured according to evidence

from phonological development, but were based on stages identified by Crystal, Fletcher

and Garman (1976:85) for syntactic development. This is not a significant departure

from the approach I take with the syllable structure development, because the segments

are assigned to stages based on which segments are acquired by the majority of the
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children by the highest age indicated for each stage. Therefore the statement that can be
made is that the majority of the children showed evidence of acquiring particular
segments by a particular age.

The stages of syllable structure development of all the children combined are presented

in (5) with the actual age ranges for the children in brackets. The sequence is similar to that
presented by Grunwell (1982) for children leaming English and the first two stages match
the onset development sequence that Fikkert (1994) found for Dutch children.

Syllable structure development stages for all the children

Stage I (<l;3): Open syllables - CV

(s)

Disyllabic forms

Stage II (1;0-l;6): Onsetless syllables

Stage III (1;1-2;3): Closed syllables

CVCV

V

(c)vc
Stage IV (l;6-3;6): Consonant clusters - (C)CVC(C)

Stage V (2;3- ): Syllabic consonants - Cq

This syllable structure development was accompanied by the acquisition of segments as

presented in Table 6.18. All the children's systems included the phonemes /d/, lb/, /a/ and

// in the first stage. It should be noted that the consistent occrurence of these consonants at

this stage does not support Jakobson (1968), who predicts that tense stops, for example /t/
will emerge first. However, the present findings are supported by the findings of Smith
(1973) and some later studies. Smith found that his son acquired lax stop phonemes
before tense stop phonemes.
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able 6. 8: Generalised ohoneme inven ment profile for all children
Stage Svllable-initial Consonants Svllable-fi nal Consonants Vowels
Stage

I

0:9-l:6

db a

Stage
II

l;6-2;0

n
td k

m
pb t

n tru
EA

a

Stage
UI

2;0-2;6 J

mn
pb td kg
fs

w

t
s

k
nm

p
r I UU

TA
a

IT

Stage
IV

2;6-3;O

mn
pb td tJd3kjkg
f v s

w rl j

mnI)
p td kg

v sz t
rl

a

AI

IIUU
et A o

I8

Stage
v

3;0-3;6

mn
p b t d tjd3kjkg
f v s J
w rl j

mnu
p tdtl kg

v sz J
rl

IIUU
e€AO

a

IE AI

Stage
\rI

3;6-4;6

m
p b t d tJd3kjkg
f v s J
w rl j

n mnu
p tdtJ kg

v sz t
rl

a

AIre

ttuu
et A o

Stage
vII

4;6-

mn
p b t d tld3kjkg
f v s J
w rl j

mnD
p tdt, kg

v sz !
rl

a

alIE

I I UU
ee o

Not
acqd.
up to
4:6

gJ

06I h

Z

f
d3b

3
J

AU

From the developmental path of their segments, it was also possible to determine the

acquisition of features by the children. The general profile is presented in (6).

(6) General order of acquisition by feature categories.

a. Place

(Primary features): coronal, labial < dorsal.

(Secondary features): low, high < front < round.

b. Manner

(Primary features): consonantal ( sonorant < continuant < sibilant.

(Secondary features): tense < nasal < lateral < rhotic.

r53
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In this account, the children use the limited systems they have at each stage for
communication by applyrng various phonological processes to target adult forms in
order to get them to conform to their limited systems. One effect of this is that two or
more phonemes of the adult system may represent allophones of one surface phoneme in
the child's system. As the children acquired systems that more approximated the adult
systems, they utilised fewer phonological processes. The sequence of this reduction in
the use of the processes is presented in (7). This sequence applies to all the children,
with exceptions noted in brackets.

(7) Sequence of termination of phonological processes.

Reduplication

Velar fronting 14th in Post-Sec group)

Syllable deletion

Palatal fronting

Final consonant deletion

Consonant harmony (3'd in Post-Sec group)

Context sensitive voicing

Stopping

Gliding

Vocalisation

Cluster reduction

Dental fricative substitution (Post-Sec group only)

/h/ deletion (Post-Sec group only)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

ob'

h.

i.

k.

L

m.

Question I b: Are there notable differences or similarities in the process of
phonological acquisition (e.g. in order of development or in the ages at which certain
milestones are achieved) at two different levels of the language continuum?

As noted above, two groups of informants were recorded in the project. One includes
children whose primary caregivers have less than secondary education and live in the rural
community of Guys Hill, the Pre-Sec goup. The other group consists of children whose
caregivers have higher than secondary education and live in the town of Linstead in the
same parish, the Post-Sec goup. It was expected, and in most cases confirmed, that the
caregivers in the Pre-Sec goup used language varieties closer to the basilectal end of JC,
while those of the Post-Sec group mainly used the Mesolect and/or JE.

There is individual variation in both groups in the ages at which the various
phonological phenomena were acquired. In the few cases where the Pre-sec group acquired
segments earlier, they include segments that were seen to occur more frequently in the Pre-
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Sec group input from the adult speech (cf. $6.a). More often than not, the Post-Sec group
showed evidence of acquiring the phonological phenomena considered earlier than the Pre-
Sec group acquired them. However, in most cases these differences are not significant and

therefore it cannot be conclusively stated that the differences are due to group related
factors.

Not'withstanding the individual and group differences in the ages of acquisition of the
phonological phenomena, there is significant similarity between the two groups in the order
of development. For syllable structure development the order is perfectly similar for the
two groups, if no distinction is made between syllable-initial clusters (IC) and syllable-final
clusters (FC). In $5.2 it was shown that there was no group difference between the order of
acquisition of the two types of clusters in the Pre-Sec group. Equal numbers of children
had IC<FC, IC>FC and IC:FC. For the Post-Sec group most of the children had IC<FC.
Even with this diflerence between the groups considered, Spearman's Rho and Pearson's
rank correlation both show that the overall syllable structure development orders are

significantly similar at the l% level (nvo tailed). The rank correlation tests also found that
the orders of acquisition of segments are significantly similar at the l%o level (two tailed)
for syllable-initial consonants, syllable final consonants and vowels.

The sequence of development of the phonological features was also very similar
statistically. However, except for two features that were acquired at the same mean age by
both groups, the Post-Sec group acquired all features earlier. The reduction in the use of
phonological processes also reflected a similarity of sequence between the groups. One of
the notable differences is that the Pre-Sec goup appeared to have started using the cluster
reduction process at a sporadic rate before the Post-Sec group did. As was noted in $6.4,
this is probably due to the greater number of cluster-types that the children in the Post-Sec

group attempted.

Question 2: What level of phonological development can be expected of a Jamaican

child of a given age?

The individual and group variation in ages of acquisition, which is discussed above in
the answer to Question lb, suggests that one should be cautious in applying strict ages to
the expected phonological developmant path of Jamaican children. Notwithstanding this
consideration, the sequence of acquisition of phonological phenomena was sufficiently
similar to allow generalisations. The ages by which most and sometimes all of the children
acquired syllable structure, features and segments, and use phonological processes are

outlined below. The different phonological systems presented, for each of the data points
discussed, provide an indication of what level of phonological development can be

expected of a Jamaican child at a given age. Again one should be mindful of individual
variation in ages of acquisition, as opposed to the order of acquisition. The phonological

system of the children in this study at or below the age of l;3 is presented in Table 6.19.

This and the subsequent tables show the phenomena acquired by the majority of the
children by the age indicated. Where a particular phenomenon was acquired by less than

7|o/obtttmore than 50% of the children, the actual percentage is noted.



able 6.19: Phono of all the children 1:
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Features Phonological processes

(regular or full use)
b'd

,'a

CV

CVCV

IConsonantal]

[Io*]'
tHishl'

[Labial]l

[Coronal]l

All simpliffing processes

assumed.
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Notes: 1

2

50% of the children
60% of the children

At tlus data point all the children had a phonological system consisting of the core syllable
and at least two segments. All but one child showed evidence of being able to combine two
core CV syllables to produce disyllabic CVCV forms. All the children's systems included
the phonemes /d/ and lal, at this data point, and at least half of them also had the phonemes
/b/ and /r/. Therefore, all the children had the feature [Consonantal] and most also had the

features [Labial], [Coronal], [I-ow] and [High]. No detailed analysis was done of the actual
phonological processes used by the children below the age of l;6, since a number of
previous studies, including Grunwell (1982), found the application of all the relevant
phonological processes below this age.

By the age of 1;6, all of the children, without exception, showed evidence of having
acquired onsetless syllables. See Table 6:20. Also at this data point, 60oh of the children
had added /tl, htt/ and /t/ as phonemes to their systems, suggesting the addition of the
features [Sonorant], [Voice] and [Tense].

able 6.20: of all the children
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Feafures Phonological processes

(resular or full use)
m t

b trd

ir I aa:

CV

CVCV

V

IConsonantal]

llnwl

tHishl

ILabial]

ICoronal]

[Sonorant]r

[Voice]t

[Tense]r

Final consonant deletion

Gliding

Vocalisation

Cluster reduction

Dental fricative

substitutionz

/h/ deletion2

Stoppin93

60% of the children
Post-Sec group only
Pre-Sec group only

1-
",

3-

Notes:
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The phonological processes that were found to be applied fully or regularly by all the
children at this data point are final consonant deletion, gliding, vocalization and clwter
reduction. Dental fricative substitution and /h/ deletion were used only by the Post-Sec
goup and stopping was used frequently at this stage only by the Pre-Sec goup.

At the age of 2;0 all the children had acquired closed syllables, except for one child who
acquired this syllable structure at 2;3. Table 6.21 shows the generalised phonological
system of the children at this stage. Their phonological systerns at 2;0 also included, as

phonemes, the consonarfis ln/, lpl,lW, /g,lf/,lwl and ljl, md the vowels ltl,lul, lul and lel.

The applicable new features at this data point are [Dorsal], [Front], [Continuant] and

[Round]. The processes that are fully used to modifo target adult forms to conform to these
limited systems are vocalisation and cluster reduction. Again dental fricative substitution
and /h/ deletion were used only by the Post-Sec group. Only the Pre-Sec group still used
Gliding regularly at this data point.

Table 6.21:Phon of all the children
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Features Phonological processes

(resular or full use)
m n

pb td kg
f
wj

i r uu

EA

aa:

CV

CVCV

V

(c)vc

IConsonantal]

[nw]
tHishl

[Labial]

ICoronal]

ISonorant]

[Voice]

[Tense]

[Dorsal]

IFront]

IContinuant]

IRound]

Gliding'

Vocalisation

Cluster reduction

Dental fricative

substitution2

/h/ deletion2

Notes: I
2

Pre-Sec group only
Post-Sec group only

As is seen from Tables 6.19, 6.20 md 6.21, as the features, phonemes and syllable
structure components of the phonological system increase, the number of processes that are

used to modifo the adult target forms to conform to the child system are reduced. By the

age of 3;0 (see Table 6.22) most of the children had added syllable initial, CCV(C), and

syllable final, (C)VCC, consonant clusters to their phonological systems. The addition of
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the features [Nasal], flateral], [RhoticJ and [Sibilant], and further combinations of
previously acquired features, increased the phoneme inventories of the most of the children
by adding the consonants /gl, /kj/, /sl, /rJ, lv/, ltl,lY and /rl, and the vowels lol, /rc/ and lat/.

With this increased inventory, only dental fricative substitution, /h/ deletion and
vocalisation were being fully used. The first two being used only by the Post-Sec group
and the later only by the Pre-Sec goup. At this stage the rapid development that was seen

between the ages of 1 ;3 and 2;0 is no longer evident.

Table 6.22:Phon of the children bv 3;0.
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Features Phonological processes

(resular or full use)

mnu
pbtdtJkjkg
f v sz
wj rl

II

E

UU

AO

aal

AI

CV

CVCV

V

(c)vc

ccv(c)
(c)vcc

IConsonantal]

llnwl
tHishl

[Labial]

ICoronal]

ISonorant]

[Voice]

ITense]

IDorsal]

IFront]

IContinuant]

IRound]

[Nasal]

ILateral]

IRhotic]

lSibilantl

Vocalisation'

Dental fricative

substitution2

4rl deletion2

Notes: 1 - Pre-Sec group only
2 - Post-Sec group only

The next data point to be considered is at age 4;6 at which the final recording was done

for the older children. By thrs point most of the children had added the syllabic consonants

to their possible syllable structures, as shown in Table 6.23. No further features were added

at this point, but further combinations of the existing features allowed the acquisition of
ld5l,ll, lel arrd /uN by most of the children, The only processes which remained in use by

the children were dentalfricative substitution and /h/ delerion, which were only used by the
Post-Sec goup. This reflects the fact that there is no evidence of the goup acquisition of
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l0l and /6/, although one child had acquired /0/ and two showed the emergence of one each

of the dental fricatives. It should be noted here that some researchers, including tngram
(1989), would have considered these cases of over 50olo accuracy as acquired, instead of
emerging. Additionally there is no evidence, up to this last data point, of lg/, l3l, /W, ltl
nor llru/ being acquired by many of the children. Further research is required in order to

determine more precisely the age at which the adult systan is fully acquired.

able 6.23: of the children
Phonemes Syllable

structure
Features Phonological processes

(resular or full)
mnu
pbtdtldSkjke
f v s z I
w j rl

I I UU

et A o

aa:

IE AI UA

CV

CVCV

V

(c)vc

ccv(c)
(c)vcc

cq

IConsonantal]

ILow]

tHishl

[Labial]

ICoronal]

ISonorant]

IVoice]

ITense]

[DorsaI]

IFront]

IContinuant]

IRound]

INasal]

ILateral]

[Rhotic]

ISibilant]

Dental fricative substitution

/lrl deletionr

Notacquired: g g e 6 h c au

CCCV, VCCC

Notes: Post-Sec group only

Question 3: How do features of the input affect the process and speed of phonological
acquisition in Jamaica?

In $6.4, the relationship between the frequency of use of JE and JC phoneme variants by
the primary caregivers and the age of acquisition of these variants by the children was
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tested. The indications are that there is a relationship, with the more frequently used
variants being acquired earlier than the less frequently used options. This relationship
between the functional load in the input and age of acquisition was predictable based on
previous findings for other languages notably by Pye, Ingram and List (1987).

Four variables were discussed, namely dental stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop vs.

velar stop, /rc/ vs. /e/ and lutl vs. /o/. In each of these cases the first form is the JC

variant and the second form the JE variant. The Pre-sec caregivers used the JC variants
more frequently than they did the JE variants. On the other hand, the Post-Sec

caregivers used the JE variants more frequently than they did the JC variants (see $6.4).
The dental fricatives, which are normally acquired late (Grunwell, 1982), were only
acquired or were emerging for two of the Post-Sec children, but, significantly, not for
any of the Pre-Sec children. The palatal stop variants were acquired earlier by the Pre-
Sec group and the velar stop variant earlier by the Post-Sec Soup. The Pre-Sec group
acquired the diphthong variants earlier than the Post-Sec group and the Post-sec goup
acquired the singleton vowel variants earlier than the Pre-Sec group. These observations
were noted in the context where the Post-Sec group acquired the majority of the
phonemes in the overall inventory earlier.

Question 4: What is the first language of pre-schoolers in Jamaica?
monolingual or bilingual?

Are they

The answer to this question will be necessarily tentative, as was noted in $4.2 and

$4.8, since this project looks only at phonology and is limited to data up to the age of
4;6. Determining whether the children were learning JC, JE or both relies in this case on
the occurrence of those segments that are phonemes in one language variety and not the
other. Again these are dental stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop vs. velar stop, ltt.l vs.

lel and, /ua/ vs. /ol. ln each case the former being the JC variant and the latter being the

JE variant.
Many bilingual language acquisition researchers suggest that by 3 years of age,

children learning two languages simultaneously would have differentiated between their
languages (cf Romaine, 1999: 262). The majority of the children who acquired the
variants being discussed here, acquired them before the age of 3;0, except for the dental
fricative which is acquired after 4;0. The approach to be used here is to look at which of
the variants are acquired by the children by the last recordhg at 4;6. If all the variants
are acquired or emerging, it is assumed to be evidence that the child is acquiring JE and
JC systems simultaneously. If one or more of the variants are not acquired and not
emerging, it is assumed that the child is acquiring only one system, or possibly that one
is more dominant than the other. In other words, a child has to have shown evidence of
having acquired or have both vowel variants of a language variety emerging for it to be
assumed that the child is acquiring that system.

All the children acquired all the consonant variants that are being considered here,
with the exception of the dental fricatives that were found to be acquired or emerging for
only two Post-Sec children and none of the Pre-Sec children,. The acquisition of the
vowel variants was less consistent and these are presented again in Tables 6.23 and 6.25.
These can be compared with the frequency of their caregiver use of the variants, in
Tables 6.24 and 6.26, in order to see the relationship between input and age of
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acquisition. The caregivers use of the dental fricative variable is also included in
tables for elaboration of the discussion.

T le 6.23: uisition ofable 6.23: Acquisition of the variable vowels by the Pre-Sec group
Gll G12 G13 G14 G15 G21 G22 G23 G24 G2s

e )-a )-? 2:0 '2;tJ (e) * * 4;6 3;6 4;6

II 2;6 (e) 2;9 2;6 l;9

o 2;6 3;0 3;0 2;9 2;6 3;3 t 4;6

UA 1:l l 3;0 (e) 2;0 2;0 3;6 3;6 4;6

Notes: * - Noevidence of acquisition of this phenomenon at the last recordi

l6l

these

mg.
(e)

Age

Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
Acquisition before the first recording.
Year; month

From Table 6.23, it is seen that the diphthong variants are acquired or emerging for all
the Pre-Sec children. This would suggest, based on this evidence, that they are all
acquiring JC. This is not surprising, because as shown in Table 6.24, all the caregivers
in this group use the JC variants more frequently than they use JE variants.

Table 6.24: Percentage use of JC variants in the Pre-Sec input

lrcl luN
Dent stops for
Dent fricatives

Caregiver-Gll 82 85 100

Caregiver-Gl2 53 63 100

Caregiver-Gl3 78 80 100

Caregiver-Gl4 80 85 100

Caregiver-Gl5 83 92 100

Caregiver-G2l 94 92 100

Caregiver-G22 89 60 100

Caregiver-G23 80 93 100

Caregiver-G24 80 83 100

Caregiver-G25 90 75 100

Three of the children, Alison (G2l), Bryce (G?2) and Damion (G23), did not acquire

both JE vowel variants. The respective vowels /e/ and lol thatAlison and Damion did not

acquire were used less frequently by their caregivers than by other caregivers. This
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would suggest a very direct relationship between frequency of input and whether or not a
segment is acquired. However, an examination of the other frequencies and acquisition
dates shows that, although there is a relationship, it is not as direct as Alison's and
I)amion's data would suggest. For example, Bryce's caregiver (G22) used /e/ to more or
less the same extent (11%) as Winsome's caregiver (G25) did (10%), but lel was
acquired by Winsome and not by Bryce. However, the fact that Alison, Bryce and
Damion did not acquire both JE variants suggests that these children were not acquiring
JE, as a distinct system, during the period of the recordings.

The remaining children app€ar to be acquiring both phonological systems. However,
recall that none of the Pre-Sec children showed any evidence of the dental fricative even
emerging up to the last recording at 4;6 (see Table 6.24). They are not expected to do so
unless and until they are exposed to them outside of the home environment, since none
of the caregivers in this group showed evidence of the use of dental fricatives.

To the extent that one considers the acquisition of dental fricatives as important for
the acquisition of JE, then one could say that these children are in fact monolingual. If it
is not important, then one should at least note that, if they are also acquiring JE
phonology, it is not the complete system that they will acquire.

Another way of looking at this data is to assume that the "second" language of these
children may not actually be JE at all, but a JC mesolectal variety close to but not quite
at the acrolect. As was discussed in $3.5.4, the use of the dental fricatives is ranked very
high on the implicational scale of the Creole continuum. The existence of the dental
fricatives in a variety along the continuum implies the existence of most of the other JE
variants that are lower on the implicational scale. However, one may have a speaker
who uses a variety of the mesolect that includes the majority of the JE phonological
variants, but which excludes dental fricatives. More evidence is certainly required to
conclude definitively whether these children are bilingual and in which language
varieties, but based on the evidence available, I tentatively conclude that they are
bilingual, with basilectal JC and mesolectal JC as the two language varieties.

ln the Post-Sec Broup, all the children show evidence of the acquisition or emergence
of the JE vowel variants, lel and lol. This suggests that they are all acquiring the JE
system. Three of the Post- Sec children, Teresa (Ll2), Kereen (LZI) and Nathan (L22),
did not show evidence of the acquisition or emergence of both JC vowel variants. As
was the case with the Pre-Sec group, the caregivers of two of these children, Kereen and
Teresa, had the lowest frequency of use of the vowel /ua/. However, again this does not

indicate a direct relationship in all cases. Nathan's caregiver, for example, used /ud
more frequently than one caregiver, and with the same frequency as another caregiver,
both of whose children acquired /u,r/, while Nathan did not. All that can be said of the

input-acquisition relationship is that low frequency of use of a phenomenon can result in
it not being acquired by the child. In this case, these three children Teresa, Kereen and
Nathan did not acquire both JC variants suggesting that they were not acquiring JC, as a
distinct system, during the period of the recordings.



Lil Lt2 L13 Lt4 L15 L2t L22 L23 L24 L25

e 2;6 l;6 ?'1 2;6 (e) )'q 3;6 3;6 3;6

te 3;0 1;9 2;8 )-) l;9 2;9 3;6 4;6 3;6

o 2;6 1;8 (e) 2;0 l;9 3;0 3;6

UA (e) * 2;3 2;6 1;9 * ,r 4;6 3;6 3:6
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Acquisition of the variable vowels by the Post-Sec

No evidence of acquisition of this phenomenon at the last recording.
Evidence of the phenomenon emerging but not acquired.
Acquisition before the first recording.
Year; month

163

ble 6.25

Notes: * -
(e)
/\

Age

All the other children show evidence of the acquisition or emergence of both sets of
variants and are therefore assumed to be acquiring both the JE and JC systems. All the
caregivers in this group used the dental fricative at least occasionally and the majority
(seven of ten) used it more than 60Yo of the times (see Table 6.26\. Therefore, these
children are more likely to acquire both the JC and JE systems as opposed to the Pre-Sec
bilingual group who appear to be acquiring basilectal and mesolectal JC as opposed to
JE.

Table 6.26: Pe of JC variants in the Post-Sec i

A final resolution of this issue will require further research both into the morphology
and syntax components of this database and also follow-up studies of the language use of
the children in their primary school years. Indications from cursory examinations of the
morphology and syntax of the data already transcribed suggest that, although the

rcen use va n

lrcl luN
Dent stops for
Dent fricatives

Caregiver-Lll s0 45 43

Caregiver-Ll2 33 30 t7

Caregiver-Ll3 67 60 67

Caregiver-Ll4 45 50 33

Caregiver-Ll5 70 67 7l

Caregiver-L21 l0 0 0

Caregiver-L22 33 45 20

Caregiver-L23 40 50 l7

Caregiver-L24 s0 45 37

Caregiver-L25 25 33 l8
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children in the Pre-Sec group acquire some features of the JE system, there are very few,
if any, utterances that are clearly fully grammatical JE utterances. On the other hand
most of the children in the Post-Sec group demonstrated the ability to produce
grammatical utterances in both JE and JC, except for Kereen who produced mainly JE
morphology and syntactic structures. These first impressions need to be verified.

6.6 Summary

This chapter continued the discussion of the results that began in Chapter 5. ln Chapter
5, the acquisition of syllable structure was discussed ($5.2) in addition to the acquisition
of segments in the context of their position in the syllable (see $5.3). The development
of distinctive features ($6.2), the progressive reduction in the use of phonological
processes ($6.3) and the effect of variation in the input ($6.4) were considered in this
chapter. The findings from both these chapters were then brought together to more
specifically address the research questions (see $6.5).

A notable observation is that there is significant individual variation in the development
of the various aspects of the phonology of the children studied. However, it is probably
more significant that the variation is mainly in relation to the ages at which the different
phonological phenomena are acquired. A tendency was obsaved for the Post-Sec group to
acquire the phonological phenomena earlier than the Pre-Sec Soup more often than not.
However, the differences were not significant in most cases and therefore they cannot be
assumed to be due to group related factors. Statistically, the sequence of acquisition of the
various phonological phenomena is significantly similar in most cases. This can be viewed
as supporting evidence for the assumption within some theoretical frameworks that
children's phonological development follow a universal pattem. However, this must be
tempered by the observation, in this and previous studies, that children do vary in their
acquisition of phonology. In the Theoretical Excursus at the end of the dissertatiorl a

combined Dependency Phonology and Optimality Theory account of both the consistency
and variation in phonological development is presented.

With respect to the acquisition of features, the Pre-Sec group acquired none at an
earlier age than were acquired by the Post-Sec group. Except for two features,

[Consonantal] and [Tense], which were acquired at the same age, all the features are
acquired by the Post-Sec group at earlier ages than the ages at which the Pre-Sec group
acquired them. Notwithstanding this difference in the ages of acquisition of the features,
the orders of acquisition by the two groups are significantly similar and most of the age
differences are not significant.

As far as the use of phonological processes is concemed, the Post-Sec group reduced
most of the processes to sporadic use earlier than they were so reduced by Pre-Sec
group. However, in most cases, the age differences are not significant and the order in
which the use of processes was discontinued are significantly similar. The dental
fricative and /h/-deletion processes were still in full use at 4;6, for the Post-Sec group.
However, there was no evidence of these processes in the Pre-Sec group. I assume
therefore, that they are unlikely to acquire these forms until they are exposed to them
from a source external to the home environment. Further research is required in this area
and this is considered fuither in $7.6.

Variation in use of phonemes was found in the caregivers' speech for both groups, but
more so in the Post-Sec group. The caregivers of the Pre-Sec group were consistent in
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their more frequent use of the JC variants as opposed to the JE variants. In general the
children acquired the more frequently used variants earlier than the less frequently used
variants, but this was more clearly so for the vowel variables than the consonant
variables.

Based on the variants they had acquired, approximately one third of the children in
the Pre-Sec group appear to be developing as monolingual JC speakers and
approximately one third of the children in the Post-Sec appear to be developing as

monolingual of JE. The remaining children showed evidence of acquisition or the
emergence of most of both the JE and JC variants, with the notable exception of the Pre-
Sec group that showed no evidence of the usage of dental fricatives. All of these
children were assumed to be developing as bilinguals, with the Post-Sec children
acquiring JE and JC, and with the Pre-Sec children acquiring basilectal and mesolectal
JC.





7 Concluding Discussion

7.1 The Children and the Jamaican Language Model

In $3.3.2 I proposed a model of the Jamaican language situation based on previous
studies of adult speech. In $6.5 I discussed the findings relating to the research
questions, including that of which language or languages the children appear to be

acquiring, based on their phonological development. In this section I look at whether the

child data can be accommodated in the model proposed for the adult language situation,
or rather, whether the model can also account for what is observed of the children's
language behaviour?

I repeat the model of the Jamaican continuum in Figure 7.1 (cf. $3.3.2). It represents

the existence of monolingual speakers in the outer circle, including speakers of the
acrolect, speakers of the mesolect and speakers of the basilect. Bilingual speakers of
different combinations of the three represented language varieties, appear in the middle
circle. I represent the speakers who command more than two of the language varieties in
the centre. Recall that the mesolect is represented as a separate, but single language
variety for a few reasons. It is separate because it has unique features that cannot be

accounted for as bilingual code-switching. It is represented as a single variety because I
further proposed a single but variable grammar to account for the entire mesolect (see

$3.5.5). There is no account in the literature of precisely how many mesolectal varieties

there are and so, even if one accepted the concept of several individual mesolectal
grammars, this could not be easily represented in this or any finite model.
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Figure 7.1:Model of the Jamaican continuum

Notes: A - Acrolect
B - Basilect
M - Mesolect
Outer circle - Monolingual
Mid circle - Bilingual
Inner circle - Multilingual

Based on the variants they had acquired, approximately one third of the children
appear to be developing as monolingual speakers. Half of the monolinguals are speakers
of JE and the other half are speakers of JC. The remaining children, a clear majority,
show evidence of being bilingual. The bilingual Post-Sec children showed evidence of
acquiring JE and JC; the JC variety may be either the basilect or mesolect. The bilingual
Pre-Sec children appear to have been acquiring two varieties of JC. These children
showed no evidence of the acquisition or even emergence of dental fricatives. This is
compounded by the fact that dental fricatives were not present in the input from the
caregivers. Another possible interpretation of the data is that they are acquiring a

somewhat incomplete JE as was discussed in $6.5. However, having recognized that the
Jamaican language situation includes mesolectal varieties that are close to but not
equivalent to JE; it is more likely that they are mesolect/basilect bilinguals.

The language profile of the children fits very well into the model of the Jamaican
language situation as shown in Figure 7.2. The monolingual children are represented in
the outer circle. The three children that are monolingual in JC are placed at the
boundary between the mesolect and the basilect, in recognition of the fact that they could
be either basilectal or mesolectal. The mesolect can share many features of the basilect
(cf. $3.5.5). The three acrolectal monolinguals are placed squarely in the acrolect third
of the monolingual outer circle. The seven Pre-Sec bilinguals are represented in the
middle circle squarely in the basilecVmesolect third.
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Figure 7.2:Numbers of children at various points of the Jamaican continuum

Notes: A - Acrolect
B - Basilect
M - Mesolect
Outer circle - Monolingual
Mid circle - Bilingual
Inner circle - Multilingual

On the other hand, the Post-Sec bilinguals are placed on the boundary between the
acrolect/basilect and the acrolecVmesolect thirds of the middle circle. This is intended to
represent the fact that the their JC grarnmar could be either basilectal or mesolectal.

With this representation, it can be more clearly seen that the children studied appear
to"be representative of the Jamaican population in terms of language use. The only
category not clearly covered is multilingual and with further study it may become
apparent that some of the children who are assumed to be bilinguals are actually
competent in more than two language varieties. With the majority of the children being
bilingual, one would assume that the diglossia model would provide a very effective
account. However, the evidence that three of the children were developing as

monolingual acrolectal speakers (the 'high' variety in a diglossia) poses a problem for
the diglossia model.

7.2 Cross-linguistic Comparison

In this section I pull together the results from Chapters 5 and 6 and consider them in the
light of research from English and other languages. In looking at the syllable structure
development path for the twenty primary children in the project, there was significant
individual variation in the ages at which the various stages were acquired. However, it is
equally clear that all the children follow a similar development path in terms of the
sequence of acquisition. The application of Spearman's rho and Pearson's test of
correlation of rank order established that there were no significant differences between

A&MYB&
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the two groups in the order of acquisition of each stage (p s .01). With this similarity in
mind, a five-stage profile as presented in (1) was recognised for all the children.

( I ) Syllable structure development stages for all the children

Stage I (<1;3): Open syllables - CV

Disyllabic forms - CVCV

Stage II (1;0-l;6): Onsetless syllables - V

Stage III (1;l-2;3): Closed syllables - (C)VC

Stage IV (1;6-3;6): Consonant clusters - (C)CVC(C)

Stage V (2;3- ): Syllabic consonants - Cq

The syllable development profile in (1) can be compared with the stages outlined by
Grunwell (1982) and Fikkert (1994), which are presented in (2) and (3), respectively (cf.
4.8.2).

(2) Syllable structure stages for English children (Grunwell, 1982)

Stage I (0;9-1;6)

Stage II (l;6-2;0)

Stage III (2;0-2;6)

Stage IV (2;6-3;0)

Stage V (3;0-3;6)
Stage VI (3;6-4;6) : CVCCV(C), CVCVCV, (C)CVC(C)
Stage VII (4;6- )

(3) Onset development stages for Dutch children (Fikkert, 1994)

Stage I: CV (with plosive onsets only).

Stage II: (C)V (possibility of onsetless syllable).

Stage III: (C)V (with other single consonants).

: CV, CVCV.

: CVC.
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The children's syllable structures that can be compared with Grunwell's and Fikkert's
are acquired in the same sequence as in those two accounts. Other researchers, for
example Demuth & Fee (1995), have also noted this pattem of children beginning with
the core CV syllable and then progressing to more complex syllables and syllable
combinations. In this regard therefore the Jamaican children's acquisition pattern is in
keeping with universal predictions. This is reinforced by the fact that Grunwell and
Fikkert also make universal claims.

In some cases the Jamaican children appefi to acquire some aspects of syllable
structure a little earlier than the children Grunwell reports on. No significance is
attributed to this observation for a couple of reasons. Firstly, Grunwell's figures are
based on composite data from different studies and does not exclude the possibility that
some of those children acquiring syllable structure are outside of the average age ranges
she gives. Secondly, age differences between groups are not surprising as children vary
widely in ages of acquisition generally even within groups.

ln the segment inventory development paths there were also differences in the ages at
which the individual segments were acquired. Additionally, although not as consistently
as the syllable structure path, there was a general order of development that was seen in
the data. Oral stops tend to be acquired first, especially /d/ and /b/. Then we see nasals,
fricatives, glides and liquids, in that order generally. This does not suggest that, for any
of the children, segments of a particular manner of articulation were all acquired before
those of another manner of articulation. However, it does suggest, for example, that
there will usually be at least one oral stop occurring before a nasal and a fricative before
the first glide, etc. It was also found that in general most segments were acquired
syllable-initially before syllable-finally. The main exceptions were fricatives, some of
which were acquired first in the syllable-final position.

In Table 7.I, I present the comparison of the Jamaican children with Grunwell's
profile of segmental development for children acquiring English. Grunwell presents a

single profile of development of segments without distinguishing between syllable
position. The Jamaican data is presented by syllable position, but this does not make it
impossible to compare them with Grunwell's data. As was seen with the syllable

structure development profile, the orders of segmental acquisition are significantly
similar. There are differences in the stages at which some of the segments are acquired,

but these differences are not all in one direction and the difference is only one stage in
most cases. It is therefore not clearly attributable to group related factors. Twenty-four
segments are represented in Grunwell's profile and of these, 12 were acquired earlier by
the Jamaican children, but 10 by only a one stage differenee. Five of the segments were

acquired later by the Jamaican children, or not acquired up to the last recording.
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Table 7.1: Generalised phoneme inventory development profile for all children
co ared with that Grunwell (lgEZ

Stage Syllable-initial cons. Syllable.final cons. GrunweII

Stage

I

o;9-l l6

db

Significant individual

variation.

Stage

II

I;6-2;0

mn
pb td k

n

t

m

pb
w

n

td

Stage

III

2;O-2;6

mn
pb td kg
fs
w j

mn
ptk

s

m

pb
w h

n

rd

Stage

IV

2;6-3;O

mn
p b t d tld3kjkg
f v s

w rl j

mnu
p td kg

Y sz t
rl

mtru
pb td k g

fs
wjh

Stage

v

3;0-3;6

n

t d tJdgkjkg

sJ
rl j

m

pb
fv
w

m

p tdtJkg
v sz I

rl

Dn

S!age

VI

3:64t6

m n

pb tdtJdgkjkg

f v s J

w rl j

m

p tdtJkg
v sz J

rl

0n rnn!
pb tdtJdg k g

f v sz I
w I j h

Stage

\rII

4t6-

m n

p b t d tJdSkjkg
f v s J

w rl j

m

p tdtJkg
v sz J

rl

Dn mnu
pb tdtJd3 k g

f v 06 s z I g

w rlj h

Note: Bold: Acquired at this age.
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A Comparison of the Jamaican children's segmental development profile with general
predictions of universal development, such as Jakobson's, is best done on the basis of
sub-segmental features, since feafures form the basis of the predictions, in most cases.
The orders of acquisition of sub-segmental features by the two groups of Jamaican
children are significantly similar at p < 0.01, two tailed. A single order was deduced
based on this, which is repeated in (a).

Order of acquisition by feature categories.

a. Place

(Primary features): coronal, labial < dorsal.

(Secondary features): low, high < front ( round.

b. Manner

(Primary features): consonantal < sonorant < continuant < sibilant.

(Secondary features): tense ( nasal < lateral < rhotic.

According to Jakobson (1968: 68) a child first acquires the maximally contrasting
feafures of speech sounds, such as consonant versus vowel, oral versus nasal, labial
versus dental and narrow versus wide. Therefore, the child would first acquire the
phonemes lpl and lal,being the ideal consonant and ideal vowel, respectively. Then the
consonant contrasts between lpl and lml, and between ltl artd /n/ would follow, as well as

the vowel contrast between lal and lil. The presence of fricatives in a child's phoneme
inventory implies the presence of stops also. Back implies front, affricate implies
fricative and/or stop, secondary vowels imply primary vowels, lax obstruents imply
tense obstruents.

These predictions were borne out by the Jamaican data, with the notable exception of
the prediction of lax obstruents being acquired before tense obstruents. As is shown in
Table 7.1, the majority of the Jamaican children acquired the tense stops /bl and ldl
before any lax stop. This variation from Jakobson's predictions is not unique to the
Jamaican children. Others, including Smith (1973) for British English, have discussed
similar sequences of acquisition (cf. 92.2.2). English studies are used for most of the
comparisons, because it would be expected that the Jamaican data may differ from the
data from languages with very different segment inventories and phonological
organisation.

7,3 Phonological Profiling and Methodological Considerations

In $6.5 the phonological development profrle of the children studied is presented. This
includes the level of phonological development that can be expected at certain ages. A
fully representative phonological profile of Jamaican children would no doubt require

the sfudy of many more subjects than the twenty reported on here. However, at the

t73

(4)
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moment this report constitutes the most comprehensive profiling available and, if used as

an indicator as opposed to an absolute predictor, it can be of significant clinical value to
speech pathologists and educators. Grunwell (1982: 16) reminds us that in order to
analyse and assess the characteristics of a speech and/or language disorder, one must
have a detailed knowledge of the normal patterns of the individual's speech community
and the normal patterns in the development of the language. In fact she mentions
assessment as one of three necessary activities in discussing the principles of the clinical
applications of phonology, the others are diagnosis and treatment.

The assessment is the first step in any effort to resolve apparent phonological
impairment. In addition to the normal phonological profile, data consisting of utterances
of the suspected language-impaired speaker needs to be collected. The data sample
should be large enough to contain more than one token of several phonological
phenomena. It should also be collected in a variety of natural situations, so that it is as

representative of the speaker as possible. The data should then be analysed, which is the

main component of the assessment. The analysis should describe the phonological
system of the language-impaired speaker and should identify any differences between
her system and the normal phonological profile.

For the diagnosis, Grunwell points out that the distinction befween phonetics and
phonology is of crucial significance. A speech disability at the phonetic level involves a

difficulty in producing speech sounds, usually as a result of some deficiency in the
speech mechanism. On the other hand, a speech disability at the phonological level
involves an abnormal phonological system, which may be evidenced by deviations in
speech (Grunwell, 1982: I99). Therefore, a speaker with a phonetic disorder produces
speech sounds that are either distorted or are not a part of the target inventory. However,
a speaker with a phonological disorder will produce correctly articulated phonemes of
the target inventory, but they may not be used in the appropriate contexts. The
distinction between these two types of disorders allows for more accurate diagnoses,
which is essential for the determination of the appropriate treatment.

The treatment must be based on the assessment and diagnosis to suit each individual
disordered speaker. The distinction between phonetic and phonological disorders should
guide the selection of treatment measures. Therefore, the treatment of phonetic disorders
should be geared towards improving articulatory gestures, movements and sequences.
The treatment of phonological disorders, on the other hand, should be language based,
focussing on the communicative value of the phonological phenomena being taught,
using, for example, minimal pairs (Grunwell, L982:206). These are pairs of words that
differ in meaning or function, but which are the same structure except for one phoneme.

These three essential steps for the conection of phonetic and/or phonological
disorders, assessment, diagnosis and treatment, are focussed primarily and necessarily on
the speaker with the disorder. However, they are useless without some indication of
what the normal phonological profile should be for the particular age group concerned.
The findings of this study provide an initial indication of these profiles. The further
research projects proposed in $7.6, will serve to expand these profiles to include the
other significant modules of grammar and be even more representative of Jamaican
children, with increased numbers of subjects.
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7.4 Jamaican Socio-political Implications

In addition to the scientific interest in child language in Jamaica, there is a practical need
to understand the nature of the linguistic competence of children entering the primary
school system at the age of 5 or 6. In addition to English being the official language, it
is also the language of educational instruction. The Ministry of Education in Jamaica
has since the early 1970's acknowledged the fact that many children entering the
primary school system are JC speakers and not equipped to undertake education in
English. However, their main aim has been to teach basic literacy skills in English as

opposed to teaching complete competence (Devonish, 1986: 104). According to Loebel
(1993: l), to teach literacy learners a second language before they have become literate
in their first language would be like asking them to do a task without giving them the
necessary tools to complete it. This does not even describe the education system in
Jamaica at the moment because the efforts to make children acquire basic literacy skills
in English do not, as a matter of policy, take the form of teaching English as a second
language.

It is important to know what language Jamaican children are acquiring in order to
inform the education policy makers more adequately. In order to determine the language
variety being acquired it is usual to examine all aspects of the language system. In this
study, only the phonology was studied, but nevertheless it is possible to get from it a

good picture of acquisition. Phonology is the first aspect of language children learn and
although there are a lot of similarities in the different language varieties, there are

sufficient differences to allow a determination of which system or systems are being
acquired.

As was discussed in $7.1 only three children from the Post-Sec group appear to be
acquiring monolingual English (JE). The remaining Post-Sec children appear to be
bilinguals, acquiring Creole (JC) as well. In the Pre-Sec group, three children appear to
be acquiring only JC. The other children of this group appear to be bilingual, but they
are acquiring the basilectal and a mesolectal variety of JC as opposed to JE. What we
appear to have therefore is a situation in which 17 of 20 children showed evidence of
acquiring JC either as monolinguals or bilinguals.

This provides some evidence confirming the Ministry of Education's recognition that
most children enter the school system speaking JC. However it is not clear how the

Ministry categorises JC. Is it accepted that it is a distinct language variety or is it still
viewed as a dialect of English? In addition to the results of this study, the further
recognition of the relationship between the language varieties is crucial for informing an

appropriate education policy.
One of the first steps in the improvement of the education system, therefore, should

be the official recognition of JE and JC as two distinct languages. The children should
become literate in their mother tongue, while learning English, which is required in
Jamaica for higher levels of education. An often-mooted solution is to include the use of
JC in schools, at least for primary education, while teaching English as a second

language. This must necessarily begin with an understanding of the linguistic
competence of a child entering the education system. It does not necessarily mean that
Engtish has to be second in terms of 'status' or official function, but simply that it is

taught using a method that recognises that the learner already speaks one or more

languages. Many persons, including linguists and educators, have made this proposal.
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What this study contributes to the debate is some supporting evidence for the
cornmon assumption that many of the children entering schools do not have an adequate
command of the language of education, English. Further it gives an indication of the
extent to which children may be bilingual or monolingual and in which of the language
varieties. This is useful for assisting in the selection of the language variety to be used in
schools and it should help teachers to have an idea of what is the norm for a child at
various ages and what is deviant. It contributes to the foundation on which to build a

more user sensitive education system, towards which the Jamaican Ministry of
Education is sympathetic, but which is still 'under consideration'.

7.5 Some Theoretical Implications

ln the main body of the dissertation, I proposed an account of the Creole continuum,
including an account of the underlying forms (input) of the grcrnmars of the different
language varieties. I account for this continuum using OT, by recognising distinct
constraint hierarchies for the acrolect, mesolect and basilect. Those of the acrolect and
basilect are relatively fixed, whereas that of the mesolect varies between the basilect
ranking and the acrolect ranking. Bilinguals would be assumed to have the separate
hierarchies of the language varieties in their repertoire. The portion of the mesolectal
constraint hierarchy that was discussed is presented in (5), where the constraint *DF
prohibits dental fricatives and SYLL STR prohibits /s/-stop clusters.

C >> *DF >> B >> SYLL STR >> A

(FAITH may occur in either position A, B or C)

As was discussed in $3.5.5, the input to the acrolect and the basilect are clearly the
acrolectal or basilectal lexical forms, respectively. It is less clear what the nature of the
input to the mesolect is. Closer to the basilectal end of the continuum, the input can be
either the acrolectal form or the basilectal form, because the grammar will allow only a
basilectal output in either case. For example, whether /strk/ or /tlk/ ('stick')'' ir the input

form, the grammar at the basilectal end of the continuum should select lttk/ as the output.

However, at the acrolectal end of the continuum the input cannot be either form.
Irrespective of theory, English grammar does not exclude single stop onsets in the way
that JC excludes /s/-stop clusters. Therefore, there is no way that an input of ltk/ into

the grammar at the acrolectal end of the continuum can produce the output form /strk/.

My proposal is that, when a speaker of one language variety targets another language
variety, she will make an assumption about the nature of the input based on the ouput of
the speakers of the target language. That input is then subjected to the speaker's own
grarnmar and may or may not produce an output equivalent to the target language's
output, depending on the nature of her grammar. Since the grammar at the basilectal end
of the continuum can deal equally successfully with either the acrolectal or the basilectal

'' The gloss is intended to indicate the English translation of the item, whether it is a JE or JC
form.

(s)
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input, but the acrolectal input must be assumed for the grarnmar close to the acrolectal
end of the continuum, then the acrolectal input is used throughout for the discussion of
the mesolectal grammar. The burden of output selection is then left entirely to the
grammar.

As shown in $3.5.5, the stage of the mesolectal grirmmar that produces the basilectal
ouput forms have the relevant FAITH constraint in position A in (5). When Mesolectal
speakers produce forms that are progressively closer to the acrolectal output forms, it is
an indication that the relevant FAITH constraint is positioned higher up the constraint
hierarchy, as indicated by B and C in (5). In this account, a mesolectal speaker who can
function at different levels of the mesolect, has the ability to move the relevant FAITH
constraint to different positions in the constraint hierarchy. A simplified version of this
account would see a speaker 'having access' to position B for the relevant FAITH
constraint after acquiring /s/-stop clusters and access to position C after acquiring dental
fricatives. A speaker who 'has access' to position C is able to produce both dental
fricatives and /s/-stop clusters. However, a speaker with 'access' to position B only, will
be able to produce /s/-stop clusters but not dental fricatives. In this account a speaker
can choose to 'move' the relevant FAITH constraint to any position within her range of
competence, based on the circumstances such as the situational setting, including the
level of formality and/or preference for careful speech.

This approach accounts for variation along the mesolect, while including the
implicational relationships such as that between dental fricatives and /s/stop clusters. It
excludes utterances that are normallyls not attested, such as a speaker being able to
produce a dental fricative but not an /s/-stop cluster in the same situation.

The proposals regarding the Jamaican Creole continuum are not restricted to use in
this environment. The question of the interaction between two languages in a L2
leaming situation could possibly be accounted for in this way. That is, the assumptions

that the L2leamer makes about theL2, in relation to her Ll, is applied at the input level

not the output level.
In the course of doing this work I have considered the theoretical models available as

discussed in Chapter 2 and have explored possibilities of adaptations of existing
proposals. Arising from this is an account of sub-segmental representation in
Dependency Phonology and Optimality Theory frameworks, which may impact on

phonological theory generally and phonological development in particular. These issues

are discussed with examples from the database of this study. However, they are not

treated in the main body of this dissertation since they have no impact on my primarily
descriptive approach here. They are discussed in a separate excursus that follows this

chapter.

7.6 Future Research

The suggestions for future research include not only additional research projects which are

necessary to enhance the findings of this project, but also the use of this database to

investigate other aspects of the Jamaican language situation. As mentioned in $1.5, the

main aim of this project is to produce a descriptive analysis of the phonological

development of children acquiring Jamaican as a first language. However, the research was

conducted such that it produced a more general database, with longitudinal and cross-

18 Excludes contexts such as humour
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sectional Jamaican child language data up to age four and a half years. This database can

be used for the study of other modules of the grammar, for comparisons with other
languages and for other developmental issues. It can also be used for the study of several
acquisition and sociolinguistic phenomena.

More specif,rcally, one of the future projects should focus on morpho-syntactic
transcriptions and analyses of the existing database. By using the existing database there
would be no need for further fieldwork except for confirmatory visits to the caregivers.
The project could be conducted over three years with one full time researcher and two
part-time transcribers to enhance interjudge reliability. The main aim will be to develop
a more complete picture of the language acquisition process of the Jamaican children
studied and to see to what extent the general conclusions drawn from the phonological
study are confirmed or contradicted by the morpho-syntactic study. Some issues could
be resolved. For example it was found that the Post-Sec group preceded the Pre-Sec
group in many instances, but these differences were not statistically significant. It is
possible that these minor differences may be related to lexical development or morpho-
syntactic development. The research questions should at least include those listed in (6).

Possible fuither research questions for this database:

To what extent do morpho-syntactic and lexical development complement,
confirm and"/or contradict the phonological development of the Jamaican
children?

How do the acquisition of morpho-syntactic structures and the
development of the lexicon by Jamaican children take place?

Are there notable differences or similarities in the process of morpho-
syntactic and lexical development (e.g. in order of development or in the
ages at which certain milestones are achieved) betrveen the Pre-Sec and
Post-Sec groups?

What level of morpho-syntactic and lexical development can be expected
of a Jamaican child of a given age?

How do features of the input affect the process and speed of morpho-
syntactic and lexical development in Jamaica?

What is the first language of pre-schoolers in Jamaica? Are they
monolingual, bilingual or do they have what could be described as a mixed
grammar?

As was noted in $7.2, although the dental fricative process is still in full use at 4;6, for
the Post-Sec group, its usage indicates that at least the related forms exist in the relevant
adult speech and are being attempted by the children and are likely to be acquired by
them at some point in the future, from expostue to the caregiver's speech. On the other
hand, there is no evidence of this process in the Pre-Sec group as a result of the related

a.

b.

d.

e.
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forms not being in the adult speech of that group. I assume therefore that they are

unlikely to acquire these forms until they are exposed to them from a source extemal to
the home environment, in the context of a second language variety. It would be useful to
conduct follow-up studies of these same children to see to what extent this assumption is
accurate. This follow-up study would also allow one to determine the nature of the more
mature phonological system of the children here.

This is the more urgent of the proposed future research projects as it is dependent on
collecting further data from the same children at particular data points. This would be
essentially a cross-sectional study, the field work for which could be conducted over a

three month to six month period and requiring a further two and a half years to transcribe
and analyze the data and report on the findings. The younger children, who were one
year old in 1996, would be just ready for primary school in 2001. Data should be

collected at this point to see to what extent the predictions of the language or languages

that they were acquiring and will be entering the school system with, are accurate. The
older children in the project would be mid-way through their primary education at that
time. Data collected from them would also give an indication of the accuracy of the

conclusions about the language or languages there were acquiring. However, one would
also look at their performance in school up to that point to see to what extent this could
have been predicted by the language or languages they were assessed as acquiring in the
present study.

Beyond that, further follow-up projects could be done starting in the year 2003 or
2004 to see how equipped they are to transition from primary to secondary education.
This could include a look at how competent they are in JE compared to their level of
competence at the beginning of primary education. In other words how effective has the
education system been for them and has it had any discernable effects on their command

of JC. The further in their education path these particular children are followed and

studied the more concrete will be the conclusions that can be drawn about the

language/education relationship, to further guide the education policy,
Additional children from different areas of residence could also be studied and the

numbers of children being studied increased to make the language acquisition findings
more statistically representative of the Jamaican children in general. Areas with
different regional variants from Saint Catherine should be targeted if possible. These

children should initially cover at least the same age range as this project, that is from l;0
to 4;6. However, ideally they should be recorded up to the age of 5;6 if possible, in light
of the fact that a few segments were not acquired by the children in this project.





A Theoretical Excursus

0.1 Introduction

In this Theoretical Excursus, I discuss a theoretical insight that builds on the proposal by
Smith (2000) to use Dependency Phonology (DP) as a complementary sub-segmental
theory to Optimality Theory (OT) I adopt the general approach of DP to syllable and
segment structure, but propose a significantly different representation of the sub-
segmental distinctive features. The modifications to Smith's proposal that are discussed
here, allow the combined theoretical approaches to account for acquisition data more
adequately than would Smith's approach, while still accounting for the adult
phonological phenomena that the present accounts cover. Although this theoretical
insight did result from the project on which this dissertation reports and is relevant to the
findings, it is presented as an excursus because the main focus of the dissertation is on

description and not on theory.
In $2.4 I outlined the general characteristics of OT. For convenience, I summarize

the main points below in this section, followed by an introduction to DP in $0.2. The
problems that arise from Smith's DP proposal, as far as they concem accounting for
acquisition are discussed in $0.3, with a reanalysis of sub-segmental representation being
put forward in $0.4. The new sub-segmental place features are incorporated into OT to
account for the relevant acquisition data in $0.5, with supporting evidence from the

Jamaican children applied in $0.6. I demonstrate the model's ability to deal with
individual variation in $0.7 and conclude in $0.8.

The three basic components in an OT grammar are the hierarchy of constraints
(CON), a generator (GEN) and an evaluator (EVAL). GEN generates all the possible

surface forms (output candidates) of an underlying form (input). EVAL assesses all the

output candidates to see whieh best satisfies CON, and the optimal candidate is selected

as the output form. The non-winning candidates violate a higher ranked constraint than

does the optimal candidate. The basic components of an OT grammar are as presented

in (l).
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Components of OT grammar,

CON: the constraints

GEN: for each input, the Generalor produces a candidate set of potential
output (surface) forms.

EVAL: the Evalualor uses a universal set of constraints, ranked based on
language particular requirements, to select the most optimal
candidate as the output.

Three main categories of constraints are generally recognised, the primary two being
wellformedness constraints and faithfulness or correspondence constraints.
Wellformedness constraints are statements of structural preferences such as one that
recognises the fact that most languages favour syllables that have onsets but not codas.
Faithfulness constraints require the output to be similar to the input, discouraging
insertion, deletion, assimilation, etc. The third category of constraints that is used is the
alignment family, which requires alignment between two levels of structure. Typically,
there is conflict between the satisfaction of wellformedness constraints and the
satisfaction of faithfulness constraints, but this conflict is resolved by the ranking of the
constraints.

An example of how OT works can be demonstrated by looking at syllable stress in
Hindi. In Hindi, syllables that end with a short vowel are light and those that end with
long vowels or a vowel and consonant are heavy. The rightmost syllable is stressed if it
is the heaviest in the word. If there is a tie, for example the final and penultimate
syllables are the same weight, then the penultimate syllable is stressed.

In a rule-based account this would be accounted for by a rule to stress the
penultimate syllable, except where the final syllable is the heaviest in the word. An
alternative rule-based account would stress the last syllable in the word, but with an
exception making the last syllable of the word extrametrical (ignored) unless it is the
heaviest. [n either case there is a need for a rule and an exception to the rule.

The OT account utilizes two constraints, namely, PEAK PROMINENCE, which
requires that the heaviest syllable be stressed and NONFINALITY, which requires the
stressed syllable to be non-final. If PEAK PROMINENCE is ranked more highly than
NONFINALITY then the observed stress pattern is accounted for, as shown in (2) and
(3). The stressed syllable is the one preceded by the symbol '.
In the case of tamatar 'tomato', the final syllable is heavier than the penultimate
syllable, so the stress should fall on the final syllable. The candidate with the stress on
the penultimate syllable, in (2), fatally violates the PEAK-PROM constraint, because the
heaviest syllable is not stressed. This results in the correct selection of the candidate
with stress on the final syllable as optimal and hence the output form.
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Hindi input: ltamatarl 'tomato'

PEAK-PROM NONFIN

-) /tama'tarl *

/ta'matarl *l

otes: leXiyllable X is stressed

(3)

- Violation
- Fatal violation

-+ - Output form (optimal candidate)

In the case of samiti 'committee', all the syllables are of the same weight and
therefore stress should fall on the penultimate syllable. The candidate, in (3), with the
stress on the final syllable, fatally violates the NONFIN constraint. This results in the
candidate with the stress on the penultimate syllable being correctly selected as the
optimal candidate and output. Note that the same ranking of the same constraints
produces the expected results in the two different situations.

Hindi input: /samiti/ 'committee'

PEAK-PROM NONFIN

/sami'ti/ ,fl

+ /sa'miti/

Notes: 'X- the ls
* - Violation
! - Fatal violation
+- Output form (optimal candidate)

OT basically accounts for the acquisition process in terms of the continuous reranking
of constraints until the child's phonological system matches the adult system. There are

various proposals as to the detailed workings of the model. Tesar & Smolensky (1994
and 1998) share the more accepted OT view that the constraints are innate and basically
all the child has to do is rearrange them according to the adult system to which she is

exposed. Boersma (1998) is of the view that all constraints must first be learned, based

on functional necessity, before they can be ranked and reranked. Bolognesi (1998)
suggests that structural wellformedness constraints and faithfulness constraints are not
learned per se but are a result of more general principlesle. He however also holds the

view that there are other constraints, outside these two categories, that are necessarily
learned. I will not join this particular debate at this time, since for this dissertation I
need only to utilize wellformedness and faithfulness constraints to account for the data,

the nature of which are subject to more consensus in the literature. DP is introduced in

'e cf. Helsloot (1995) on rhythm.
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$0.2, not because it provides a competing account of acquisition'o but because it
provides a suitable complement to the OT account in respect of sub-segmental structure

OT is still a relatively new theory and is not without shortcomings. Some of these

include the lack of a proper theory of GEN (cf. Bolognesi, 1998), and of fully developed
theories of segmental and syllabic structure. Also lacking are clear explorations of some

fundamental assumptions. These include assumptions such as those pertaining to the
nature of constraints, those pertaining to the presumed universality of all constraints, and

those pertaining to the precise meaning of universality and innateness. These questions
have been raised by numerous critics of OT, including Chomsky (1995), but also by
linguists working within the OT framework. Bolognesi (1998), Boersma (1998) and

Smith (2000) are but a few examples. There have also been extensive discussions on the
internet-based Optimality List on some of these issues.

The consideration of possible solutions to most of these issues is beyond the scope of
this dissertation. However, there is at least one issue for which a specific solution needs
to be mooted in the context of this dissertation. Although OT made its breakthrough in
phonology it did not initially include detailed sub-theories of all aspects of phonology.
Of note is the fact that there was no specific sub-theory of segmental representation,
although Pulleyblank's work on vowel feature constraints in OT has been the most
innovative operating within the confines of the Feature Geometry model of segmental
structure (see Pulleyblank, L997). The lack of a specific segmental sub-theory was
presumably a tactical position, but it has maybe provided critics of OT with support for
the argument that OT is nothing more than a tool for conflict resolution. OT is actually
much more than that. At a minimum it is a theoretical approach that allows the
integration of other theories, with the end result of a more comprehensive theory. Smith
(2000) suggests that DP provides a good candidate for the theory of segrnental structure
that could be incorporated into OT. I share this view.

0.2 Dependency Phonology

One of the most attractive aspects of DP, in my view, is that some versions, especially
those adopted by van der Hulst (1988)^and Smith (1988), have a very small and inclusive
inventory of sub-segmental features2l. In the more recent developments of these
versions of the theory they include two milnner features [C, V] and three place features
[A, I, U]. These features interact in dependency relations to account for the various
segments and phonological processes.

DP was introduced by Anderson & Jones (1974) and comprehensively elaborated in
Anderson & Ewen (1987). The latter publication identifies several privative consonant
elements in addition to the three primary vowel elements [A, I, U]. Similar segment
elements are utilised in other approaches, such as Particle Theory (Schane, 1984) and
Govemment Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud, 1985). The current situation
in DP, with only these three elements accounting for both consonant and vowel place,
began with van der Hulst (1988) and Smith (1988). Clements (1985), working in a
different framework, recognises manner as a single node. Smith et al. (1991) adapt this
and propose manner as the head of the segment, with [C] and [V] as the only manner

'o The version of DP that I discuss in $0.2 has not been previously applied to acquisition data as
far as I am aware.
2r Radical CV Phonology (van der Hulst, 1995) has only two features, namely C and V.
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features and place as a complement. Humbert (1995) took this a stage further by
proposing that manner fully dominates place.

Smith (2000) still recognises [C] and [V] as the only manner features, but recognises
three levels of manner structure in order to account for the traditional manner features,
obstruent, sonorant, continuant, consonantal and vocalic. He also recognises a special
status for sibilants, replacing the SPE feature strident, in terms of their different coronal
places of articulation. Smith's (2000) view of syllable and segmental structure is
presented in (a). It makes reference to syllable structure, the analysis of which is further
developed in Smith (1999a: 582). It is based on Levin's (1984) X-bar model.

The components above the horizontal line represent his interpretation of the structure
of the syllable and those below the line represent the structure of the segments. The
general representation is similar to the X-bar theory of generative syntax. The main
concept reflected by this is Levin's thesis that the rhyme (N') and syllable (N") are
projections of the nucleus (N), which is seen as the head of the syllable.

Syllable and segment structure (Smith, 2000)

(syllable)

(rhyme)

(nucleus)

M"[C]
I

I

M'[C]
I

I

M IC]
I

I

M"[V] lo (obstruent
I

I

M'[V] (noncontinuant
I

I

M [V] (constrictive
I

I

sonorant)

continuant)

nonconstrictive)

IPlace] ([A,I, U])

Inspired by the work of Humbert (1995) the segment is seen as being headed by the

manner feature. Smith's interpretation of the place features for stops, sibilants and

vowels (primary and secondary) are presented in Table 0.1. The governing and

dependent interpretations of the elements occurring in segments can be equated to
primary and secondary articulations, respectively. For example, based on Smith's
representation, the element [U] in the governing position of a vowel represents the

primary articulation of a back vowel. In the dependent position of a vowel tU]
represents the secondary articulation of rounding.

N''
ti

/N'
/i

/N
I
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featuTable 0.1: Smith's 2000) manner sensitive retations of c€ res.

Stop Sibilant
Icoronal)

Vowel (primary) Vowel (secondary)

A [dorsal] IA "retracted" A [ow] A [RrR]

I [coronal] I "normal" I [front] r [ArR]

U fiabial] ru "retroflex" U [back] U [roundJ

Smith's representations in Table 0.1 should be seen as stating an implicational

relationship between the consonants and vowels represented by the same element- In the

case of child language, evidence of the acquisition of a segment would imply the

acquisition of the other segment that is represented by the same element (cf. Levelt,

1994:80). Therefore, the acquisition of a dorsal consonant should imply the acquisition
of the low vowel, but, more crucially for my argument, the acquisition of the low vowel
implies the acquisition of a dorsal consonant. The same relationship should, by this

account, exist between coronal consonants and front vowels and between labial
consonants and back vowels.

I have adopted Smith's model of the syllable and segment above the level of place.

However, his interpretation of the place features does not account for acquisition data

generally, as is demonstrated in the next sub-section.

0.3 Problems with DP and Acquisition

DP, including this most recent version by Smith, does not easily account for acquisition
data generally. It should be noted however that one of Smith's aims is to correct
shortcomings in the SPE and Feature Geometry approaches to distinctive features by
recapturing relevant groupings lost from the more inclusive Jakobsonian features, in
addition to enhancing OT with DP. However, his proposal would be stronger if it could
account for acquisition data as well.

The main problems stem from the interpretation of the elements [A] and [U]. tAl
represents a feature common to both low vowels and dorsal consonants and [U]
represents both labial consonants and back vowels. If it is assumed that children do not
acquire all the place elements simultaneously and that an acquired feature applies to both
consonants and vowels, then these interpretations of the elements prove problematic.
After all, one tendency seen in virtually all modem approaches is an increasing
amalgamation of the vocalic and consonantal place features, taken to an extreme in these
DP approaches. One would then expect this amalgamation to be reflected in the facts of
acquisition. Therefore if a child begins by acquiring the low vowel before the time front
and/or back vowels are acquired, then she should be expected to acquire dorsal
consonants before coronals or labials. As is discussed below, this is not attested in any
data I am aware of. Similarly, the early acquisition of labial consonants should also
imply the early acquisition of back vowels. Again this is not attested. In Chapter 5, for
example, it was shown that most of the children in this project acquired dorsal
consonants and back vowels either simultaneously or within short intervals of each
other. This cannot be easily accounted for with Smith's interpretation of the elements in
Table 0.1, since two different elements account for these segments. The problems posed
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by the acquisition data are summarised in (5). These do not represent all the possible
implicational relationships of Smith's approach, but only those that prove problematic in
accounting for the acquisition data.

Place Problems with DP22 and acquisition data:

a. Acquisition of low vowel implies acquisition of dorsal consonant (not
attested).

b. Acquisition of labial consonant implies acquisition of back vowel (not
attested).

c. The attested (near) simultaneous acquisition of dorsal consonants and
back vowels is not accounted for in an unproblematic way.

Most phonology acquisition studies from as early as Jakobson (1956), have found
evidence of children acquiring labial and/or coronal consonants and low and/or front
vowels amongst their initial segments. Based on Smith's account one would expect that
when the labial consonants are observed in children's early speech one would also see
back vowels. Also, when the low vowel is observed one would expect to see dorsal
consonants. There are not many cases, cross-linguistically, where a back vowel and/or a
dorsal consonant are included amongst the earliest segments to be acquired.

0,4 Proposal for a Theory of the Segment

The first step in proposing a theory of the segment that accounts for the acquisition data
is to account for the fact that most children begin by acquiring labial and/or coronal
consonants as well as low and/or front vowels. I adopt, without significant modification,
the relationship between coronal consonants and front vowels in DP and other models,
including Feature Geometry. I focus therefore firstly on labial consonants and low
vowels. The main step in this regard is to recognise the relationship between labial
consonants and low vowels. Although the aim is to gain a phonological insight, I begin
by looking at the articulatory phonetics of [a], which forms the basis of the
reclassifrcation of elements that I propose below.

In addition to the tongue being low in the oral cavity for the production of [a], the
closest constriction is at the tongue root or the pharynx (cf. Ladefoged & Maddison,
1996: 284). The main reason that vowels are classified primarily according to the
position of the highest point of the tongue from the roof of the mouth is that it groups the
vowels very well into natural classes. However, the most important articulatory
characteristic is the position of the point of maximum constriction of the vocal tract and

the cross-sectional area of the vocal tract at that point (Stephens & House 1955, Fant
1960). They measure the point of maximum constriction in terms of the distance of the
constriction from the glottis. This method of measurement does not reveal the natural

22 Although the most recent version of DP, as presented by Smith (2000) is used to demonstrate
the point, other similar DP versions include essentially the same difficulties.
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classes that are recognised in phonology. However, if rather than using a fixed point of
reference, such as the glottis or the roof of the mouth, only the point of maximum
constriction is noted, it does map the observed natural classes fairly closely. Therefore,
the pharyngeal constriction of low vowels is probably just as significant a characteristic
as the height of the tongue in the oral cavity. Nonrrithstanding this point, I will still use

the term low to refer to these vowels in order to not let jargon affect the clarity of the

points being made.
The lips and pharynx can be classified as being peripheral to the oral tract, with the

oral tract being defined as that part of the vocal tract lying between the pharynx and the

lips (Trask 1996). As shown in (6), Halle (1986) recognises a peripheral node in feature
geometry. However, his peripheral node includes the dorsal and labial nodes, as they are

in Jakobson, Fant & Halle's (1951) definition of the feature [grave].

Place feature geometry according to Halle (1986)

Peri'p hera I

[Dist] [Ant]

[High] [tnw] [Back] [Round]

In the present account I view the peripheral node as including labial and radical
constriction points, while excluding coronal and dorsal. The Jakobsonian feature [flat]
represents labialized and pharyngealized (radical) articulations, but also includes
velarized (dorsal) articulations. Sagey (1988) and Pulleyblank (1995) include a tongue
root and a radical node, respectively, in their accounts of place feature geometry, but in
each case these nodes are direct dependents of the place node. Pulleyblank's account is
shown in (7). It should be noted that in recognising the relationship between labial and
radical as being peripheral, I am not claiming any phonological significance of coronal
and dorsal together. That is, I make no claim that these features might be acquired
together, for example.
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Place feature geometry according to Pulleyblank (1995)

[High] [Back] [Low] [ATR]

Going back to DP, I propose an element [P] (Peripheral)23 to represent the common
denominator of the segments that are produced peripherally to the oral cavity. The most
significant components of the interpretation of the element [P] are the feature flabial] for
consonants, and pharyngeal constriction for vowels, which I will refer to as the feature

[ow] for ease of comparison with previous accounts. There are no vowels with labial as

their primary featwe2a. Similarly, consonants with pharyngeal constriction as primary
articulation are fairly rare (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996: 39). These considerations
suggest that labial consonants and low vowels are the regularly occurring segments that
are produced with the element [P] in a governing position. This would account for the
widely attested occrurence of the low vowel and a labial consonant amongst the earliest
segments to be acquired by children. That is, these children have acquired the element

[P], which represents both of these segment t1pes.
I tentatively suggest that the element [P] in dependent positions represent retracted

tongue root (RTR) vowels. Smith (2000), in accounting for sibilants, notes that the
typical difference between laminal2s and apical26 articulation is the tongue being more
retracted in the apical articulation. The element [P] in a dependent position would
accourt for this retraction. The tentative interpretation of the element [P] is therefore as

shown in (8).

23 It should be noted that the use of the term peripheral might be interpreted by some readers as

suggeshng a marginal status for the element [P]. That is not the intention of this proposal.

Peripheral is used to represent the positional relationship with the oral cavity and not a

qualitative relationship.

'o I address the issue of round vowels later in this sub-section.
25 Articulations with the blade of the tongue.
26 Articulations with the tip of the tongue.
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Tentative interpretation of the element [P].

Governing: consonants - labial constriction

vowels - primary pharyngeal constriction (low)

Dependent: consonants - lingual (tongue body) retraction

vowels - retracted tongue root (RTR)

It is not possible to equate the element [P] with any of the traditional elements used in
DP. At most, one could say that it resembles some aspects of the elements [A] and [U].
It is not identical to [A], which accounts for low vowels, because [A] includes dorsal
consonants and excludes labial consonants. Nor is it equivalent to [U], which accounts
for labial consonants, because [U] includes back vowels and excludes low vowels, which
are accounted for bV [P].

I now address the segments produced with primary articulation within the oral cavity.
It should be noted that the DP account by Smith represents articulations with primary
constriction at the back of the mouth with rwo different elements, namely, [A] for dorsal
consonants and [U] for back vowels. I propose the element [B] (Back) to account for the
segments articulated with primary constriction at the back of the oral cavity, that is,
dorsal consonants and back vowels (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). The interpretation
of [B] in governing positions would account for dorsal constrictions for consonants and
back conskictions for vowels. In dependent positions it would account for retroflex2T
consonants. These are shown in (9). No interpretation is given of this element in
dependent vowel positions. This issue is considered later in this section.

(9) Tentative interpretation of the element [B].

Governing: consonants - dorsal constriction

vowels - velar constriction (back)

Dependent: consonants - retroflex

vowels - (not yet assigned)

This element is not at all similar to the current DP element [A], which accounts for
dorsal consonants, since that element also accounts for low vowels and not for back
vowels. Nor is it similar to the current DP element [U], which accounts for back vowels,
because that element also accounts for labial consonants and not for dorsal consonants.

The final element that is included in this account of segment structure is the only one
that is basically similar to a traditional DP element, namely [I]. That is, it is the element
that accounts for coronal consonants and front vowelsz8. The labelling is not important,

27 Articulations with the tip of the tongue bent backwards and up slightly.
" DP is not the only model that recognises this relationship, Government Phonology (Kaye,
Lowenstamm and Vergnaud, 1985) and some feature geometry approaches also do.
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but in keeping with the change that was necessary for the other two elements I prefer to
label this element [F]2e (Front).

The tentative interpretations of all the place features discussed are presented in Table
0.2. Primary and secondary refer to the effect of the elements in governing and
dependent positions, respectively. A few problems with this tentative account will now
be discussed. The most obvious problem is with the non-representation of the feature

[round]. The relationship between back vowels and the feature [round] is relatively
uncontroversial. Stevens, Keyser and Kawasaki (1986) interpret fround] as an
enhancement of [back].

able 0.2: Tentative interpretation of the prouosed place features.
Consonant Vowel

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

P flabial] "retracted" Iow] lRrRl
F Icoronal] "normal" Ifront] lArRl
B Idorsal] "retroflex" [back]

With this in mind it could be suggested that the element [B] encompasses [round] as a

secondary feature for vowels, especially since a dependent function for [B] is not yet
identifred in Table 0.2 for vowel structures. However, the interpretation of the element

[B], which I suggest implies backness, does not itself lead to the inclusion of roundness,
within that interpretation. Except for the observed regular co-occulrence of the features,
there is nothing inherent in backness that accounts for roundness. That is, I reject the
suggestions that [back] and [round] are represented by the same element. This does not
suggest a lack of recognition of the relationship between back vowels and roundness, but
I would prefer to avoid the "easy" solution of assuming that they are represented by the
same feature and instead look further for another explanation.

The issue is complicated by the observation that there is also a relationship between
some consonants and the feature [round]. Sagey (1986: 136) points out that both back
vowels and labial consonants can trigger rounding harmony in Tulu. In light of this, den

Dikken and van der Hulst (1988: 20) agree that this process is best identified as "labial
harmony". With this in mind I re-examine the element that is interpreted as accounting
for the feature flabial] to see whether it may indeed include [round].

The element [P], loosely defined as encompassing speech sounds produced on the

periphery of the oral cavity, dominates the fiabial] and [radical] features. One way of
capturing the full potential of the element [P] is to recognise this sub-division in its
interpretation. That is, I propose the sub-elements [P1] and [P2] to account for labial

speech sounds and radical speech sounds, respectively. If this was to be represented in

2e A minor observation regarding the traditional DP element labels is that they give the

impression of the elements being vowel features that are used to also account for consonants.

The re-labelling suggested, in addition to being necessary to highlight the differences in two of
the elements, moves a little closer to capturing the neutral status of the elements, which apply

equally well to consonants and vowels.
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Feature Geometry terms, then [P] could be classified as a class node with dependent [P1]
and [P2] as presented in (10).

The sub-element [Pr] is interpreted for consonants as accounting for labial
constriction (as in the articulation of /pl) in governing positions and labial expansion
(rounding) in dependent positions. For vowels, [Pr] is interpreted as also accounting for
labial expansion in dependent positions. There are no vowels that are generally
interpreted as having fiabial] as a primary feature.

(10) Proposed sub-segmental elements

Place

Prl
l-abial

I

I

Round

As discussed above, feature [round] regularly co-occurs with the feature [back], but I
consider this roundness to be secondary. One indication of this is the fact that non-back
vowels may also be [round], although this is tlpologically rarer. Therefore, I suggest
that the sub-element [Pr] in the governing position of a vowel would be uninterpretable.
That is, there is no primary function for the element [P1] in the governing position of a
vowel. The interpretations of [P1] are shown in (ll), with no interpretation of it
goveming vowel positions.

(l l) Proposed interpretation of the sub-element [Pr].

Governing: consonants - labial constriction

vowels - not interpretable

Dependent: consonants - labial expansion (rounding)

vowels - labial expansion (rounding)

The interpretation of the sub-element [P2] for consonants is as pharyngeal constriction
in governing positions and lingual retraction in dependent positions. This was discussed
above in looking at the interpretation of the element [P]. For vowels, the interpretation
of [Pz] is as primary pharyngeal constriction (low) in governing positions and retracted
tongue root (RTR) in dependent positions. This is presented in (12).
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(r2) Proposed interpretation of the element [Pz].

Governing: consonants - pharyngeal constriction

vowels - prirnary pharyngeal constriction (low)

Dependent: consonants - lingual retraction

vowels - retracted tongue root (RTR)

The proposed inventory of elements and sub-elements is shown schematically in (13).
In order to give a picture of the interaction between the elements and segments, I have
superimposed on the diagram selected consonants and vowels, namely, lp/, ltl, M, /h/,
lil, /el,lu/, lol and lal. The vowels are represented within the schematic triangle. This
gives a similar representational picture as the current popular vowel space diagram (cf.
Ladefoged & Maddison, 1996). The consonants are represented outside the schematic
triangle in (13) but are aligned with the relevant elements and corresponding vowels, in
terms of place of articulation.

( 13) Schematic of the proposed elements and selected segments.
tk

I
I

tFl

\

u

tBl

o

tPl

Another problem that arises from the initial interpretation of the elements (Table 0.2)
is the interpretation of the element [F] in dependent positions for consonants. Due to the
similarity between the traditional DP element [I] and the element [F], which is proposed
in this account, I had tentatively incorporated Smith's (2000) interpretation of [I] into my
interpretation of [F]. Compare Tables 0.1 and 0.2. In accounting for sibilant place
features, Smith suggests "retracted" (IA), 'onormal" (I) and "retroflex" (IU). Note that
"normal" is the interpretation of [I] (supposedly in a goveming position) as opposed to

U I]'0, which would represent the feature [I] in both the governing and dependent

'o Smith (1988: 214) assumes that the dependent interpretation of [[ for consonants can be

palatal constriction or pharyngeal expansion.
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positions. Smith apparently recognises no secondary function for [I] in consonants.

Therefore I need to revise the account I gave of the element [F] in Table 0.2.

The dependent interpretation of the element [F] for consonants can best be described
as being similar to its advanced tongue root (ATR) interpretation for vowels. Trigo
(1988) argues that [ATR] is phonologically relevant for voiced obstruents in some

languages such as Bucan and Madurese. This is based on the observation that a suffix
vowel, unspecified for [ATR], becomes [ATR] even when it follows a stem with a non

[ATR] vowel, but ending in a voiced obstruent. Trigo views this as [ATR] harmony
triggered by the stem-final voiced obstruent. Den Dikken & van der Hulst (1988: 70)
agree that this is an indication that [ATR] can be phonologically present in the

representation of consonants and be active in spreading processes.

Having considered these initial problems I now propose a modified account of the

primary and secondary interpretations of the sub-segmental elements for both consonants
and vowels as presented in Table 0.3

able 0.3: Itr features.
Consonant Vowel

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

P
Pr Iabial] Iround] Iround]

Pz [radical] "retracted" Iow] IRrR]
F Icoronal] lArRl [front] lArRl
B Idorsal] "retroflex" [back]

Note that no primary vowel interpretation is suggested for [P1], neither is a secondary
vowel interpretation suggested for the element [B]. This brings me back to the question
of the feature [round]. Up to this point I have not accounted for the tlpical co-
occurrence of the features [back] and [round] in vowels. I suggest that with no
secondary function for the element [B], vowels with this element adopt the "orphaned"
[P1] secondary vowel function [round] in most cases. The secondary vowel function of
the element [P1] can be considered as orphaned to the extent that it has no primary vowel
function recognised in this approach. This would account for the tlpologically typical
co-occurrence of the feature [round] with the feature [back] and also allows for the
feature [round] to be available to co-occur with non-back vowels if the particular
language requires that.

0.5 Towards an OT/IIP Account of Acquisition Data

In $0.4 a proposal is made for a modification of DP's sub-segmental features, which can
be applied as a sub-theory of OT. In this section an indication of how this approach
would account for acquisition data is presented. I show how the proposed features and
OT can account for the attested segments and exclude those not attested in the early
stages of phonological acquisition.
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The constraints that are applied are all derived from general wellformedness
principles and/or typological facts. Some are formulated within the DP model of the
syllable adopted from Smith (2000), which is repeated in (1a) for convenient reference
(cf. $0.2). The constraints are presented in (15).

(14) Syllable and segment structure (Smith,2000)

N" (syllable)
/i

/ N' (rhyme)
ti

/ N (nucleus)
/l

M"[C] M"[V] ]o (obstruent sonorant)
ll
ll
M'[C] M'[V] (noncontinuant continuant)
tt
ll

M tcl M [V] (constrictive nonconstrictive)
ll
tt
IPlace] ([A,I,U])

(15) Some constraints on segmental structure.

a. M-PROJECTION (M-PROJ): A node M0 is dominated by
nodes that agree with it in terms of features.

b. CV TEMPLATE: The head of N" is M[V] and the dependent
is M[C].

c. [P] HEAD M[V]: The element [P] is head of a vowel structure.

d. [F] HEAD M[CJ: The element [F] is head of a consonant
structure.

e. *[B]: The element [B] is prohibited.

f. FAITH: Inputs and outputs should correspond to each other.

The constraints M-PROJECTION and CV TEMPLATE are basically adopted from
Smith (2000)31. The constraints [P] HEAD M[V]", tF] HEAD MtCl and +[B], capture
the tlpological preference for low vowels and coronal consonants as opposed to back

segments. Levelt (1994: 87) also utilises a constraint on Dorsal specifications, but not

" Smith represents what I call the CV TEMPLATE constraint as ONSET TEMPLATE-CV.

" Smith has a constraint called A HEAD-M[V], representing [A] as head of a vowel structure.
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within an OT framework. The FAITH family of constraints is widely used to account
for the fact that languages sometimes violate wellformedness principles in order to
maintain underlying structure in the output. It is not necessary here for me to distinguish
befween the various constraints that constitute the FAITH family. Therefore, I will refer
to either FAITH or the FAITH constraints throughout.

ln Chapter 5 it was shown that most of the children in the study had the coronal
consonant ldl and low vowel lal as their first segments, in addition some children had a

labial consonant, lbl or lpl, or a front high vowel //. None of the children showed

evidence of the acquisition of back segments in the first stage. This is in keeping with
most acquisition studies in the literature.

I will first present the constraint hierarchy that would be a part of the adult's system,
then show the constraint hierarchy of the child's system and how the child moves
towards the adult model. The relevant section of the adult constraint hierarchy, which
would produce the required segments, is presented in (16). It shows the FAITH
constraints being ranked above all the wellformedness constraints33, with the effect that
all the segments in the input will be produced faithfully by the adult. This ignores non-
grammatical influences such as slips of the tongue.

(1 6) A part of the adult constraint hierarchy.

FAITH >> *[B] >> M-PROJ & CV TEMPT.ATE >>

lFl HEAD [C], [P] HEAD [V].

The symbol '>>' indicates that the constraint to the left is ranked higher than the one to
the right. The constraints separated by a coflrma are not ranked with respect to each
other.

The child at the first stage of acquisition has the FAITH constraints ranked below all
the"wellformedness constraints. The relevant portion of her constraint hierarchy is
presented in (17).

A part of the child's first stage constraint hierarchy.

n[B] >> M-PROJ & CV TEMPLATE >> [F] HEAD [C],

lPl HEAD [V] >> FATTH.

(17)

With this constraint hierarchy the child will produce only coronal stops and low vowels.
I use an input with a dorsal consonant and back vowel plus some of the more likely
candidates for the output, to demonstrate this in Table 0.4. In this example, the input
form /gu/ produces the output form /dal.

" The complete adult phonological system would have other wellformedness constraints being
ranked above FAITH to account for adult phonological processes such as homorganic nasal
assimilation, however this is not relevant here.
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Table 0.4: The OT mmar of a child at first offeature uisition

Notes: * - Violation
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (winning candidate)

As the child acquires more of the adult phonology she adjusts her consffaint hierarchy
in stages to more approximate the adult hierarchy. One way of doing this is by
promoting the FAITH constraints. At stage two, most of the children start acquiring
dorsal consonants and back vowels. This stage would be represented by the FAITH
constraints being promoted to be ranked more highly than the *[B] constraint as shown
in (18).

(18) A part of the child's second stage constraint hierarchy.

FAITH >> *[B] >> M-PROJ & CV TEMPLATE >> [F] HEAD [C],

lPl HEAD [v].

The effect of this can be demonstrated using the same input, lgal, as presented in Table

0.5. Here it is shown that all the output candidates except the one that matches the input
violate the FAITH constraints. That also occurred in the first example (Table 0.4),

however in that case the FAITH constraints were ratrked too low to have an effect in the

selection of the optimal candidate. In this case it is ranked more highly than the

constraint that is violated by the input form, hence the candidate that matches the input
form is optimal.
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Table 0.5: The OT mmar of a child at a later of feature uisition

Notes: * - Violation
! - Fatal violation
-+ - Output form (winning candidate)

All the children follow the pattem of starting with the FAITH constraints ranked low
in the hierarchy and promoting it over time. Variation occurs in terms of the time
intervals at which the constraint hierarchy is reranked, in terms of the intermediate points
at which the FAITH constraints stop, and the variation of the ranking of wellformedness
constraints (see $0.7).

0.6 Evidence from the Jamaican Children

In this section I discuss a few examples of place feature acquisition from the data of the
children in this project. As I have already indicated this is not the main focus of the
dissertation and therefore I will not treat the examples exhaustively, but rather just
sufficiently to demonstrate the workings of the proposal. I will firstly consider the
stages of acquisition of the relevant segments, from $6.5 that addressed the research
questions. I will then take a couple of examples of actual child utterances and the target
adult forms, to demonstrate how the grarnmar, as proposed here, would account for the
observations.

The first three stages of segment acquisition applicable to all the children in the study
is presented in Table 0.6, adapted from Table 6.18 in $6.5. In this table it is seen that the
general tendency is for the children to acquire their first labial and coronal consonants
before they acquire their first dorsal consonant. Similarly, they acquire the low vowel
and their first front vowels before they acquire their first back vowel. tn fact this is not
just a tendency. All of the children in the study, without exception, follow this pattem.
See Tables 5.7 to 5.12, in Chapter 5, for the breakdown of the ages of acquisition of each
segment by each child.
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Table 0.6: First three stages of the generalised phoneme inventory development
for all children.

Staee Svllable-initial cons. Svllable-final cons. Vowels
Stage

I

0;9-1;6

b d
I

a

Stage
II

l;6-2;0

mn
pb td k

n
t

iru
EA

a

Stage
m

2;0-2;6

m
pb
f
w

n
td kg
s

j

m n
p t

s

k
ll

EA
a

IE

UU

As was noted in $0.3, the DP approach proposed by Smith (2000) does not easily
account for these observations. The particular combination of features that are

represented by Smith's sub-segmental glements suggests implicational relationships that
are not attested. The acquisition of low vowel implies acquisition of dorsal consonant
and the acquisition of labial consonant implies acquisition of back vowel. These are not
attested in the Jamaican acquisition data. Additionally, the attested (near) simultaneous
acquisition of dorsal consonants and back vowels cannot be accounted for in an

unproblematic way. On the other hand, the sub-segmental elements that I propose easily
provide an accurate account of the observed acquisition pattern.

To demonstrate how this works I take a few examples from one child. Like all the
other children Shakira (G12) acquired her first labial and coronal consonants before her

first dorsal consonant. Similarly she acquired the low vowel and her first front vowel
before she acquired her first back vowel. In (19) are a few examples of her output forms
and the assumed input, that is, the adult target forms. These examples are used in OT
Tables to show how the OT grammar, with constraints from the modified sub-segmental
elements, account for her observed utterances.

(1e) Examples of Shakira's (Gl2) output and input forms and English gloss.

a. 'daddy' ldadel -+ [dada] (l;3)

b. 'kitty' lkrtt/ -+ [dftr] (l;l l)

c. 'shampoo' lJampul -> [Iapu] (2;3)

d. 'cake' lkeV Ike] (2;3)
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In the first example the consonant /d/, which is in the input, is also in the output,
however the vowel /a/ is in the output as opposed to the input vowel lel. The way the

grarnmar would account for this is demonstrated using Table 0.7.

Table 0.7: Example of the rejection of a non-low vowel by the OT
ammar of Shakira at the o 1t

Input:
ldadel

*[B] M-PROJ
CV TEMP

[F] HEAD tcl lPl HEAD [v] FAITH

/dade/ {<l

+ ldada/ *

Notes: * - Violation
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (winning candidate)

ln each of these examples I present only those candidates I deem necessary for
accounting for the acquisition of the place elements. This situation can be accounted for
with the FAITH constraints ranked as the lowest of all the constraints considered here.
The input vowel /e/ violates the constraint [P] HEAD [V], which requires the element

[P] to be the head of vowels. The head of the vowel /e/ is the element [F].
The second example shows the selection of a candidate with non-low vowel but

rejecting the dorsal segment that is in the input. The account of this is demonstrated
using Table 0.8. Here there is evidence that the FAITH constraints are now ranked
above the constraint [P] HEAD [V]. This example provides no evidence that it should
be ranked any higher.

Table 0.8: Example of the selection of a non-low vowel, but rejection of a dorsal
t bv the OT srammar of Shakira at thease of 1111

Notes: * - Violation
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (wiruring candidate)

This particular positioning may appear odd in light of the determination earlier in this
section that the two constraints [P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] are not ranked with
respect to each other. My argument would be that if no constraint intervenes between
them, then they could have equal ranking status. However it is possible for there to be

Input: /ktr/ M-PROJ
CV TEMP

tFl HEAD tcl lPl HEAD [v]
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an intervening constraint, as is seen in this example. The question now would be, which
of these two constraints are ranked higher when there is an intervening constraint. I
examine this issue further when I look at variation in the following section.

Also for the account of the example in (l9b), it is noted that the dorsal segment /W in
the input is still not selected for the output. This is evidence that the FAITH constraints
are still ranked below the *[B] constraint, which disallows dorsal consonants and back
vowels as is shown in Table 0.8. Note also that the third candidate in Table 0.8 (data),
which would have been close to ideal in the first example, having both vowels replaced
by /a/, is not selected in this case. In this example this candidate violates the FAITH
constraints three times, by having three segments different from the input form.

In (19c) there is an example of a back vowel being selected for the output at the age
of 2;3. The account of this is demonstrated using Table 0.9.

Table 0.9: Example of a
Shakira at the

back vowel candidate selection by the OT grammar of
of 2;3

Notes: * - Violatron
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (winning candidate)

The evidence suggests that at this point the FAITH constraints are ranked above the

constraint t[B], which disallows back vowels and dorsal consonants. To account for this
particular example it is necessary to introduce another constraint, based on the fact that

the input included a coda consonant that does not appear in the output form. The
constraint is *CODA, which basically disallows codas in syllables. When the present

proposal is further developed in forthcoming papers, the universal preference for
syllables without codas will be represented as a constraint on the syllabic dependency

relations. However, that is beyond the scope of this introductory expos6, which I restrict
to a discussion of place features. For now, the widely accepted *CODA constraint will
suffice to make the point.

The first output candidate, in Table 0.9, which perfectly matches the input form and

therefore satisfies the more highly ranked FAITH constraints, fatally violates the

"CODA constraint. The second candidate does not violate *CODA, but as a result
violates the FAITH constraints. It is however still selected as the optimal candidate

because the other candidates considered are even less desirable to the present constraint

hierarchy.

Input:

{ampu/
M-PROJ

CV TEMP
lFl HEAD [c] lPl HEAD [v]
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This same constraint hierarchy accounts
allowed in the output at this point as seen

demonstrated using Table 0.10.

for the fact that dorsal consonants are also

from the example in (19b). This account is

rammar of Shakira at the ase of

Notes: t - Violation
! - Fatal violation
-+ - Output form (wirning candidate)

Again the *CODA constraint is necessary to account for this example. The first
candidate, which matches the input form, violates the *CODA constraint although it
satisfies the FAITH constraints. The optimal candidate is the second one, which violates
the FAITH constraints in order to satisfy the more highly ranked +CODA constraint. All
the other candidates considered are less acceptable to the present constraint hierarchy.

It should be noted that the crucial relevance of this and the previous example is not
the presence of the *CODA constraint, but the fact that the FAITH constraints are at this
point ranked higher than the +[B] constraint. One of the main points of the examples
considered in this section is the promotion of the FAITH constraints up the constraint
hierarchy as the acquisition process progresses. Recall that FAITH represents a family
of constraints and so any one or more of this family could be so affected. This
promotion of the FAITH constraints during acquisition has been recognised in several
studies within OT, to include Tesar & Smolensky (1994/199S) and Levelt, Schiller &
Levelr (2000).

Also significant in this section is the fact that the relationship between the FAITH
constraints and the *[B] constraint is sufficient to account for the general acquisition
pattern seen for all the children in the study. That is, no dorsal consonant or back vowel
is acquired before their first labial and coronal consonants and low and front vowels.
Also when the first dorsal consonant and back vowel are acquired, they appear almost at
the same age in most cases. Smith's (2000) proposal for sub-segmental elements does
not allow for an account of these observations in such a straightforward way.

Table 0.10: Example of a dorsal consonant candidate selection by the OT

[P] HEAD [v]lFl HEAD [c]
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Accounting for Variation

As was presented in Chapters 5 and 6, the children in this study showed evidence of a
similar order of development for most of the phenomena concemed, and differed
primary in terms of the ages of acquisition. In terms of their sequence of acquisition of
the place of articulation features, they also varied, but to a lesser extent. That is, all the
children, without exception, acquired their first coronal and labial consonants before
their first dorsal consonant, and the low vowel and their first front vowel before their
first back vowel. The only variation in that regard is that some of the children acquired
the first two places of articulation features simultaneously, while the others did not. For
example, from that data, coronal always precedes labial and dorsal unless coronal and

labial are acquired together. In either case, coronal and labial always precede dorsal.

The equivalent situation is true for the vowels, with low preceding front and velar unless

low and front are acquired at the same age.

In $0.6, I raised the question of the relationship between the two constraints [P]
HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C]. Basically, since these constraints would not normally
conflict with each other, there is actually no need for them to be ranked with respect to
each other. Where their ranking has to be considered is where there is another
constraint, with which they must be ranked, intervening between the t'wo. An example
of this was seen in the previous section, with the FAITH constraints intervening to
account for the occurrence of the vowel //. This is exactly the sort of relationship that

allows for individual variation. Note that the position in the hierarchy of the *[B]

constraint relative to the constraints [P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] is not variable,

based on the evidence from this study. The variability of the ranking of the constraints

[P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C], when another constraint intervenes, affects the

sequence of acquisition of non-low vowels and non-coronal consonants. Therefore, if
the first labial consonant is acquired before the first front vowel then that would be an

indication that the constraint [P] HEAD [V] was at that point ranked higher than [F]
HEAD [C], with the FAITH constraints between them. On the other hand, if the first
front vowel is acquired before the first labial consonant, that would be an indication that

the constraint [F] HEAD [C] is ranked more highly than [P] HEAD [V], with the FAITH
constraints between them. An example of this was demonstrated above using Table 0.8.

The final variation that could occru with these particular constraints is in the situation in
which both the first front vowel and the first labial consonant are acquired at the same

data point. In this case the FAITH constraints would be ranked above both [P] HEAD

[V] and [F] HEAD [C], and the latter two would not necessarily be ranked with respect

to each other.
Teresa (L12) is one of the children who showed evidence of acquiring her first labial

consonant and her first front vowel at the same data point, but still before her first dorsal

segment. Examples of single forms that capture this fact are presented in (20). The state

of Teresa's grammar at this data point, based on the observed utterances presented in
(20) is demonstrated in Tables 0.11 and 0.12.
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Examples of Teresa's (Ll2) output and input forms and English gloss.

a. 'pig /ptd -+ tptl (l;1)

b. 'puppy' lptrpr/ + [papr] (1;1)

c. 'give' /gll tdll (1;1)

In Table 0.11 the candidate that perfectly matches the input form, fatally violates the
*CODA constraint due to the syllable-final lgl. The second candidate does not violate
the *CODA constraint, hence causing one violation of FAITH. However, even with this
violation of the FAITH constraints, it is still a better option than the remaining
candidates considered here, which all have more violations of FAITH.

Table 0.11: Example of a labial consonant and front vowel candidate selection by
the OT srammar of Teresa at the a of 1:l

Notes: * - Violation
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (winning candidate)

The same constraint hierarchy accounts for the rejection of dorsal consonants at this
data point, as demonstrated in Table 0.12. Again, the candidate that perfectly matches
the input form, fatally violates the *CODA constraint due to the syllable-final lvl. The
second candidate does not violate the *CODA constraint, hence causing one violation of
the FAITH constraints. However, it fatally violates the *[B] constraint by including a

dorsal consonant. The optimal candidate of those considered in this example is /d/
because its two violations of FAITH are still less than the violations by the remaining
candidates considered.

M-PROJ
CV TEMP

lFl HEAD [c] lPl HEAD [v]
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Table 0.12: Example of the rejection of a dorsal consonant candidate by the OT
grammar of Teresa at the age of 1;1

Notes: * - Violatron
! - Fatal violation
+ - Output form (winning candidate)

From the discussions in this section it is established that the model can account for the
variation that is observed between the children. The variation in the ages of acquisition
is accounted for by the fact that the children are not restricted to any particular time or
stage for the reranking of the constraints. The fact that the children are able to have the
FAITH constraints land at each possible landing site on the way up the hierarchy or to
skip some landing sites, accounts for the variation in the sequence of acquisition of the
sub-segmental place elements. If a child has the FAITH constraints landing between the

[P] HEAD [V] and [F] HEAD [C] constraints, then the ranking of the latter two
constraints is also optional. It is important to note that for the Jamaican children in this
study, there is no possibility of changing the ranking relationship between the +[B]

constraint on the one hand and the [P] HEAD [V] and [Fj HEAD [C] constraints on the
other hand. That is evidenced by the fact that none of these children acquire their first
dorsal consonant before their first coronal and labial consonants or their first back vowel
before their first low and front vowels.

0.8 Conclusion

OT accounts for phonological acquisition in terms of the continuous reranking of
constraints until the child's phonological system matches the adult target system.

However, OT can be improved by using the DP model of sub-segmental structure. The

existing interpretation of the sub-segmental place elements in DP does not account for
the acquisition data generally and makes unattested predictions. In order to provide the

needed complementary theory of sub-segmental representation for OT, I propose

modifications to Smith's (2000) DP sub-segmental features, with the advantage of
accounting also for acquisition data.

The proposal includes a place element tP] (Peripheral), which includes labial
consonants, low vowels and rounding. I also propose the element [B] (Back), which
represents dorsal consonants and back vowels. The element [F] (FronQ represents

coronal consonants and front vowels. These modifications allow for a less problematic

account of general acquisition data. I can account for the attested near simultaneous

acquisition of labial consonants and low vowels and/or coronal consonants and front

*CODA lPl HEAD [v]
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vowels, as well as the subsequent near simultaneous acquisition of dorsal consonants and
back vowels.

The sub-segmental features proposed were then presented in terms of OT constraints
and used to demonstrate how the acquisition process is accounted for in the OT
approach. According to OT, the optimal output candidate for an input form is selected
based on the satisfaction/violation of a set of ranked constraints, whose ranking varies
for different language varieties. The FAITH family of constraints requires agreement
between the input and the output, whereas wellformedness constraints require the output
to conform to generally preferred structures in the languages

Children begin acquiring their phonological systems with the FAITH constraints
ranked low in the hierarchy. The low ranking FAITH constraints result in most children
producing a coronal consonant and low vowel initially. As they acquire more of the
grammar the FAITH constraints are promoted allowing a wider variety of outputs.
tndividual variation occurs in terms of the time interval between rerankings, in terms of
the intermediate points at which the FAITH constraints are placed, and in terms of the
ranking relationship between some of the wellformedness constraints.

Although the proposal for a revised representation of sub-segmental features was
made with the DP framework and utilised within OT, the principles that motivated the
proposal can be applied in many other models. For example it can be incorporated into
the Feature Geometry approach as shown in (21).

Proposed sub-segmental place elements in a feature tree

Place

(2r)

Labial [Pl ]

I

Round

Radical [P2]
I

I

I

RTR

Coronal [F] Dorsal [B]tttt
Front Back

Although I subscribe to the DP and OT approaches, I recognise that there are some
phonologists who do not. Therefore, it is important for me to point out that the insight
presented here is not inextricably linked to DP or OT. The insight is very useful in
accounting for acquisition data generally, especially in reductionist approaches like DP.
More crucial is the fact that in addition to accounting for acquisition data generally, the
new representation yields the same set of phonemes as the existing theories of the
segment. It should therefore be capable of dealing, equally adequately, with the same
(non-acquisition) data that the present approaches account for.

This insight was deliberately not discussed in the main body of this dissertation,
because the dissertation is intended to be primarily descriptive. A few examples have
been given of how the theory would be applied to the data from this project. However,
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the incorporation of this proposed modification to DP into OT will be
explored in forthcoming publications.
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Summary

This dissertation provides an initial descriptive analysis of the acquisition of phonology
by Jamaican children. It covers the acquisition of syllable structure, segments and
features, the use of phonological processes and the effect of variation in the adult
language. The Jamaican speech community includes speakers of Jamaican English (JE),

the acrolect, and Jamaican Creole (JC), an English-lexicon based Creole language. JC
includes the basilect (the variety most distinct from JE) and the mesolect. The mesolect
includes a mix of features of the acrolect and the basilect in addition to some unique
features. In exploring the appropriate framework for discussing the acquisition data I
proposed a model of the Jamaican Creole continuum that recognises the three language
varieties, the existence of monolinguals in each and multilinguals in all combinations.
This model is accounted for within the Optimality Theory (OT) framework with "fixed"
grarnmars for acrolect and basilect and a variable grulmmar for the mesolect. ln a

theoretical excursus, I propose a Dependency Phonology (DP) based representation of
sub-segmental elements that is applied to the acquisition data within an OT framework.
In the remainder of this surlmary, I outline the main methodological considerations, a

synopsis of the results and some of the implications of the findings.
The main controlled variables in the selection of informants were the age of the

children and the education level and area of residence of the primary caregiver. In
addition to these criteria, language use, impairments and sex were also considered. In
order to cover the age period 1;0 to 4;6 in the limited time available, two age groups

were selected. One sub-group in each community has children who were approximately
l;0 year and the other sub-group has children who were approximately 2;6 years, at the

beginning of the data collection period. In order to be able to examine the influence of
variation in input, ehildren were selected from different areas and from families with
different educational backgrounds. lnformants whose caregivers had only primary
education were selected from the relatively isolated rural community of Guys Hill and

those with university or college education were selected from the town of Linstead, in
the same parish. They are referred to as the pre-secondary (Pre-Sec) and post-secondary

(Post-Sec) groups, respectively. A reserve group of four children was selected from St.

Andrew. The apparent variety of language used was noted during the selection process.

The lack of impairments was determined by questions to the caregivers and observation

of the children, before and during recordings. As far as was possible an effort was made

to get equal numbers of boys and girls in each subgroup.
Two children from each of the primary subgroups, a total of eight, were recorded once

per month for two years from l;0 to 3;0 and from 2;6 to 4;6 for each age group,

respectively. The remaining 12 primary children were recorded at quarterly intervals for the

two year period. All the children, in both age groups, in Saint Andrew were recorded semi-
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afflually for two years. Audio and video recordings of primarily spontaneous ufferances
were done for 30 to 40 minutes at each data point, using Sony equipment. Picture books
were the main elicitation items, but various toys and games supplemented these.

The data were transcribed according to the transcription guidelines of the Child
Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES), called the CHAT transcription system
(c.f. MacWhin"ney, 1991 and Sokolov & Snow, 1994). All the available monthly data
for children between 1;0 and 2;0 were transcribed. This applies to four children. All the
remaining data for children in the younger subgroup (l;0-3;0) were transcribed at
quarterly intervals. Quarterly transcriptions were also done for two of the older children,
but for the rernainder only twelve-monthly data points were transcribed. The data from
the four Saint Aadrew children is held in reserve.

Frequency counts of the children's attempts at the adult words and segments were
done, using prograrnmes that are integral parts of the CHILDES system. A child is
deemed to have acquired a segment if the frequency data shows 75Yo corcect realisation
of that segment. Where there are 50% to 74o/o correct realisations, the segment is noted
as emerging. A minimum of two attempts at a segment is required for possible
acquisition to be determined. These criteria were also applied to the acquisition of
syllable structure and features. The majority of the children in a group had to have 75o/o

correct realisations for acquisition by the group to be established. For the group data,
calculations of mean and median ages were done based on those ages at which there was
clear evidence of acquisition of the particular phenomenon.

A notable observation is that there was significant individual variation in the
development of the phonology of the children studied. It is, however, probably more
significant that the variation is mainly in relation to the ages at which the different
phonological phenomena were acquired. Statistically, the sequence of acquisition is
significantly similar in most cases. The Post-Sec group showed a tendency to acquire the
phonological phenomena earlier than the Pre-Sec Soup, but the differences are not
significant in most cases.

lir looking at the syllable structure development path for the twenty primary children
in the project, there was significant individual variation in the ages at which the various
stages were acquired. However, it is equally clear that all the children followed a similar
development path in terms of the sequence of acquisition. The application of
Spearman's rho and Pearson's test of correlation of rank order established that there
were no significant differences between the two groups in the order of acquisition of
each stage. With this similarity in mind, a five-stage profile as presented in (1) was
recognised for all the children.

Syllable structure development stages for all the children(1)

Stage I (<l;3):

Stage II (l;0-1;6):

Stage III (l;1-2;3):

Stage fV (l;6-3;6):

Stage V (2;3- ):

Open syllables

Disyllabic forms

Onsetless syllables

Closed syllables

Consonant clusters

Syllabic consonants -

CV

CVCV

V

(c)vc
(c)cvc(c)

cq
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This is similar to the pattern found by some previous studies and contributes to the
arguments recognising a universal pattern in language acquisition.

There was a general order of development to be seen in the acquisition of individual
segments, although not as consistent as the syllable. There were also differences in the
ages at which the individual segments were acquired. Oral stops tend to be acquired
first, especially ldl and /bl. Then we see nasals, fricatives, glides and liquids, in that
order generally. lt was also found that in general most segments were acquired syllable-
initially before syllable-finally. The main exceptions were fricatives, some of which
were acquired first in the syllable-final position. The profile of the development of the
segments, generalised for all the children, is presented in Table Sl.

Tahle S1: Generalised phoneme inventory development prolile for all children.
Age Syllable-initial Consonants Syllable-final Consonants Vowels

0;9-1;6 b d a

1;6-2;0
mn

pb td k
n

t
ttu

EA
a

2;0-2;6
m

pb
f
w

n
td
s

kg

J

m n
p t

s

k
ir

EA
a

I8

Uu

2;6-3;0
m n
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f v s

w rl j

m n 3
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v sz I
rl

i r uu
etAo

a

IE AI

3;0-3;6
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v sz t
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lIUU
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m n
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v sz J
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D
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IIUU
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AI

Not
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a
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AU

With respect to the acquisition of features, the Pre-Sec group acquired none at an

earlier age than the Post-Sec group. Except for two features, [Consonantal] and [Tense],
which were acquired at the same age, all the features are acquired by the Post-Sec group

earlier than the Pre-Sec group acquired them. Notwithstanding this difference in the

ages of acquisition of the features, the orders of acquisition by the two groups are
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significantly similar at the |Yo level, two tailed. The order of acquisition by feature
categories for all the children is repeated in (2).

Order of acquisition by feature categories.

a. Place

(Primary features): coronal, labial < dorsal.

(Secondary features): low, high < front < round.

b. Manner

(Primary features): consonantal < sonorant < continuant < sibilant.

(Secondary features): tense < nasal < lateral < rhotic.

Variation in use of phonemes was found in the caregivers' speech for both groups, but
more so in the Post-Sec group. The caregivers of the Pre-Sec group were consistent in
their more frequent use of the JC variants as opposed to the JE variants. The main
variables examined were dental stop vs. dental fricative, palatal stop vs. velar stop, /re/

vs. /e/ and luN vs. /ol. In each case the former is the JC variant and the latter is the JE

variant. In general the children acquired the more frequently used variants earlier than
the less frequently used variants, but this was more so for the vowel variables than for
the consonant variables.

Based on the variants they had acquired, approximately one third of the children
appear to be developing as monolingual speakers. Half of the monolinguals are speakers
of JE and the other half are speakers of JC. The remaining children, a clear majority,
show evidence of being bilingual. The bilingual Post-Sec children showed evidence of
acquiring JE and JC; the JC variety may be either the basilect or mesolect. The bilingual
Pre-Sec children appear to have been acquiring two varieties of JC. The children studied
appear to be representative of the Jamaican population in terms of language use. With
the majority of the children being bilingual, one would probably assume that the
diglossia model would provide a very effective account. However, the evidence that
three of the children were developing as monolingual acrolectal speakers (the 'high'
variety in a diglossia) poses a problem for the diglossia model as a single model of the
Jamaican language situation.

The framework in which the data were presented in Chapters 5 and 6 accounts for
acquisition in terms of the children having their own phonological systems then they
progress towards the adult system by incrementally adding new features and structure and
by combining these in more complex ways. Before the adult system is acquired, the
children, in that account, apply various phonological processes to adult target forms to get
them to conform to their existing systems. Fewer processes are necessary as they move
closer to acquiring the adult system. The use of most of the phonological processes was
sporadic or zero in the Post-Sec group earlier than in Pre-Sec goup, However, the order
in which the use of processes decreased are significantly similar. The dental fricative
process was still in full use at 4;6, for the Post-Sec group. However, there is no evidence
of this process in the Pre-Sec group. The Pre-Sec caregivers do not use dental fricatives,
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therefore the children are unlikely to acquire these forms until they are exposed to them
from a source extemal to the home environment, most likely in a second language
situation.

An alternative approach to the acquisition process was mooted in a theoretical
excursus at the end of the dissertation, beginning with the proposal of a modified version
of the DP representation of sub-segmental features. The sub-segmental features that were
proposed were presented in terms of OT constraints and used to demonstrate how the
acquisition process is accounted for in the OT approach. In this account, children begin
acquiring their phonological systems with a default constraint ranking that results in
most children producing coronal consonants and low vowels irrespective of the input.
As they acquire more of the grarnmar the constraints are reranked allowing a wider
variety of outputs. Individual variation occurs in terms of the time interval between
rerankings and in terms of the intermediate points at which the reranked constraints are

placed.
OT was also used in the dissertation to provide an account of a model of the Creole

continuum that includes monolinguals and multi-linguals. This model was accounted for
within OT with a variable constraint hierarchy for the mesolect and fixed hierarchies for
the acrolect and basilect. According to OT, the optimal output candidate for an input
form is selected based on the satisfaction/violation of a set of ranked constraints, whose
ranking vary for different language varieties. This OT approach accounts for the
implicational relationship between variants and does not allow unattested co-occurrences
of variants.

In applying OT to the Creole continuum I had to determine the source of the input for
the various language varieties. The conclusions from this determination could be

applied to the nature of the interaction between two languages in aL2learning situation.
In this situation, I suggest that the assumptions that theL} learner makes about the L2, in
relation to her Ll, are applied at the input level not the output level.

In addition to the scientific interest in child language in Jamaica there is a practical

need to understand the nature of the linguistic competence of children at different stages

of language development. This impacts on clinical applications and education policy.
The three essential steps for the correction of phonetic and/or phonological disorders,

assessment, diagnosis and treatment, are focussed primarily and necessarily on the

speaker with the disorder. However, they are useless without some indication of what

the normal phonological profile should be for the particular age group concemed. The

findings of this study provide an initial indication of these profiles.
One of the first steps in the improvement of the education system in Jamaica should

be the official recognition of JE and JC as two distinct languages. The children should

become literate in their mother tongue, while learning English, which is required in
Jamaica for higher levels of education. An often-mooted solution is to include the use of
JC in schools, at least for primary education, while teaching English as a second

language. This must necessarily begin with an understanding of the linguistic
competence of a child entering the education system. It does not necessarily mean that

English has to be second in terms of 'status' or official function, but simply that it is

taught using a method that recognises that the leamer already speaks one or more

languages. Many persons, rncluding linguists and educators, have made this proposal.

What this study contributes to the education policy debate is some supporting

evidence for the corrmon assumption that many of the children entering schools do not

have an adequate command of the language of education, English. Further it gives an
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indication of the extent to which children may be bilingual or monolingual and in which
of the language varieties. This is useful for assisting in the selection of the language
variety to be used in schools and it should help teachers to have an idea of what is the
norn for a child at various ages and what is deviant. It contributes to the foundation on
which to build a more user-sensitive education system, towards which the Jamaican
Ministry of Education is sympathetic, but which is still 'under consideration'.



Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift behelst de eerste beschrijving en analyse van de verwerving van een

aantal aspecten van de fonologische component door Jamaicaanse kinderen. Het beslaat
de verwerving van de lettergreepstructuur, segmenten en fonologische kenmerken,
alsmede het gebruik van fonologische processen, en de effecten van variatie in het
taalgebruik van volwassenen op de verwerving. De Jamaicaanse taalgemeenschap omvat
het Jamaicaans Engels (JE) en het Jamaicaans Creools (JC). Het JC beslaat zowel het
basilect (de variant die zich het meest onderscheidt van het acrolectale JE) als het
mesolect, dat eigenschappen van het basilect en het acrolect vermengt maar ook eigen
kenmerken heeft. Als kader voor de behandeling van de verwervingsgegevens neem ik
een model van het Jamaicaans Creools continuum aan waarin deze drie varianten
onderscheiden worden. Verder gaat dit model er vanuit dat er zowel 6dntalige sprekers
van elk van deze varianten, als ook meertalige sprekers van combinaties van deze
varianten bestaan. Dit wordt binnen het theoretische kader van Optimality Theory (OT)
verantwoord door uit te gaan van vaststaande grammatica's voor het acrolect en het
basilect, en een variabele grammatica voor het mesolect. In de theoretische uiteenzetting
aan het eind van het proefschrift kom ik tot een voorstel voor een sub-segmentele
representatie in het kader van Dependency Phonolog,t (DP) dat, toegepast binnen het
kader van OT, de bevindingen van deze studie verklaart. In deze samenvatting zal ik nu
verder eerst de meest belangrijke methodologische overwegingen behandelen, gevolgd
door een overzicht van de resultaten en enige van de gevolgtrekkingen.

Voor de keuze van informanten, waren de leeftijd van de kinderen en de opleiding
en woonplaats van de verzorg(st)er de belangrijkste gecontroleerde variabelen.
Daamaast heb ik ook aandacht besteed aan taalgebruik, taalstoornissen, en sekse. Om in
de beschikbare tijd de periode van l;0 tot 4;6 jaar te kunnen beslaan, heb ik twee
leeftijdsgroepen gebruikt in elk van de onderzoeksgemeenschappen. De ene goep
bestaat uit kinderen die aan het begin van het onderzoek ongeveer l;0 jaar oud waren, de
andere uit kinderen die toen ongeveer 2;6 jaar oud waren. In het landelijke en enigszins
geisoleerde Guys Hill werden informanten gekozen wiens verzorg(st)ers niet meer dan
een lagere schoolopleiding hadden, in het meer stedelijke Linstead informanten met
verzorg(st)ers met een voortgezette opleiding. Ik verwijs naar deze groepen als pre-
secondary (Pre-Sec) en post-secondary (Post-Sec). Bovendien heb ik een reseryegroep
van vier kinderen in St. Andrew samengesteld. Gedurende het keuzeproces heb ik
aandacht besteed aan de taalvariant, en heb ik door de verzorg(st)ers daarnaar te vragen
en de kinderen te observeren, kunnen vaststellen dat er geen sprake was van
taalstoornissen. Voor zover mogelijk heb ik getracht in elke groep net zo veel jongens

als meisjes in te kiezen.
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Gedurende twee jaar werden van twee kinderen uit elke Broep, in totaal acht
kinderen, 66n keer per maand opnamen gemaakt, daarmee de leeftijd van l;0 naar 3;0 en
van 2;6 naar 4;6 beslaand. Van de overige 12 kinderen werden elk kwartaal opnamen
gemaakt. De opnamen bestaan steeds uit 30 i 40 minuten audio- en video-opnamen van
spontaan taalgebruik, waarbij voomamelijk plaatjesboeken maar ook wel speelgoed en

spelletjes gebruikt werden om taalgebruik te stimuleren.
Voor de transcriptie van de gegevens heb ik de richtlijnen van het Child Language

Data Exchange System (CHILDES) gevolgd, gebruikmakend van het zogenaamde
CHAT transcriptiesysteem. In de leeftijdsperiode van l;0 naar 2;0 jaar zljn alle
maandelijkse opnamen getranscribeerd. Dit betreft vier kinderen. Voor alle overige
kinderen in de jongste groep zijn de opnamen eens per kwartaal getranscribeerd. Van
twee van de kinderen in de oudere groep zijn de opnamen eveneens eens per kwartaal
getranscribeerd, van de overige kinderen in die groep zijn de opnamen eens per jaar
getranscribeerd. De opnamen van de vier kinderen in de reserve groep zijn achter de
hand gehouden.

Voor de frequentietellingen van de pogingen van de kinderen de segmenten en
kenmerken van de volwassen taal te produceren heb ik gebruik gemaakt van de
programmatuur die daarvoor binnen CHILDES beschikbaar is. Ik ga ervan uit dat een
kind een bepaald segment geleerd heeft als de frequentiegegevens laten zien dat dat
segment in75o/o van de gevallen correct gebruikt werd. Waar de frequentie tussen de 50
en74Yo ligt, heet het dat dat segment in ontwikkeling was. Voordat bepaald kan worden
of een segment geleerd is zijn minimaal twee geslaagde pogingen nodig. Deze
maatstaven heb ik ook aangehouden voor de ver-werving van lettergreepstrucfuur en van
kenmerken. Om te kunnen concluderen dat een groep kinderen een bepaald verschijnsel
geleerd heeft, moeten de meeste kinderen in die groep 75o/o geslaagde realisaties hebben.
Voor de groepsgegevens zijn de gemiddelde en de mediane leeftijd uitgerekend waarop
een bepaald verschijnsel geleerd was.

Het is opmerkelijk dat er nogal wat individuele variatie te zien was in de

ontwikkeling van de fonologie van de kinderen. Echter betreft de variatie voornamelijk
de leeftijd waarop de verschillende fonologische verschijnselen geleerd werden.
Statistisch gezien was de volgorde van de verwerving in de meeste gevallen significant
overeenkomend. Over het algemeen leerde de Post-Sec groep de fonologische
verschijnselen v66r de Pre-Sec Broep, maar zijn de verschillen niet significant.

Het ontwikkelingstraject van de syllabestructuur van de twintig primaire kinderen
in het onderzoek laat wederom nogal wat variatie zien in de leeftijd waarop de

verschillende stadia geleerd werden. Anderzijds is het ook duidelijk te zien dat wat

betreft de volgorde van de verwerving, de kinderen allemaal eenzelfde ontwikkeling
doormaakten. Door toepassing van Spearman's rho test en van Pearson's rangorde-

correlatietest, kon worden vastgesteld dat de verschillen tussen de twee groepen in de

volgorde van verwerving niet significant waren. Op basis hiervan kan het profiel (l),
bestaande uit vijf ontwikkelingsstadia, voor alle kinderen gehanteerd worden. Dit komt
overeen met de bevindingen van eerder onderzoek en ondersteunt het bestaan van een

universeel patroon in taalverwerving.
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(l) Ontwikkelingsstadia van syllabestructuur (geldig voor alle kinderen):

Stadium I (<1;3): open lettergrepen - CV
tweelettergrepi ge woorden

Stadium II (1;0-1;6): aanvangsloze lettergrepen

Stadium III (1;l-2;3): gesloten lettergrepen

Stadium IV (1;6-3;6): clusters van medeklinkers

Stadium V (2;3 -): lettergreepdragende consonanten -

CVCV

V

(c)vc

(c)cvc(c)

cq

In het ontwikkelingstraject van het klanksysteem waren eveneens verschillen te

zien in de leeftijd waarop bepaalde segmenten geleerd werden. Ook hier zien we een

algemene volgorde van verwenring, hoewel niet zo duidelijk als het geval is voor de
verwerving van de syllabestructuur. Plosieven werden over het algemeen als eerste
geleerd, vooral ldl en lb/, waarna nasalen, fricatieven, glijklanken en liquiden.
Bovendien kan worden vastgesteld dat de meeste van deze segmenten eerst initieel in de

lettergreep geleerd worden, daama pas in finale positie. De belangrijkste uitzondering
daarop vornen fricatieven, waarvan sommige eerst in de finale positie in de lettergreep
verworven werden. Het algemene ontwikkelingsprofiel voor de verwerving van
segmenten is te zien in Tabel 52.
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Tabel 52: Algemeen ontwikkelingsprofiel van het foneemsysteem

Leeftijd Medeklinkers aan het begin
van de lettersreeo

Medeklinkers aan het eind van
de lettersreeo

Klinkers

0;9-l;6 b d a

l;G2;0
mn

pb td k
n

t
tru

AA
a

2;0-2;6
mn

pb td kg
fs

w J

m n
p t

s

k
ir

€A
a

It

UU

2;6-3;0
mn

p b r d tlds kjke
f v s

w rl j

m n U
p td kg

v sz !
rl

IIUU
e€   o

IE

a

AI

3;0-3;6
mn

p b t d tldSkjkg
f v s J
w rl j

mnD
p tdtJ kg

v sz t
rl

tluu
e€ 1\ o

IE

a

at

3:6-4:6
mn

p b t d tJd3kjkg
f v s J
w rl j

mn!
p tdtl kg

v sz I
rl

ttuu
eeAo

t€

a

al

Niet
geleerd

op
leeftijd

4;6

cI
06 S h

Z

b d3

f 3
J

AU

Wat betreft de verwerving van kenmerken kunnen we constateren dat de Pre-Sec

groep geen enkel kenmerk eerder verwierf dan de Post-Sec groep. Met uitzondering van

[consonantaal] en [gespannen], die op dezelfde leeftijd geleerd werden, werden alle
kenmerken door de kinderen in de Post-Sec groep eerder geleerd. Ondanks dat, was de

volgorde van verwerving door de twee gloepen significant overeenkomend. De
verwervingsvolgorde is weergegeven in (2).

(2) Verwervingsvolgorde van kenmerken:

a. Plaatskenmerken

Primair: coronaal, labiaal < dorsaal

Secundair: laag , hoog < voor < rond
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b. Soortkenmerken

Primair: consonantaal < sonorant < continuant < sibilant

Secundair: gespannen < nasaal < lateraal < rotisch

In beide groepen vertoonde het taalgebruik van de verzorgers variatie in het gebruik van
fonemen, maar dit was meer te zien in de Post-Sec groep. De verzorgers in de Pre-Sec
groep waren consistenter in de zin dat zij meer JC varianten gebruikten dan JE varianten.
De JC coronale plosief vs. JE dentale fricatief, de JC gepalataliseerde plosief vs. de JE
velaire plosief, JC lrcl vs. JE lel en JC luN vs. JE /o/ vormden de belangrijkste
variabelen waar ik naar gekeken heb. Over het algemeen leerden de kinderen de
varianten die meer gebruikt werden eerder. Dit is duidelijker te zien in de verwerving
van klinkervarianten dan in de verwerving van medeklinkervarianten.

Uitgaande van de varianten die de kinderen leerden, lijkt het erop dat ongeveer 6dn
derde van de kinderen zich 6dntalig ontwikkelen. De helft van deze groep bestaat uit JE
sprekers, de andere helft uit JC sprekers van het basilect dan wel het mesolect. De andere
kinderen, die tezamen een meerderheid vormen, lijken zich tweetalig te ontwikkelen. De
tweetalige Post-Sec kinderen leren zowel JE als JC (het basilect dan wel het mesolect),
de tweetalige Pre-Sec daarentegen leren twee varianten van het JC, het basilect en het
mesolect. De kinderen die het onderwerp vormen van deze studie lijken zo redelijk
representatief voor de Jamaicaanse bevolking wat hun taalgebruik betreft. In een situatie
waarin de meeste kinderen tweetalig opgroeien, zou men kunnen aannemen dat het
diglossiemodel goed bruikbaar zou zijn. Echter vornt het feit dat drie kinderen zich als
ddntalige sprekers van het acrolect ontwikkelen (d.w.z. van de "hoge" varieteit) een

probleem voor dit model als model van de Jamaicaanse taalsituatie.
De gegevens werden in hoofdstukken 5 en 6 voorgesteld in het kader van een

verwervingstheorie die er van uitgaat dat kinderen hun eigen fonologische systeem
hebben, en zich in de richting van het volwassen model ontwikkelen door daar
langzamerhand nieuwe kenmerken en complexe strucfuur aan toe te voegen. In dat
model wordt er van uitgegaan dat de kinderen een aantal fonologische processen

aanwenden waarmee de doelvormen van de volwassen taal worden aangepast aan hun
eigen systeem. Naarmate de kinderen het volwassen model meer benaderen, hebben zij
minder van dit soort fonologische processen nodig. De kinderen in de Post-Sec groep
bereikten het stadium waarin de fonologische processen niet meer of bijna niet meer
nodig waren eerder dan de kinderen in de Pre-Sec groep. Echter was de volgorde waarin
de processen werden gestaakt significant overeenkomend. Het dentaal fricatieve proces
was in de Post-Sec groep nog volop in gebruik op de leeftijd 4;6. De verzorgers in de

Pre-Sec groep gebruiken geen dentale fricatieven, dus is er geen reden aan te nemen dat
de kinderen in de Pre-Sec groep dit proces toepassen; naar alle waarschijnlijkheid zullen
de kinderen in deze groep de dentale fricatieven pas velwerven als zlj daar buiten de

eigen omgeving aan worden blootgesteld, in een situatie van tweede taalverwerving.
ln een theoretische uitwerking aitn het eind van het proefschrift, stel ik een

alternatieve benadering van het verwervingsproces voor. Om te beginnen bestaat dit uit
een alternatief voorstel voor de DP representatie van sub-segmentele kenmerken. Deze
sub-segmentele kenmerken werden verder als OT selectievoorwaarden (constraints)
voorgesteld, waarmee het verwervingsproces binnen OT verklaard kan worden. Het idee

is dat kinderen het verwervingsproces van het fonologische systeem beginnen met een
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default constraint hierarchy. Daardoor produceren de meeste kinderen coronale
consonanten en lage klinkers, onaftrankelijk van de input. Naarmate de kinderen meer
van de grammatica leron, worden de selectievoorwaarden steeds opnieuw herordend, wat
een grotere variEteit in outputs als resultaat heeft. lndividuele verschillen treden op door
verschillen in de tijdsperiode tussen de herordeningen en/of door verschillen in de
tussenposities die de verschillende selectievoorwaarden in de loop der tijd innemen.

Daarnaast heb ik OT ook gebruikt om tot een voorstel te komen voor een model
van het Creools continuum dat plaats biedt aan ddntalige sprekers dn meertalige sprekers.
Voor dit model wordt binnen OT voor het mesolect een variabele contraint hierarchy
aan genomen, tegenover een vaststaande voor het acrolect en het basilect.

Bij het gebruik van OT voor het Creools Continuum heb ik een inschatting moeten
maken van de oorsprong van de input voor de verschillende taalvarieteiten. Deze
inschatting kan ook toegepast worden op de interactie tussen twee talen in een tweede
taalverwervingssituatie. In dat geval stel ik voor dat de veronderstellingen van de leerder
betreffende de L2 in verhouding tot haar Ll gemaakt worden op het niveau van de input,
niet van de output.

Naast het wetenschappelijk belang van de moedertaalverwerving in Jamaica is er
ook een praktisch belang aan dit onderzoek. Dit heeft te maken met de behoefte aan een
goed begrip van het taalvermogen van kinderen gedurende de verschillende stadia van
hun ontwikkeling voor klinische toepassingen en onderwijsbeleid. Wat de klinische
toepassingen betreft, zijn de diagnose en behandeling van een kind met fonetische er/of
fonologische taalstoornissen niet goed mogelijk zolang er geen duidelijk beeld is van het
fonologische profiel dat normaal is voor de leeftijdsgroep van het kind. Dit onderzoek
geeft daar een eerste aanduiding van.

Ter verbetering van het Jamaiciurnse onderwijssysteem zouden allereerst JE en JC
officieel als twee aparte talen erkend moeten worden. Moedertalig JC-sprekende
kinderen zouden gealfabetiseerd moeten worden in hun moedertaal, terwijl zij daarnaast

Engels leren als de taal van het voortgezet onderwijs. Er is al vaak, door taalkundigen
zowel als deskundigen uit het onderwijs, voorgesteld het gebruik van JC in de scholen
op zijn minst in het lager onderwijs te accepteren, en Engels als tweede taal te

onderwijzen, gebruik makend van lesmethoden die ervan uitgaan dat de taalleerder 66n

of meer andere talen spreekt. Om dit voorstel in praktijk te kunnen brengen, is een

begnp varl het taalvermogen van het kind dat aan het onderwijstraject begint
noodzakelijk, evenals een beeld van de ontwikkeling die kinderen gedurende
verschillende leeftijdsstadia normaal zouden moeten doormaken. Dit onderzoek draagl
daar aan bij.

Verder bestaat de bijdrage van dit ouderzoek aan het debat over het

onderwijsbeleid hierin dat het evidentie biedt voor de veronderstelling dat veel

Jamaicaanse kinderen die in het lager onderwijs instromen onvoldoende keruris hebben
van het Engels, de onderwijstaal. Daarnaast geeft dit onderzoek ook een beeld van de

mate waarin kinderen meertalig of 66ntalig kunnen zijn, en in welke taalvarianten. Zo

kururen de resultaten van dit onderzoek behulpzaam zijn in de keuze van taalvarianten
voor het onderwijs.

Zo hoop ik bij te kunnen dragen aan de vorming van een onderwijssysteem dat,

zoals ook het Ministerie van Onderwijs dat wil, de lerende kinderen centraal stelt.



Appendix A Segment Development Profiles for the Children

Table 5.A1: Shakira (Pre-Sec group 1) (G12): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;0 (d) (a)

l:1 {d} a

l;2 tdl (a)

l:3
d

(!)
(a)

l;4
td)

I
az:

l;5 m
b od G)

{i}

a [a:]
l;6 {m}

{b} (t)(d)
{s}

i)

a {a:}
(q)

l:7 (m)

{b} {r} {d}
{s}

I

a {a:}
{u}

l;8 {m}
b ttld

w
(s)

it
G) s

a, a'.

{at}

l;1
0

m
(b) r {d}

{*}
lsl

I

(e) (o)
(a) a:

(al
l;1
I

{m}
(b)

{w}

(0 d rk) o
b

lsl

II

{e}
c

(o)
aa:

{at}

2;0 {m} tn}
{b} td k{g}

{*}

(u
lsl

{i} r {u}
{e} {o}

(a) a:

{at}
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(X) = X is emerging (5lo/o - 74Vo corect realisations in the data).

L = X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}: insuffrcient data at this data point but X appeared previously,

Table 5.Al(cont'd): Shakira (Pre-Sec group 1) (Gl2) phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;3 tm)
pb

(wl

n
t {d} k {e}

CI

n
t (ft)

(s)

m ltu
e€ GI{o}

aal
(aD

2;6 D

td
(!) U)

m
pb
f

lwl

ki k tel
n

td
SZ

!

kg
{m}
B

i r (q)u
ee A [o]

aai
(rc) (aD Cua)

?.o mn
pb td{ {tj}{t}tel
{r} s {J}

{w} i

m

{p}
n
t {d} {t} tg}

{s} {z}
{l}

i r {u} {u}
(e) e A {o}

a a'.

{rc} {a,} {ua}
3;0 m

pb
f

w

n
t d {tI} tkj} k g

s {J}

lj

n

{d}
z

{u

m

{p} t
{s}

E

{t} {e}

IIUU
(e)e A o

aa:
{te} (aD uA



able i.A2: Russell (Pre-Sec group l) (G 3): inventory
Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;0 (m)
bd

a

l;3 tm)b (!) d (E)
6) (!)

a

l;6 {m}
pb t d {k}

{u} II

9^
aai

UU

1;9 (m)
pb t{d} (k)e

m (!) (o) (i)t u u

lel(O (,t)
aa:

(au)

2;0 (m) n
pb t d kg

m (n) tl)
I &E

{i}(D u u

etA
aai

{uru}
2:3 m (n)

pb t d Ei k g

(w)

mnD
t k{e}

(i)t uu
(e) (e) (a)

aa:
{nu}

2;6 m
pb
lv
w

n
td ikj) kg

j

mn{u}
(p) t (k) sv oG)

ir
{e}e A

aai
(re) ar {,ru}

UU

UA

?.o mn
pb t d {kj} k g

trl{v}
w Ii

mn9
(p) t ke

{v} {s} (z)

I I UU

{e}e A

aa:
re (aD {au } (ua)

3;0 mn
pb t d(tD (kj) k g

f {v}
w (d(1) i

mnu
p t (k)e

{v} {s} {z}

ir
ee

It

UU
(n) e

aai
ar AU (ua)

= X is emergrng (50% - 74Yo corectrea lisations in the data).

APPENDICES

X : X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

(Xl: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.
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(X) = X is emerging (50o/o - 74Yo conect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

able 5.A3: I'onva (Pre-Sec t.
Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;2
d

(ai

(r)

l;6
td)CI

G)

tud G)
B

a

{t}I

a:

l;1
0 {t} d kg

{m} {n}
{p}

{i} {r}

a la:l
2:0

II (ds) ki k te)
mn
pb- t d

f
w

{m}
{p}

(v)
ke

n
L

G)

uu
A

aa:
At AU UA

it
e€

).7 {n}
t d{tJ} {aE} {tj} {k} {e}
!

j

m
pb
f
w

{m} n

{p} {t} {ki {e}
{v} {sX4 J

G)

tilr uu
EEA

aa:
0O {ar}{au} {ua}

2:6 mn
pb t d(rr{d3}{kj}k g

fy s

w rl j

{m}ng
p t kg

v s{z}J
rl

r I UU
eEL

aa:
r€ {ar} ao {ur}

2;9 mn
pb tdtl dg{kj}kg
f v s

(w) G)l j

mn(u)
p t d k{g}

{r} s z t/}
r {l}

i r uu
ee A o

aai
te ar {au} uA

3;0 mn
pb td{t/}{ar}bkg
f{"} s

w rl j

mnu
p t{d} k g

v s z{!l
r{u

1 I UU
e€Ao

a a:

{rc} ar {nu} (ua)



able 5.A4: 'l roy (fre-Sec ((i
Age tnitially Finally Vowels

l;0 m
b td

a

l;3
td

m
pb

v
k

a

Ot
G)

l:6 m!
p b t{d)

{v}
tk)

n
(!)
q

p
{i}(r)
(sXe) A

ala

Gr)
l;9 n

t d t[(d0 ei L e
(!)

j

m
pb
I {v}
w

mn
t!*
sz

kp
(i)r u u

{e}e n
aa:

I8 ar

l:U n
t d (tf){d3} tkj} k e

S

o(l) ti)

m
pb
fv
w

mn
t d {tI}
s {z}

I

D

kp

(i)t u

{e}e A

aa:
{te} ar

{u}

UA

2:4 mn
pb t d{tJ}(d$kj k{e}
f{v} s

w {r}(l) ti}

mn
t {dxtI)
s2 t

I

D

kp
IIUU

{e}e A

aai
re {u} (nu) {ur'}

2;6 mn
pb t dtJ (d3){kj}k g

f{v} s J
w (r){Ui

mn{u}
p t d(tD k g

{s} {z} J
I

{i} r

(e) e

{te}

UU
o

UA

A

az:
AI AU

2;9 mn
pb t dtJ (df)kj k g

f{v} s []
w rl j

mn{u}
p t d{tI} k g

(O{z} tI}
(r) I

i r uu
{e}(e) A o

aa:
Ie ar (,ru) {un}

J;U mn
pb tdtJ d3{kj}kg
fv s [J]
w rl j

mn{t}
{p} t {d} {tJ} k {e}

v s lzlt
{r} {l}

I I UU

{e} e A {o}
a a'.

0e) ar AU uA
: X is emerging (50% - 74Yo couect ln ta).
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X : X appea$ for the first time. IXJ : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}= insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.



Table 5.A5: Alison (Pre-Sec eroup 2) (G

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;9 m
pb

w

n
t d kg
s

l3

m
p t kg

sz J
I

Dn i r u(u)
(e) A

a a'.

I€ AI UA

3;0 mn
pb t d $kike
tsJ
w gl i

mnD
p b td k{e}

{s} {z} J
I

UU

UA

it
CA

aa..
It at

1'1 m
pb
fy
w

n
t d rt {aE}kj k e

sJ
rl j

m
p {b}
fv

nD
td k
s{z} I
rl

6

IIUU
€na

aa:
IE AI AU UA

3:6 mn
pb t d tJ d3 kjk g

f v s {r}
w rl j

mn{o}
p{b} td kg
f{v} sz I

rl

IIUU
€A{o}

aai
rE ar {rtu} uA

?.o n
t d tJ ds kjk e
S {J}
rl j

m
pb
fv
w

mn0
p b td qt kg
f {v} s z t

rl

UU
A {o}

aai
at {au} uA

ir
t

IA

4;0 mn
pb t d tI{dg}kjk e
f v s J
w rl j

mnu
p b td{rJ} k{e}
f v s{z}{I}

rl

{i}r u u

eA{o}
aa..

Ie ar {,ru} uA

4;3 mn
pb t d tJ{d3}kj kg
f v s /
w rl j

m

p {b} t d {tI} ds
f v sz I

rl

n D

kg
IIUU

(e) e A {o}
aa:

IT AI AU UA

4:6 mn
pb t d {tI}{dg}{kj}kg
f v sZI
w rl J

mnD
p {b} t d {tJ} {dg} k e

t4 {"} s {z} J
rl

IIUU

lel e n {o}
aa..

rE ar {nu} uA
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(X) = X is emerging (50% - 74o/o cofiect realisations in the data).
X = X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}= insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.



Table 5.46: Bryce (Pre-Sec group 2) (G22)z phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6

S

kg
n

td

Jr (l)

(m)
pb
f
w

(m)
pb

(v)

n
td
sz
rl

iru
EAO

aa:
l€ al

3;6 m l
t d !i kik e

ts)
{r}l j

In)
pb
f
(w)

m (n)
ptb) t{d} ke
{r} sz (O

rl

{i}t u u

€A{o}
aa:

IE AI UA

4.,6 m
pb
t
w

n
t d(tD {kj}ke
s

rl j

m(n)s
p b td![ k{e}
{v} sz I

rl

i r u(u)
tAO

aai
IE AI UA

: X is emerging (50% - 74o/o corr.ecl ln ta

APPENDICES

X = X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

(X): X is emerging
X = X appears for the fust time. [X] = evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 507o)

{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.
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Table 5.A7: Damion (Pre-Sec group 2) (G23): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2:5 m
pb
fv
w

n
t d(tD kjke

r J

n
p t tl (k)e

s

rl

m IIUU
tA

aa:
Ie (ar) nu uA

7-'7 m
pb
fv
w

n
td tl kjkg
I
{r}l j

mnB
{p}h t! { k{e}

SZ J
r {l}

iruu
€A

aal

{re} ar {,ru} {ua}
4:6 m i I

pb t d tJ {kj}ke
f{v} s J

n

{r}w

mn
{p}{b} t d{t}

sz{l\
rl

{u}
kg

IIUU
etl1

aa:.
re il rru {urr}

X)=Xis correct realrsattons m



Table 5.A8: Oshari (Pre-Sec group 2) (G2$: phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;7 m
pb
f

n
td kj kg

S

rl j

mn!
td kg

v s(z)
rl

IUU
€AO

aa:
IE AI

3;6 m
pb
fy

n
td {3{kj} kg
sJ
rl j

mn{u}
t {d} !t k {e}

v sz
r {l}

IIUU
e€ A {o}

aai
IE AI UA

4;6 mn
pb t d { d3(ki)k g

f{u} {s} I
w rl j

{m}no
p t d{tJ} k{e}

{"} sz I
r {l}

{u} u

{o}

UA

II

tele A

aa"
It at
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(X) = X is emerging ( 50% - 74o/o cofiect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

(X) : X is emerging ( 50% - 74Yo corect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 5.A9: Winsome (Pre-Sec group 2) (G25): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6 mn
pb t d d3 kj kg
f v r U)
w rl j

nD
p tdtl k

S

rl

ir
t

IE

UU
A

a a'.

al (.rru)

3;6 mn
pb t d !t d3 kj kg
f{v} s (fl
w rl i

U

p
4n

t (d) (tI)
S

G){I}

k
{u}{i}

I€

I

T1I
Aai
ar {nu}

U

4;6 mn
pb tdtl dg{kj}kg
f v s J
w rl j

!mn
t d(o
sz I
r {l}

k 0P

IIUU
9e A O

a a'.

rr a {au} uA
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able 5.410: Karl (Post-Sec qrouD ll (Ll
Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;0 (m)
d

U)

t (r)

l:l {m}
bd

{i
e (e) {a}

l;2 {m}
{b} d

fi)

L9
{e} e {r}

a

l;3 m
{b}

n
d

ti)

n

?

(r) [u]
lel e {r}

(a)

l;5 tm) [n]
{b} (d)

ti)

{"}

{z\

(') {u}
e {e} {r}

{a} a:

l;6 {m} n

{b} d

0)

npo
(z)

O {r} {u} (c)

{e} (e) {r}
a

GO

a:

l;7 m
b

n
d
j

w

m
tp)

(n)

{t} (n
lzl

i r {u}u
(e){e} a {)}

aa:
AI

l;8 mn
b rd{ k

t)
lwl

{m} n
(p) (t) {k}

[z]

{i}t uu
{e} {e} a {r}

aa:
(a)

l;9 mn
pb t dtJdA kiG)e
tw r (l){.i}

(m)nD
tp) {t} k

lzl I

{i} r {u} {u}
lel e A tr)

(a) a:

{a}
t;l
0

m {n}
tplb t dtJtasl{kj}k{g}
fs
{w} {r} I {.1}

{m} n {s}
tpltk

c {z} {I}

i r u{u}
lel e n {r}

(a) a:

AI

l;l
I

mn
p b td{tJ}td3l{r:-}rtel
r {s}w trl I tj)

{-} n {u}

{p} tt} d k

' {z}(I)

(i) r u {u}
lel e a {r}

a

AI

a:

2;O mn
pb t d tr(dE)lkjlk(g)
f {s}
w trl(l)ti,)

mn
td
' {r} U}
r

{u}
p k

lil
lel

IUU
e n{c}

aal
{ar}

Continued overleaf
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(X) = X is emerging (50% - 74%o correct realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insuffrcient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 5.A10(cont'd): Karl (Post-Sec group l) (Lll): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

).1 mn
pb td{tI}dr{kj}k(e)
fsCI
{w} [r] I j

mn
td
sLz)t
rl

k
D

p
I

e (s) {^} {r}
aai
{a}

(u)U{i}
lel

2;6 m {n}
pb t d{tJ}[d5]kjk(g)
fsl
w {r}l j

mnD
{p} t{d} kg

s(z) I
(r) I

IIUU
e € A {c}s

aa:'
0sI ar (p4)

2:9 m
pb
f
w

n
t d t, tdgl kj k (g)

sJ
rl j

mnu
p td kg
(v) szJ

rl

i r uu
(e)e A {r}o

aai
(rc) at (ua)

3;0 m
pb
f
w

n
t d tI {q}kj k g

sf
rl j

m

p td kg
(v) szl

rl

Un II
(e)e A

aa:
rt at

UU
tr) o

(ua)
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Table 5.A11: Teresa (Post-Sec group I honeme inventorv developmr,nt.
Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;0
d

n
b

m
(o)

a

AI

e

I

1:l mn
p(b) ! du

0)
G)t

m
(o)

(q)

lel

0e)

I

a

AI

l;5 {m} n
p b t dltjl kG)
w {UO

{k}
mu

til d
s

r (u) G)
(e)lel to)

a

{n} at

l;6 (m) n
pb {t}d{tj} k

{e} oCI
lwl (r) {l} i

n

ttld k
(s)

(m) !IUu
ee 4 (o)

au
{n} (ar)

l;7 mn
(p)b t d(tfl k g

s tJ)
w {r}l j

(m) n
t(d) k
lsl CI

I

i r (u)u
e€ ,r {o}

aa:
{ra} ar

l;8 {m} n
pb td{tJ} kjttg}

S IJ}
(w) trXl) j

m (n)

t{d} kg
s {I}
otu

i r (u) (u)

e€ A o

aai
(rc) ar

t;9 mn
pb tdtJ {kj}ke

S {I}
{w} {'} I j

m
p t d kg

s z {r}
r {l}

n {uXu)
AO

aai
(ar)

II
e8

II

l;l
0

mn
p b t(d) tJ {kj} k e

f s{J}
w tr)l j

mn
{p} t(d} k{e}

s {z} {I}
(r) I

i r u(u)
(e) e (a) {o}

aai
(re) (at)

l;l
I

(m) n
pb tdtJ (kj)k(e)
rs{I}
w r l(i)

rnng
p td (dg)k(e)
f s(z) I

r {l}

i r u(u)
etAo

aai
rt (aD

2:0 mn
pb td{tJ} tkj}ke
f s{r}
w rlj

m(n)D
p t d {dE}k{e}
f (s) z lll.

r {l}

i r {u}u
(e)e A o

aa..
re (aD

2;3 mn
pb td{tJ} {hj}t{g}
r stI)
(w) {r} I j

mn(u)
{p} t d {ds}k{e}
{O szlll

(r) {l}

(i) r u (u)

etAo
aai

{re} (aD

Continued overleaf
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(X) : X is emerging 6A% - 74o/o conect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 5.Al l(cont'd): Teresa (Post-Sec group l) (Ll2) phoneme inventory developmcnt.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6 m
pb
f
w

n
t d tf de ki ks
s(fl

(r)l j

mn(u)
p t {d} {dl} k {e}

{0v s z(,
r {l}

ir
e€

IE

UU
A {o}

aa..
al

2:9 m {"}
p b t d{tJ}{dE}{kj}ke
fstr)
w (0(l) i

5
{e}

nm

p b t d {dS}k
tfl{r} s z {J}

r {l}

(i) r u {u}
ee o

aa:
I€ ar (au)

3;0
tI(dr) {kj} k esu)

w (r)lj

m {n}
b tdp

f
pb td {dr}
{0v sz!

r {l}

U

kg
nm (i)r u u

CEAO
aa:

rr at {au}
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(X) : X is emerging ( 50% - 74o/o conlect realisations in the data).

X = X appears for the frst time. [XJ : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.
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Table 5.A12: Davin (Post-Sec group l) (Ll3): phoneme inventory development.

Age InitiaIIy Finally Vowels

l;3
d a

I

l;6
b d kk)

a

Lr
G)s

l;8 od
b ! (d) k {e}

G)

n tt
{e}e A

aa:
2;0 mn

p(b) tdtl Hkg
ys

j

n

T

m
t k

(i)t pu
{e}e A

aa:
al

2:3 mn
{p}b tdtl kjke
fv (s)

wj

k

U}

nm
t

I

(i) r u {u}
e (e) A (e)

a a'.

ar (lu) ua

2;6 (m) n
pb td(tfl {kj}ks

tfl{v} s

wj

{m} n
p (t)(O k g
(v) s Ul

r

{i} r u {u)
{e} e   (o)

{au} {ua}
a:a

AI

2:8 rnn
pb tdtJ kj kg
f {"} s

w (Di

{m} n

tp) td {k}e
{v}sJ

{.}

ir u u

(e) e (a) {o}
aa:

r€ ar {au} ua

3;0 mn
pb tdtJ kj kte)
f {v} s

{w} lj

mn
{p} td kg

{v}sI
r

(i) r {u} {u}
{e} e A to}

aa:
re ar {au} {ua}



Table 5.413: Okhanna (Post-Sec group 1) &10: phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

l;0 d
a

l:2
(d)

I

(€.)

l:5
pb Id t ft)

I

{e} A

a a'.

1;9
kpb td

fGl
G)

t
s

h)
k

r (q)

@) e (a)
a [a:]

GD
2;0 mft)

p b t d(IO kg
f (v) {s}

r

kt
s

m
p

n

CI

lr u

{e} e (a) e
aa:

[s) (aD (u^)
1.) m {n}

pb td{tJ} kike
{f} v (s) O
wlrli

{m} n

G) (t) kg
v sz I

ir u{u}
(eXe) A o

aai
r€ ar {ul}

2;6 m
p b t d{t}(dokjkg

(0 [v] s {J}
w [r]l j

n {m} n
p td k{s}

v (s)(z) J

ir
e (s)

{re}

{u} u

A {o}
aa:
AI UA

2;8 mn
p b t d(tfi(ds){hi}ke
(0v s {I}
w rl j

{m}nE
p (t){d} k g

{v} sz I

ir {u}u
{e} e A {o}

aai
(rc) {a} {ua}

3;0 mn
pb tdtl d3kjk(g)
f v s J
w rl j

{m}nu
{p} t{d} k{e}

{v} s (z) {J}
I

IIUU
(e) e A {o)

aai
r€ aI Jr {urr}

2s2 R. MEADE ACQUISITION OF JAMAICAN PHONOLOGY

(X) = X is emerging (50% - 74o/o conect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.
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Table 5.A14: Sharon (Post-Sec group f) (Lf fl: phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

1;3

kg
mn
p td

n
(d)

i(t) u

e (o)
(a:)a

1;6
kg

n
td

z

m
pb

-(v)

mn
(t) {d}

ir (u)

{e} {o}
a

al

a

l;9 m {n}
p b t d { ds kg
t v c[z]I
(w) L j

T5

(m) (n)

E t{d} k(c)

I

iruu
(e) o

aal
r€ (ar) AU uA

2;O m {n}
p b t d(tf)tdslkike
f {"} slzlr J
w I j

mn
{b} t {d} k{e}

s (a{r}
tl)

IIUU
e ($ {o}

aa:
te ar {rru} {ua}

2;3 mn
pb t d t/ dg kj(k)g
f v s{z}I
w I j

mn
p t{d} kg
{b} (s) (z) (f)

tu

IIUU

G)e A {o}
aa:

rs (a) [,ru] ua

2;6 mn
pb tdtJ {dg}kjkg
f {v} s{z} I
w (01 j

(m)ns
p{b} t{d} kg

v szJ
or

IIUU
{e}e ^ 

o

aa:
I€ ar [au] u,r

2;9 mn
pb tdtl dgkjkg
f v s{z} {J}
w (r)l j

{*}nD
p {b} t {d}
{k} {s}

{v} s {z} U)
rl

ir {u}u
{e}e A (d(o)

aa:
rt ar [rru] ua

3;0 mn
p b t d tJ{dg}kjkg
f{v} s{z}I
w (r)lj

mn{l}
tpltt) td{ kg

v sz{J}
r {l}

IIUU

{e}e A {r} o

aai
{rc} (aD {au} {ua}

(X) : X is emerging (50% - 74Yo cotectrealisations in the data).
X = X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less thau 50%)

{X}: insuflicient data at this data point but X appeared previously.



Table 5.A15: Kereen (Post-Sec group 2) (L2l): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6 m
pb
f
w

n

r dtJdS kg
s (z)

lj

mnD
p t d k(g)
f sz I

rl

il
(eXe) A

aai
(a,)

(u) u
)

AU

?.o m
pb
fv
w

n

t dtJ dS ki kg
s tz)
olj

mnu
tp) t{d} kg
{f} sz I

rl

r I UU
eE {rt}r

aa:
IE AI EI AU

3;0 mn
pb t d{tI}{dg}kjk{g}
f {r} s {z}J
w {r}lj

{m} n {o}
p td k{g}
{0 {s} z {I}

rl

1 I UU

{e} {e} {a} r s
aai

{re} ar {eI} {au}
mn

pb t dtJdg{kj}kg
fv s{zlJ
w r I j

mnu
tplb td k{g}
{0v s z {I}

rl

r I uu
ee A )o

aa:
{re} ar tet} AU

3;6 mn
pb t d{rI}{ds}{kj}kg
f {v} s z I
w rl j

mnu
tp){b} td k{g}
{0v sz {I}

r{u

ltuu
e e rr{t}o

aa:
(rc) at {et} AU

3;9 mn
pb t d{tj}{dr}kjke
f v s{z}{J}
w rl j

mn{u}
{p}{t} td k
te)
{0v sz I

r {l}

{i} r {u} u
et A)o

aa:
{re} ar {er} AU

4;0 mn
pb td tj{d3}{kj}ks
f v e @) s{z} {J}
w rl j

mn!
p{b} tdU kg
f {"} s z{I}

rl

IIUU
EE A J O

aai
le ar {et} AU

4;3 m
pb tdtJd3{kj}ke
f {v} {0} {6}s z J
w rl j

n mn{t}
pb td{tj} kte}
t0{v} s z{I}

rl

I I

E

UU
n{r}o

aa:
il {er} {r'u}{r}

4:6 mn
pb tdtJdS{tj}ke
f v {0}{6}s{z}J G)
w rl j

mn5
p tb) t {d} ttf} k {e}
{0{v} s z l|l

rl

ir {u}u
er n{r}o

aa:
re ar {er} {au}
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(X) : X is emerging ( 50% - 74o/o conect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.



Table 5.A16: Nathan (Post-Sec group 2 child) (L22): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6 mn
pb td(tD kg
fs(D
wj

p t
S

k

I

m n IIUU
ee .rl 0

o4.

AI

3;6 mn
pb td{tI} kj kg
f y s

w li

-mng
p td kg
{v} (s) z I

rl

rrou
{e} r A {o}

aai
l€ at

4;6 mn
pb t d tl {kj} kg
f{v} s

w I j

mn{l}
{p} t d kg

v (s)z J
r{u

u (u)

{o}

1I

0e)

11

aa:
AI
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(X) = X is emerging ( 50% - 74o/o correct realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)
{X}= insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

(X) : X is emerging ( s}oh - 74o/o conect realisations in the data).
X : X appears for the frrst time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}= insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 5.A17: Karel (Post-Sec group 2 child) (L23): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

3;0 m n

p b r dEkj k g

f
wj

m n
pt(tl)k

sJ
r

IIUU
€o

aai
AI

3;6 mn
pb td il{aE}{kj}ke
fs
w rl i

m
p t4{tf} k c
v sz f

{r} I

nn ir uu
ge A o

aai
AI

4,6 mn
p b t d tJ d3 {kj}k {g}
f y s

w r1l

mn!
p td ttj) k{g}

y sz{J}
(r) {1 }

ir u{u}
{e}e A o

?al
rE al (nu) uA



Table 5.A18: Kimani (Post Sec group 2 child) (Lza\: phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;7 mn
p b t d kjk e
f
w (r)l j

m
pt
f v s

r

n!
kg

IIIJU
(e) e (n) o

aai
lE ar

3;6 mn
pb t d !l kj k g

fE
w {r}l j

mn{u}
p td k{e}
{f}" sz I

r!

i r u(u)
e t (zr) {o}

aa:
IE AI UA

4:6 mn
pb td{tI} {kj}ke
f y s J
w (r)lj

mnu
p t a k{e}
{$tr} s z I

rl

i r {u},
CE A O

aa;
rr ar {ua}
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(X) : X is emerging ( 50% - 74Yo conectrealisations in the data).
X : X appears for the first time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

tX): insufficient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

(X) : X is emerging GA% - 74Yo conectrealisations in the data).
X : X appears for the fust time. [X] : evidence that X is not acquired nor emerging (less than 50%)

{X}: insuffrcient data at this data point but X appeared previously.

Table 5.A19 Shelly (Post-Sec group 2 child) p25): phoneme inventory development.

Age Initially Finally Vowels

2;6 m
pb
f
w

n
td kg
s

lj

mn
ptdk

v s(z) t
r

II
e€1r

aal
at

UU

3;6 mn
pb td { kikg
f y s I
W gIU}

n
t d tfdz ks+4

LZ T

rl

m
p

{v}

IIUU
{e}e A o

aai
IT AI JI UA

4;6 mn
pb td{tJ} tkj}ke
f {v} (Q s (J)

w rl j

mn$
p (t) d {tJ} {ds} k g

v sz J
rl

a
(rc) (n) {rr} {ua}

{i} r

(e) e

UU

^ Q)o
ai
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Appendix B

The International Phonetic Alphabet
Usage authorised by the web site of the Intemational Phonetic Association

(c/o Department of Linguistics, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada).

(Revised to 1993, Updated 1996)

lYhe slmbols qryx ir Jn[n' thc orc to rbc riglrr rcpcranrt . voicd corsoclg' Shrdrrl ars &uolo rtiailrionr jurlgcrl inporriblc.
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Appendix C Examples of Productions by the Group lchildren
with the target adult forms and English gloss

Cl: Raymond (Gll): Examples of productions, Ixl, at age 2;6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, and English gloss, 'z'.

'a' lal [a]
'ball' lba:ll [ba:l]
'bucket' lbrkttl [bakrt] & fbtkrt]
'car' /kja:rl [kja]
'dog' ldagl [da:g]ofor' lfr/ tfi]
'hand' lan/ [an]
'here' /rcr/ [rcr]
'him' /tml [m]
'lift' /hf/ flil]
'paint' /prcnt/ [pren]
'sharpen' /[a:pm/ [Japm]
'that' ldatl [dat]
'umbrella' lambrela/ [ambrela]
'you' lju/ Liu]

'a' la/ [a]
'book' lbukl [buk]
'break' lpapl [pap]
'clothes' /khttz/ [kluaz]
'eye' latl [aI]
'for' lfil tfl]
'gone' lga:n/ [da:n]
'it' lttl & lt/ trtl & trl
'me' lml [mr]
'open' lurryn/ [np.r]
'see' /sil ttr]
'show' llul'/ [tun]
'teddy' lteill [tedr]
'umbrella' lambrela/ [ambrela]

'and' /Ml [an]
'big' lbril [brg]
'butterfly' lbz1aflail [bntaflar]
'cry' ll<rat/ [kral]
'fly' lflat/ [far]
'gone' lga:nl [ga:n]
'hat' lat/ [at]
'here' /jal Ljal
'it' lft/ & hl [t] & [r]
'mother' /madal [mada]
'road' /rurd/ [wurrd]
'shovel' lfrtvll [Javu]
'this' /dtsl [drs]
'up' lrtpl [np]

C2: Shakira (G12): Examples of productions, [xl, at age 2;6 with the adult target
forms, lylrnnd English gloss,'z'.

'bawl' lba:ll
'bread' bred/

'car' lkja:rl
'dog' /da:g/

'foot' lfat/
'front' lfrrntl
'head' led/

'jacks' ldgaksl

'nothing' /nntnJ

'panty' lpanfil

'she' llil
'sweet' /switr/
'this' ldtsl

[ba:l]
Ibed]

[ka:] & [kar]

Iga:g]

Ifut]
Ifnnt]
Ied]

Ida:s]

Inntn]

Imantt]

ltil
Isitr]

[drs] & [dtt]
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C3: Russell (G13): Examples of productions, [xl, at age2i6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, and English gloss, 'zn.

'a' /a/
'cow' lktu/
'door' /duxl
'four' /fuld
'in' lfil
'leave' /ltfl
'me' /ml/
'police' ipalis/

'red' lredl
'seven' /sevn/

'shoes' lluzl
'that' /dat/

'there' lilerl
'umbrella' /ambrtla/

C4: Tonya (Gla):

'a' /a/

'chicken' lttf,<tnl

'cover' lkxal
'dog' lda:gl

'elephant' lelrfantl

'for' lfl
'have' /av/
'hog' lagl
oit' lttl & hl
'make' lmeU

'man' /man/

'me' lm/
'please' /plizl
'see' lst/

'them' ldeml

'this' ldtsl

'truck' l{^kl
'up' ltryl

'who' fu/

'you' ljul

lal
Ikr'u]
Idua]
lfurwl
Im]

Llefl

Imd

[pais]

Iwed]

Itevna]

[tuz]

ldatl

Idrew]

Iambrela]

lal
Itrkm]

Ikava]

Ida:g]

Ielfan]
tfil
lavl
lael

trtl & trl
Imek]
Iman]

lmtl
[pliz]
lsrl

Idem]

[drs] & [drt]

ttl^kl
lapl
luI

Liul

'back' /bN tbakl
'dog' lda:gl [dag]
'five' lfal/ [falv]
'give' /gw/ & /gt/ [gr]
'it' lttl ttt]
'like' llarU [at] & [ar]
'nothing' lnl,:tql [natin]
'put' lputl [put]
'see' lsil [tr]

'sheep' lJipl [tip]
'sneakers' lkrep/ [kwep]othem' ldeml [dem]
'this' ldtsl [drt]
'yes' lje/ Llel

Examples of productions, [xl, at age 2;6 with the adult target
forms, ly l, anll English gloss,'z'.

'barking' lbarkm/ [berkm]
'cock' lkak/ [kak]
'cow' lkr.ru/ [kau]
'donkey' ldagkrl tda5krl
'father' lfa:dal [fa:da]
'give' lgil tgrl
'here' lrcrl [rcr]
'hold' lail/ [ual]
'little' ll:Ir"V [hkl]
'making' /mekml [mekrn]
'mash' /mat/ [maj]
'one' lwanl [wan]
'pull' lpull [pul]
'something' lsrtn/ [sttn]
'thing' ltvj [tU]
'tiger' ltarya/ [targa]
'two' ltrtl [tu]
'wall' lwa:ll [wa:l]
'yes' lje/ [:e]
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C5: Troy (G15): Examples of productions, [xl, at age 2;6 with the adult target
forms, lylrand English glossr'z'.

'a' lal [a]
'bottle' lbakll [bakl]
'clock' /klak/ [kak]
'come' lklrn/ [krrm]
'cow' lkrtul [knu]
'dog' lda:g/ [da:g]
'drunk' ldSrqU [dapk]
'eat' lnjarn/ [njam]
'fish' lt{l tflfl
'give' /gtl [gr]
'iron' latanJ [aran]
'kick' /r.rU [kft]
'make' /meU [me]
'man' lman/ [man]
'mash' lmaf [maj]
'me' lmt/ [mr]
'one' lwanl [wanJ
'plane' lplrcn/ [plrcn]
'see' lsl [sd
oshortso lta:tsl [Ja:ts]
'something' /srtn/ [srtn]
'stove' /stuavl [stunv]
'that' ldatl [datJ
'there' lde/ [de]
'tomato' /tumet.rrl [mita]
'truck' ltfrN ttj^k]
'tum' lttru/ [tln]
'watch' lwat!/ lwatj]
'who' lul [u]
'yes' ljcl [le]
'you' ljul [lu]



C6: Karl @1f):

'a' lal [a]
'bath' lba:Ol [ba:t]
'car' kar/ [kar]
'chicken' ltfixm/ ltjtkm]
'come' /klmi [kam]
'cow' lkttul [kau]
'doggy' ldcgt/ [dagr]
'drive' /d3raw/ [daw]
'elephant' leltfantl [fant]
'fire' lfanl tfilI
'hat' /hatl [at]
'horn' lhtml [a:r]
'ice-cream' /askrim/ [akwim]
'it' lttl tftl & trl
'lion' flarunl [an:n] & [aIa:d]
'monkey' /magk/ [mqkr]
'pretty' lprfi/ [prt,]
'rain' lren/ [ren]
'see' lsil & lsil [sl]
'shoes' lJtzl lluzl
'teddy' ltedt/ [tedd
'them' l6xm/ & ldem/ [dam]
'this' l6rs/ & /drsi [drs]
'truck' ltJr*l ttJ,tkl
'wait' lwetl [wet]
'were' /wrcrl [we]
'yes' lje/ Liel

APPENDICES

Examples of productions, [xl, at age2;6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, and English gloss, 'z'.



C7: Teresa (Ll2):
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Examples of productions, [xl, at age2;6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, and English gloss, 'z'.

,a,

'building'
'clock'
'cup'
'drinking'

'duck'
'father'
'give'
'have'
'here'
ohouse'

'it'
'like'
'man'
tme'

'next'
'ong'
'people'

'put'
'rain'
'reading'
tseg'

'something'

'them'

'this'
'tree'
ttwo'

'up'
'with'
'yes'
oyou'

lal [a]
/brldrn/ [br.m]
lklck/ [klak]
lkttpl tkapl
ldgrargktl [d5rgkmJ
/d,^kil [d^k] & [dak]
/fa:6al [fa:da]
lg:l [grv]
lhavl [av]
lhteil [rer]
lhnus/ [nus]
Irtl trtl
llatk/ [ark]
lmanl [man]
lmil [mi]
/neks/ [neks]
/wan/ [wan]
tpiptt [pipu]
lvrtl [put]
lrenl [ren]
lidm/ fwidm]
/sil [sr]
/srrmOrg/ [sn.m]
l6eml [dem]
l6tsl [drs]
h[nt ttlri] & tt il
/ttr/ [tu]
tnpl [ap]
lwtdl [wrd]
ljesl Liesl

/jt / [iu]



C8: Davin (L13):
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Examples of productions, [xl, at age 2;6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, andEnglish gloss,'z'.

,a,

'bed'

'bite'
'cat'
'chicken'
'cup'
'dog'

'fish'
'give'
'good'

'here'
'it'
'leave'
'making'
'met
tone'

'pen'

'see'

'them'

'this'
'truck'
oup'

'what'
'ygs'

'you'

lal [a]
lbedl [bed]
lbaftl [batt]
lkjatt lkjat]
ItJl/r;ml [trkrn] & [trkin]
klp/ [knpa]
/dt:gl [da:g]
tfilt twrJl & ttJtfl
tslt &iel [ed
tgad/ [eu]
lrcrl & lja/ [re] & [a]
tnt tftl & td
tlivl [iv]
/mekm/ [mekrn] & [bekm]
lmil [mr]
/wanl [wan]
lpenl [pen]
lsil lsrj
/6em/ [em]
/6rs/ [drs]

tt[r*t ttI^k]
It].q,/ [ap]
lwat/ [wa]
tjest &ljet Liel
tjut & tjat [iu]
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C9: Okhanna (L14): Examples of productions, [xl, at age2;6 with the adult target
forms, lyl, and English gloss, 'z'.

tat

'balloon'
'cat'
'chicken'

'clock'
'dog'
'dress'

'drive'

'ears'
'four'
'horse'

'it'
'man'
'nine'
'one'
'own'
'pretty'
'rabbit'
tseg'

'that'
'this'
'three'
'two'
'van'
'who'
'yes'

'you'

/a/ [a]
/balun/ [balun]
tkjatt [kjat]
Itlldrr:r;rl [sftm] & [sftrt]
lklck/ [klek]
/da:g/ [da:g]
ldgres/ [des]
/dSratv/ [dgarv]
lterzl [ms]
lfutu/ [fuar] & [tun]
/trcrs/ [krrs]
lftt tnl
lmanl [inan]
/nanJ [nam]
/wan/ [wan]
lull [urrn]
lprfil [prtr]
lrabfi/ [wabrt]
lsil trl
l6atl & /dat/ [dat] & [da]
/6rsl & ldrs/ [drt]
ftln/ tflvil & tfil
Itul [tu]
lvanl [ban]
lhtt/ [u]
ljesl & ljet [ie]
tjut & /jut Liul
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C10: Sharon (L15): Examples of productions, [xl, at age2;6 with the adult target
forms, lylrand English gloss,'z'.

'a' la/ [a]
'bear' &,terl [brewj & [bre]
'cat' kjatl lkjat] & lkjet]
'coming' lk,rmd [k,rmrn]
'dog' ldt:g/ [da:g]
'donkey' ldarlkt/ tdaUkil
'down' ldtun/ [dan]
'for' lfi/ tfr]
'gone' lga:n/ [ga:n]
'here' lrcrl [rer] & [rew]
'it' /rtl trtl & trl
'like' llailr./ [ark]
'make' /meU [mek]
'me' /mil [mi]
'one' lwan/ [wan]
'peanut' /pintt/ [pinat]
'rabbit' lrabtl ffabrt] & [wrabil]
'rainbow' /rrenboi [nenbo]
'see' /st/ [sr]
'that' /datl [dat]
'this' ldrs/ [drs]
'toothbrush' lbfibr*fi [tutbraJ]
'train' ltJnenl [tJrm]
'tree' /tJnl ttjwil
'truck' lt[r*/ ttj^k]
'up' lrpl [ap]
'yes' ljesl &/jel [ies] & Liel
'you' ljul Liul




